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ABSTRACT  
 

This thesis analyses the World Design Organization (WDO) World Design Challenge program 

through participant insights to improve the process. The demand for well-thought-out design 

solutions for complex problems drives industry, governments and educational institutions to seek 

more efficient and effective ways to generate creative out-of-the-box results. To meet the request 

for unique, positive user-based approaches, the WDO expands on traditional methods and leans 

on virtual remote practices that produce robust options to enhance sustainability. The WDO 

World Design Challenge program is a new strategically designed remote design process that 

offers possibilities to generate such results. The research analyses a series of World Design 

Challenge programs through observation, participation and research participant feedback.  

This thesis documented the researcher’s participation and observation of three World Design 

Challenges and thirteen research participant insights which were obtained through surveys, 

questionnaires, and interviews. The research explored team dynamics, online and remote 

obstacles, phase sequence and content, plus process structure and procedures. The research 

discovered how the WDO World Design Challenge program can be improved to increase user 

experience and maintain participant retention. 

 

Key Words: World Design Organization, Design Challenges, Design Thinking, Virtual Design 

Process 
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GLOSSARY of TERMS 
 

World Design Organization (WDO) World Design Challenge program  

World Design Challenge program is a proprietary programme by the World Design Organization, 

which is a virtual workshop experience where groups of voluntary participants are guided through 

facilitated sessions to address issues through the lens of design to propose relevant and impactful 

solutions. The World Design Challenges exist under the World Design Challenge program 

umbrella. 

 

Design Process 

A series of steps, actions and constructs that a designer uses to generate creative solutions.  

The design process usually dictates that a set of structures with various tasks will produce the 

building blocks for a finished tangible/intangible product or prototype. 

 

Design Sprints 

The series of steps, actions and constructs that a designer uses to generate or brainstorm multiple 

creative solutions within a short time interval. 

 

Design Creators 

Employees at the World Design Organization (WDO) who created the World Design Challenge 

program process. 

 

Design Contributors 

Individuals who contributed and participated at various levels in any World Design Organization 

(WDO) World Design Challenge program. 

 

Phase Zero 

Phase Zero is the initial stage prior to Phase One that includes building the World Design 

Challenge program and its process. The pre-phase includes all the construction, considerations, 

and organization of the World Design Challenge program. 

 



 

Phase One 

Phase One is the first stage of the World Design Challenge program. It is the brainstorming and 

ideation stage. 

 

Phase Two 

Phase Two is the second portion of the World Design Challenge program. 

It includes the feasibility stage. 

Individuals who contributed and participated at various levels in any World Design Organization 

(WDO) World Design Challenge program. 

 
Research Participants 

Individuals who participated in the research for this thesis.  
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

1.0 Background Scope of Work  

The International Council of Societies of Industrial Designers (Icsid) was established in 1953. 

The intent of the organization was to be an international presence that would represent and 

showcase the progression of industrial design.  In 1959, the name was transitioned to the 

International Council of Societies of Industrial Design. Icsid officially became the World Design 

Organization (WDO) in 2017.  

 

Icsid initiated a programme called the Interdesign workshop program. The program was prevalent 

in highlighting the role designers could play in developing design-based solutions to local and 

global problems. Icsid as an organization held 38 Interdesign workshops in 25 different countries 

over the span of 35 years. The Interdesign workshops focused on issues such as climate change, 

urban transportation and traffic, ageing population, green spaces, healthcare access and water 

management. 

 

Conceptually, the Interdesign workshops aim to take the brainstorming portion within a design 

process and offer it in a condensed intense two-week time frame. Brainstorming in a condensed 

timeframe is discussed in Dubberly (2004).  

The two-week period included a five-step process as follows: 

1. Identify and understand the goals and needs of the business and user  

2. Divergent thinking to ideate and generate multiple solutions or visions 

Figure 1. Icsid and WDO Timeline 
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3. Choose the best idea  

4. Build a prototype 

5. Validate design and determine what and what does not work.  

The process is collaborative and intended to be user-centered. 

  

In 2020, due to COVID-19, WDO responded to the imposed restrictions and created a new online 

remote version of the Interdesign workshops, the World Design Challenge program. The World 

Design Challenge program brings together international volunteer workgroups that work remotely 

to address the most urgent pressing global issues. The first World Design Challenge was the 

COVID-19 Design Challenge, in partnership with IBM Design and Design for America (DFA), 

which put forward a call that brought over 225 designers from 33 countries to address challenges 

around the coronavirus pandemic. The COVID-19 World Design Challenge produced various 

options and valuable products. Some of these options and initiatives included Patient 

Communication with VitalTalk, FamilyHub and EdDi learning platform. 

 

The COVID-19 World Design Challenge success provided WDO with the opportunity to 

revaluate how it can contribute towards global issues. Soon after, WDO began offering the 

international community the ability to partner, allowing them to focus on generating remote 

creative possibilities. 

 

To date, the WDO has held three different World Design Challenges: The COVID19 Design 

Challenge, UN Women - Generation Equality Asia Pacific Design Challenge and International 

Space Station National Laboratories (ISS NL) - Design in Space for Life on Earth Challenge. 

 

The UN Women ‘Generation Equality Asia Pacific Design Challenge’ had two phases. Phase One 

brought 112 international participants together virtually to generate a variety of design solutions 

to help fight Violence Against Women and Girls (VAWG). The objective was to reduce VAWG 

through targeted behaviour within six challenge statements: 

1. Enlisting community leaders and influencers 

2. Leveraging media to challenge stereotypes 

3. Moving people emotionally and empathically to act 

4. Transforming men’s sense of entitlement 
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5. Changing the mindset that VAWG is normal 

6. Influencing parents to raise children to reject harmful gender stereotypes and violence 

 

All participants were divided into the six challenge statement teams. Each of the teams included 

two facilitators (one with topic expertise and one with design experience), several thought leaders 

who transitioned between the teams by providing support, resources, and information relevant to 

the subject and finally the team participants. 

 

The ISS NL ‘Design in Space for Life on Earth Challenge’ Phase One included 71 space industry 

leaders, researchers, and designers from 26 countries to address three key challenge statements: 

1. How can space-based research address UN Sustainable Design Goals (SDG)? 

2. How can we build an orbital university? 

3. How can the ISS become a business incubator? 

 

All participants were divided into five teams. There were two UN SDG teams, two orbital 

university teams and one business team. Each of the teams included one facilitator, two subject 

matter experts (one with topic expertise and one with design experience), several thought leaders 

who transitioned between the teams by providing support, resources, and information relevant to 

the research area and finally the team participants. 

 

The focus of the WDO is to serve as a catalyst for global community in their quest to create a 

better world through a design tools that generates sustainable design solutions. The WDO 

continues to be present as a global leader that stands by its values and commitment to the industry 

of Industrial Design and sustainable initiatives by providing guidance, support and ‘design 

process’ enrichment through the new online World Design Challenge program.  

 

1.1 Purpose of Thesis 

The demand for well-thought-out design solutions for complex problems drives industry, 

governments, and educational institutions to seek more efficient and effective ways to generate 

creative out-of-the-box results and outcomes. To meet these demands for unique, positive  

user-based approaches, WDO has expanded on the traditional method of in-person collaborative 
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workspaces for the World Design Challenges and leans on practices that produce robust options 

to enhance sustainability through the World Design Challenge program. The Interdesign 

workshops consist of a group of high-level professional industry representatives gathered in a 

face-to-face setting to generate ideas to address complex global problems. The World Design 

Challenge program involves professionals and non-professionals gathering in an online 

environment to generate ideas to address similar issues. The World Design Challenge program 

puts out a call to the public for participants. WDO screens and assigns applicable participants to a 

balanced interdisciplinary team. The World Design Challenge program has a higher quantity of 

participants in comparison to the Interdesign workshops. 

 

This thesis examines three of the World Design Challenges to determine how it can be improved 

by observing, participating, and extracting experiences from participants. This research provides a 

synopsis of the researcher's observations while participating in three World Design Challenges. 

During the observation the researcher examines team dynamics, online obstacles, plus phase 

content and structure. Through observing three World Design Challenges, the research intends to 

highlight user experience improvements and point out areas to increase participant retention. 

 

In addition to the observational research, research participants will voice their experience by 

providing vital insight into their World Design Challenge program experience. The research will 

provide participants with an opportunity to help shape future iterations of the World Design 

Challenge program. This thesis will analyze the World Design Challenge program online 

environment to identify any areas that can be strengthened and provide feedback regarding online 

collaborative tools. 

The primary aim of the thesis is to find answers to the following questions: 

1. How can the WDO Program be improved? 

2. How can the new online version of WDO’s Interdesign workshop be successful online through 

user experience and participation retention? 
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.0 Introduction 

The concept of design thinking and the design thinking process are fundamentally a large field of 

study. The literature is extensive, but none exactly and historically represents what the WDO 

World Design Challenge program is presently doing. The literature review takes an Industrial 

Design milestone approach, which is more closely related to this thesis and the World Design 

Challenge program. 

 

The intent is to contribute to the existing body of knowledge by analyzing three of WDO’s new 

online World Design Challenge programs through participants’ insight to determine how it can be 

further enhanced and improved. This literature review takes an appropriate approach for this 

thesis and explores the design thinking process. The timeline begins in 1967 and ends at our 

present-day 2021 online landscape. These dates and key sources were chosen to highlight 

significant Industrial Design milestones in design thinking as they relate to the thesis. The 

milestones in design thinking are fundamentally integrated into WDO World Design Challenge 

program in some capacity, either within the process, exercises or philosophy. The integration is 

also dependent on industry, partner, and problem to be solved. The World Design Challenge 

program does not explicitly use these terms or reference these milestones in the program. 

 

Each of the six-key milestones is assigned a terminology label representing the highlighted body 

of works. Not all labels are accredited to those sources but rather a category labelling system for 

the purpose of the literature review.  

 

Many of the six-key sources lines of thought in the timeline are intended for professionals. WDO 

uses these lines of thought for professionals and anyone who participates in the World Design 

Challenge program. 

 

2.1 1967 Lateral Thinking – Design Thinking Process 

In 1967 Edward de Bono introduced a new thought generating technique called lateral thinking 

(De Bono, 1968, 1970). The lateral thinking concept encourages designers and non-designers to 

use a step-by-step approach to increase creativity. Lateral thinking is used as a technique to 
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deconstruct conventional ways and predetermined patterns of thought to solve problems. 

Essentially, the lateral thinking technique is an idea generating tool that helps increase output. 

 

Lateral thinking produces different ways to define a problem, finds new ways to do something 

effectively and increases confidence in ones thinking (De Bono, n.d.). In addition, Edward de 

Bono created a widely used method in business called the Six Thinking Hats. Many working 

environments have benefited from the Six Thinking Hats method (Payette and Barnes, 2017) due 

to its easy to administer, learn and implement approach. Edward de Bono introduced lateral 

thinking to professionals so they could thoroughly access the given results. This introduction 

made creative thinking accessible to all professionals within all industries. 

 

2.2 1971 Responsible Thinking – Design Thinking Process 

Victor Papanek’s Design for the real World: Human Ecology and Social Change became a staple 

within the design community for understanding the responsibilities of the designer to create 

products, tools and infrastructures that had a positive impact (Papanek, 1973). As an educator and 

designer, Victor Papanek’s interests were in design and the effects of those designs on people and 

the environment. Victor Papanek viewed many of the produced products to be ineffective, 

frivolous, and unsafe (Clarke, 2021). This view led to a movement within the design community 

to create products and infrastructures that are well thought out and focused on sustainability. 

 

2.3 1978 Human-Centered Thinking – Design Thinking Process 

In 1978 the Innovation Design Engineering Organization became a pioneer in design thinking. 

They not only considered sustainability factors but also emphasize aligning products and 

processes to user needs. IDEO's strategy behind design thinking is to determine what to do and 

what not to do. Design thinking can help organizations increase products, services and processes 

to meet the user needs, business goals, achieve global sustainable outcomes and eliminate any 

elements that should not be part of the process. Design thinking stemmed from the need to 

problem-solve using a systematic creative approach, generating a non-judgmental space for an 

abundance of wild ideas through divergent thinking then distilling them through a convergent 

streamline to produce an out-of-the-box result (Osborn, 2009). The Executive Chair of IDEO, 

Tim Brown, states (IDEO, n.d.) that "Design thinking is a human-centred approach to innovation 

that draws from the designer's toolkit to integrate the needs of people, the possibilities of 

technology, and the requirements for business success.”  
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2.4 2005 Social Responsibility – Design Thinking Process 

Socially Responsible Design focuses on the importance of social responsibility when designing 

products and services for social, environmental, economic, and political issues (Davey, et al, 

2005). The paper introduces a new Socially Responsible Model, consisting of eight core features 

of modern experience that design impacts and maps. They include government, economic policy, 

fair trade, ecology, social inclusion, health, education and crime. The paper aims to bring 

awareness to a new design model that enables different design approaches within an overall 

framework. The paper promotes how design can have an impact on complex issues in the global 

community. Emphasis is placed on how designers must be aware of how their designs can be 

misused or abused. Companies also need to examine their roles in society how they impact the 

user and environment. Overall, there is a growing concern for the well-being of people and the 

planet. 

 

2.5 2009 Business Management Thinking – Design Thinking Process 

Roger Martin focused on integrative thinking and design thinking and its relation to the business 

world. Much of his research work is in strategy, democratic capitalism, integrative thinking, 

design of business, incentives & governance, and social innovation (Martin, n.d.). Roger Martin’s 

book The Design of Business promotes moving away from analytical thinking that refines current 

knowledge and only produces minor improvements (Martin, 2009). Instead, he recommends 

using design thinking to increase innovation and a competitive business edge. Roger Martin 

believes that as companies search for significant, game-changing innovation, they turn to the 

design process to help them achieve those outcomes. Companies are putting in endless efforts and 

resources into research and development, creative designers, and innovation consultants, only to 

achieve disappointing results. Roger Martin suggests the integration of integrative thinking and 

design thinking will help them achieve those innovative results. 

 

2.6 2020 Virtual Global Thinking – Design Thinking Process 

The WDO’s World Design Challenge program utilizes, in some capacity, the many angles of 

design thinking that have been discussed up to this point. The World Design Challenge program 

use design thinking in the design process to remove linear analytical approaches that are bogging 

down the innovation potential. Essentially, for the global community to transcend beyond its 

present state, we need to produce a customizable strategy to combat our past ways of thinking so 
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that it does not dictate our future direction. WDO recognizes the need to offer the design process 

journey to non-design sectors and industries as a means to identify successful design-driven 

solutions and as a result, has developed an online model for collaboration. The remote design 

thinking approach permits a multidisciplinary, international community to come together in a 

collaborative platform to provide unique solutions to complex problems. 

 

2.7 Contributions  

This thesis intends to observe participants in the online World Design Challenge program 

platform to understand better how it can be improved. The research findings will contribute to the 

Industrial Design community by establishing a better understanding of how complex problems 

can be addressed by using design thinking in an online landscape. Freire, Del Gaudio and 

Franzato state the research should include participants and their insights as a user-based approach 

to incorporate locals from the community of thought to establish a network that will assist in the 

development (Freire, Del Gaudio, and Franzato, 2018).  The World Design Challenge program 

includes such community members. The new online World Design Challenge program in itself is 

design thinking producing innovations.  

 

2.8 Conclusion 

This literature review approach is appropriate for this thesis as it explores the design thinking 

process through a six-key Industrial Design milestone timeline. Each milestone in the timeline 

has influenced the World Design Challenge program.  

The World Design Challenge program encapsulates all the key milestones in the following ways:  

1. The WDO uses a step-by-step approach to generate creative thinking (Edward de Bono) 

2. The WDO promotes sustainable option as solutions (Victor Papanek) 

3. The WDO aligns their partner's goals with user needs when creating challenge statements 

(IDEO) 

4. The WDO takes on World Design Challenges that address eight the categories in the 

Social Responsibility Model (Davey, Wootton, Thomas, Cooper, and Press) 

5. The WDO brings design thinking to the non-design profession (Roger Martin) 
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CHAPTER 3: METHODS  

3.0 Introduction and Research Overview 

The thesis utilizes three main design research methods as the foundational basis of the study.  

It involves observation, survey and questionnaire and interview. The combination of methods 

aims to provide a cohesive and grounded understanding of the thesis structure and the results.  

 

3.1 Triangulation Approach 

The Triangulation approach applies three different methods to cross-reference results for 

validations and credibility. Through a mixture of different methods, the weakness of one method 

may be compensated by the strength of another (Wilson and Sharples, 2015). For this reason, 

three methods have been studied and integrated as follow: 

1. First-hand observation to establish context 

2. A survey to determine background and exposure to the topic  

3. An interview questionnaire and a transcribed recorded session that provided an 

interpretation of experience and feedback 

 

3.2 Delphi Method 

To analyze how the WDO’s World Design Challenge program can be improved, it is essential to 

receive feedback from those who created and participated in the World Design Challenge 

program. The research includes multiple high-level members from each group. The research also 

includes an individual from the leadership team as well as participant level so that their personal 

experiences can be documented. The leadership team consists of high-ranking individuals. This 

thesis utilized a concept from the Delphi method where a few expert level research participants 

were used for a small sample group for both the survey, questionnaire and interviews. 

 

The Delphi Method is an effective data tool that utilizes iterations to collect and refine the 

interpretations of expert experiences by using a variety of question techniques to receive 

feedback. These question techniques aim to focus on problems, successes, opportunities, and 

solutions. (Skulmoski et al, 2007). The Delphi Method is used because it elicits information and 

views from subject matter experts or those who have relevant knowledge on the topic (Robson 

and McCartan, 2016).  
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To provide clarity and answers, the following tasks have been applied:  

1. Determine which ‘World Design Challenges’ would be examined 

2. Determine which organizations to include 

3. Identify participants by various levels of exposure and participation in each challenge 

4. Determine what needs to be discovered by the research 

5. Collect feedback based on survey and questionnaire with the participants 

6. Document discussions in the interview that are based on the participant questionnaire  

7. Summarize findings through the discussions 

8. Provide recommendations based on the findings 

 

 

3.3 Research Procedure 

The research procedure was established by selecting five WDO representatives, five 

representatives from the UN Women and three representatives from the International Space 

Station National Laboratory (ISS NL). The teams were then further divided into levels of 

participation. The WDO included two leadership and three Secretariat staff. There were two 

leadership representatives from UN Women, one subject matter expert, one facilitator and one 

thought leader. The ISS NL also had two leadership members, one subject matter expert and one 

facilitator (See Figure 2). All thirteen individuals created or participated in a World Design 

Challenge program. Both the UN Women and ISS NL research participants agreed to take part in 

the World Design Challenge program and in this thesis research.  
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The WDO Secretariat initially recruited all individuals by contacting them via email to obtain 

their permission for the research study. The researcher then contacted the participants to provide 

them with the research study instructions and the interview package. 

The interview package email contained: 

• Introduction to the Research  

• Interview Agenda and Instructions 

• Research Consent Form  

• Digital Survey Form  

• Digital Interview Questionnaire 

• Zoom Interview Video Recorded and Transcribed Session Schedule Booking Link 

The research involved three parts (See Figure 3). In the first part, the researcher participated 

directly in both the UN Women and ISS NL World Design Challenges. The second part included 

a survey which provided background information to support the third part of the study. The third 

part included the interview questionnaire. The second and third part of the study were to be 

completed by the three identified groups (WDO, UN Women and ISS NL).  

 

 

 

Figure 2. Research Procedure Illustration 
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3.4 Part One of Research - Participant Observation 

The initial research included the researcher observing the WDO World Design Challenge 

program process. A participant observation approach which includes a researcher becoming a 

member of the observational group, one can hope to obtain knowledge and insight through real-

world learning (Robson and McCartan, 2016). The researcher was involved from the onset of 

Phase One but was not privy to Phase Zero, which involved the process development. The 

researcher held a facilitator position in the UN Women World Design Challenge and a thought 

leader position in ISS NL World Design Challenge.  Both Phase Ones were two weeks in length 

while Phase Two for UN Women was five weeks in duration.  

 

 

Recruitment Procedures 

WDO and UN Women Asia and the Pacific put out a call for participants to participate in the 

‘Generation Equality Asia Pacific Design Challenge’. Six teams were created with six different 

challenge statements. Each of the six teams contained subgroups that included two facilitators 

(one with topic expertise and one with design experience), several thought leaders transitioned 

between the teams by providing support, resources, and information relevant to the subject and 

lastly, the team participants. The researcher participated and observed on Team 3 as a design 

facilitator. 

Figure 3. Three Part Research Methods Illustration. 
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WDO and ISS NL Challenge had participants take part in the ‘Design in Space for Life on Earth 

Design Challenge’. Three challenge statements were divided among five teams. Each of the five 

teams contained subgroups that included one facilitator, two subject matter experts (one with 

topic expertise and one with design experience), several thought leaders transitioned between the 

teams by providing support, resources, and information relevant to the subject and the team 

participants. The researcher participated and observed on SDG Team 1 and 2 as a design subject 

matter expert. 

 

Observation Procedures 

The observation method included taking meeting notes, plus documenting the team’s agenda, 

completed tasks, homework, struggles and accomplishments. These findings were posted to all 

team participants using a Slack Channel. All facilitators and subject matter experts held meetings 

outside the regularly scheduled team meetings. Meetings took place using Zoom. All concerns 

with the team and the teams progress were recorded using notes and communications 

correspondences between the facilitator, subject matter experts and in some instances the  

WDO Secretariat. Once the World Design Challenge program was completed the researcher 

documented all findings and produced a report documenting the journey. The observational 

findings are provided in 4.0 and 4.1. The findings are then synthesized into recommendations.  

 
WDO and UN Women Asia and the Pacific put out a call for participants to participate in Phase 

Two of the ‘Generation Equality Asia Pacific Design Challenge. A total of four teams were 

created with the use of original statements applied in Phase One. However, there was the 

exclusion of two statement unlike to Phase One. The elimination of statements was a leadership 

decision, and the research was not privy to the reasoning. Each of the four teams contained 

subgroups, including leadership team representative, subject matter expert, a facilitator, thought 

leaders and participants. The teams consisted of some individuals from Phase One but also 

included new participants.  These unique multi-level viewpoints provide a holistic granular 

synopsis into the inner workings and interpretation of the research question. 
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3.5 Part Two of Research - Survey 

The second part of the research included a survey (See Appendix D) that gathered data and 

background information on the interviewees. The information was structured to determine the 

following: 

1. Previous exposure to the topic 

2. Education level as it pertains to the topic 

3. Biases – negative or positive feelings on the subject 

4. Level of understanding of the topic 

 

The survey contained nineteen questions of true or false and multiple choice. The survey allowed 

insight into the interviewee to assess if the individual understood the topic and had a viewpoint 

that is credible and not based on negative past experiences that might taint findings. This survey 

does not directly relate to the thesis questions; however, the survey identifies and provides 

information about the World Design Challenge program users. Knowing the user better through 

empathy and understanding their strengths and weaknesses concerning the topic, the researcher 

can reveal how the World Design Challenge program can create a better user experience. The 

questions were carefully selected and designed to determine the research participants' 

background, understanding, and exposure to the thesis topic. The questions were designed to 

expose any bias and experiences concerning the thesis topic. 

 

All research participants were initially approached by the WDO. Those who agreed to be 

interviewed were sent an invitation email from the researcher.  The email outlined the research 

process, requirements, procedure and contained all the necessary documentation in relation to the 

research study (consent form, survey, interview questionnaire and a booking Zoom schedule 

link). 

 

3.6 Part Three of Research – Questionnaire and Interview 

The third part of the research was a questionnaire that the participants filled out prior to the 

interview. This approach was developed to allow them to reflect and elaborate on their responses. 

Each questionnaire contained ten open-ended questions. The WDO research participants received 

a set that was directed to the creators of the World Design Challenge program while the UN 

Women and ISS NL research participants received another questionnaire based on their 
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experience in the World Design Challenge program. All questions were centered around the 

design of the WDO’s World Design Challenge program process. 

 

All interviewees were then asked the same set of questions in an open discussion forum.  

The approach was intended to increase the question response level, content as well as eliminate 

any inconsistencies or misunderstandings.  

 

3.7 Analysis Procedure 

The data from the surveys were collected, compiled, and analyzed to generate a baseline 

understanding of all participants. As was recommended by Wilson and Sharples (2015) a set of 

questions within categories were counted and based on the number of instances that fell into each 

category, the findings were transformed into statistical analysis. The average response rate 

established if the group of participants’ responses held any validity or provided a general 

understanding of their knowledge and exposure to the research inquiry.  To determine the average 

response rate for a question, the total number of participants was divided by half; that number 

became the average indicator. Responses above that number were above average, more than the 

average, and responses below were below average, less than the average. More than and less than 

were used to identify the average response. An example is 8/13 responded yes, more than half 

indicated yes, then the majority responded yes. The responses numerical values are provided, and 

the interpretive analysis are also given provided in Chapter 4 for each question. The survey 

questions were given before the interview and were not discussed or verified in the interview; 

they are independent of the interview questionnaire and interview.  The survey responses were 

considered objectively and not subjectively. A one-filter approach was used. In all cases the 

numerical values were taken. 

 

The interview questionnaire, transcript and video responses were collected and compiled. All 

responses were cross-referenced to identify common themes within each question. The collected 

responses were processed by using the descriptive In Vivo Coding method. The collected data 

mainly highlighted qualitative responses and required a manual coding method to reveal 

important information within a three-layer highlighting step. The first layer required a 

synthesizing of information from the questionnaire that the respondents filled out, the second 

layer extracted the highlights from the transcript and notes taken during the interview, and the 
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final third layer distilled and removed all non-essential or pertinent information. The remaining 

information included common themes and most vocal points. The In Vivo Coding method often 

results in common themes and identified patterns (Saldaña, 2009). The In Vivo Coding method 

was used so that the essential meanings of the information remained and were not removed.  

The questionnaire and interview responses were equally considered both objectively and 

subjectively. A two-filter process was used. In most cases, the amount of occurrence dictates the 

level of importance unless the research participant’s comment was of a high level of importance 

or very detailed, then their response was included in the recommendations. The questionnaire, 

interview and observation comments were compiled based on the theme category.  All responses 

that had similar connections were compiled into one recommendation. For example, all key 

responses regarding Phase Zero were collected and combined into one statement for Phase Zero. 

In addition, the key responses from the questionnaire and interview were converted to suggested 

recommendations. Example: There was no bridge between phases; it is converted to there needs 

to be a bridge between phases. Some responses were direct suggestions. 
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CHAPTER 4: DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS  

4.0 Introduction to Participant Observation 

The research included participation observation, where the researcher took part in three WDO 

‘World Design Challenges’. 

 

The three World Design Challenge programs included: 

1. UN Women Generation Equality Asia Pacific Design Challenge 

    Phase One (See Appendix J) and Phase Two.  

2. The International Space Station (ISS NL) Design in Space for Life on Earth Design Challenge 

    Phase One (See Appendix K) 

 

Both Phase One World Design Challenges were two weeks in length and Phase Two was five 

weeks. All World Design Challenge program incorporated global participants.  

 

The teams for each World Design Challenge program were individually structured but comprised 

of the same roles and responsibilities which included: the leadership team members (WDO and 

partner organizations), facilitators and subject matter experts, thought leaders and participants. 

The researcher held the role of design facilitator for the UN Women World Design Challenge 

program and WDO thought leader for the ISS NL World Design Challenge program. 

 

The different roles allowed the researcher to observe through various perspectives and provided  

a unique vantage point. Both roles required the researcher to guide participants as well as 

contribute towards the World Design Challenge program content. The researcher observed the 

mechanics of interdisciplinary international collaboration, the highs and lows of team dynamics 

and the inner workings of the WDO World Design Challenge program first-hand. All meetings 

were documented and Zoom recorded.  WDO utilized Slack as the primary means for 

communications correspondence and Google Drive for all files. 

 

Each World Design Challenge program included a design process structure which is delivered on 

a digital online whiteboard (See Page 7 of Appendix J and Page 8 of Appendix K). The 

whiteboard contains staged with exercises/tasks for the participants to navigate through to 

generate creative thinking and possible solutions. Each section on the whiteboard is delivered 
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through a procedure which builds on the previous section, thereby leading the participants 

through the creative process journey. 

 

Once each World Design Challenge program was complete, the observations and data were 

collected, including the design process structure, meeting notes and slide decks. The data was 

reviewed, and a report on finding was created (See Appendix J and K).  

 

4.1 Introduction to Participant Observation Results 

1. UN Women Generation Equality Asia Pacific Design Challenge - Phase One (See 

Appendix J) 

 

The World Design Challenge program began with stakeholders and partners from the WDO and 

UN Women (See Figures 1 and 2 of Appendix J), who created six clearly defined challenge 

statements.  The six challenge statements (See Page 2 of Appendix J) set the stage for a cohesive 

plan of action for the Violence Against Women and Girls (VAWG) initiative. A challenge 

statement team structure was created so that each of the six teams included two facilitators (a 

subject matter and a design facilitator). An essential aspect of team dynamics depended on the 

facilitators knowing their roles. Furthermore, it was crucial for the topic expert facilitator not to 

derail the creative process but to enhance it by aligning content with objectives. Thought leaders 

oversaw communications and progress, which provided a sense of reassurance. Ice breaker 

activities and team member introductions helped the facilitators connect with the participants and 

learn more about them in this online environment. 

 

A rough timeline and design process structure (See Figure 5 of Appendix J) was critical to the 

participants understanding of expectations. In hindsight, this should be introduced on the first 

day. On the whiteboard, a timeline diagram was illustrated directly above the existing design 

process exercises.  Its positioning helped promote understanding and provided continuous visual 

guidance for the agenda. 

 

The participants were guided by listening, nurturing, and inspiring. More importantly, they 

wanted to feel valued, needed and heard. By paying attention to each participant's strengths, it 

fostered more significant outcomes. Participants were utilized in a capacity that yields favourable 
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results, which increases productivity. These measures were thoroughly exercised throughout the 

process. 

 

To further assist with the progress, the facilitators should be able to generate excitement and 

encourage a positive environment by redirecting and defusing any adverse situations. 

Encouraging participants to see each stage of the process as small milestones that generate 

significant results helps them feel less overwhelmed. Participants should be enticed to think big 

and wild and not fear the never done or out-of-the-box thinking.  

 

Finally, generating an environment that allows for creativity to flow freely without being 

inhibited or weighed down by structures and bottom lines increases creative idea potential. On 

several occasions, a facilitator may have provided additional work to help initiate the creative 

process. The additional work consisted of exercises such as brainstorming, empathy and 

reflection tasks. The researcher called this stage the planting of creative seeds. Planting creative 

seeds are beneficial in starting the process of deploying ideas. It starts the ball rolling so the 

participants can build off the initial concept or propel them off in a different direction.  

 

Overall, the Generation Equality Asia Pacific Design Challenge journey created uncertainty in the 

beginning but also provided learning, collaboration, connecting and excitement. On many levels, 

it provided an opportunity to evolve, both as individuals and as a group. 

 

2. The International Space Station National Laboratory (ISS NL) Design in Space for Life 

on Earth Challenge - Phase One (See Appendix K) 

 

The ISS NL Design in Space for Life on Earth Challenge report provided an overview of the 

challenge and the role of the stakeholders. In the report, a timeline and design process structure 

had been discussed which was initially introduced to increase and track progress but took a 

different route during this challenge for both groups. The facilitators’ and participants’ 

predetermined expectations and knowledge-based insights had been explored to establish why 

some of the distractions occurred. Finally, fostering creative flow and the minimalist approach of 

planting seeds for creative inspiration was reviewed. 

 

The World Design Challenge program began with stakeholders and associates from WDO and 

ISS NL (See Figures 1 and 2 of Appendix K), who streamlined a vast number of directives into 
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three challenges statements. The three challenge statements (See page 4) set the dynamics for an 

exploratory plan in the three areas of interest. Two of the challenge statements had two teams 

each, equalling five teams in total. There were two teams for the SDG statement, two teams for 

the university statement and one team for the business incubators. 

 

A challenge statement team structure was created so that each of the three teams included two 

thought leaders (a subject matter and a design thought leader). Each team had one facilitator and a 

limited number of participants. 

 

The challenge presented a unique and complicated scenario due to the nature of the topic. 

Participants needed to be continuously redirected from their self-directed areas of interest.  

Most participants felt they were trying to generate a research project on ISS NL to solve an SDG. 

The thought leaders and facilitators tried not to derail the disruptive thinking process by giving 

examples of possible direction alternatives (planting creative seeds). This approach proved 

fruitful but also was time-consuming as the participants had to change their lines of thought.  

 

In comparison, Phase One for both 'World Design Challenges' utilized online whiteboards.  

UN Women used Mural, while ISS NL used Miro. Both products had identical characteristics but 

Miro outperformed Mural. Miro proved to be less bandwidth draining and had more template 

features making it more time and productively efficient.  

 

A timeline and design process structure showcased on Miro (See Figures 5 and 7 of Appendix K) 

for both teams played a vital role in setting expectations. However, even with the structure, some 

participants became influenced by other team directions and processes which may have affected 

their concentration area or the end-product. Although both leaders and the facilitators listened, 

nurtured, and inspired the participants, only a few remained to the end of the World Design 

Challenge program to answer the call to produce a finished product. At the end of the World 

Design Challenge program, both teams were excited and eager to make a product that could 

provide a possible solution that may benefit the planet and ISS NLs longevity. The teams felt 

proud of the products they produced, and most are excited for Phase Two. 

 

Finally, ISS NL Design in Space for Life on Earth Challenge allowed teams to come together and 

produce a process and plan that can be broken apart or used as a whole to potentially solve an 
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SDG goal. The well-structured challenge platform allowed teams to solve the design goal and be 

part of the solution. 

 

Analysis: 3. UN Women Generation Equality Asia Pacific Design Challenge - Phase Two 

 

Phase Two of the Generation Equality Asia Pacific Design Challenge provided additional insight 

into the World Design Challenge program. The success of Phase One left many participants 

excited to begin Phase Two. The lapse in time between the phases did cause the participants to 

question if Phase Two would take place. Pre-scheduling the phases would alleviate, prepare, and 

incite excitement in the teams as they were eager to continue the journey to generate change.  

It should be noted that there were team participant changes from Phase One to Phase Two.  

Three-four members from Phase One contributed to Phase Two for Team 3. Team 3 was 

comprised of four main participants. 

 

Another point to note is Phase Two increased the time duration of the challenge time from two to 

five weeks. The change did cause team members to adjust their schedules to fit the new timeline. 

However, this was not an error from the leadership team as they answered the demand for a 

longer challenge time frame. The adjustment did have an unforeseen adverse effect as it caused 

exhaustion among members and drained their schedules. The five-week time commitment might 

be too much to expect from volunteers due to family and work obligations. It was observed that 

not only the length of the phase, but a combination of the length and the level of deliverables also 

led to such outcomes.  

 

The vital issue of deliverables and scope of work became an obstacle for most teams. Many teams 

had problems navigating from Phase One to Phase Two as they felt that there needed to be a 

bridge between the two phases. It is suggested that Phase Two should be a concept reflection and 

refinement stage to ensure all aspects of the concept or product have been thoroughly thought out 

and meet the required user and business goals. Additionally, might be beneficial to maintain the 

two-week duration but divide the deliverables into more micro manageable pieces. This approach 

will also allow for reflection between phases, provide clarity and promote confidence for the next 

phase. 

 

In addition to bridging between the phases, Phase Two manifested a shift in role distribution.  

The design facilitator took on a more prominent role as subject matter experts were only 
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integrated when topic content was needed. During Phase One, both roles' participation was more 

equally allocated. This shift of roles between phases should be examined as the facilitator may 

require more time or have an increased perception of expectations on their schedule. However,  

if Phase Two becomes the reflection and refinement stage, then this situation may not occur.  

It also became apparent that skilled facilitation is a sought-after commodity. The facilitator has  

a direct correlation to the team's success if the teams are well-balanced and committed. Without  

a well-balanced committed team, the facilitator will struggle against the odds of generating 

successful outcomes. 

 

Overall, Phase Two provided a unique lens into the importance of the preparation and 

development of WDO's World Design Challenge program. WDO should be commended as it sets 

the groundwork for perpetuating situations where it can perfect the development of the creative 

process phases. 

 

4.2 Introduction to Survey 

The survey was part of the research package which was emailed to all three groups. The WDO, 

UN Women and ISS NL research participants all received the same survey. The research 

participants were asked to complete the survey before the Zoom interview and return it along 

with the consent form. The purpose of the survey was to provide a baseline understanding of the 

participants design process exposure, their education in relation to the topic and any underlining 

bias they may have that might impede their answers. The survey does not directly relate to the 

thesis questions; however, it identifies and provides information about the World Design 

Challenge program users. It is used to obtain information about the user, their strengths and 

weakness in relation to the topic, which intern will reveal how the World Design Challenge 

program can create a better user experience for this user group. 

 

Once the survey data was collected, it was organized based on each of the three organizations; 

then, it was reviewed and analyzed as one data set. The data provided insight into the participants 

knowledge and background on the subject matter. The information obtained through the survey 

conveyed a baseline to help determine the interviewees expertise on the topic.  

 

Figure 4 survey questions design were based on yes or no responses and multiple choice. The full 

survey table showcases all the responses per group (See Appendix G). 
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4.3 Survey Analysis 

Analysis presented based on each survey question. 

1. Have you ever been involved in a WDO's 'World Design Challenge'? 
 

 
 
Results: All three groups and thirteen research participants responded yes to having been 

involved in some capacity with a WDO 'World Design Challenge'.  

Analysis: Based on the results all thirteen research participants have had first-hand knowledge of 

a World Design Challenge and could provide feedback on their experience. 

Figure 4. Survey Question Responses  
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2. How many design challenges/sprints have you participated in? 
 

 
 
Results: Five out of five WDO research participants have participated in three to four design 

challenges/sprints. Each UN Women research participant has only participated in one to two 

design challenges/sprints, and ISS NL had two research participants state they have participated 

in one to two challenges/sprints, and one person has participated in ten to twenty 

challenges/sprints.  

 

Analysis: Based on these results most research participants have had minimal exposure to design 

challenges and sprints outside of the WDO's 'World Design Challenge' program, which makes 

them not able to compare their experience to another challenge outside the program. This would 

not make them subject matter expert on the topic. 

 

3. Are you or have you been employed in the Creative Industry (Arts, Media and Technology, 
Design)? 
 

 
 
Results: Three out of five WDO research participants have been employed in the Creative 

Industry. None of the UN Women research participants have been employed in the Creative 

Industry, which leaves two out of three of the ISS NL research participants who have been 

employed in the Creative Industry field.  

 

Analysis: These results indicated that less than half of the research participants have a complete 

understanding of the creative process within the Creative Industry. Their lack of exposure to the 

subject matter establishes that the World Design Challenge program is well designed as they were 

able to understand and perform in the design challenge.  
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4. Do you have an education in a Creative Field (Arts, Media and Technology, Design)? 
 

 
 
Results: The responses show that two WDO research participants have an education in the 

Creative Field. None of the UN Women are educated in Creative Industry, and two out of three 

ISS NL research participants have an education in this area.  

 

Analysis: The results show that very few have had a formal education in the Creative Field.  

These results indicate that the participant's feedback will not be founded on formal training. 

 
5. If you have an education in a Creative Field, what level of education do you have? 
 

 
 
Results: The research shows that WDO has three research participants who hold a Degree in  

the Creative field and earned a Ph.D. All UN Women research participants have non-creative 

educations, and one ISS NL research participant holds a Degree, and one holds a Graduate 

Degree. The research shows that those who have a creative education hold post-secondary 

degrees or higher. 

 

Analysis: The results indicate that half feel they have an education, but these numbers contradict 

question four. Only four stated that they have an education in the creative field, but six of the 

research participants state their level of education in question five. These numbers and the 

contradiction could mean that two misunderstood the line of questioning. 
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6. Do you have an understanding of the stages of the design process? 
 

 
 
Results: Data shows that all the WDO research participants state they understand the design 

process stages. Four out of five UN Women understand the stages, and two out of three ISS NL 

believe they understand the stages. The results indicate that most think they understand design 

process stages.  

 

Analysis: The results indicate that most think they understand design process stages. The results 

show that most participants feel they know the stages now that they have participated in a World 

Design Challenge program.  

 
7. Do you believe that all stages in the design challenge process are equally important? 
 

 
 
Results: Three out of five WDO research participants believe that all the World Design Challenge 

program stages are not equally important. All the UN Women believe the stages are equally 

important, and only one out of two of the ISS NL believes that the stages are important equally. 

More than half of the research participants think that the stages are equal in the design process. 

 

Analysis: The results show that the research participants do not value one stage of the design 

challenge over another. These results could mean they did not feel one stage had more value or 

they enjoyed one stage more. 
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8. Have you ever had design process experiences that you feel negatively about? 
 

 
 
Results: Two WDO research participants stated no, and two stated yes, while one did not respond. 

None of the UN Women have had a negative design process experience, while two out of three of 

the ISS NL have had a negative experience.  

 

Analysis: The results show that the majority have not had a negative design process experience, 

which means they are less likely to have a pre-embedded negative bias. This fact is beneficial for 

the World Design Challenge program. 

 
9. How do you feel about your WDO's ‘World Design Challenge’ experience(s)? 
 

 
 
Results: All thirteen research participants feel positive about their WDO’s World Design 

Challenge program experience. 

 

Analysis: The results show that all thirteen research participants feel positive about their 

experience, thereby reflecting positively on the World Design Challenge program. 

 
 
10. Did the WDO's ‘World Design Challenge’ run smoothly? 
 

 
 
Results: All WDO research participants believe the World Design Challenge program ran 

smoothly. Two UN Women research participants answered yes, and two answered no, while one 
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did not respond. Two ISS NL participants answered yes, and one answered no.  The majority felt 

the World Design Challenge program went smoothly. The three no responses were not within the 

WDO. 

 

Analysis: The results indicate that the majority felt the World Design Challenge program ran 

smoothly, stating that the program is well-thought-out.  

 

11. In your opinion, did you feel there was a structure to WDO's ‘World Design Challenge’ 
process? 

 

Results: All thirteen respondents believed there was structure to WDO World Design Challenge 
program. 
 
Analysis: The results show that all research participants perceived that there was structure to the 

format. The high number of responses show that the research participants felt the program was 

not loosely developed. 

 
 
12. If you felt there was a structure to the WDO's ‘World Design Challenge’ process, did it 
enhance or restrict the outcomes/results? 
 

 
 
Results: All five of the WDO research participants felt that WDO World Design Challenge 

program enhanced the outcomes/results, where only four out of five of the UN Women indicated 

that the structure enhanced the outcomes/results. One of the UN Women participants felt the 

process was restricted. Two ISS NL believed the process improved outcomes, and one responded 

that it was a case by case. It should be noted that "Case by Case" was not an option but written in 

by hand. 
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Analysis: These results align with questions eleven. It proves that the structure enhanced comes.  

The high response rate indicates there that the structure design was effective. 

 
13. Do you work well in a structured environment? 
 

 
 
Results: Three WDO research participants felt they work well in a structured environment, while 

two thought they only worked well sometimes in that working situation. Three out of five UN 

Women work well in a structured environment, and the other two only sometimes. All three ISS 

NL stated that they sometimes work well in a structured environment.  

 
Analysis: The results may show that half of the participants are highly productive in a structured 

situation and may enjoy the more rigid predefined structure, while the other half are not. That 

means only half will flourish in these conditions. 

 

14. Do you enjoy being involved in team projects? 
 

 
 
Results: Two WDO research participants enjoy team projects, and two do not. One did not 

respond. All the UN Women and ISS NL research participants enjoy working on team projects. 

Analysis: The results show that those who often enjoy team projects might thrive better in World 

Design Challenge program due to the team dynamics. 
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15. Are you regularly required to come up with creative solutions for your job? 
 

 
 
Results: Two out of five WDO research participants come up with creative solutions for their job. 

Only one UN Women and ISS NL responded yes. Half of the participants regularly exercise 

creative thinking in their regular work lives.  

 

Analysis: The results indicate that half of the research participants who regularly exercise their 

creative thinking may find the World Design Challenge program less mentally straining. 

 
16. Have you ever struggled to generate creative outcomes/results? 
 

 
 
Analysis: Three of the WDO and UN Women research participants sometimes struggle to 

generate creative results, while one responded as they often struggle and another never struggles. 

Two of the ISS NL research participants sometimes struggle, while one seldom does struggle. 

More than half have encountered struggles when trying to generate creative outcomes, and 

therefore they would benefit from a design process exposure. 

Analysis: The results indicate that half the research participants may have experienced discomfort 

when participating in the World Design Challenge program. However, it does not indicate which 

of the ones that struggled were the same participants from question fifteen who regularly must 

come up with creative solutions in their jobs. 
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17. Do you think there is value in the WDO's ‘World Design Challenge’ process for generating 
creative outcomes/results? 
 

 
 
Results: All thirteen research participants responded yes to seeing value in the WDO’s World 

Design Challenge program process for generating creative outcomes. 

 

Analysis: The results show that everyone felt that the program had great value and therefore 

perceived the program to be a contributor to the design community. 

 
 
18. Were unique ideas generated during the WDO's ‘World Design Challenge’? 
 

 
 
Results: All thirteen research participants responded yes to WDO’s World Design Challenge 

program's ability to generate unique ideas. 

 

Analysis: The results indicate that everyone felt that the WDO’s World Design Challenge 

program resulted in unique ideas based on their experience. The high level of yes responses 

would suggest that the program is successful at generating out-of-the-box outcomes. 

 
 
19. Would you like to take part in future WDO's ‘World Design Challenge? 
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Results: All thirteen research participants responded that they wanted to take part in future 

WDO’s World Design Challenge program. 

 

Analysis: The results show that the research participants would participate in further phases and 

possible other World Design Challenges. The high number of yes responses bodes well for the 

World Design Challenge program. 

 

4.4 Introduction to Questionnaire and Interview 

The Questionnaire and Interview portion of the research was divided into two groups. Group one 

consisted of the WDO and the creators while group two consisted of UN Women and ISS NL 

contributors. Both groups were asked to fill out the questionnaire prior to the interview. Each 

questionnaire version contained questions that pertain directly towards the particular group.  

The purpose of the questionnaire being sent before the interview was to allow the participants  

to think through their answers and be prepared for and reflect on the line of questioning.  

The questionnaire was designed to learn about the participant's World Design Challenge  

program experience. 

 

Once the questionnaire data was collected, it was organized based on two versions. This was 

based on the questionnaire form and the interview Zoom transcript along with researcher's notes 

from the Zoom interview session. Each layer of information was bolded and highlighted per 

question, then vital common themes and meanings were extracted and finally combined. Once 

that was completed, the data was reviewed and analyzed to create one summary set of feedback 

per question. The data provided insight into the participants' personal experience of the WDO’s 

World Design Challenge program. The information received through the questionnaire and 

interview provided a clear picture of their experience through their lens.  

 

The purpose of the study, interview questions, consent form and information regarding the 

recorded interview was disclosed to the interviewees in the invitation email prior to the interview. 

The interviewees provided confirmation and acknowledged they understood they were being 

recorded and that Zoom transcribe was activated. The interviewees answered all ten questions  

and provided additional insight.  The interviews were pre-scheduled for 60 mins per session. 

Most sessions took the entire sixty mins. One individual was unable to schedule a session and 

opted to provide all answers in the digital interactive form. 
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The questionnaire and interview question designs were based on open-ended questions (See 

Figure 5). The complete questionnaire and interview table showcases all the summaries per group 

(See Appendix I).  
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         Figure 5. Questionnaire and Results Diagram 
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4.5 WDO Questionnaire and Interview Results and Analysis 

1. Do you believe there could be a fixed set of design process stages? Why? 

Extracted Results, Themes and Summary of Responses: 

• A fixed process provides a framework that provides guidance 

• There is a basic structure of the design process that does not need to be applied in a 

sequential order (empathize, define, ideate, prototype, test) 

• The stages do not need to be linear in one direction but provides a feedback loop 

• Good flexibility is required for the design process stages  

Quote: “Yes, I believe there are defined process stages, but I do not see their sequence as fixed, as 

design is so iterative. Yes, but not fixed but flexible.” 

Analysis: A structured process is necessary for guidance, but it should be flexible. Most believe 

that there is a basic structure, but not all the exercise needs to be applied in order. The WDO 

research participants felt very strongly about having a basic structure but wanted flexibly. The 

WDO felt there was structure and flexibility within their World Design Challenge program for all 

stages and exercises. 

 

2. Based on your experience, what are the main factors of the process that contribute to a WDO's 
World Design Challenge program success? List them in order of importance. Challenges’ 
success?  

Extracted Results, Themes Summary of Responses: 

• A collective agreement and strong collaborative working relationship is a major success 

factor 

• There needs to be an interesting subject matter with clear objectives to create success 

• The criteria for selection of participants is important so there are committed teams  

• Teams that are balanced with the same trained level of facilitators  

• Structured phases that contain whiteboards with guides, templates with examples, 

orientation sessions, pre-scheduled weekly meetings, and instruction on content 

Quote: “1. Clear objectives of the challenge, 2. Arriving at the criteria for selection of 

participants, 3. Selecting a balanced team of participants including leaders/facilitators, 4. 

Providing the guidelines to the facilitators, 5. Periodic monitoring/Coaching when needed No 

clear objectives.” 
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Analysis: The results indicate that a Phase Zero is critical to success. The structure, guidelines 

and well thought out system setup is vital. There appeared to be a consensus that the World 

Design Challenge program setup was the prelude to successful outcomes. This would mean that 

WDO recognizes that they are instrumental in the design process and structure. 

 

3. Who are the key actors (Actor examples, but not limited to topic experts, thought leaders, 
facilitators) in the WDO's World Design Challenge program process that enhance better creative 
outcomes? List them in order of ranking. One is the largest enhancer. 

Extracted Results, Themes and Summary of Responses: 

• WDO, leadership teams, WDO Secretariat were identified as the key actors 

• Subject matter experts and thought leaders are in demand 

• Participants with different skill are an asset 

• Facilitators were not highest on the list 

Quote: “There are several layers. 1) Partnership alignment to benefit, 2) Secretariat - shaping the 

process, program managers, abstract information and organize it. 3) Volunteers - different 

backgrounds, skill sets and disciplines.” 

Analysis: Ranking has been established in following order: Leadership team, WDO Secretariat, 

subject matter experts, thought leaders, participants, facilitators. It appears that WDO and the 

partners have slightly different views on who the key actors are in the World Design Challenge 

program. 

 

4. What are the biggest obstacles in the WDO's World Design Challenge program process and 
structure? 

Extracted Results, Themes and Summary of Responses: 

• The most significant obstacles are the time zone differences, which affected the timing of 

meetings 

• Having multiple World Design Challenge programs within a given span 

• The structure of the design of the phases were highlighted as area to be improved 

• Having access to the tools, resources, and technologies was an identified obstacle 

• Having a contractual Phase Zero and determining clear objectives 

• A lack of trust in the process that can lead to not relinquishing control in non-design 

stakeholders was highlighted 
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• An evolving process that is no perfect.  

• Creating different projects that require adjustments to make the most sense was indicated 

• Accessing a variety of participants and skill set of facilitators were noted 

Quote: “Phase Zero - trust is a big obstacle - trust in the process!” 

Analysis: WDO believes that there is a lack of trust in the design process. Time zones and the 

lack of time were reoccurring comments. The variety of participants and facilitators skill sets 

were established as significant obstacles. The structure of Phase Zero, along with clear objectives 

posed to be areas that needed further refinement. Finally, flexibility in the process and the ability 

to adjust were highlighted. 

 

5. What are the most useful tools in generating creative thinking? 

Extracted Results, Themes and Summary of Responses: 

• Virtual whiteboard platforms such as Miro and Mural were identified as the most useful 

tools 

• Generative thinking, brainstorming, mind mapping and reflection were highlighted as 

important tools 

• Zoom recordings, note taking and workshops were highlighted as key tools 

Quote: “Certainly in the context of the WDO Design Challenges the virtual whiteboards (Mural 

and Miro) have been game changers - far better even than actual whiteboards it just really pushes 

teams to be more 'creative'.” 

Analysis: Whiteboards for collaboration and generative thinking such as brainstorming and mind 

mapping were identified. The platforms provide vital tools in the virtual environment. Both 

products had learning curve issues noted. WDO felt that participants who had not used the tools 

before the Virtual whiteboard platforms would benefit from a training session. Workshops for 

guidance were recommended to learn how to function in some of the whiteboard exercises. It was 

interesting to note that some WDO research participants identified brainstorming, mind mapping 

and reflection exercise as tools. 

 

6. Do you think the same tasks/exercises should be used in the WDO's World Design Challenge 
program process for creating success outcomes/ results? Why? 

Extracted Results, Themes and Summary of Responses: 
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• Using the same tasks such as: empathy, define, ideation, prototyping and validate where 

indicated as tools and exercises because they have proven to be successful 

• Some felt that tools, exercises, and templates may vary, as they can be expanded on or 

shortened depending on the type of ‘World Design Challenge' 

• Based on the situation, modifications can be done, or new tasks introduced 

• Many believed there should the same tasks but only if they are flexible 

Quote: “Ultimately, the design thinking process should/could remain the same (empathy, define, 

ideation, prototype, validate, etc.) regardless of the challenge. However, the tools, exercises and 

templates may vary, be expanded on or shortened depending on the type of challenge, its 

objectives, the level of skill of the participants, the amount of time available for the challenge, 

etc.” 

Analysis: Some WDO research participants believed that the use of the same tasks and templates 

is encouraged if they are flexible. It was suggested that flexibility should be based on the 'World 

Design Challenge'.  

 

7. What part of the WDO's World Design Challenge program process is the most vital for 
successful outcomes/results? Why? 

Extracted Results, Themes and Summary of Responses: 

• Clear objectives and goal setting is vital for success 

• Clear objectives and goals set the foundation as they produce easily understood defined 

challenge statements 

• Increase background information on participants 

• Prioritization exercise to help identity what ideas are the best 

• Proven success templates with prioritization exercise to help identity what ideas are  

the best 

• Orientation for facilitators and subject matter expertise, weekly check-ins while 

monitoring progress 

Quote: “Without clear objectives and easily digested challenge statements teams can be off to a 

rocky start.” 

Analysis: A set of clearly understood objectives with well-defined challenge statements were 

stated as being vital to successful outcomes. Orientating the facilitators, topic experts and 

participants while monitoring and supporting them throughout the challenge is believed to 
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increase success. Making templates accessible with exercise criteria that is explained in greater 

detail could help eliminate confusion. The WDO research participants recognize that the WDO’s 

contributions are vital to ensuring that these points are addressed. 

 

8. As creators who guide users, what are your biggest positive or negative challenges? 

Extracted Results, Themes and Summary of Responses: 

• Increasing trust and providing more training to all will positively impact of the World 

Design Challenge  

• It is important to feel valued and heard for all team members 

• Time zones were identified as a negative aspect of the program, as it is difficult to 

manage and schedule meetings that suit all schedules 

• There is a lack of designers and experts in design thinking that are readily available to 

partake in the World Design Challenge program 

Quote: “Negative challenge is managing the work over time zones and accommodating the timing 

to as many participants as possible.” 

Analysis: The WDO research participants identified time zone scheduling as an issue. This issue 

is hard to resolve when including international participants. By creating a database of names of 

design experts, their abilities and those who are educated in facilitating will increase create a 

better participant experience and therefore build trust in the process.  

 

9. What were the critical building blocks in creating the WDO's World Design Challenge 
program? 

Extracted Results, Themes and Summary of Responses: 

• It is important to align with the right partner who embraces the design mission and open 

dialogue  

• Using international calls and Zoom capabilities are key building blocks 

• It is vital to set expectations with clear objectives and challenge statements in Phase Zero 

of the World Design Challenge program 

• The ‘why’ of the challenge needs to be worked out with the partner at the beginning, 

before Phase One 

Quote: “1. Getting to the "why" of the challenge first.” 
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Analysis:  The WDO identified partner relations and their trust as crucial building blocks. This 

factor is vital moving forward. They acknowledge that the ‘why’ of the challenge, along with 

clear objectives and challenge statements, are essential in Phase Zero. 

 

10. Do you have recommendations to improve the WDO's World Design Challenge program 
process and increase successful outcomes/results? 

Extracted Results, Themes and Summary of Responses: 

• The use of  different approaches by facilitators caused bottlenecks in the workflow and 

increased confusion across the teams, so it is recommended to minimize the approaches 

• It is beneficial to commit more time to challenges but limited the amount of design 

challenges per quota 

• Increase facilitation orientation and training 

• Align more thought leaders with relevant background 

• Increase playback sessions and dialogue with tangible feedback 

• It would be beneficial if the World Design Challenges were self-sustaining economically 

• Having a bridge at the end of each phase with a defined timeline for the next phase that 

includes clear communicated expectations 

• Phase One and all phases determined before the initial kick-off 

• A selected few wanted a celebratory event at the end of each phase and an information 

session for future direction and phases 

• It was suggested that by managing expectations trust in the process will be built 

Quote: “One of the key areas that I would like to see us develop further is to provide more 

'training' on our process to the design facilitators.” 

Analysis: The findings identified several critical points directly related to building the World 

Design Challenge program. Research participants expressed the need to have a well throughout 

challenge structure through each phase and within the process. 

 

4.6 UN Women and ISS NL Questionnaire and Interview Results and Analysis 

Figure 6 highlights questionnaire and interview question design were based on open-ended 

questions. The complete questionnaire and interview table showcases all the summary responses 

(See Appendix I). 
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Figure 6. Questionnaire and Results Diagram 
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1. Do you believe there could be a fixed set of design process stages? Why? 

Extracted Results, Themes and Summary of Responses: 

• Steps that WDO undertakes in the design challenges is a logical process; not sure if the 

same approach should be undertaken for all World Design Challenge programs 

• Not sure if the template is a clear fit for social justice issues or any industry, depends on 

what you are trying to answer 

• Other tracks and steps may be needed before going directly into Phase Two 

• Should be a set, but not sure about a standard set 

• No, a fixed set, as the facilitator should decide as they are moving on through the process  

• After Phase One, there should be a deeper phase to refine the product 

• Good to be structured, but facilitators should have their reflection about the process to 

determine what more is needed to be achieved 

• Empathy, personas, mapping is good but should not limit us. 

• Do believe that a template with some tasks would be helpful. 

• Timeline should be scripted 

• Structure helps everyone understand the lay of the land 

• Yes, structure that builds in divergent and convergent stages is important. 

• Set of task exercises, flexibility because not every framework requires the same task 

Quote: “Biggest wondering, is whether such a design format process structure, the way that it's 

elaborated here and now in this design challenge is actually whether that's a clear fit for social 

justice issues that are really based on the invisibility of attitudes beliefs and this design 

challenge.” 

Analysis: The research participants believe there should be structure as it is necessary for 

guidance, but it should be flexible, so facilitators have freedom to adjust according to the 

challenge. Many of the research participants think there should be a reflective and refinement 

stage before proceeding to the next phase. It appears they want direction but with the freedom to 

explore, reflect and refine. 

 

2. Based on your experience, what are the main factors of the process that contribute to a WDO's 
'World Design Challenge' success? List them in order of importance. 
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Extracted Results, Themes and Summary of Responses: 

• Diversity of participants representing different knowledge and skillsets are the main 

factors 

• A practice of respectful listening, where dialogue invites differences, and where 

facilitators skilfully guide discussions to decision making 

• Facilitation among leaders is sorely needed to navigate the landscape 

• Container for the process has been useful in managing the creative process 

• A workshop is required for understanding what that process is and what to expect 

• Facilitators who are not just well-grounded in the experience, but also the facilitation 

• Supporting facilitators will increase success factors 

• Main factors 1) Planning tools, 2) Agenda, 3) Teamwork collaboration 

• Outline and guidelines that do not limit participants 

• Basic orientation and goals 

• Approach and the result might not fit the needs 

• Willingness to be open to exercise changes 

• Structure needs to state what you are creating and its intent, but not too structured 

• Trust is important and a clear objective using the right tools 

• Important tools are Miro, Zoom, Slack, Mural, brainstorming  

Quote: “A diversity of participants is present and engaged, representing different knowledge and 

skills sets, from different backgrounds of human experience.” 

Analysis: The main factors contributing to a successful World Design Challenge program are 

educated and trained facilitators. Offering more support and guidance for facilitators will increase 

success. Many feel an education session would be beneficial. Most research participant put value 

in a clear objective and using the right tools. The communication and collaborative tools that have 

been identified as main factors. These insights are achievable and attainable. 

 

3. Who are the key actors (Actor examples, but not limited to topic experts, thought leaders, 
facilitators) in the WDO's 'World Design Challenge' process that enhance better creative 
outcomes? List them in order of ranking. One is the largest enhancer. 

Extracted Results, Themes and Summary of Responses: 

• The WDO leadership team, WDO Secretariat, UN Woman and ISS NL leadership team 

are key actors 

• Key actors are design professionals, design facilitation, plus design students 
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• Design facilitators and designers who are good facilitators 

• WDO is the template builders and the “directionalists", as WDO provides the framework 

for the facilitators to follow 

• Leadership teams are the objective setters 

• Subject matter experts provide context and key to understanding direction 

• Diverse participants help enhance the creative outcomes 

Quote: “WDO board members and staff design professionals, design faculty and design students 

Those who are not designers, who bring in other perspectives on the human experience.” 

Analysis: The research participants have identified the WDO and leadership teams as the 

primary actors. Secondary actors are the facilitators and subject matter experts. Finally, the 

participants are last. The ranking differs from the WDO, as they put participants above 

facilitators.   

 

4. What are the biggest obstacles in the WDO's 'World Design Challenge' process and structure? 

Extracted Results, Themes and Summary of Responses: 

• Some facilitators might be experts in their fields but that does not make them skilled in or 

good at facilitation 

• An even allocation of good facilitators make for an uneven process between teams 

• The setup should include facilitators and subject matter experts, so they hit the ground 

running 

• Provide a pre-schedule meetings in a master calendar 

• Template that is adaptable and demonstrates, flexibility and adaptability 

• The WDO should not trust the process without their presence and therefore they should 

be more involved. 

• Stakeholders need to be understanding of each other 

• The biggest obstacles are the virtual world and the present limitations, scheduling in 

different time zones, timing, and team building 

• Limited financial resources 

• Provide creative workshop and set the expectation 

• WDO has too many challenges at the same time, so they are stretch thin–conflicting 

priorities 

• Feasibility not always considered 
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• There is great creativity but sometimes without a basis in reality 

• Provide a lecture or guide on the process 

• More testing and refinement is needed before moving to next phase 

Quote: “Facilitators are experts in their respective fields, but they are not necessarily skilled or 

good facilitators.” 

Analysis: Not having skilled facilitators is an obstacle as they guide the process and teams. 

Subject matter experts and facilitators who are educated in facilitation appear to be a recurring 

theme. Ensuring that the program is adaptable and flexible is highlighted often and should be a 

consideration when design the World Design Challenges.  Everyone wants more WDO 

involvement as their involvement is pinnacle for successful outcomes. Their involvement might 

be decreased if good facilitation increased. 

 

5. What are the most useful tools in generating creative thinking? 

Extracted Results, Themes and Summary of Responses: 

• Whiteboard, Google and Slack, empathy mapping, personas, analysis, mind mapping 

• An increased level of engagement by WDO board members 

• Interactions with board members spur creativity 

• Collaborating is considered a useful tool 

• Facilitators involved in the creation and development of the whiteboard 

• Understanding logic behind the flow 

Quote: “Slack. Mural - interactions with board members was spot on for me in terms of spurring 

creativity.” 

Analysis: Including collaborative, communication and guidance tools were identified. The 

whiteboard helped frame all the exercises mentioned. There is a repeated call for WDO to be 

engaged more as their advice is essential for facilitators and teams. 

 

6. Do you think the same tasks/exercises should be used in the WDO's 'World Design Challenge' 
process for creating success outcomes/ results? Why? 

Extracted Results, Themes and Summary of Responses: 

• The same exercises and tasks can be used across different projects 

• The exercises are consistent and proven to work well in similar settings 
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• The orientation that prepares people with basic design knowledge for tasks is essential  

• A customize framework for each ‘World Design Challenge’ program 

• Examine why there the suggested frame works are used 

Quote: ‘It is also important to explain WHY these are the suggested frameworks. I am not sure 

this was clear enough in the challenge I participated in. Why an empathy map? Why a 

storyboard?’ 

Analysis: There is confidence in many exercises, but the order and duration could be customized 

if there are clear instructions for each and how they tie together. 

 
7. What part of the WDO's 'World Design Challenge' process is the most vital for successful 
outcomes/results? Why? 

Extracted Results, Themes and Summary of Responses: 

• The WDO Board members and staff are an essential part and there more involvement is 

required  

• The session with Surya was vital as he explain the ‘how’ 

• Phase Zero should include all the right people for building a strong foundation 

• Facilitators and subject matter experts are crucial 

• There needs to be a common understanding among facilitators   

• The ethnographic research, brainstorming and analysis, plus empathy mapping are 

important 

• Solutions that are grounded in reality are vital 

Quote: “Phase zero, putting it those right people in place. Lot of time in building the Foundation.” 

Analysis: The involvement and direction from WDO are essential to successful outcomes. The 

building of the World Design Challenge, including the research and exercises, are required for 

great results. Good facilitation and topic experts are a requirement. There appears to be a need for 

guidance from WDO and good facilitators as they are associated with successful outcomes.  

 

8. Do you believe the WDO's 'World Design Challenge' process should be applied as a problem-
solving technique for most industries? 
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Extracted Results, Themes and Summary of Responses: 

• The WDO World Design Challenge is extremely useful in combating problems that are 

hard to tackle 

• I am not convinced that the design process can address invisible problems like the 

attitudes and beliefs 

• The process can be applied if the subject matter experts are involved 

• The process can be applied to any industry 

• The process can be applied to concrete deliverables that are material products 

• Design process is not an exact match for all. 

• The process is useful 

• There is an assumption is that framework or common language is established 

• The process is great for the development sector 

• The human-centred design should be used in planning and implementing development 

work 

Quote: “The WDO process is clearly successful when there is a concrete deliverable that is a 

material product.” 

Analysis: There is a confidence that the process can be effective for most industries as long as it 

continues to evolve but some question its ability to be adapted to the non-tangible. 

 

9. Describe your WDO's 'World Design Challenge' experience(s)? 

Extracted Results, Themes and Summary of Responses: 

• It was a positive experience 

• It was an incredible journey of learning 

• The World Design Challenge shifted my thinking 

• In the beginning there was anxiousness, but it became more clear 

• Could not fully trust the tools 

• The experience was eye-opening and it was lots of fun 

• It was fun, engaging, stretching, inspiring, educational, evolving, mind-opening 

• Great teams, excellent facilitators, outstanding content and storytelling of the teams. 

• Outstanding and provided great results 

• The proposed solutions were quite large and not feasible  

• There needs to be some imposed guidelines to keep things grounded 
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• Good experience and learned a lot  

• It created an interest in the design process 

• Whirlwind and it was very intense 

• It set expectations 

• There was good support from the WDO Secretariat – very impressive 

Quote: “Absolutely eye opening. Preparation was amazing (Andrea is amazing), Positive 

experience, widely share and explore this process.” 

Analysis: Overall, everyone enjoyed the experience and felt they were transformed creatively. 

The experience left many wanting to explore the concept of design process further. No one 

appeared to have a negative experience. 

 

10. Do you have recommendations that would improve the WDO's 'World Design  
Challenge' process and increase successful outcomes/results? 

Extracted Results, Themes and Summary of Responses: 

• The facilitators need an orientation session before meeting with participants for team 

building 

• There needs to be clarity about the proposal, the content and the structure of the proposal 

• There needs to be more conversations with the leadership team and the facilitators  

• Providing examples would be beneficial 

• Providing basic information about design, subject content, group participation and 

instructions on how to use of the tools 

• Identifying sponsor for funding that could have also help shape the idea 

• The efforts were excellent and required no change 

• Great teams selected, great facilitators, beautiful presentations  

• There needs to be a understanding of the phases and how they align 

• Expectations need to be set for all volunteers unaffiliated with either WDO or the partner 

• Smoother transition from Phase One as there was no mention of Phase Two 

Quote: “Facilitator’s session before meeting with participants. Team building. Topic and 

knowledge exchange.” 

Analysis: Most feedback was directed at the structure and building of the challenge from phase to 

phase and its flexibility. An equally important factor was the facilitation component. Facilitators 

are deemed essential to the outcome and results that are generated by the team. 
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4.7 Key Findings and Summary 

Part One – Observational Approach:  

UN Women Generation Equality Asia Pacific Design Challenge – Phase One 

UN Women Phase One was WDO second World Design Challenge program at that time. 

Considering this fact, the World Design Challenge program had a very well-thought-out design 

process structure in place. The World Design Challenge program was highly successful, and most 

teams were ignited with ambitions to generate social change.  

Over the two weeks of the World Design Challenge program, several recurring themes emerged 

which included as follow: 

1. A visual timeline guide on the whiteboard is required to help team members conduct 

better time management.  

2. Facilitators are required to evaluate the skillsets of the team members so that they are 

utilized in a capacity that yields favourable results to increases productivity.  

3. Facilitators need to generate excitement and encourage a positive environment by 

redirecting and defusing non-productive situations.  

4. Facilitators need to know how to effectively facilitate to help team members to think 

outside-of-the-box. 

One thing that should be factored in is the observational researcher was exposed to a productive, 

well-functioning and highly efficient team. 

The International Space Station's (ISS NL) Design in Space for Life on Earth Challenge -  

Phase One  

ISS NL Phase One was the third World Design Challenge. The researcher participated as a design 

thought leader for two teams working on the same challenge statement. This vantage point 

provided insight into different team dynamics and facilitation styles. 

Additionally, this World Design Challenge provided a unique opportunity to examine topic-

related issues. For starters, the high-profile call attracted many individuals who had invested in 

personal interests. Many team members were confused and tried to generate a research project on 

ISS to solve an SDG. The confusion proved to be costly from a time and productivity standpoint. 

Both teams were influenced and distracted by other teams’ direction and progress.  
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A notable observed issue is many team members did not attend or participate due to various 

reasons despite the positive reinforcement by the facilitator and thought leader. The participants 

who remained were highly productive and efficient. 

Both teams felt proud of the products they produced and excited for Phase Two. However, there 

was a void and confusion at the end of Phase One because teams were not given a date and 

direction for the next phase. 

 

UN Women Generation Equality Asia Pacific Design Challenge – Phase Two 

United Nations Women Challenge Phase Two was the first WDO Phase Two World Design 

Challenge programand as such should be viewed slightly different due to the following reasons: 

1. The duration of Phase Two changed from two weeks to five weeks. 

2. The objectives were framed differently than Phase One. 

3. Facilitation roles changed based on the requirements of Phase Two. 

WDO decided to answer participants' requests to increase the World Design Challenge 

programtime did have the anticipated desired effect. Instead, it only became draining on the 

volunteer's schedules and their capacity to participate.  

Phase Two's objective substantially changed the way teams functioned. Many groups were 

confused as they did not feel the products from Phase One were in their finished form. Phase 

Two's objectives were to take the product and identify potential stakeholders and funding 

partners, spec the development, and bid it out. The lack of product refinement became an  

obstacle for Phase Two's scope of work and deliverables. 

Another key finding was the roles within facilitation altered as the topic experts were not as 

needed as in Phase One and therefore created a shift in workload and responsibilities for the 

design facilitators. 

In the end, Phase Two proved to be ambitious and may have been too much for most teams to 

complete all objectives. The success of Phase Two is that all teams managed to refine their 

products, so they were better thought out for the partner and the users. 

Overall, the two-week World Design Challenge programhad a well-structured platform that 

allowed teams to solve the design goal and be part of the solution. 
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Part Two – Survey: 

All research participants have first-hand exposure and knowledge of WDO World Design 

Challenge programand can provide insight into the design process. The following findings 

regarding the research participants were uncovered in the survey: 

• Less than half have been employed in the Creative Industries. 

• Less than half have an education in the creative field. 

• Five out of Six who do have an education in the creative field have a degree. 

• Almost all believe they understand the stages in the design process. 

• More than half believe that all the stages in the design process are equally important. 

• Only four out of thirteen have had a negative creative experience. 

• All participants had a positive WDO 'World Design Challenge' experience. 

• Nine out of thirteen felt the ‘World Design Challenge’ ran smoothly. 

 

Part Three (WDO - Creators) – Questionnaire and Interview:  

The questionnaire and interview for the creators of the WDO's World Design Challenge program 

provided the following key findings: 

• Most believed that there should be structure in the design process because participants 

need guidance, but it should be flexible. 

• The creators felt that Phase Zero was a key factor for a successful World Design 

Challenge. 

• The main actors that contribute to the success of the World Design Challenge are, in 

order, as follows: Leadership team, WDO Secretariat, subject matter experts, thought 

leaders, participants and facilitators. 

• The biggest obstacles are trust, managing time zones, building Phase Zero, determining 

agreed-upon clear objectives, a breath of participants and facilitators with skillsets. 

• The most valuable tools are virtual whiteboarding platforms, brainstorming, mind 

mapping and reflection. 

• WDO identified that the same set of tasks are beneficial as long as they permit flexibility. 

• The most important part is setting up a clear set of objectives and challenge statement. 

• The biggest obstacles are the lack of resources and time. Plus, partners need to believe 

and trust in the process. There is also not enough training for facilitators, and finally, time 

zones are challenging.  
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• WDO suggests that they need to work through the structure of the phases for the process. 

 

Part Three (UN Women & ISS NL - Contributors) – Questionnaire and Interview:  

The questionnaire and interview for the Contributors of the WDO World Design Challenge 

program provided the following key findings: 

• A structured process is necessary for guidance, but it should be flexible and adaptable. 

• The key actor for success was identified as trained and education facilitator. 

• Collaborative and guidance tools were identified, such as whiteboard, WDO engagement, 

empathy mapping, personas, analysis, mind mapping. 

• WDO involvement and direction are important including the build of the challenge. 

• There is confidence in many exercises, but the order and duration could be customized if 

there are clear instructions on how they tie together. 

• There is a confidence that the process can be effective for most industries if it continues 

to evolve but some question its ability to be adapted to the non-tangible. 

• Overall, everyone enjoys the experience and felt they were transformed creatively. 

• Most feedback was directed at the structure and building of the challenge from phase to 

phase and its flexibility.  
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION 

5.0 Summary of Results and Recommendations  
 
The aim of this thesis was to analyze the World Design Organization’s (WDO) World Design 

Challenge program to determine how it can be further improved. The World Design Challenge 

programis presently the new online version of the Interdesign workshop and is quickly gaining 

global demand. As interest is increasing for the new online online version it is important to 

identify areas for improvement to ensure World Design Challenge program is successful 

remotely. 

 

This thesis provided an opportunity to observe and receive feedback for two World Design 

Challenges. One World Design Challenge contained two phases which provided three 

observational instances. All three observation instances offered extensive insight into the inner 

workings of the online World Design Challenge program. The survey solidified the research 

participants' background knowledge on the World Design Challenge program and design process. 

The research questionnaire and interview provided exclusive feedback regarding the World 

Design Challenge program through participant insight. Overall, participants were positively 

transformed by their World Design Challenge programexperience. Many expressed they had a 

newfound understanding and curiosity for using design to solve problems. They were eager to 

provide feedback as they felt they had an invested interest in improving the World Design 

Challenge program.  

 

The research revealed a variety of notable items. Both Phase One World Design Challenges 

offered an online design process framework on virtual whiteboards. Each Phase One World 

Design Challenge used different online whiteboard platforms. UN Women Generation Equality 

Asia Pacific Design Challenge used a whiteboard by Mural. The International Space Station 

National Laboratories (ISS NL) - Design in Space for Life on Earth Challenge utilized a 

whiteboard by Miro. The design process framework on the whiteboards for both World Design 

Challenge programs contained divided stages that incorporated exercises. The intent of the stages 

and exercises were to guide the teams along with the design process journey. WDO adjusted the 

framework from the initial UN Women World Design Challenge program to ISS NL World 

Design Challenge program. A timeline was added to the whiteboard which permitted teams to 

gauge and track their progress according to due dates. The flexibility with offering a World 
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Design Challenge program online provided rapid responses in accordance to the required 

changes. This flexibility allows WDO to respond quickly to adjust and refine the World Design 

Challenge program, thereby increasing user experience. Another item to note is that the actors’ 

roles were modified between both World Design Challenge programs.   

 

The UN Women World Design Challenge incorporated subject matter experts in design and topic 

content to facilitate each team. The World Design Challenge for the ISS NL included subject 

matter experts in design and topic content as thought leaders for two teams. Each of those teams 

had one facilitator who had a background in design. The change provided the researcher with the 

opportunity to observe how the change in roles effected team dynamics and outcomes.  

 

Phase One’s success brought the introduction to Phase Two. For Phase Two, WDO increased UN 

Women World Design Challenge from two weeks to five weeks. The increase is intended to 

allow participants to complete Phase Two’s objectives. These objectives included stakeholder 

exploration for funding partners, product specification for price quotes, a proposal document and 

finally, a polished presentation. The increase in duration and multiple deliverables posed to be too 

much on the teams and their schedules. In addition, Phase Two did not permit an opportunity to 

reflect on what was done and refine the product from Phase One. The teams felt the need to 

perfect the product before working on the specifications. The lack of product reflection and 

refinement caused disruption and confusion among the participants and teams. 

 

Based on the researcher’s observations and the participants’ feedback, a list of recommendations 

was created which aimed to outline improvements towards the World Design Challenge program. 

The recommendations intend to increase team dynamics, address online and remote obstacles, 

enhance program structure, increase user experience, maintain participant retention, and promote 

membership value. 

The recommendations are as follows: 

1. Phase Zero - It is recommended to spend additional time building a well-thought-out 

structure in Phase Zero. The recommendation is to make each World Design Challenge a 

custom build to address the partner’s problem and achieve their goal. This approach 

would help partners trust in the design process and increase membership value. 
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2. Phases - It is suggested that all phases be predetermined and mapped out. There should be 

a provision of timeline for all phases, duration between phases and each phase's objective 

before the start of Phase One. This approach will allow the associated partners to see the 

entire journey. It is also suggested that the phases be structured in micro-pieces so that 

each phase and its objectives are achievable. Each phase should be two weeks in duration 

but with more defined micro-goals. There should be a reflection and product refinement 

stage after each phase. It is recommended that Phase Two be the product refinement stage 

where convergent thinking is building on the feasibility.  

 

3. Participants - Each World Design Challenge should have an in-depth understanding and 

background on participants who answer the World Design Challenge program call.  

A questionnaire and validation process to verify participant claims are suggested.  

 

4. Facilitation - It is recommended to include an orientation session to educate facilitators 

on good facilitation technics and methods. A series of online videos or workshops that 

facilitators must complete before the World Design Challenge. Once the program is 

complete, the facilitator will receive a certification credential. The courses can also be 

offered outside of WDO's World Design Challenge program at a cost for those who want 

to be educated on design process facilitation. 

 

5. Topic and Challenge Statements - To increase the level of participant comprehension it is 

recommend that WDO offer an orientation session to educate all teams on the topic and 

the challenge statements. This approach would decrease confusion and help teams 

understand the relationship between the subject matter and the problem that the statement 

is trying to solve. 

 

6. Icebreaker - WDO would potentially see an increase in team relations if time was allotted 

to acquaint team members. A pre-kick-off virtual gathering with breakout rooms for the 

teams and facilitators to learn more about each other. There should be activities and 

games to help participants to become familiar with each other. This would compensate 

for the lack of the traditional dinners that are held during Interdesign workshops.  

 

7. Online Technology - It is also advised to provide all participants with tutorial links prior 

to the World Design Challenge so participants are familiar with the online tools. 
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As for communication and file sharing options a list of recommendations is provided: 

a) Slack - Perfect for team and facilitation communications. It is recommended to make an 

additional channel for each team that includes the facilitators, subject matter experts and 

thought leaders so they can organize and tackle issues outside the team channel. 

 

b) Google Doc, slides and Sheets are some mediums considered perfect for sharing files and 

working collaboratively and simultaneously.  

 

c) Zoom - Zoom is a great online visual meeting space. It is recommended that WDO offer 

all facilitators, subject matter experts and thought leaders Zoom accounts that allow for 

transcribe for accessibility and saving zoom meetings to cloud. 

 

d) Miro - Miro proved to be a better online whiteboard option. The new desktop app 

decrease lag-time. It is recommended to allow other teams view other teams’ boards. 

Template options are easy to use for non-technical participants. 

 

e) Mural - Mural is not as efficient as Miro. There are limited template options for 

participants. The bandwidth issue with Mural, which effect productivity. 

 

f) Scheduling - It is advised to make a meeting schedule application that adjusts to time 

zones available to teams. Calendly is an example of such software.  

 

8. Commitment - It is suggested that WDO offer participants with a full schedule timetable, 

which is available on the whiteboards and in the introductory presentation. The timetable 

would outline the core schedule, prescheduled meetings, playback, and check-in sessions. 

This approach would establish a clear understanding of scheduling and time requirements 

and, therefore, the full extent of their commitment.  

 

9. Timing - It is recommended that WDO only schedule a limited amount of World Design 

Challenges in a particular timeframe, so there is no overlap. 
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10. WDO Leadership - It is suggested that WDO leadership increase their participation. 

Although, if teams and facilitators were better educated and familiar with the process, 

they would feel more comfortable on the journey and require less guidance.  

 

11. Examples - It is advised to provide examples of completed exercises to help the teams 

understand what they are trying to achieve. The examples are visual aids for 

comprehension.  

 

12. Design Process - It is recommended that the World Design Challenge program should 

have a base core structure which can be customization, flexible and adaptable. Exercises 

in each phase are based on the objectives and challenge statements. The online World 

Design Challenge program allows for customization. 

 

13. Development - It is recommended that WDO integrate an academic program and course 

developer to foster and increase content comprehension for participants and teams. The 

integration will take upfront time but decrease confusion and increase confidence. 

 

14. Moving forward, it is recommended that WDO communicate to all future partners that 

the World Design Challenge program will be perpetually evolving. It is not perfect nor in 

a finished packaged form. As such, World Design Challenge program will exist in a 

continuous state of refinement. This level of transparency will set the stage for 

expectations and prepare partners for a journey based on pushing barriers, focusing on 

user experiences and sustainable creative outcomes. 

 

The research provided participants with an opportunity to help shape future iterations of the 

World Design Challenge program. This thesis analyzed the World Design Challenge program 

online environment to identify areas that can be improved and provided feedback regarding the 

program and online collaborative tools. 
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5.1 The Adjusted World Design Challenge Program Structure  
 

The new structure would increase the time it takes to build Phase Zero. Phase Zero would include 

the partner in the development. The partner would be informed of the customized approach. A 

program and course developer would assist both groups in the development of the World Design 

Challenge. All phases for the entire problem-solving journey would be mapped out in this period. 

Between each phase, WDO would allow for an opportunity for participants to reflect on the 

journey, product and refine. This would be labelled at the reflection stage. The labelling for the 

reflection’s stages would need to be examined. For example, is the reflection phase Phase Two, or 

is it Phase One Refection Phase. Each phase would only be for a two-week period. However, the 

reflection stages only need to be three to five days. When developing the phases, the objectives 

for each phase would be thought out and stated. The expectation for the objectives should be 

reasonably designed to be achievable within two weeks. A timetable of the entire journey would 

be provided. The timetable would include all meetings outside of the team meetings, which would 

also be included in the whiteboard.  

 

The Miro whiteboard structure would be designed, so each stage is well thought out according to 

the problem to be solved. A timeline with the journey is mapped out on the whiteboard. Within 

each stage on the whiteboard, there is a detailed explanation of the stages and exercises that 

include completed examples. A separate Slack challenge would be created outside the team 

channel to increase communications between the facilitators, thought leaders, and subject matter 

experts. To increase the use of collaborative materials, Google Docs would include all required 

templates for the World Design Challenge. The Google Drive would include folders for meeting 

notes and team videos. Zoom accounts with transcribing and cloud saving would be created for 

all facilitators, subject matter experts and thought leaders.  

 

In Phase Zero, the WDO would validate all the participants backgrounds. A facilitator orientation 

session would educate and instruct the facilitators on the challenge statements and World Design 

Challenge process. The selected facilitators would be required to take a certification course. In 

addition to supporting the facilitators, participants would be invited to an orientation session to 

educate teams on the topic and the challenge statements. The participants would be sent an email 

with links to technology tutorials and a link to Calendly for slotting in their availability for 

meetings. Finally, WDO would offer a pre-kick-off virtual gathering for participants to become 

familiar with each other. 
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5.2 Limitations of Thesis 

This thesis journey presented and uncovered several limitations. Initially, the researcher and the 

thesis supervisor identified seventeen research participants to be included in the case study. 

However, scheduling issues and time zone differences decreased the number of research 

participants to thirteen. Due to these same factors, one participant only provided written feedback 

by filling out the survey, consent, and questionnaire form. 

 

Another issue arose within the stage of research participants’ involvement in the UN Women 

Generation Equality Asia Pacific Design Challenge – Phase Two. These research participants 

were already taxed with meetings and obligations, so scheduling the interviews was difficult.  

 

One notable limitation was the naming protocol for the World Design Challenge program.  

The WDO has yet to establish the program's naming since the World Design Challenge program 

began as the Interdesign workshop was temporarily inactive due to COVID-19. The naming 

protocol caused confusion. 

 

5.3 Contributions 

The research results contributed to the limited existing knowledge of the WDO World Design 

Challenge program. As the World Design Challenge program is a new online option, there is little 

to no knowledge of the remote program. This thesis contributes to WDO and the design 

communities' understanding of remote design process delivery for global initiatives. This research 

provided feedback on several virtual collaborative tools in hopes of increasing efficiency. The 

online World Design Challenge program was explored to expand on the present design process 

knowledge for a remote landscape.  

 

To date, there are no established programs that offer the same design solutions as the World 

Design Challenge program. This new online experience will continue to expand to meet the 

demand for online collaborative workspaces to address design solutions.  
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5.4 Further Research 

Based on the research findings and the participants positive experience with the WDO World 

Design Challenge program, it is recommended that the WDO continue to obtain feedback so they 

can evolve to meet the vigorous demands to produce unique design solutions remotely. Due to the 

World Design Challenge program being an online platform, it has the potential to progress further 

as new technological advancements become available.  

 

It is proposed that an Interdesign workshop 2.0 toolkit be developed to help increase collaborative 

thinking and from the Interdesign workshop to the online virtual platform. The toolkit would 

better outline the future path of both programs and how they could work in unison but 

independent of each other. The toolkit could better address issues of bridging the rich experience 

of the physical face-to-face experience of the Interdesign workshops to the non-physical online 

virtual experience. 

 

It is suggested that the WDO consider running both the Interdesign workshop and World Design 

Challenge program as both have unique attributes. The Interdesign workshop provides an in-

person collaborative experience that fosters face-to-face human connections between like-minded 

individuals who wish to physically gather to create constructive change. While the World Design 

Challenge program still offers a collaborative experience, it also allows the participant to 

contribute remotely. The efficiency and availability aspects of this program permit participants to 

contribute regardless of physical and financial limitations.  

 

The research uncovered many positive aspects of the WDO World Design Challenge program 

and provided helpful insight into improving its present structure. Upon completing the research, 

all findings will be made available to the World Design Organization and the research 

participants. 
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Appendix C  
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Appendix D 
RESEARCH PACKAGE - SURVEY 
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Appendix E 
RESEARCH PACKAGE – INTERVIEW QUESTIONS  
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Appendix F 
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Appendix G 
SURVEY DOCUMENTATION 
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Appendix H 
WDO QUESTIONNAIRE and INTERVIEW DOCUMENTATION 
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Appendix I 
UN WOMEN and ISS NL QUESTIONNAIRE and INTERVIEW DOCUMENTATION 
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1.

Exerience Summary
This summary statement will provide insight into the Generation  
Equality Asia Pacific Design Challenge journey. The summary will begin 
by providing a brief overview of the challenge, stakeholders and their 
roles. The creative process will be outlined, which sets expectations.  
A timeline deployment will be introduced to increase and track progress. 
Also, navigating participant’s strengths will be explored to help create 
team structure. Finally, fostering creative flow and planting seeds for  
creative inspiration is discussed.

The challenge began with stakeholders and associates from the World 
Design Organization and United Nations Women (see figures 1 and 2) 
who streamlined multiple directives into six clearly defined challenges.  
The six challenge statements (See page 2) set the stage for a cohesive 
plan of action for the VAW initiative. A challenge statement team structure 
was created so that each of the six teams included two facilitators (a topic 
and a design facilitator). Participants were then divided among the teams. 
An essential aspect of this team dynamic depended on the facilitators 
knowing their roles. To avoid confrontation, the design facilitator must 
reframe from instilling their opinion in areas where there is a more knowl-
edgeable topic expert at hand. It is also equally crucial for the topic expert 
facilitator not to derail the creative process but to enhance it by aligning 
content with objectives. Thought leaders oversaw communications and 
progress, which calmed team settings and provided a sense of reassur-
ance. Ice breaker activities and team member introductions helped the 
facilitators understand the participants and their life exposures.
 A rough timeline and design process structure (See figure 5) is critical to 
the participants understanding of expectations. In hindsight, this should be 
introduced on the first day. The timeline and design process diagram was 
illustrated directly above the existing design process journey examples.  
Its positioning helped promote process understanding and provided  
continuous visual guidance for the agenda.

Preface
The Generation Equality Asia Pacific Design Challenge was a unique 
opportunity to obtain exposure to the social design process. Till this point, 
I did not fully understand the importance and relevance of social design. 
Due to the multi-complex nature of social design, an interdisciplinary  
approach was necessary to produce a successful product. For that reason, 
a diverse set for leaders, facilitators and participants were gathered into 
teams. The design sprints provided an optimal situation to observe how 
the interdisciplinary teams, defined problems, manifested persona  
scenarios, explored ideas, and produced prototypes.  

The challenge provided me with an intense level of design growth, which 
can be taken into different industries and various social systems. I fully 
appreciated the opportunity to grow as a Carleton Unversity student and 
member of the creative community.



2  .

Navigating participants is no easy task. It requires listening, nurturing  
and inspiring. More importantly, they must feel valued, needed and heard.  
By paying attention to each participant’s strength, you can better utilize 
their gifts to foster more significant outcomes. Participants should be  
utilized in a capacity that yields favourable results, which increases  
productivity. 
 
To further assist with the progress, the facilitators must generate excite-
ment and encourage a positive environment by redirecting and defusing 
any negative or toxic situations. Encouraging participates to see each 
stage of the process as small milestones that generate a significant result 
helps them feel less overwhelmed. Participants should be enticed to think 
big and wild and not fear the never done or out-of-the-box thinking. 
 
Finally, generating an environment that allows for creativity to flow freely 
without being inhibited or weighed down by structures and bottom lines 
increase creative idea potential. On several occasions, a facilitator may 
have to do some work to help initiate the creative process. I call this stage 
the planting of creative seeds. Planting creative seeds are beneficial in 
starting the process of deploying ideas. It starts the ball rolling so the  
participants can build off the initial concept or propel them off in a  
different direction. 
 
Overall, the Generation Equality Asia Pacific Design Challenge journey 
ignited fear, learning, collaboration, connecting, and excitement. On many 
levels, it provided an opportunity to evolve. Both as individuals and as a 
group whose mission was to help create social change. I feel privileged to 
have been a small part of the challenge.



Change Generators
WDO AND UN WOMEN

Leadership Teams
Thought Leaders
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Together for the common goal to ingnite change.

Visual taken by WDO of Zoom Meeting Participants. 3.

Visual grey-out to protect
  participant privacy.
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Six Challenge Statements 
Objective
To create gender equity by working towards solutions that will end  
violence against women.

Six Challenge Statements
How can we promote behavioural change to reduce VAW by:
1) Enlisting community leaders and influencers
2) Leverage media to challenge steriotypes 
3) Move people emotionally and empathetically to act to prevent VAW
4) Tranforming men’s sense of entitlement and ability over women  
 and resources 
5) Changing the mindset that VAW is normal / acceptable
6) Influencing parents to raise children to reject harmful gender  
 steriotypes and violence.

How can we promote behavioral change to reduce VAW by
TEAM 1 TEAM 2 TEAM 3 TEAM 4 TEAM 5 TEAM 6

COMMUNITY LEADERS MEDIA MOVING PEOPLE TO ACT TRANSFORMING MEN'S ENTITLEMENT CHANGING MINDSET INFLUENCING PARENTS  

# enlisting community leaders and influencers leveraging media to challenge stereotypes
moving people emotionally and empathically 

to act to prevent VAW
transforming men’s sense of entitlement and authority over women and 

resources changing the mindset that VAW is normal / acceptable
influencing parents to raise children to reject harmful gender stereotypes 

and violence

Name Email Name Email Name Email Name Email Name Email Name Email

Faciltator - UN Women Sara De la Pena Espin sara.delapenaespin@unwomen.org
Aijamal Duishebaeva
MIke Drach

duishebaeva@gmail.com
mikedrach@rogers.com Lyndsay McLean l.mclean@prevention-collaborative.org

Naeemah Khan 
Phuong Thi Lan Le 

naeemah.khan@unwomen.org
le.phuong@unwomen.org

Ashma Shrestha
Janet Wong

ashma.shrestha@unwomen.org
janetmaychin@gmail.com

Silla Ristimaki
Oda Misje  Haug

sillaristimaki@gmail.com oda.
haug@unwomen.org

Faciltator - Design Anna Kirah anna@annakirah.com Veena Sonwalkar Veena.Sonwalkar@frogdesign.com Angie Fahlman angiefahlman@cmail.carleton.ca Deepak Gupta deepak03.gupta@sap.com Claudya Piazera cso@designforwinning.com
Martha Zarza 

zardel44@gmail.com

Thought Leader Sue Garvey suegarvey1010@gmail.com Patricia Moore designmoore@cox.net Sue Garvey suegarvey1010@gmail.com Patricia Moore designmoore@cox.net Sue Garvey suegarvey1010@gmail.com Patricia Moore designmoore@cox.net
Thought Leader Melissa Alvarado melissa.alvarado@unwomen.org Melissa Alvarado melissa.alvarado@unwomen.org Melissa Alvarado melissa.alvarado@unwomen.org Melissa Alvarado melissa.alvarado@unwomen.org Melissa Alvarado melissa.alvarado@unwomen.org Melissa Alvarado melissa.alvarado@unwomen.org
Thought Leader Surya Vanka suryavanka@authentic.design Surya Vanka suryavanka@authentic.design Surya Vanka suryavanka@authentic.design Surya Vanka suryavanka@authentic.design Surya Vanka suryavanka@authentic.design Surya Vanka suryavanka@authentic.design

1 Participant Saquib Chowdhury saquib@rationaltech.net Nitin Malhotra malhotran@gmail.com Tuğba Çelikten tugba.celikten@ozu.edu.tr Jiehae Choi-Blackman jiehae.choi@gmail.com Jitna Bhagani jitna.bhagani@gmail.com Neha Mann nehamanndesign@gmail.com
2 Participant Bryan Delgado Tabaco bryandelgado85@gmail.com Nejra Spahic neyraspahic@hotmail.com Salomi Christie salomi.139@gmail.com Aishwarya Jare aishwarya.jare81@gmail.com Simge Canbek simgecanbek@gmail.com Danielle Aron danielle.l.aron@gmail.com
3 Participant Melis Dizdar mlsdzdr@gmail.com Khodeja Sultana khodeja.sultana@diakonia.se Saneera Dev saneeradev@gmail.com Calum Jeacle calumjeacle@gmail.com Vibha Deshpande vibhadeshpande1968@gmail.com Simran Kamboj simrankamboj498@gmail.com
4 Participant Md. Azmal Hossain azmal@unfpa.org Adriana Vargas adriana.vargas.rojas@gmail.com Lorena Garcia Giron lorena.garciagiron@gmail.com Karolin Larsson karolinl@yahoo.com Korrapin Lertkittisuk korrapin.k.l@gmail.com San Teresia Penglipurati santheresia3@gmail.com
5 Participant Rongmin Huo rongmin.huo.mba2016@said.oxford.edu Disha Kaushal dishakaushal0106@gmail.com Triana Gonzalez triana.mar.g@gmail.com Aimi Ramlee aimi@tyne-solutions.com Ksenia Poncet ksenia@kseniaponcet.com Emilia Pucci emilia.louisa.pucci@gmail.com
6 Participant Aditi Khodke khodke@iges.or.jp Amparo Vázquez amparo.vazquez@udem.edu Piraya Puapanichya pirayapuapanichya@gmail.com Meru Vashisht meru@tinkerlabs.in Nilay Zanbak nilay.zanbak@ozu.edu.tr Isadora Candian Santos isadora.candian@gmail.com
7 Participant Archie MS archie.ms08@gmail.com Manel Escacena-Chica manel@storydesigners.agency Julie Sane-Pezet julie@ilageneration.com Deniz Zileli deniz.zileli@ozu.edu.tr Maham Farooq maham.16491@gmail.com Julie Sauerwein littlebylittlestudio@gmail.com
8 Participant Tanushree Pillai tanu.pillai777@gmail.com Maria Lauralyn Silva lauralynsilva@gmail.com Pragati Shrivastava pragati.764@gmail.com Sucharita Beniwal sucharita_b@nid.edu Ana Mengote Baluca ana@lowercaseinnovation.com Doris Tulifau dtulifau@gmail.com
9 Participant Rita Kumari Sah sahritakumari@gmail.com Takbir Fatima takbir@designaware.org Wajeehah Aayeshah wajeehah@gmail.com Geetha Pandey pandeygeetha@gmail.com Pooja Jain pujajain01@gmail.com Zenab Bastawala zenabmb11@gmail.com

10 Participant Zhazira Kul-Mukhammed zenabmb11@gmail.com Goldaneh Torkamani goldaneh.torkamani@gmail.com Bernard J Canniffe canniffe@iastate.edu Mithra Zahedi mithra.zahedi@umontreal.ca Lauren D'Souza laurenmariedsouza@gmail.com Maria Bates maria.bates@deakin.edu.au
11 Participant Thi Lan Huong PHAN phanhuongdhl@gmail.com Antonella Porfido a.porfido@gmail.com Udipti Jaiswal udiptij.2488@gmail.com Roberto Juárez roberto-juarez@live.com Sanmitra Chitte sanmitrachitte@gmail.com Ralitsa Diana Debrah ralitsadebrah@gmail.com
12 Participant Suchada Sangmas suchadasang@hotmail.com Nashra Balagamwala nashra.balagamwala@gmail.com Net Supatravanij net@ilageneration.com Shilpy Lather Shilpylather@gmail.com Shazia Uzman shazia.usman@unwomen.org
13 Participant Sarah Tanishka Nethan sarah.nethan95@gmail.com
14 Student Participant Tinna Hongngam tinnahongngam@gmail.com Tanaya Nirpharake tanaya_n@nid.edu Akanksha Singh akanksha_s@nid.edu Sharayu Rani Joshi Sharayu.joshi96@gmail.com Sonalika Anand sonalika_a@nid.edu Anna Kim AnnaKim4@cmail.carleton.ca
15 Student Participant Samira Manzur samira.manzur@tufts.edu Nawara Shanoon nawara_s@nid.edu Kopal Gangrade kopal_g@nid.edu Aakanksha Sharma aakanksha_s@nid.edu Isha Deosthali ishad2000@gmail.com Shivangi Vashisth shivangi.vashisth@gmail.com
16 Student Participant Nuha Pabony np318@sussex.ac.uk Sneha Subramaniam sneha_sub@nid.edu Nimisha Parab nimisha_pa@nid.edu Roopam Sonpethkar sonpethkarroopam@gmail.com Sakshi Gaggar sakshi_g@nid.edu Vividha Vividha vividha_v@nid.edu
17 Student Participant Harsh Shah shahh34@mcmaster.ca Priyavarshini Thiruselvam priyavarshinit5@gmail.com Anu Paul assk612@gmail.com Vrundar Patil vrundar.p93@gmail.com Purav Bhardwaj purav_b@nid.edu Tauqeer Ahmed tauqeer_s@nid.edu
18 Student Participant Nana Wongsawang w.nanaaa@gmail.com Betul Sahin sahinnbetull@gmail.com Vincent Spera vincent.spera@outlook.com kriti Sinha kriti.sinha@avantika.edu.in Prateek Kushwaha Prateek_p@nid.edu

Figure 1. (Mural by WDO)

Figure 2. (Spread Sheet Supplied by WDO)

Visual grey-out to protect
  participant privacy.
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Roles and Responsibilites 
Figure 3. - Diagram (Supplied by WDO)
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How can we promote behavioral change to reduce VAW by
TEAM 1 TEAM 2 TEAM 3 TEAM 4 TEAM 5 TEAM 6

COMMUNITY LEADERS MEDIA MOVING PEOPLE TO ACT TRANSFORMING MEN'S ENTITLEMENT CHANGING MINDSET INFLUENCING PARENTS  

# enlisting community leaders and influencers leveraging media to challenge stereotypes
moving people emotionally and empathically 

to act to prevent VAW
transforming men’s sense of entitlement and authority over women and 

resources changing the mindset that VAW is normal / acceptable
influencing parents to raise children to reject harmful gender stereotypes 

and violence

Name Email Name Email Name Email Name Email Name Email Name Email

Faciltator - UN Women Sara De la Pena Espin sara.delapenaespin@unwomen.org
Aijamal Duishebaeva
MIke Drach

duishebaeva@gmail.com
mikedrach@rogers.com Lyndsay McLean l.mclean@prevention-collaborative.org

Naeemah Khan 
Phuong Thi Lan Le 

naeemah.khan@unwomen.org
le.phuong@unwomen.org

Ashma Shrestha
Janet Wong

ashma.shrestha@unwomen.org
janetmaychin@gmail.com

Silla Ristimaki
Oda Misje  Haug

sillaristimaki@gmail.com oda.
haug@unwomen.org

Faciltator - Design Anna Kirah anna@annakirah.com Veena Sonwalkar Veena.Sonwalkar@frogdesign.com Angie Fahlman angiefahlman@cmail.carleton.ca Deepak Gupta deepak03.gupta@sap.com Claudya Piazera cso@designforwinning.com
Martha Zarza 

zardel44@gmail.com

Thought Leader Sue Garvey suegarvey1010@gmail.com Patricia Moore designmoore@cox.net Sue Garvey suegarvey1010@gmail.com Patricia Moore designmoore@cox.net Sue Garvey suegarvey1010@gmail.com Patricia Moore designmoore@cox.net
Thought Leader Melissa Alvarado melissa.alvarado@unwomen.org Melissa Alvarado melissa.alvarado@unwomen.org Melissa Alvarado melissa.alvarado@unwomen.org Melissa Alvarado melissa.alvarado@unwomen.org Melissa Alvarado melissa.alvarado@unwomen.org Melissa Alvarado melissa.alvarado@unwomen.org
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Figure 4. - Spread Sheet (Supplied by WDO)

Visual grey-out to protect
  participant privacy.



Team 3 - Timeline, Creative Process and Progress 
Figure 5. - Team 3 Mural
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Agenda and homework, in most cases, were created by both facilitators 
and posted on Slack.
Meeting notes were taken by a volunteer participant and posted on 
Slack.

AUGUST 10
AGENDA AND TASKS TO COMPLETE

Agenda
1) Review statement
2) General rules and guidelines
3) Introduction to leaders and participant.
4) Cover tools - Mural, Slack, Google Docs and Zoom

Homework
1) Enter your time availability in the Google doc spreadsheet for  

meeting times. https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1514SWekW 
jDpwuIaqxtd8AohoUuH-B-Leo45ap-TF4PM/edit?usp=sharing

2) Mural – Complete Ice Breaker for Team Members (picture, name, 
location, title background and your motivation to challenge) 
https://app.mural.co/t/wdoworlddesignorganization2643/m/ 
wdoworlddesignorganization2643/1596860947300/9d45dcb55d 
031d0158876a38689f47c71f2c42e6

3) Google Docs – Please view Materials on Violence against women  
materials provided by Lyndsay.
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/3/folders/19_3MSxAdui3of9XThGHb 
VEGWs7_uX6cF

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ihk66LtCLvc&list=WL&index 
=4&t=0s – provided by the participant.

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1SfVyrYYFqT7cBCCGu 
GUiM-zT-CIn6cnJ?usp=sharing

4) Mural – Complete Statement Reflection - Words and Visuals 
(red sticky note)
https://app.mural.co/t/wdoworlddesignorganization2643/m/  
wdoworlddesignorganization2643/1596860947300/9d45dcb55d 
031d0158876a38689f47c71f2c42e6

5) Google Docs – Aug 10 Meeting video – for those who missed today’s  
meeting please view the required videos. All videos are protected and  
not permitted to be posted, reposted on any medium or downloaded.  
This video may contain private information and in accordance with the  
‘Rules of Engagement’ of the ‘Generation Equality Asia Pacific Design  
Challenge’, any violation of these rules is not with consequences,  
including but not limited to the removal from the project. We thank you  
for respecting the privacy of all participants.
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/3/folders/1lCR7sxiN1eyWqGKzeuR 
VOsk71i-YN1-A
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AUGUST 11
AGENDA AND TASKS TO COMPLETE

Agenda
Tuesday’s Suggested Activities:
1) Review – Ice breaker
2) Discuss the Reflection Activity and everyone’s thoughts. 

a) The group could continue the process by adding to it if some   
participants did not get a chance to add to it.

  b) Group any related or similar visuals or words into themes.
  c) Label the grouped themes

3) Complete the Virtual Privilege Walk Exercise for those who have not   
done it and then reflect on it.

4) Review - Summarize User Research in an Empathy Map
a) Determine User(s) - State what they would say, think, do and   

feel towards the subject.
b) Determine problem(s) - State obstacles

5) Homework - Inform participants that they will be receiving a link for   
the Design Process Presentation, which we will discuss in Wednes  
day’s zoom meeting. They are to compile a list of questions or concerns
to be addressed in Thursday’s class.

Homework
1) Mural - Review Statement Reflection - Clustering and Themes
Gather any questions or feedback. 

2) Mural - Complete Empathy Map - Break-Out Groups
Get into the teams below and write out sticky notes that reflect what  
the users might say, think, do and feel towards the subject.

Perpetrators: Julie (France) and Betul (Turkey)
Women enablers: Pim (Thailand) and Pragati (India)
Friends/family of perpetrators:  Nimisha (India) and Salomi (India)
Bystanders: Triana (Mexico) and Bernard (US) and Lorena (Canada)
Friends/family of victims: Kopal (India) and Saneera (India) and Wajeehah 
(Australia)
Adolescents: Udipti (India) and Akanksha (India)

3) Mural - Reflect on Privilege exercise. 
Gather any notes, questions or feedback that will be discussed on    
Wednesday. AUG 11 – Team 3

Meeting Notes
Tuesday 11.08.20
Starting off with a check-up feelings box
Checking the timing for the meetings; Monday, Tuesday, Thursday 8 AM 
EDT and Wednesday, Friday 6 AM EDT. All good with the timing. 90 min 
meetings.

Presentation of Sue Garvey: She’s got a background on VAW and  
homelessness, part of three groups so popping in and out.
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Mural time, checking up the “homework” 5 min.
(Fail)Split up in groups of three to speak about the homework to search for 
key themes. 15 min.

Talk about the Behavioral change staircase. Empathizing with the predator 
as well (not justifying).

Three key themes: Blaming the victim, Normalizing VAW, Addressing the 
problem to Men.

What kind of things lead to acts of violence? Does it bring some sort of 
satisfaction?

Might be about Power and Control or frustration about not performing well 
in other areas.

“Is as you’re in a dance with society, you take one step forward and you’re 
pushed back”.Salomi- as in for starters you’re a woman and then there’s 
the colour of your skin and the social group that you belong to.
Using art as a tool to educate about violence.

Create a safe environment for victims and predators.
How to go from awareness to action? It has to go through discomfort. 
Sometimes there’s a change that comes from shame, not really because 
there has been an empathy process.

People know what’s right and wrong. convenience or inconvenience as a 
key point to decide how to act.

Skill-building to apply the willingness to change of attitude. Whenever 
there’s been an emotional engagement; people seek those new skills.

We’ll do the Privilege Walk as homework to discuss tomorrow.
There’s another board made bellow the first mural trying to organize the 
content that we’ve got already. We can keep up with adding information. 
Summarize user user-research in an empathy map.
Perception of who we are talking to.

Open discussion on who should we address to.
Working on the workspace for user research empathy map.
A short discussion on a comparison against speed limit and the system 
that goes against driving very fast even if it’s thrilling.

Proposed persona’s: Existing and potential perpetrators, Friends and  
families of perpetrators, Friends of families/ survivors, Duty bearers,  
workmates, celebrities and other public figures, adolescents, women  
enablers, bystanders.

Voting on the top three at the chat.
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AUGUST 12
AGENDA AND TASKS TO COMPLETE

Agenda
Wednesday’s Suggested Activities:
Quick check-in (Feelings, questions, note-taker) (5 mins)
Virtual privilege walk - a few reflections (10 mins) (Lyndsay facilitate)
The design process -  overview of the design process and timeline  
(15 mins) (Angie facilitate)
Challenge statement - reflection on clustering / questions (20 mins) 
(Lyndsay facilitate)
User empathy maps - brief 3 minute summary from each team of 2/3, 
discussion of user profiles, decisions of which to take forwards  (30 mins)
(Angie facilitate)
Homework and check-out (Research to be done) (Feelings) (5-10 mins)

Homework
1. Empathy maps of users - please each individually review all 6 maps 
and add any post-its around the edge of the team’s work. Use the same 
colour post-its for feelings, thoughts etc...  If you have another question or 
comment to add, please add on a different colour post-it.

2.  Extending user research - please can the same teams as yesterday 
do further work on their users and brainstorm what the obstacles are that 
stop these users acting to prevent violence…. For example, these could 
be lack of knowledge / understanding, attitudes or beliefs, social norms, 
practical or logistical etc...

3. Prioritising our user(s) - Tomorrow, we will need to narrow down to 
one user or a couple of users. Please could you reflect on the work we 
have done and reflect on which user or couple of users you would like to 
prioritise and why.

Meeting Notes
Checking up on feelings; everyone is excited.
Privilege map
-  Try to get people to think about the power and privilege they may have  

in their lives
- Dimensions of privilege can be important in different times and spaces
Feedback from people:
- Interesting to compare and confront differences, how I was 

disadvantages, made me feel uncomfortable
 - The feeling was different, in this context of international collaboration, 

I am quite privileged
- Unexpected, felt some of these privileges are difficult to obtain
-  Had to think and reflect a lot about privilege, think about things you  

may have ignored.
- Had never done it, but did not surprise me, experience this while   

traveling in other countries.
 - The questions are formulated well, try to get to less visible dimensions  

of privilege (mental health issues, cultural issues, etc).
- Help us reflect on who we are designing for.
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Design challenge process
- A Wicked problem, complex problem, diverse in nature with multiple  

facts; government, social, individuals. Very hard to resolve, no one  
process.

- Process is adopted to the problem, user and any other dynamics.
- Design the problem
- Identify the ones who would have the most impact on creating change,   

we want to scrape down our persona process a little bit more. Focus in  
on particular individuals.

- Narrative maps and story boards to make sure we are catching  
any gaps.

- 5-7 steps process, but try not to put a lot of structure on it.  
Our structure might evolve. We can go back and reflect

- We don’t have the luxury of time, so we should try to move along
- Principles
- Seek out points of exclusion
- Solve for one, extent to many
- Empathy, not sympathy
- Learn from diversity
- No such thing as “normal” human, to our standards of norms, our  

thinking, that there is no fixed mold
- People are heart of the design process,
- Persona spectrum excludes less people
- Understand personal bias
- Disability is a mismatch, how we frame disability; it is the environment  

that is the issue

Statement Reflection
- How we understand violence
- How we understand empathy
- Who are we talking about? Who are our target users? Who do we want   
 them to engage empathetically with?

- Aware that people can be bystanders, victims and perpetrators.
- How some things are driven by patriarchal norms
- What type of violence will we be talking about?
- What is the role of empathy in driving behavioral change?
- Do we need to empathize with perpetrators?
- Which groups do we target to provide the most impact?
- Make sure we approach them
- Example: Give me your hand/Take my hand

Empathy Map
Please feel free to create another reflection board if it helps with your 
thought process and critical thinking

Perpetrators
Two behaviours; people who have strong positions and think they are 
right, or some people who show remorse.
Have justifications that are more emotional: I love her, she wanted it, use 
family issues to justify violence.
Action: blame victim, find support.
Feelings: in control, strong or complicated feeling, regretful, can be scared
Some perpetrators accept that what they did was wrong, whilst some do 
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not. If violence remains the option, you need to consider the whole system 
There are some perpetrators who are unawar.e 

Women enablers 
Understand how we look at them; use basis of women in the work spaces 
as it is more universal. 
Normalizes abuse and bad behaviour and internalize patriarch.y
Colleagues might manipulate victim.
How to report to people in a senior position.
We felt a lot of times women colleagues do not want to interfere or get 
involved with any other problem.s
Many feel guilt.

Friends/Family of Perpetrators
We need to understand that some friends and family do not know what to 
do in their position.
We should educate them and help them understand their impact in  
avoiding such behaviour.
Some might be indifferent, and chose not to take action.
Some might feel ashamed.
Some might defend the perpetrator and defend victim.
All of this is because they don’t have an idea of what they can do in their 
position.

Bystanders
Assume that it was a person who did not do anything and was not  
participating Think it is not their problem.
They might try to escape to avoid getting involved.
As women, we might feel we are at risk of getting attacked, but some 
might feel indifferent.
Peer pressure: someone witness something and would like to intervene 
but chose not to (self protection). 

Friends/Family
They will start to question you; are you sure it happened? Were you 
drunk? What were you wearing?
Sort it out internally, keep quiet. Making it about themselves; should have 
come straight to them, etc. 
A lot of fear. 
Could I have done something to prevent it? Why my daughter/friend? 
Become agents and advocates of awareness, try to make people aware. 
Some try to solve matters with their owns hands.
High levels of stress and anger. 

Adolescents
How people in general at this age thing; they are unsure if its right or 
wrong.
Why is no action or support being provided? No action happening.  
Whom to speak to.
Can they stop this, how? 
Some people think it will end eventually?
Feel fear, anger, but also helpless, stressed, unsure of whom to trust, 
People at this age are easily influenced, it is cool at this age group.
A person might not be able to share things with others (not comfortable) 
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For tomorrow:
How can we narrow this down? Which couple of users do you think we 
should take forward?
Take a look at the maps, add anything you want.
In your own pairs, do a step further of work, what are the obstacles for the 
users against violence?

AUGUST 13
AGENDA AND TASKS TO COMPLETE

Agenda
Tuesday’s Suggested Activities:
Quick check-in (Feelings, questions, note-taker) (5 mins)(Lyndsay)
User empathy maps: Each pair/three to present for 3 minutes on their 
empathy map. Comment on any extra inputs since yesterday. Highlight 
obstacles faced by that user which stops them from acting to prevent vio-
lence. Questions / discussion (30 mins)(Angie)
Prioritising our user(s) - narrowing down to one/two users - discussion 
and decision - who and why? (20 mins)(Lyndsay)
Creating our user(s) persona - Small group brainstorming - 2/3 groups 
- what do we already know? What more do we need to know? How do we 
find it out? (20 mins + feedback)(Angie)
Homework and check-out (Team research to be done) (Feelings) (5-10 
mins)(Angie)

Homework
1. Empathy maps of users - please each individually review all 6 maps 
and add any post-its around the edge of the team’s work. Use the same 
colour post-its for feelings, thoughts etc…  If you have another question or 
comment to add, please add on a different colour post-it.

2.  Extending user research - please can the same teams as yesterday 
do further work on their users and brainstorm what the obstacles are that 
stop these users acting to prevent violence…. For example, these could 
be lack of knowledge / understanding, attitudes or beliefs, social norms, 
practical or logistical etc….

3. Prioritising our user(s) - Tomorrow, we will need to narrow down to 
one user or a couple of users. Please could you reflect on the work we 
have done and reflect on which user or couple of users you would like to 
prioritise and why.

Meeting Notes
Thursday 13.08.2020
Check ins: everyone is feeling good, Bernard is able to join.

User empathy maps:
Perpetrators
Many limitations and obstacles; cultural ones, etc.
How can we make them realize the effect of their violence; perhaps use 
art forms (film, etc) and emphasize with the victim/survivor 
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Women Enablers
Obstacles: some internalize patriarchy and feel they are unable to do 
anything.
Might sometimes blame the victims.
Might see VAW as something women inevitability have to deal with.

Friends and family of perpetrators
They need to understand the effect they have on the perpetrators and 
know how to utilize their power to prevent it; most friends/family don’t know 
how to do this.
We should also emphasize with the friends and family as they also do not 
know how to navigate and deal with the problems they may face
Cultural barriers: those from indirect cultures would choose not to do/say 
anything.

Bystanders
They don’t realize that they can be ‘heroes’ and can prevent violence from 
happening.
Need to educate them to speak up and help victims.
Friends and family of victims.
Need to emphasize how important it is for them to support the victims 
emotionally.
They can help the victims in more ways than one.
Some don’t know what to do in their positions to help the victims. 

Adolescent 
Lack of (sex) education.
Lack of good environment (where they fully trust people).
For younger people, they might be blinded by the idea that they love a 
person and use this to justify abuse.
Prioritizing our users.
Most agree that we should prioritize perpetrators.
Must be concise in defining who the perpetrators are.
How are we going to reach out to the.m
Are they potential perpetrators or those that have engaged in VAW?
Should we target and empathize with victims as well?
We should target people surround the perpetrators as well, because they 
have a large influence.
Perhaps group the following users we listed into a larger group.
So we have 2 users we are targeting.

Homework
Due to the time limit, we will be creating the users persona individually, 
this means we will be putting ideas onto the post its by the personas and 
creating a visual image of the target persona
We will further discuss tomorrow. 
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AUGUST 14
AGENDA AND TASKS TO COMPLETE

Agenda
Suggested Activities:
Quick check-in (Feelings, questions, note-taker) (5 mins)(Angie)
Personas: 2 Personas - finishing 1 and working on 2. Start to create 
background stories. (40 mins)(Angie)

Homework
Empathy: What is empathy and how do we engage people  
empathetically? (Saneera, Betul, Akanksha, Pragati)

2.  Behaviour change: What are some useful models of behaviour change 
that we can apply to our challenge? (Nimisha, Udipti, Pim, Triana)

3. User 1: Perpetrator – deepen research on motivations, obstacles to 
change, how to engage with them (Lorena, Kopal, Wajeehah, Bernard)

4. User 2: Bystanders - deepen research on motivations, obstacles to 
change, how to engage with them (Julie, Salomi, Tugba)

Meeting Notes
The Playback meeting was so useful today. We had a presentation from 
each team on where they are at in their design and thinking process. 

The recording of the session will be posted on the general channel later.  
A few takeaways from my perspective:
We are on track in terms of the design process as well as the depth of our 
thinking

Next time, we will share more of our in-depth content which is of  
comparable quality to other teams

There are some team with some overlap and complementarity with us  
and Angie and I will stay in touch with them and exchange insights.  
In particular these are team 4 (working on transforming men’s sense of 
entitlement) and team 6 (working on the gender socialisation of children 
 in the home).

It is super helpful to really narrow down to focused / concrete personas. 
Team 6 has done this (maternal, paternal and other male family member 
personas) and it was really powerful. Their personas have names, back 
stories, thoughts, feelings… Although this narrows things down I think 
it really, really helps to develop empathy and find solutions. I also think 
those solutions will work for a wider number of users in the end anyway.
Those who took also part, please feel free to add your insights.
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AUGUST 15
AGENDA AND TASKS TO COMPLETE

Agenda
Suggested Activities:
Quick check-in (Feelings, questions, note-taker) (5 mins)(Angie)
Personas: 2 Personas - finishing 1 and working on 2. Start to create 
backgroud stories. (40 mins)(Angie)

Homework
Working on research 4 question in teams - Small group brainstorming - 
2/3 groups - what do we already.

Meeting Notes
Persona - name?
Feeling something for the persona, Group 6 did it perfectly in the playback
Lyndsay will great a background story and everyone else will review it.
Give human qualities to our persona.
Team 6 Shazia Usman (Wajeehah’s friend) graphic book - “Kaluti” for 
young girls.

Persona for bystander
Age range of bystander?
Mother-in law is a very important bystander?
Female bystander?
Younger age of bystanders - their ability to make decisions isn’t formulated 
yet and they take longer to process things.
Someone who can intervene?
We want to choose a bystander that could intervene positively, have  
influence and make a difference.
Female-40 to50 yo - has influence and can make decisions
She could be still married, she is a mother.
Education level?

Matriarchal power in some cultures - controlling and manipulative females.
“Don’t confront him - just say yes and then do what you want to do”.
Mothers are biased towards their sons.
Learned behaviour passed down through generations.
Financially dependent on a ma.n
When we engage with Mother-in-law, we have potential to influence her 
behaviour towards her son and daughter-in-law as well as the behaviour 
of other Mother-in-laws of the community.
Switches between being in power and being powerless consciousl.
Maybe she thinks her power comes from her specific ability to perform as 
a woman?

She has some ambigious feelings. She occasionally feels compassion 
towards her daughter-in-law as a woman and remembering what she  
suffered. At the same time she wants to uphold the family, her husband’s 
and son’s position.

She has a strong sense of insecurity because her daughter in law is well 
educated, more independent woman.
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Maybe there is some anger also. She feels she had to comply to a certain 
amount of things in her life. She had to make sacrifices. Now she feels 
it’s her daughter in law’s turn. So she is not ready to see her having more 
freedom.

So there is also a link between her lack of self-empathy for what she  
suffered and her lack of empathy for her daughter in law or she is just 
 normalised with the idea.
She says ‘it’s just part of marriage’. I endured it so she has to endure it
On the other hand she can show off her daughter in law to the society as 
well. So there are fleeting moments of pride.
She may think that society’s attitude toward her family will change if they 
divorce.
.
One of her goals can be to uphold tradition in favour of upholding the  
family’s reputatio.
Social comparison and dissatisfied attitude.
She is unhappy and feeling guilty perhaps sometimes wishing she had / 
could do something different.
When she is with other women, they are often complaining about their 
daughters-in-laws. She joins in, but sometimes feels guilty as she knows 
he daughter-in-law is actually a good person.

Some Thoughts:
Maybe: this is normal in a relationship.
« Raj is not a bad person ».
It wasn’t easy for me, why should it be easy for her and the mother-in-law 
hasn’t had the chance to get out of her environment to get different ideas 
and see people doing things differently.
I think to change behaviour people need an alternative vision and to be-
lieve they have the power to change to achieve that vision.
Even if the person is ‘typical’ or ‘stereotype’, we will reach a broader range 
of people with our solution and we can broaden out from this person.

For teams 1 and 2, they will continue to work on our two users and look 
more at their motivations, obstacles and how to engage them.

Team 3 will look at models of behaviour change and suggest a vision 
for how we visualise the behaviour changes needed and how we can 
visualise this behaviour change process.

Team 4 will research on how we engage people empathetically and  
support them to engage empathetically… so it Iooking at some of the  
literature as well as some ideas e.g. stories of change, encouraging them 
to empathise with themselves so they can empathise with others etc/
I will share a couple of examples for all groups.
So for example, I think it is hard to get a perpetrator to engage with a  
survivor’s experience, unless we try to understand his experience and 
perspective. However hard that is…

Find a portrait - put more images in next 24 hours - someone can  
volunteer to create a cartoon - we should get it ready by Sunday.
Ending note - “If you are not kind to yourself, you cannot be kind to others”.
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AUGUST 17
AGENDA AND TASKS TO COMPLETE

Agenda
Suggested Activities:
Check-in (feelings, notetaker)(5 mins)(Lyndsay)
Overview of the week’s design process, Q+A (Angie)(10 mins)
Team 1: Behaviour change - presentation, Q+A (15 mins)
Team 2: Empathy  - - presentation, Q+A (15 mins)
Team 3: Perpetrators - presentation, Q+A (15 mins)
Team 4: Bystanders - presentation, Q+A (15 mins)
Check out - decisions on homework, next steps, feelings (Lyndsay, Angie)
(10 mins

Homework
Working on research 4 question in teams - work on addition boards 1) 
cool and hot 2) Low and High and Low impact.

Meeting Notes
Checking on the feelings
Introduction to Scenario mapping by our users: Raj and Tera.
The goal is to set our persona into a specific contextual situation and have 
a reflection around how would they behave under those circumstances.
Before moving forward, checking the backgrounds of the personas.
Team one: Why do men perpetrate violence and how can we engage with 
their needs and motivations?

They might have been abused too, sometimes they feel challenged by 
their partner, could be mental health issue, they act as they’ve learned 
how “being a man is”. Some of the obstacles are: lack of awareness, 
norms on family privacy, lack of positive role models, lack of tangible  
negative consequences, they try to put themselves as the victim, poor 
communication skills.

Ways to engage: be sure the victim is safe, encouraging empathy, be  
curious and ask open tables, identifying key moments to engage, begin  
by being empathetic with the perpetrator.
Team two: Bystanders-why do people stand by and not intervene?  
How can we engage with their needs and motivations?
Motivations: Respect of tradition, thinking is the right thing to do, self 
doubt, fear of change, care for the perpetrator, not being protected by  
the law.

Obstacles: lack of an alternative model, social status or power, social 
backlash, resistance to change, lack of self confidence, lack of information 
on the situation. Safety of the bystanders is critical.
Ways to engage: provide a support system, easy access to organizations 
and help, use games and theatre, use social media to engage global  
community, engage the media: amplify voices speaking against VAW.
Lorena shared the story of her mom and the critical paper that bystanders 
had to not support her while being mistreated by her dad.
Bringing up the conversation about pre-menopause and menopause and 
how that effect in the bystander persona Tara.
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Team 3:
Motivations, to begin a lifestyle change, motivation has to be clear 
but also have a trigger. In this case, the motivation should be trying to 
save the relationship or the family (which is interesting if applies to both 
personas). Motivation sometimes is not enough is the context doesn’t help. 
Motivation might be the start to look for the tools to get to the change.
Obstacles, there’s a very wide range of age, also how could we measure 
effectiveness?,
Which could be the pinpoint to trigger the motivation? So, there is a map 
about the hard to do activities and easy to do activities against the amount 
of impact that they’d have.
Categorizing the behaviours could be a path to find the key behaviours 
that are easy to do and cause a high impact.

Team 4:
How do we engage people empathetically?
How de we make feel those emotions, first identify them and look for other 
people going through that emotion. Keep the conversation going to build a 
connection.
Perspective taking, set aside biases, belief that other people ought to be 
respected and treated with compassion, experience emotion, be open.
Learning to be empathetic can be quite a long step by step process.  
The first step is to learn to be self-aware.Tthe next step is to work on the 
scenarios.
They could be detailed or just an idea picture of the user experience.  
Like a story.

We want to look at what SHOULD happen and then how do we GET 
THERE?
We should have in mind the background story of the personas so we infer 
what might trigger the violent responses and the steps that should follow.
Looking for volunteers for making the scenario map for tomorrow. Should 
we do it as a group?
Two groups to make the two map scenarios. Team 1&3 would work  
together and 2&4 together. Lorena will make the slack group for 1 and 3 
and Saneera will do for teams 2 and 4.
Angie will create the other boards.
Thank you everyone! See you tomorrow!

AUGUST 18
AGENDA AND TASKS TO COMPLETE

Agenda
Suggested Activities:
Thanks for all the work and brainstorming you have done on the board. 
I have spent some time reviewing the inputs since yesterday and have 
created two big yellow stickies. 

The first ‘key ingredients’ tries to summarise the conclusions of our 
group on the key elements of a solution designed to engage people  
emotionally and emphatically. The other sticky tries to summarise and  
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categorise the big ideas / solutions I see on the boards. We can update 
these as I know you are still adding ideas.
In terms of today’s team meeting at 8.00 EDT / 12 GMT / 17.30 IST, given 
the time we have left, Angie and I propose the following agenda.
Check-in (feelings, note-taker) (Lyndsay facilitate)-(5 mins)

Design process and meeting the deadline - plan for today, tomorrow and 
playback (Angie facilitate)(10 mins)

Review and finalise ‘key ingredients’ list (Lyndsay  facilitate)(10 mins)
Review big ideas list - quick 1 minute summary of each idea from the  
originator + add any others missing (Angie  facilitate)(20 mins)
Review evaluation criteria - and agree on how to make our decision on 
which idea to take forwards (Lyndsay  facilitate)(10 mins)
Decide on which idea to take forward (all)(20 mins)
Explanation of Storyboards (Angie)(10 mins)

Homework
Storyboards, structure of presentation (Lyndsay and Angie)-(5 mins)

Summary
We reviewed the Tara character picture kindly designed by Saneera.  
We liked it and thought it captured her personality well. If you have any 
further comments, please post them here in Slack.

We reviewed the work the team did on the perpetrator scenario map. 
There was consensus that the team had done well to capture this  
unfolding scenario and sequence of events that seemed very believable. 

A few other comments were made:
This captures a behavioural dynamic / pattern which is common and 
which tends to recur time and time again.

It is about how Raj is dealing with his emotions and about poor  
communication in the family. When he is triggered and feels frustrated, 
 insecure etc, he is not able to talk about his emotions and receive  
empathy and instead has negative coping strategies and tries to get  
attention and regain control, autonomy and respect through abusing  
Sangeeta emotionally and physically.

We need to remember the social norms around manhood and the 
pressures on Raj from his friends and family to behave a certain way e.g. 
succeed in his career, provide for his family, control his emotions, ‘be a 
man’ etc.

Some of the research shows that it is hard for someone to empathise with 
another if they cannot empathise with themselves and their own feelings 
and needs.

There have been some previous programmes working with couples to 
support them to improve their communication, engage in more gender 
equitable behaviours and avoid violence e.g. indashyikirwa programme 
in Rwanda was a 20 week transformative couples curriculum where 15 
couples worked together in participatory workshops around power,  
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gender roles and stereotypes, communication skills, conflict management 
skills ect.

Key question: What is stopping Raj from engaging emotionally and 
expressing his own emotions?

2. We reviewed the work the team did on the bystander scenario map 
(Tara). Again, there was consensus that the team had done well to capture 
a number of events that seem realistic and common. 

A few other comments were made:
This shows the importance again of the family dynamic and the multiple 
relationships. The fluctuation of emotions and behaviours of Tara seems 
very believable. Sometimes she wants to punish Sangeeta, sometimes 
protect her.

3. Primary persona: We agreed on the perpetrator (Raj) as the primary 
persona for our solution, but that we need to see him clearly as part of this 
family dynamic in which his mother Tara plays a key role.

4. Homework
Fill in the High and Low impact grid for some interventions
Brainstorm ideas for solutions on mural

AUGUST 19
AGENDA AND TASKS TO COMPLETE

Agenda
Suggested Activities:
Thanks for all the work and brainstorming you have done on the board. 
I have spent some time reviewing the inputs since yesterday and have 
created two big yellow stickies. 

The first ‘key ingredients’ tries to summarise the conclusions of our 
group on the key elements of a solution designed to engage people  
emotionally and emphatically. The other sticky tries to summarise and  
categorise the big ideas / solutions I see on the boards. We can update 
these as I know you are still adding ideas.

In terms of today’s team meeting at 8.00 EDT / 12 GMT / 17.30 IST, given 
the time we have left, Angie and I propose the following agenda.
Check-in (feelings, note-taker) (Lyndsay facilitate)-(5 mins)
Design process and meeting the deadline - plan for today, tomorrow 
and playback (Angie facilitate)(10 mins)
Review and finalise ‘key ingredients’ list (Lyndsay  facilitate)(10 mins)
Review big ideas list - quick 1 minute summary of each idea from the  
originator + add any others missing (Angie  facilitate)(20 mins)
Review evaluation criteria - and agree on how to make our decision on 
which idea to take forwards (Lyndsay  facilitate)(10 mins)
Decide on which idea to take forward (all)(20 mins)
Explanation of Storyboards (Angie)(10 mins)
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Homework
Fabulous work today team - the input and collaboration were result  
generating – Way to go!!

For homework, we need to complete the following to hit our deadline:
In your teams, create a storyboard based on your team’s concept.  
Remember, this is Raj’s journey with the concept. The result should be 
him using the concept that generates empathy, which initiates change in 
him not to commit violence.

Teams are as follows:
Storyboard 1  
(empathy challenge, social media): Kopal, Wajeehah, Tugba, Pragati
Storyboard 2  
(Smartphone/siri/alexa type app on Empathy): Saneera, Pim, Betul
Storyboard 3  
(Empathy workshops): Nimisha, Akanksha, Salomi, Bernard
Storyboard 4  
(Interactive / video travelling exhibition): Udipti, Lorena, Julie, Triana
Summary of Ideas & Key Ingredients - visual depicting all concepts and 
Ingredients (Udipti/Saneera)

12:39
I failed to mention that all the storyboards are ready to go. Thank again 
Team!

Meeting Notes
The meeting’s aim was to select the ideas we will move forward with. 
However, we will account for all ideas in our final presentation.
1. Emotions check in:  Overall, most of us are excited about this session.

2. Today’s plan:
- Design process and meeting the deadline - plan for today, tomorrow  
 and playback (Angie facilitate)(10 mins)
- Review and finalise ‘key ingredients’ list (Lyndsay  facilitate)(10 mins)
- Review big ideas list - quick 1 minute summary of each idea from the  
 originator + add any others missing (Angie  facilitate)(20 mins)
- Review evaluation criteria - and agree on how to make our decision on  
 which idea to take forwards (Lyndsay  facilitate)(10 mins)
- Decide on which idea to take forward (all)(20 mins)
- Explanation of Storyboards (Angie)(10 mins)
- Homework - storyboards, structure of presentation  
 (Lyndsay and Angie)-(5 mins)

We want to have the storyboard fleshed in today so that we can make 
tomorrow’s presentation as tangible as possible.

3. Reviewing the key ingredients with Lyndsay: elements that felt really 
important to change Raj’s behaviour.
- Benefits of behavioral change to the person
- Think about the key moments to engage with the person
- Need to humanize the perpetrator and have a therapeutic element
- Skills building is important
- Importance of role models to encourage new behaviours
- Men need to be able to talk with men in a safe space but they need to  
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 talk to women and listen to women as well.
- Mindful nudges: ways to remind people to mind their behaviours
- Accountability to survivors and victims
Added:
- Do not harm
- Make sure the solution is culturally relevant
The team felt that overall this list encompasses all the ideas that we had 
so far. If ever anyone thinks about anything to add, they will add a sticky 
note nearby the main one Lyndsay made and it will be incorporated.

4. Reviewing the big ideas with Angie - 3 main categories: empathy 
focused/ men focused/ family focused

EMPATHY
1. Empathy challenge on social media
2. Employer Empathy certificate
3. Mandatory empathy workshops
4. Google ads with slogan and access to therapy and support
5. Empathy game

MEN
6. Workshop on gender/empathy/non-violence for men
7. Media campaign on perpetrators’ lives
FAMILY/COUPLE

8. Film industry project: subsidy for including positive male characters

9. Gaming industry project - incentives for cleaning up their games and 
workplaces

10. Change story videos: a perpetrator who decided to change. Showcase 
different countries.

Challenging the idea of the empathy app: will people with no or little 
empathy download it? One way to « sell » it would be to market it as a 
benefit: « improve your sex life » for example.

Mix of ideas that involve the government/public institutions and ideas that 
involve private industries.

A lot of industries have unions that we can reach out to and motivate with 
tax exemptions for example.

Developing a game might not be the right way to go but « cleaning » 
games from toxic images and behaviours could be an interesting path 
to explore.  Most of the time, money is the only motivation as it’s nearly 
impossible to change people’s mindsets in these organizations.

Exploring the idea of the game: it would be interesting to explore role 
playing. Maybe the perpetrator could look at a situation through the eyes 
of a victim. Problems: how do we have people actually playing? How do 
we make sure that people are touched by the game and feel motivated to 
change their behaviour?
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Additional ideas:
- Replace the woman/victim by another character that they would  
 connect more with. Would it be a pet?
- Involve authorities?
- What if we have videos that look like porn but when you go in you con 
 front violence? The most watched categories on porn websites, are the  
 ones that showcase violence against women.
- An average person spends more than 5 hours on their phone.  
 The phone could keep track of key words that would activate the app  
 and  send an alert (neighbourhood, police, family). The phone’s search  
 engine could also then target the adds sent to the perpetrator.
- Mood tracking device/app/tool. Maybe part of a smart watch?
- Videos from all around the world showing how couples have overcome  
 a violent relationships
- Using comedy or humour to challenge ideas about what is okay or not  
 in a relationship
Final lists to be found on Mural.

5. Idea selection
Criteria to select an idea
- Impactfulness: benefit the greatest number of people
- Feasibility: can we do it
- Acceptance: will it be accepted by the target audience
- Difficulty: easy or difficult to implement
- Adaptability: can it be implemented in different countries and cultures?
- Innovation: something new, not done before
- Evidence: based on solid theory/research
- Scaling: potential to be scaled up to reach higher numbers
- Technology: high or low technology solution
- Learning: easy to understand or learn
- Reach: can reach more marginalized/vulnerable users

We need to select 4 ideas to move forward with. The group decided to 
vote using Mural.
Final selection: 1, 2, 3, 13

Things to consider:
 How to engage people efficiently? If we « trap » them while they are try-
ing to have good time it won’t really work. (Example of porn websites)
- Hard to onboard governments and employers
- We can combine some ideas based on the ones we have listed

6. Storyboarding process
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AUGUST 20
AGENDA AND TASKS TO COMPLETE

Agenda
Amazing Team 3 - Homework

1. Each team make adjustments to their Storyboards in new space. 
Please make sure to tighten up written part.

2. Each team please add visuals above each sticky note.  
The visual only needs to relate to a key point on that sticky note.
3. Please make sure to have boards done by deadline provided  
by Lyndsay.

4. Lyndsay and I agreed that the presented Final Storyboard will 
mention 2 and how the others can be supporting tools.So they are all 
part of the solution in some capacity – Great work! Your hard work made 
this approach feasible.

5. Can someone form teams 2 and 4 please volunteer to present  
a slide.
So sorry I had to leave early for my other meeting. I wold have preferred 
to stay with you and listen to the end of idea 4 and then the discussion. 
So exciting - you have all done such good creative work!

I have voted. I was torn between idea 4 and 2, as were all of you. I voted 
for 4 in the end, but I am hoping that both 2 and 4 can be taken forward 
(with also integrating elements of 1 and 3!). It looks like 4 has the most 
votes with 2 as the close second.

I know that you are all now tidying up the concepts, visuals etc for 
tomorrow. I will do the next draft of the presentation when I get up  
tomorrow morning UK time, ready for our meeting at 6 EDT. We can  
then go through it, agree how to improve it and leave time for someone to 
make it visually more beautiful than I can and for us to practice before the 
Playback at 8 EDT. Can I kindly therefore ask that all teams finish their 
work on their ideas on mural before 8am UK time /12.30 IST / 3am EDT? 
If you want to prepare any visuals for the powerpoint to help out, then 
please do so and attach the design files here or email to me on lyndsay@
msukumo.uk.

Angie will write and confirm the homework, but for the presentation for 
each of the four ideas, we will need:
A visual for the design idea, some short bullet point text to capture the 
key features of the concept + a completed storyboard

For ideas 2 and 4, it would be good to have a few more bullets and  
visuals to elaborate features of the concept.
Remember we only have space for two slides for the main design idea 
and two slides to summarise the other three, so try to be concise in your 
words and visuals!!! You can say more when you present.
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In terms of the presentation, as I said earlier, we would really like this 
to be a team presentation. It would be great to have 2/3 volunteers from 
among you to present a couple of slides. Ideally, we need one person 
from team 4 (to present concept ), one from team 2 (to present 1, 2 and 
3). If someone else would like to speak, I am sure we can figure it out. 
Please chat and let us know here who is volunteering.
We will need to be clear who is doing what in the meeting at 6 EDT / 10 
GMT, 15.30 IST tomorrow and set time limits for each slide as we will 
strictly have 10 minutes! Here is the link for our team meeting tomorrow:

Meeting Notes
Check in and going over what needs to be done for tomorrow’s plays 
back.
Everyone is feeling excited, hopeful, energized about tomorrow.

Presentation of 4 ideas/storyboards:
Great work has been done. Very good team synergy.
Keeping our minds open to combine elements from other ideas to the 
idea that will be chosen.

Reviewing the depth of the story, review the criteria to make an educated 
choice.

Concept1: Empathy challenge on social media
#MardBano (be a man)
Role based local contextual narratives to identify what behaviour change 
needs to happen.
Putting forth the benefits of such changes in the couple dynamic.
This initiative would benefit from the viral factor of sharing the videos and 
the popularity of challenges on social media.
Combination of Push Content and User generated content.
How do we moderate the user generated content?
What about intensity? How much exposure does Raj need? Time needed 
for change?

Maximum and intense exposure could help behaviour change.
The content could translate to TV and radio to reach a larger audience.
Questioning the Be a Man slogan, versus Be a (adjective) Man.
How does Raj take part of this challenge on social media?
Making it a 10 Step challenge.
Concept2: Smartphone/Siri/Alexa: Empact app
The app can be installed by the perpetrator or by the bystander
Different Modes available: Wellness, relationships, mindfulness, stress 
management
Safety tools, enable Alexa with safety words
Habit tracker and journal

Support group available through the community using the app.
A safety word is programmed to trigger support in a potentially violent 
situation happening at home.
To download the app means he already recognized he needs to change 
his behaviour. 

The app helps Raj identify triggers and helps de-escalate the situation 
through providing tools.
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An app to have healthy relationships. Relationship improvement App.  
A follow up tool to maintain the good habits after he realized the problem.
Questions around how to market it so that Raj will install and use it.
Questioning the secret word that activates it, when it comes to safety.
The idea of the app listening, tracking the patterns of the conversations to 
be able to pinpoint triggering moments. Identifying moments when things 
escalate, and ways to rephrase the conversations. 
Verbal abuse analytics and feedback
Concept 3: Empathy workshop (Workplace/gouverment)
How to love your family
Health and happiness of your family
Workshop happening at a time when Raj would normally go drinking  
to replace that activity.
Using incentives to make Raj participate in the workshop.
Aiming at small victories in acquiring awareness and changing  
his behaviour.

Positive reinforcement is needed for him to come back and keep assisting 
the workshops.

Role playing.
Gamification of the workshop.
Conversations with victims and past perpetrators to promote better  
awareness and empathy.
Challenges: how do we recruit the most violent men to this workshop?
Scaling: how do we reach the most people?
Tax cuts for institutions as incentive to finance this initiatives.

Concept4
Immersive cultural experience.
A travelling interactive Movie Van Exhibition.
Showcasing 5 stories of VAW from 5 different cultural backgrounds.
Allowing for empathy through experiencing content from victim and former 
perpetrator.

Curiosity fueled.
Facilitators will be there to engage with the public and provide sources 
of information or support to both perpetrators and bystanders as well as 
victims/survivors.

It is an attractive idea for the general public but aiming at the perpetrator 
as the main target of the push content.

I can spark conversation.
It allows for collaboration (in a collective interactive digital graffiti artwork) 
that can be made into merchandise to take home and serves as a  
reminder of the experience and core message. It can be interconnected 
with the Wellness and healthy relationship app of idea #2.
The team feels its very attractive and unique.
How do we choose one idea or integrate and blend several storyboards?
The team feels idea 2+4 can be complementary.
Idea 4 can be the launch for all ideas. 
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Accessibility for idea 2 shouldn’t be a problem since smartphones and 
internet are widely available in India.

Taking a vote
Team is thorn between the App and the travelling exhibition ideas
Each team needs to copy their storyboard to the side of mural to clean up 
and update it for the leadership organization to be able to come back to 
them even if the idea is not chosen.
And add an image per sticky note in the storyboard (photo or sketch)  
for the viewer to better understand the idea visually.
The final vote will be announced on slack.
We will meet tomorrow at 6EDT to prepare for the 8EDT Playback.
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1.

Experience Summary
This summary statement will provide insight into the International Space 
Station’s Design in Space for Life on Earth Challenge. The summary will 
begin by giving an overview of the challenge and the role of the stakeholders. 

A timeline and design process structure will be discussed, which was 
initially introduced to increase and track progress but took a different  
route during this challenge for both groups. The Facilitator and participant’s  
predetermined expectations and knowledge base will be explored to 
establish why some of the distractions occurred. Finally, fostering creative 
flow and the minimalist approach of planting seeds for creative inspiration 
will be reviewed.

The challenge began with stakeholders and associates from the World 
Design Organization and International Space Station (see figures 1  
and 2) who streamlined a vast amount directives into three challenges 
statements. The three challenge statements (See page 4) set the  
dynamics for an exploratory plan in the three areas of interest. Two of  
the challenge statements had two teams each, equalling five teams in 
total. There were two teams for the SDG statement, two teams for the 
university statement and one team for the business incubators.

A challenge statement team structure was created so that each of  
the three teams included two thought leaders (a topic and a design 
thought leader). Each team had one facilitator and a limited amount  
of participants. 

Preface
The International Space Station’s Design in Space for Life on Earth 
Challenge provided an optimal glance of research beyond this planet for 
this planet. At the onset, it became clear that I had minimal understand-
ing of the UN SDGs and how they relate to research opportunities in 
space. I was also not aware of the impact that space research could have 
on Earth. Two days into challenge, I discovered that the ISS has three 
unique selling benefits over the other 3000 satellites presently in space. I 
stressed this factor to the teams repeatedly to ensure we were narrowing 
the market.

For this particular challenge, I was the Design Thought Leader for two 
SDG teams. Due to the dual leadership opportunity, I observed and  
analysed how two diverse teams with the same Design and Topic  
Thought Leaders uniquely navigated the design process and  
generated entirely different results. 

The challenge allowed me to view the design process from different 
perspectives, which has piqued my interest in design sprint processes  
and whether it should be less structured with minimal guidance or more 
structured with a defined path. The challenge has allowed me to grow  
as a design facilitator and has enriched my understanding of the design 



2  .

One facilitator and the two thought leaders created a well-balanced infor-
mation hierarchy structure. Participates utilized both thought leaders for 
their areas of expertise. It took time for the facilitators to feel comfortable 
in their roles, which may be due to their lack of knowledge in the design 
sprint process, SDGs and ISS as a topic. Both facilitators expressed the 
importance of being educated before the beginning of the challenge.

It was also difficult for the facilitators and thought leaders to direct the  
participants through the SDGs’ complexity. Both facilitators expressed  
being at a disadvantage due to the SDG challenge statements’ nature 
compared to the other two challenge statements.

Both facilitators were given the same creative process guidance and 
instructions. It was interesting to observe that each facilitator took different 
approaches. While one followed some of the protocol and another choose 
different aspects to utilize. However, it would have been a better process if 
both adopted all the requirements to minimize confusion and generate a 
better structure. 

Some of these instructions included:
1) Creating regular meeting times
2) Post on Slack an agenda prior to each meeting
3) Post on Slack clearly written homework instructions after every  
    session
4) Video each meeting and post on Google Docs
5) Take meeting notes each meeting completed by a different participate     
     (in addition to chat messages)
6) Export Miro after each day to use as artifacts and ensure miro  
    maintains the design integrity

The challenge presented a unique and complicated scenario due to the 
nature of the topic. Participants needed to be continuously redirected from 
their areas of interest. Most participants felt they were trying to generate 
a research project on ISS to solve an SDG. The thought leaders and facilita-
tors tried not to derail the disruptive thinking process by giving examples 
of possible direction alternatives (planting creative seeds). This approach 
proved fruitful but also was time-consuming as they had to change their 
lines of thought. 

 A timeline and design process structure (See figure 5 and 7) for both 
teams played a vital role in understanding expectations. However, even 
with the structure, some participants became influenced by other team  
directions and processes, which may have affected their concentration 
area or the end product. Although both leaders and the facilitators listened, 
nurtured and inspired the participants, only a few remained to answer the 
call to produced a finished product. At the end of the sprint, both teams 
were excited and eager to make a product that could provide a possible 
solution that may benefit the planet and ISS’s longevity. The teams felt 
proud of the products they produced, and most are excited for phase two. 
   
Finally, International Space Station’s Design in Space for Life on Earth 
Challenge allowed teams to come together and produce a process and 
plan that can be broken apart or used as a whole to potentially solve an 
SDG goal. The well-structured challenge platform allowed teams to  
concentrate on solving the design goal and be part of the solution.
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Three Challenge  
Statements 
Objective
To create options for ISS to provide opportunities  for research to benefit 
life on earth.

Three Challenge Statements
1) How can space based research address UN Sustainable Development  
 Goals
2) How can we build an orbital university? 
3) How can the ISS become a business incubator?

SDGs ORBITAL UNIVERSITY BUSINESS INCUBATOR
How can space-based research address UN Sustainable Development Goals? How can we build an orbital university? How can ISS become a business incubator?

SDG-TEAM-1 SDG-TEAM-2 ORB-UNI-TEAM-1 ORB-UNI-TEAM-2 BUSINESS-TEAM

First Name Last Name Email First Name Last Name Email First Name Last Name Email First Name Last Name Email First Name Last Name Email

FACILITATOR Anastasios Maragiannis a.maragiannis@gre.ac.uk Kaori Becerril kaori.unam.cidi@gmail.com Ted Tagami ted@magnitude.io Fabro Steibel ofabro@itsrio.org Lee Anderson anderl57@newschool.edu

ISS THOUGHT LEADER Miki Sode msode@issnationallab.org Miki Sode msode@issnationallab.org Dan Barstow dbarstow@issnationallab.org Dan Barstow dbarstow@issnationallab.org Ken Savin ksavin@issnationallab.org

WDO THOUGHT LEADER Angie Fahlman angie.fahlman@carleton.ca Angie Fahlman angie.fahlman@carleton.ca Thomas Garvey thomas.garvey@carleton.ca Thomas Garvey thomas.garvey@carleton.ca David Kusuma david@wdo.org

11 PARTICIPANT Alice Sueko Müller suekoalice@gmail.com Sejal Budholiya sejalbudholiya19@gmail.com Russell Kennedy russell.kennedy@deakin.edu.au Axel Thallemer thallemer@ust.hk Gjoko Muratovski gjoko.muratovski@uc.edu

2 PARTICIPANT Isabel Alonso Serrano isaalo.isabel@gmail.com Kimberley Miner kimberley.n.miner@jpl.nasa.gov Nicholas De Leon nick.leon@rca.ac.uk Charlie Ranscombe cranscombe@swin.edu.au Ali Nasseri ali.nasseri@gmail.com

3 PARTICIPANT Ruchi Batra ruchi.ahuja@gmail.com Shannon Case shannon.a.case@gmail.com Alison Waterman alison@dreamup.org Shilpy Lather Shilpylather@gmail.com Prerna Baranwal prernabaranwal2190@gmail.com

4 PARTICIPANT Shreyas Mirji shreyasmirji@gmail.com VIJAYAKOMAGAN M S ceokardle@gmail.com Trisha Navidzadeh trisha@marketinggroup.space Sarah Kusuma sctkusuma@gmail.com Hanoi Alexa Gonzalez Talavera hanoi.talavera@spacegeneration.org

5 PARTICIPANT David Zuniga david@axiomspace.com Stephan Reckie sreckie@genglobal.org Angela Sofía Mora morangela144@gmail.com Mahsa Esfandabadi mahsa.esfand@gmail.com Luca Kiewiet lucakiewiet@hotmail.com

6 PARTICIPANT Soufiane Romero marco.f.m.romero@gmail.com Davis George Moye moyeconsultantsreceipts@gmail.com Jeffrey Montes jeffatblue@outlook.com Phnam Bagley phnamb@nonfiction.design Marcus Huels marcus.huels@gmail.com

7 PARTICIPANT Shaun Miller shaunmiller10@gmail.com Mark Vanderbeeken mark.vanderbeeken@experientia.com Koraldo Kajanaku kkajanaku@gmail.com Domenic Giuntoli dsmg.connect@gmail.com Sertac ERSAYIN sertacersayin@gmail.com

8 PARTICIPANT Chille Bergstrom chille@mit.edu Carlos Balderas srbal@me.com Nisheet Singh nisheet99@gmail.com Gary Barnhard barnhard@barnhard.com Neel Mehta neel@studiocarbon.in

9 PARTICIPANT - - - Melodie Yashar melodie@spacexarch.com Isaac Gathu gmashizzo@gmail.com Brennan Lutkewitte btlutkewitte@gmail.com Daniel Tompkins growmars2@gmail.com

10 PARTICIPANT - - - Klara Anna Capova klara.anna.capova@esa.int Brian McMahon brian.mcmahon@segment-international.com Debashish Roy debashishroy732@gmail.com Goncalo Esteves goncalo.esteves@bpm-d.com

11 PARTICIPANT - - - - - - Olga Bannova obannova@central.uh.edu Deepak Gupta deepak03.gupta@sap.com - - -

12 PARTICIPANT - - - - - - - - - Olga Tihhonova olja.tihhonova@gmail.com - - -

Stephan Reckie13 STUDENT PARTICIPANT Golda Nguyen gnguyen@mit.edu Abdul Rahman. rahman.abdul1453@gmail.com Abigail Hoover anhoover@ualberta.ca Justin Low JustinLow@cmail.carleton.ca

14 STUDENT PARTICIPANT Sergiu Iliev sergiu@iliev.us Soufiane El Fassi soufiane.elfassi@gmail.com Margarita Belali belalimargarita@gmail.com - - - Amira Ashraf AmiraAshraf@cmail.carleton.ca

15 STUDENT PARTICIPANT Nissem Abdeljelil nissem.abdeljelil@gmail.com Vandana Suryawanshi vandana.suryawanshi@vidyavalley.com - - - - - - Nicole Villanueva nicole.villanueva@pucp.edu.pe

16 STUDENT PARTICIPANT - - - Snigdha Narra snigdha.narra@gmail.com - - - - - - - - -
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Roles and Responsibilities 
Figure 3. - Diagram (Supplied by WDO)
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SDG - Team 1
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Figure 4. - Spread Sheet (Supplied by WDO)
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SDG - Team 1 - Timeline, Creative Process and Progress 
Figure 5. - Team 1 Miro Board
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Appendix I
TEAM 1 PLAYBACK 1

Presentation
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Appendix I
TEAM 1 PLAYBACK 1
Presentation
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Appendix II
TEAM 1 PLAYBACK 2

Presentation
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Appendix II
TEAM 1 PLAYBACK 2
Presentation
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Appendix III
TEAM 1 DAILY ACTIVITIES

Agenda
Homework 

Meeting Notes
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Agenda and homework for team 1 were given verbally.

Meeting notes were not taken by Team 1. 

Meeting Video recordings were the primary research artefact for this 
Team.

SEPTEMBER 28
AGENDA AND RECORDINGS

MEETINGS Recordings 
Mon, 28 Sept 2020, 18:55
Meeting Recording:
https://eu01web.zoom.us/rec/share/-r3yCwRJ9ftb8lU2agHdZvmMNI-
1L5AoIxdjxJ3xuuNLo_Cp_ny53SvW8jKUZ15VR._qV3dO1JsSK87NJe

Agenda
1) Review statement
2) General rules and guidelines
3) Introduction to leaders and participant.

Homework
1) Enter your time availability Slack Polly Pole.
2) Miro – Complete Ice Breaker for Team Members (picture, name, 

location, title background and your motivation to challenge)

3) Google Docs – Review Miki’s two papers.

SEPTEMBER 29
AGENDA AND RECORDING

MEETING Recordings
Tue, 29 Sept 2020, 16:57
Meeting Recording:
https://eu01web.zoom.us/rec/share/YEbLrDLX3y20XvyqApwYHGnavjU-
7h19esjOiWvWT79RWUbMkZp3gerXDp-RGalh7.L-XWPFHMGs8qJ_j5

Agenda
1) Review SDGs
2) Explore what the SDGs mean to statement.

Homework
1) Enter thought on SDGs
2) Miro – Completed exercise.

Photo Houston, TX USA

I build architectures for 
human rated space 
systems. I focus on 
orbiting habitats, and 
human rated capsules.  I 
also build science 
portfolios for research in 
space that have 
terrestrial applications 
and technology to help 
humans explore deeper 
into space.

David Zuniga

Photo Location
(City, Country) What do you do?Your Name

Team Members
Every team member should introduce themselves: 
their name, where they're based, what they do and 
what drew them to the overall challenge theme and 
what are their impressions about the challenge 
statement they have been assigned to address.

Photo London, UK

I am an Associate 
professor in Inclusive 

Design at the University 
of Greenwich, London 

UK. I  research the 
fundamentals of design 
diversity and inclusivity, 
on how we can "Design 

with and for 'others" 
through Interdisciplinary 

participatory creative 
practices

Anastasios Maragiannis

Photo Quebec, Canada

Aerospace Engineer 
working to improve life 
on earth through space. 

I specialize in outside 
the box, big ideas that 
push the limits of what 

is possible - whether 
that be as lead of 

secondary propulsion 
for MIT's Hyperloop 

team or as part of the 
team inventing a new 

pacemaker that lasts for 
the lifetime of the 

patient as a current 
finalist in the MASS 

CHALLENGE, my theory 
on Disabilities as 

Hyperabilities in Space 
was presente

Chille Bergstrom

Photo London, UK

Multidisciplinary 
designer (background in 
industrial design 
engineering and graphic 
design). Royal College of 
Art graduate (2020) and 
La Caixa scholar, 
working on collaborative 
projects for social good.

Isabel Alonso

Photo Location
(City, Country) What do you do?Your Name

Photo David Zuniga

It helps to have everyone show 
up as their whole, human self, 
rather than their "work self."

Photo Location
(City, Country) What do you do?Your Name

Photo Location
(City, Country) What do you do?Your Name

Photo Location
(City, Country) What do you do?Your Name

Photo Location
(City, Country) What do you do?Your Name

Photo Location
(City, Country) What do you do?Your Name

Photo Location
(City, Country) What do you do?Your Name

Let's get to 
know each 
other

Photo Location
(City, Country) What do you do?Your Name

Location
(City, Country)

What do you do?

Workspace - understanding the challenge 
statement

Workspace

Promote design- led 
innovation to help 
reduce illness and 
strengthen health 
and well- being

Improve access to 
safe water and 
strengthen hygiene 
and sanitation 
services

Increase our use of 
clean energy and 
improve energy 
efficiency in our 
operations, 
products and 
supply chains to 
help tackle climate 
change

Promote inclusive 
and sustainable 
infrastructure, 
industrialization 
and innovation with 
a focus on user 
affordability and 
accessibility

Champion design 
as a fundamental 
tool for making 
cities and human 
settlements more 
inclusive, safe, 
resilient and 
sustainable

Encourage the 
efficient use of 
resources, 
sustainable 
alternatives and 
more responsible 
consumption and 
production

Foster strong and inclusive 
public, private and civil 
society partnerships, that 
share knowledge and build 
on experiences and 
resourcing strategies, to 
support the achievement of 
the SDGs in all countries, in 
particular developing 
countries

SDGs I relate to:
1- Clean water and sanitation 2- Responsible 
consumption & production 3- Good health & well- being.
Many technologies initially developed for space use were 
later widely utilized on Earth. Also unique space 
conditions could enhance the treatment of diseases and 
the preservation of natural resources on Earth (better 
drugs, new molecules, tissue engineering, resource 
saving concepts for food production...). Published 
research on this is available.

https://www.issnationallab.org/blog/growing- crystals- in- 
space/
https://www.issnationallab.org/blog/casis- releases- final- 
report- on- microgravity- protein- crystal- growth- workshop/
https://charlieteofoundation.org.au/research- 
projects/space- biology- to- treat- brain- cancer/
https://www.melissafoundation.org/page/melissa- project

- Nissem-

Vantage 
point

Sedimentation

Bouyancy Convection

Materials 
Development

Studying 
Thermophysical 

properties

Determining 
thermophysical properties 
without sedimentation, 
buoyancy, convection to 
determine models for 
developing new materials.

Molten material therm- physical 
properties cannot be studied 
easily on the ground due to 
gravity.  Containerless solutions 
exist in space.  Containerless 
study of molten materials is 
possible because materials in the 
molten state float.  Therefore 
diffusion properties aren't 
dominated by the force of 
gravity.

Space is not the answer for every problem. It may only reveal a small piece of a puzzle. Which 
UN SDGs and their targets most likely benefit from space- based research and how?

Unique Vantage Point / Extreme Conditions:
1. How might it help to verify social impact/climate action? (SDG 13)
2. How might it help prevent illegal logging/deforestation? (SDG 15)
3. How might it help prevent biodiversity loss aka our ongoing 6th anthropogentic 
extinction? (SDG 14, 15)
4. How might it help optimise infrastructure/urbanisation to prevent it from 
extreme weather conditions (hurricanes, wildfires, droughts etc.) that are often 
triggers for symptoms such as social upheaval, poverty, inequality, hunger, broken 
water/sanitation & energy systems (SDG 9, 11 symptom 1, 2, 6,10, 16)
5. How might we use space science to create new energy systems?
6. How might we use the vantage point to solve the logistics of our global food 
system?

Marco Shaun

Clean water purification 
systems on ISS could be 
modified and scaled down 
for sale and distribution in 
regions without "Mains" or 
centralised water provision 
and purification

ISS
 - excellent unity and 

collab example
- interesting to show 
next steps in Lunar 

Gateway

Why do 
researcher 

take 
experiments 

to space?

- novel materials
- inspection from 

space

- fully- closed life 
support

- filtration technology

Sergiu

- astrobiology
- osteoporosis 

countermeasures

1. Impact of material dev to life on earth
2. Impact on social life and dev.

Vantage 
point / 

Remote 
Sensing

Use cases

Areas to serve and Insight gained by microgravity research

GOLDA

SDG 3:
Microgravity provides a platform to test and improve biotechnology development 
and pharmaceutical development. Satellite technology enables telecommunication 
and telehealth access in under- resourced areas and populations. Satellite remote 
sensing to monitor and predict virus or infectious disease spread based on 
weather patterns and human movement. 

SDG 9:
Microgravity environment could be used to improve manufacturing processes, 
particularly advancing additive manufacturing techniques for construction 
development.

SDG 13:
Satellite remote sensing can monitor and predict climate patterns and identify 
areas that will be most severely impacted and data can be used by policymakers.
Current Event: SpaceX Starlink satellites were used by Washington state firefighters 
to obtain internet connection and communicate while firefighting - also links to 
SDG3 and SDG 15. https://arstechnica.com/information- 
technology/2020/09/spacex- starlink- brings- internet- to- emergency- responders- in- 
wildfire- areas/ ;

SDG 15:
Satellite remote sensing can monitor resource utilization to identify illegal farming, 
fishing, logging, etc. Links closely to SDG 13 as well.

NASA 
Gene 
Lab

inclusive space
+

diverse 
approach

add here
select 3 SDGs - >who 
and why, and how to 

engage them -> 
what is the scale of 

impact 
>environment

Maslow's
Hierarchy of 
NeedsRuchi

SDG Targets

Who will be the 
beneficiary 
and why?

Space
Leverage
Points

Extreme 
Condition

Vantage 
Point

By 2030, double the agricultural productivity 
and incomes of small scale food producers,in 
particular women, indigenous peoples, family 
farmers, pastoralists and fishers, including
through secure and equal access to land, other 
productive resources and inputs, 
knowledge,financial services, markets and 
opportunities for value addition and non farm 
employment.

OR

Small Scale producers like women, 
indigenous peoples, family farmers, 
pastoralists and fishers

OR

By 2030, ensure sustainable food production 
systems and implement resilient
agricultural practices that increase 
productivity and production, that help maintain
ecosystems, that strengthen capacity for 
adaptation to climate change, extreme weather,
drought, flooding and other disasters and that 
progressively improve land and soil quality

Farmers working in extreme conditions like 
snow, rain, drought, flood, or storm that is 
rare for the place where it occurs. For 
example, normal temperatures at the equator 
would constitute a heat wave if they occurred 
at the North Pole

Why is this
target 
important? 
What is the 
sense of 
urgency?

Climate extremes, such as droughts or heat 
waves, can lead to harvest failures and threaten 
the livelihoods of agricultural producers and 
the food security of communities worldwide. 
Improving our understanding of their impacts on 
crop yields is crucial to enhance the resilience of 
the global food system. 

https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1748- 
9326/ab154b

S      , provide access to 
affordable essential medicines and vaccines, in 
accordance with the Doha Declaration on the 
TRIPS Agreement and Public Health, which affirms the 
right of developing countries to use to
the full the provisions in the Agreement on Trade 
Related Aspects of Intellectual Property
Rights regarding flexibilities to protect public health, 
and, in particular, provide access to
medicines for all

Existing  Space 
Research

One in nine people worldwide uses 
drinking water from unimproved and unsafe 
sources. 2.4 billion people live without any form of 
sanitation. Lack of sanitation is one of the most 
significant forms of water pollution. 90% of 
sewage in developing countries is discharged 
untreated directly into water bodies.
https://www.nrdc.org/stories/water- pollution- 
everything- you- need- know
https://en.unesco.org/waterquality- iiwq/wq- 
challenge

People in remote areas of developing 
nations suffering from lack of optimal 
medical research and support 

(naturally, SDG#2 and 6, impact on 3)

By 2030, achieve access to adequate and 
equitable sanitation and hygiene for all and
end open defecation, paying special attention 
to the needs of women and girls and those in
vulnerable situations

OR

By 2030, improve water quality by reducing 
pollution, eliminating dumping and
minimizing release of hazardous chemicals 
and materials, halving the proportion of 
untreated wastewater and substantially 
increasing recycling and safe reuse globally

People in remote areas of developing 
nations suffering from lack of adequate 
sanitation and sewage facilities

By 2030, enhance international cooperation to 
facilitate access to clean energy research
and technology, including renewable energy, 
energy efficiency and advanced and cleaner
fossil fuel technology, and promote 
investment in energy infrastructure and clean 
energy technology

Renewable energy provides reliable power supplies and 
fuel diversification, which enhance energy security and 
lower risk of fuel spills while reducing the need for 
imported fuels. Renewable energy also helps conserve the 
nation's natural resources.

Despite scientists coming up with practical and convincing 
technologies on renewable energy, the process of getting 
people to switch from their use of non- renewable energy 
sources has been quite slow and uncertain especially in the 
developing nations.
https://www.energytoday.net/economics- policy/barriers- 
renewable- energy- technologies- development/

TBD

Tissue Chips
https://www.issnationallab.org/blog/collaborating- 
with- nih- on- tissue- chips- in- space/

Micro 
Gravity

Extreme 
Condition

Extreme 
Condition
Extreme 
Condition

 www.nasa.gov

Benefits for Humanity:Water for the WorldTechnology used to recycle wateraboard the International Space Stationhas far-reaching implications for cleanwater delivery to remote locationsacross the globe.…

https://www.nasa.gov/content/benefits- 
for- humanity- water- for- the- world

Spurious assertion: as per all public 
infrastructure developed in the 

"Victorian" centralised model, e.g. 
sewerage, electricity, 

telecommunications; the new paradigms 
that have recently leapfrogged the 

centralised approach is something closer 
to localised production, or at the very 

least not requiring national scale 
infrastructure. 

Does the solution to the water and 
sanitation issues faced by 1/9 of the 

world's population "need" a 
decentralised approach? - Shaun

Vantage 
Point

Imaging of areas 
with untapped 
subterranean 

water supplies?

WHO

WHY

IMPACT

User: Farmers
Industry: Agriculture
Means of communication: 
Internet

Protect against extreme 
weather conditions and 
provide disaster 
resilience

SDG11/SDG12/SDG13

Antifragility:
How might the ISS's 
vantage point and 
data contribute to 
making Earth's 
societies more 
antifragile

User: Urbanites
Industry: Infrastructure
Means of 
communication: Internet

User: Individuals
Means of 
communication: 
Internet

By 2050 more than 68% of 
global population will live in 
cities up from 55% today. 
Greater 
concentration/centralisation, 
greater fragility & greater 
possibility of loss of life if 
faced by extreme weather 
conditions. Extreme weather 
conditions pose extreme 
danger to cities: floods 
(Manhatten predicted to be 
inundated by 2100), 
hurricanes, forest fires, 
droughts, heatwaves

Who?
Agricultural companies, local farmers, local governments, 
policy makers.
Why?
Access and understanding of satellite vision data is 
sometimes difficult for small communities or even local 
governments. There might be a need of a tool that can 
translate satellite vision data into information that is easy 
to understand by different local communities and make 
decisions upon it.
How? 
Vantage point. Access to wifi is a challenge here. The 
information could also be transmitted in a tangible way (I 
don't know exactly how), but it could be connecting satellite 
key data with local physical elements.

Human emissions & impact have 
triggered drastic changes in our 
biosphere, climate and 
environment. Human life is 
dependent on a livable 
environment. Businesses and 
goverments are oft slow to act in 
the face of rapid climate change. 
How might we empower 
individuals through educative 
data from the ISS to have a say 
and accelerate climate action 
implementation?

Our global foodweb is 
densely interlinked. Ensure 
global food chain stability 
globally. Protect farming 
jobs to mitigate poverty 
locally.

Our global foodweb is 
densely interlinked. Ensure 
global food chain stability 
globally. Protect farming jobs 
to mitigate poverty locally.

Huge if it works.

Agile satellites gathering data to counter 
scourges like global warming and malaria
https://undark.org/2018/07/13/five- questions- 
danielle- wood/

Symptomatic Symptomatic Prophylactic

Vantage Point/Data Knowledge Vantage Point/Data Knowledge Vantage Point/Data KnowledgeISS

Universal Experiences

Visual grey-out to protect
  participant privacy.
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SEPTEMBER 30
AGENDA AND RECORDINGS

MEETING Recordings
Wed, 30 Sept 2020, 19:01
Meeting Recording:
https://eu01web.zoom.us/rec/share/SQS1W8z6eyyz1DnwvrAQsg-
1d4ZCzStvcbC-HAM1a9ksdrBv_p2L0Bn6Ue7UkH7LL.GSG1WYifFSMT-
PWdc

Agenda
1) VOTE on SDGs and their importance.
2) Explore what the SDGs mean to statement.

Homework
1) Explore in-depth SDGs
2) Answer Who, Why and the Impact of the winning SDGs

OCTOBER 1
AGENDA AND RECORDINGS

MEETINGS Recordings
Thu, 01 Oct 2020, 17:06:
Meeting Recording:
https://eu01web.zoom.us/rec/share/dzU2BaZyMOM5y05pPKN-mVMsn-
vhURKFUeZYpjL9utsnHMk_a-HI9q4KxBahWfWtU.Q6OJQorihp0FBOiC

Agenda
1) Review the targets for SDGs 2, 3, 6, 7 and 4 main questions.

Homework
1) Explore Persona - The end user and beneficiary.

OCTOBER 2
AGENDA AND RECORDINGS

MEETINGS Recordings
Fri, 2 Oct 2020, 17:08:
Meeting Recording:
https://eu01web.zoom.us/rec/share/cKud09AAuya2v2ubS5QFBmxm2fc-
FyWWjiPQu2hYc4DFhwR322Z9Qx1hwuKkJybMs.gcd0bQOkciIVDYB_

Agenda
1) Review Persona

microgravity 
research

Extreme 
condition

Vantage 
point

Who are the 
beneficiaries 

on Earth?

How much 
impact it 

may have?

Does it have to 
be done in 

space? If so, 
which one(s) can 

you leverage?

Drugs research and improvement for Earth applications => Involves microgravity. 
Does it have to be done in space ? Yes, simulated microgravity (done on Earth through special devices) is not "really" microgravity. On the molecular scale, results can be different. In addition 
it is energy consuming if we're considering it for a large scale application.
Beneficiaries on Earth: Patients + pharmaceutical business
Impact: Large. Many "upgrades" in drugs or in chemical techniques are being investigated through synthesis in space (microgravity). If we roughly imagine that Impact = number of candidate 
molecules x number of patients => Then positive results could impact millions of people around the globe.
Feasibility: this is a personal assumption, but automated in orbit production modules could be affordable for pharma industries if profitable on the long term.
"Remote Controlled Autonomous Microgravity Lab Platforms for Drug Research in Space https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11095- 019- 2703- 7 "
"https://www.issnationallab.org/blog/merck- lab- publishes- pembrolizumab- results/ "
"https://tectales.com/3d- printing/producing- human- tissue- in- space.html " 
"https://www.issnationallab.org/blog/examining- nanoparticle- formation- in- microgravity- for- improved- therapeutic- cancer- vaccines/" 

Development- Portable Test System (LOCAD- PTS) is a handheld device for rapid detection of biological and chemical substances on surfaces 
aboard the space station. The handheld device is used with three different types of cartridges for the detection of endotoxin (a marker of gram- 
negative bacteria), glucan (fungi), and lipoteichoic acid (gram- positive bacteria). Lab- on- a- Chip technology has an ever- expanding range of 
applications in the biotech industry. 
Benefit on Earth: These portable test systems/assets could be used to conduct tests for novel bacteria and viruses on earth to detect early signs 
thereby minimize the impact of large scale pandemics in the the future
Impact: Early detection of unknown bacteria and viruses

ANYONE CAN ADD HERE ABOUT SDG N°3

Aeroponic farming is already being performed on Earth, however it is still poorly known from the general public and market. Additional efforts on this resource- 
saving technique could help produce more food while reducing water and fertilizers consumption. It can also turn farming accessible to a broader public ( low 
needs in surfaces for production) https://www.nasa.gov/vision/earth/technologies/aeroponic_plants.html

Needs to be done in space ? NO. 
Beneficiaries on Earth: Individuals / populations +  nature preservation
Feasibility: Easily applicable to Earth. On going use.
https://www.nasa.gov/sites/default/files/atoms/files/veggie_fact_sheet_508.pdf

ANYONE CAN ADD HERE ABOUT SDG N°12

Clean potable water: Innovation in the solar panels sector and photovoltaic materials is 
significantly supported by space research. Highly efficient solar setups can drastically drop 
costs of water desalination on the Earth's surface (a costly energy consuming process) 
making it more sustainable and more affordable for larger populations. 
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467- 020- 14366- 1

India's Sanitation Crisis and space research...TBD
Reference Links: https://www.bbc.com/news/world- asia- india- 49738605

ANYONE CAN ADD HERE ABOUT SDG N°6 ANYONE CAN ADD HERE ABOUT SDG N°6

Advancing our knowledge in the areas of human physiology, 
biology, material and physical sciences, and translating that 
knowledge to health, socioeconomic, and environmental 
benefits on Earth 
Benefits on Earth:

 The educational experience of spacewalks for example, through virtual reality assisted by robotic avatars placed on board ISS : This could be attractive for thousands of colleges and hundreds of universities across the US.
 Does it have to be done in space?: if we're speaking about a real remote experience YES. (not a simulation)
 Benefit on Earth:  Profound social and economic changes are expected in the next 100 years due to the development of manned space exploration and especially space exploitation. Therefore, the education of current and 
coming generations about space as an environment for Human activity will be crucial for their personal and professional future. This will also make "space"  more tangible and accessible for the involved population (Less 
inequalities => SDG n°10)
Feasibility: Feasible if allowed by regulations.
Impact: Depends on fees for the targeted public and duration of program's availability, it could range from thousands to millions of students.
Interesting links and ongoing intiatives: https://store.steampowered.com/app/512270/Home__A_VR_Spacewalk/ 
https://earthlightvr.com/#spacewalk
https://www.astronaut- vr.com/

Disaster resilience, policy and urban design decisions on Earth informed by the vantage point of the ISS. "From an average altitude of about 400 km, details 
in such features as glaciers, agricultural fields, cities and coral reefs in images taken from the ISS can be combined with data from orbiting satellites and other 
sources to compile the most comprehensive information available." https://www.nasa.gov/sites/default/files/atoms/files/np- 2019- 11- 010- 
jsciss_annual_highlights_2019_screen_12- 11- 19.pdf 

Needs to be done in space ? Yes, deeper understanding of global weather conditions and correlated impact on infrastructure.
Beneficiaries on Earth: Individuals / cities
Feasibility: Applicable to Earth. Combination of data sources and data science methodologies to pull predictions, recommendations and policies.

 Documentaries and artistic content:  Media content and art are part of the cultural education. Partnering with the 
entertainment industry could grow the interest of the general public in ISS activities.
 Does it have to be done in space ? Part of it YES.
Benefits on Earth: Generalizing the interest of the population in ISS activities. Reaching the average person.
Impact: TV programs and movies reach hundreds of millions of people worldwide.
Feasibility: Feasible if allowed by regulations.
https://time.com/5703644/netflix- year- in- space/
https://www.amazon.com/Intrigue- ISS- Documentary- eec/dp/B07CR2WWGY

Using the Vantage point to build sustainable communities. Remote sensing provides us with macros helping us build a 
sustainable path forward.
Benefits  on Earth: Concentrating on three verticals.
1.        Food
a.        Soil nutrient tracking and local bio diversity   monitoring helps communities grow better food. Facilitates local 
consumption of   resources.
b.        Tracking ocean temperature along the coastal   region helps keep track of fish migration and helps in sustainable 
fishing.
2.        Infrastructure
a.        Effective urban planning.
b.        Helps in building smart, well designed cities.
3.        Ease in daily life
a.        Access to communication and information in   remote places.
b.        Faster response to emergencies and health care

Impact:
1.        Self- sustaining communities.
2.        Increase in longevity
3.        Better crops and better yield.
4.        Reduction in pollution with effective urban   planning.
5.        Conservation of natural resources.
New sources of revenue and rise of auxiliary industries

NASA is interested in figuring out ways to supplement astronauts’ diets with plants that can be grown in space or on other worlds. Seeds are much less weighty and spacious 
than already- prepared food. So scientists at NASA’s Kennedy Space Center have been experimenting with how to grow plants and vegetables in simulated space environments. 
Those include the microgravity environment of the International Space Station and worlds with less gravity than Earth, like the Moon and Mars.

Our food production and distribution systems look disastrous on Earth. Excessive use of pesticides, fertilizers, soil sterilization and monocultural crops have a huge impact on 
natural ecosystems and biodiversity on Earth. 
Challenges Around Hydroponic Farming (on earth):
Impact on Earth: Nurturing hydroponic farming using innovative technology...TBD
Ongoing Initiatives:
Reference Links: https://ecoreactor.org/en/hydroponics/

Telehealth: Increasing telecommuncations access through increased satellite access, 
cubesats, satellite constellations etc. will enable increased connectivity of citizens and 
patients to connect and deliver healthcare virtually

SDG N°4
Building on Shaun's thoughts on

Capacity building: 

Help build a holistic approach/ thinking in younger generations.

Satellite remote sensing can monitor and predict climate patterns and identify areas that will be most severely impacted and data can 
be used by policymakers.
Current Event: SpaceX Starlink satellites were used by Washington state firefighters to obtain internet connection and communicate while 
firefighting - also links to SDG3 and SDG 15. https://arstechnica.com/information- technology/2020/09/spacex- starlink- brings- internet- to- 
emergency- responders- in- wildfire- areas/ ; 

Life Sciences
Physical 
Sciences

Plants

or weightlessness, which alters many observable 
phenomena within the physical and life sciences. 
Systems and processes affected by microgravity include 
surface wetting and interfacial tension, multiphase flow 
and heat transfer, multiphase system dynamics, 
solidification, and fire and combustion. Moreover, 
microgravity induces a vast array of changes in 
organisms ranging from viruses and bacteria to 
humans, including global alterations in gene expression 
and three- dimensional aggregation of cells into tissue- 
like architectures.

including exposure to extreme heat and cold cycling, 
ultra- vacuum, atomic oxygen, and high- energy 
radiation. Testing and qualification of materials, 
sensors, and component sub- systems exposed 
simultaneously to these extreme conditions have 
provided data to enable the manufacturing of long- life 
reliable components used on Earth as well as in the 
world’s most sophisticated satellites and spacecraft.

MISSE
by Alpha 

Space

based on the location of the ISS within low Earth orbit. 
The ISS orbits at an altitude of approximately 250 miles 
(400 km), and its path covers more than 90% of Earth’s 
population. Observations from this orbiting platform 
can provide unique spatial resolution and variable 
lighting conditions compared with the sun- synchronous 
orbits of typical Earth remote- sensing satellites, 
allowing insight into diverse fields ranging from 
atmospheric modeling to agriculture.
List of Earth Science and Remote Sensing Missions: 
https://eol.jsc.nasa.gov/ESRS/ISS_Remote_Sensing_Syst
ems/

HICO
*No longer 

there
ECOSTRESS

HEIST (Orbital 
Sidekick) & 

DESIS
Pharmas: 

Amgen, Merck, 
Novartis, Eli Lily, 

AstroZeneca, 
etc.

P&G, 
Goodyear Tire, 

Milliken, Adidas, 
Delta Faucet, 
Lamborghini

Target 
Corporation, 
Anheuiser-  

Busch

University 
of Florida

[Miki] https://www.nasa.go
v/content/benefits- for- 

humanity- water- for- the- 
world

1

[Miki] Reference: 
https://www.issnationallab.or
g/blog/collaborating- with- nih- 

on- tissue- chips- in- space/

[Miki] Take 
a look at 

HICO

[Miki] SpaceX 
Starlink, 

Amazon's 
Project Kuiper

[Miki] https://www.agrilinks.org/
post/using- satellites- 

understand- and- improve- food- 
security and https://nasaharvest.

org/

Re
la

te
d

Additive 
manufacturing 

[Miki]

Advanced 
Materials
[Miki]

Re
la

te
d

Workspace - understanding the challenge 
statement

Workspace

Promote design- led 
innovation to help 
reduce illness and 
strengthen health 
and well- being

Improve access to 
safe water and 
strengthen hygiene 
and sanitation 
services

Increase our use of 
clean energy and 
improve energy 
efficiency in our 
operations, 
products and 
supply chains to 
help tackle climate 
change

Promote inclusive 
and sustainable 
infrastructure, 
industrialization 
and innovation with 
a focus on user 
affordability and 
accessibility

Champion design 
as a fundamental 
tool for making 
cities and human 
settlements more 
inclusive, safe, 
resilient and 
sustainable

Encourage the 
efficient use of 
resources, 
sustainable 
alternatives and 
more responsible 
consumption and 
production

Foster strong and inclusive 
public, private and civil 
society partnerships, that 
share knowledge and build 
on experiences and 
resourcing strategies, to 
support the achievement of 
the SDGs in all countries, in 
particular developing 
countries

SDGs I relate to:
1- Clean water and sanitation 2- Responsible 
consumption & production 3- Good health & well- being.
Many technologies initially developed for space use were 
later widely utilized on Earth. Also unique space 
conditions could enhance the treatment of diseases and 
the preservation of natural resources on Earth (better 
drugs, new molecules, tissue engineering, resource 
saving concepts for food production...). Published 
research on this is available.

https://www.issnationallab.org/blog/growing- crystals- in- 
space/
https://www.issnationallab.org/blog/casis- releases- final- 
report- on- microgravity- protein- crystal- growth- workshop/
https://charlieteofoundation.org.au/research- 
projects/space- biology- to- treat- brain- cancer/
https://www.melissafoundation.org/page/melissa- project

- Nissem-

Vantage 
point

Sedimentation

Bouyancy Convection

Materials 
Development

Studying 
Thermophysical 

properties

Determining 
thermophysical properties 
without sedimentation, 
buoyancy, convection to 
determine models for 
developing new materials.

Molten material therm- physical 
properties cannot be studied 
easily on the ground due to 
gravity.  Containerless solutions 
exist in space.  Containerless 
study of molten materials is 
possible because materials in the 
molten state float.  Therefore 
diffusion properties aren't 
dominated by the force of 
gravity.

Space is not the answer for every problem. It may only reveal a small piece of a puzzle. Which 
UN SDGs and their targets most likely benefit from space- based research and how?

Unique Vantage Point / Extreme Conditions:
1. How might it help to verify social impact/climate action? (SDG 13)
2. How might it help prevent illegal logging/deforestation? (SDG 15)
3. How might it help prevent biodiversity loss aka our ongoing 6th anthropogentic 
extinction? (SDG 14, 15)
4. How might it help optimise infrastructure/urbanisation to prevent it from 
extreme weather conditions (hurricanes, wildfires, droughts etc.) that are often 
triggers for symptoms such as social upheaval, poverty, inequality, hunger, broken 
water/sanitation & energy systems (SDG 9, 11 symptom 1, 2, 6,10, 16)
5. How might we use space science to create new energy systems?
6. How might we use the vantage point to solve the logistics of our global food 
system?

Marco Shaun

Clean water purification 
systems on ISS could be 
modified and scaled down 
for sale and distribution in 
regions without "Mains" or 
centralised water provision 
and purification

ISS
 - excellent unity and 

collab example
- interesting to show 
next steps in Lunar 

Gateway

Why do 
researcher 

take 
experiments 

to space?

- novel materials
- inspection from 

space

- fully- closed life 
support

- filtration technology

Sergiu

- astrobiology
- osteoporosis 

countermeasures

1. Impact of material dev to life on earth
2. Impact on social life and dev.

Vantage 
point / 

Remote 
Sensing

Use cases

Areas to serve and Insight gained by microgravity research

GOLDA

SDG 3:
Microgravity provides a platform to test and improve biotechnology development 
and pharmaceutical development. Satellite technology enables telecommunication 
and telehealth access in under- resourced areas and populations. Satellite remote 
sensing to monitor and predict virus or infectious disease spread based on 
weather patterns and human movement. 

SDG 9:
Microgravity environment could be used to improve manufacturing processes, 
particularly advancing additive manufacturing techniques for construction 
development.

SDG 13:
Satellite remote sensing can monitor and predict climate patterns and identify 
areas that will be most severely impacted and data can be used by policymakers.
Current Event: SpaceX Starlink satellites were used by Washington state firefighters 
to obtain internet connection and communicate while firefighting - also links to 
SDG3 and SDG 15. https://arstechnica.com/information- 
technology/2020/09/spacex- starlink- brings- internet- to- emergency- responders- in- 
wildfire- areas/ ;

SDG 15:
Satellite remote sensing can monitor resource utilization to identify illegal farming, 
fishing, logging, etc. Links closely to SDG 13 as well.

NASA 
Gene 
Lab

inclusive space
+

diverse 
approach

add here
select 3 SDGs - >who 
and why, and how to 

engage them -> 
what is the scale of 

impact 
>environment

Maslow's
Hierarchy of 
NeedsRuchi

SDG Targets

Who will be the 
beneficiary 
and why?

Space
Leverage
Points

Extreme 
Condition

Vantage 
Point

By 2030, double the agricultural productivity 
and incomes of small scale food producers,in 
particular women, indigenous peoples, family 
farmers, pastoralists and fishers, including
through secure and equal access to land, other 
productive resources and inputs, 
knowledge,financial services, markets and 
opportunities for value addition and non farm 
employment.

OR

Small Scale producers like women, 
indigenous peoples, family farmers, 
pastoralists and fishers

OR

By 2030, ensure sustainable food production 
systems and implement resilient
agricultural practices that increase 
productivity and production, that help maintain
ecosystems, that strengthen capacity for 
adaptation to climate change, extreme weather,
drought, flooding and other disasters and that 
progressively improve land and soil quality

Farmers working in extreme conditions like 
snow, rain, drought, flood, or storm that is 
rare for the place where it occurs. For 
example, normal temperatures at the equator 
would constitute a heat wave if they occurred 
at the North Pole

Why is this
target 
important? 
What is the 
sense of 
urgency?

Climate extremes, such as droughts or heat 
waves, can lead to harvest failures and threaten 
the livelihoods of agricultural producers and 
the food security of communities worldwide. 
Improving our understanding of their impacts on 
crop yields is crucial to enhance the resilience of 
the global food system. 

https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1748- 
9326/ab154b

S      , provide access to 
affordable essential medicines and vaccines, in 
accordance with the Doha Declaration on the 
TRIPS Agreement and Public Health, which affirms the 
right of developing countries to use to
the full the provisions in the Agreement on Trade 
Related Aspects of Intellectual Property
Rights regarding flexibilities to protect public health, 
and, in particular, provide access to
medicines for all

Existing  Space 
Research

One in nine people worldwide uses 
drinking water from unimproved and unsafe 
sources. 2.4 billion people live without any form of 
sanitation. Lack of sanitation is one of the most 
significant forms of water pollution. 90% of 
sewage in developing countries is discharged 
untreated directly into water bodies.
https://www.nrdc.org/stories/water- pollution- 
everything- you- need- know
https://en.unesco.org/waterquality- iiwq/wq- 
challenge

People in remote areas of developing 
nations suffering from lack of optimal 
medical research and support 

(naturally, SDG#2 and 6, impact on 3)

By 2030, achieve access to adequate and 
equitable sanitation and hygiene for all and
end open defecation, paying special attention 
to the needs of women and girls and those in
vulnerable situations

OR

By 2030, improve water quality by reducing 
pollution, eliminating dumping and
minimizing release of hazardous chemicals 
and materials, halving the proportion of 
untreated wastewater and substantially 
increasing recycling and safe reuse globally

People in remote areas of developing 
nations suffering from lack of adequate 
sanitation and sewage facilities

By 2030, enhance international cooperation to 
facilitate access to clean energy research
and technology, including renewable energy, 
energy efficiency and advanced and cleaner
fossil fuel technology, and promote 
investment in energy infrastructure and clean 
energy technology

Renewable energy provides reliable power supplies and 
fuel diversification, which enhance energy security and 
lower risk of fuel spills while reducing the need for 
imported fuels. Renewable energy also helps conserve the 
nation's natural resources.

Despite scientists coming up with practical and convincing 
technologies on renewable energy, the process of getting 
people to switch from their use of non- renewable energy 
sources has been quite slow and uncertain especially in the 
developing nations.
https://www.energytoday.net/economics- policy/barriers- 
renewable- energy- technologies- development/

TBD

Tissue Chips
https://www.issnationallab.org/blog/collaborating- 
with- nih- on- tissue- chips- in- space/

Micro 
Gravity

Extreme 
Condition

Extreme 
Condition
Extreme 
Condition
Extreme 
Condition

 www.nasa.govBenefits for Humanity:Water for the WorldTechnology used to recycle wateraboard the International Space Stationhas far-reaching implications for cleanwater delivery to remote locationsacross the globe.…

https://www.nasa.gov/content/benefits- 
for- humanity- water- for- the- world

Spurious assertion: as per all public 
infrastructure developed in the 

"Victorian" centralised model, e.g. 
sewerage, electricity, 

telecommunications; the new paradigms 
that have recently leapfrogged the 

centralised approach is something closer 
to localised production, or at the very 

least not requiring national scale 
infrastructure. 

Does the solution to the water and 
sanitation issues faced by 1/9 of the 

world's population "need" a 
decentralised approach? - Shaun

Vantage 
Point

Imaging of areas 
with untapped 
subterranean 

water supplies?

WHO

WHY

IMPACT

User: Farmers
Industry: Agriculture
Means of communication: 
Internet

Protect against extreme 
weather conditions and 
provide disaster 
resilience

SDG11/SDG12/SDG13

Antifragility:
How might the ISS's 
vantage point and 
data contribute to 
making Earth's 
societies more 
antifragile

User: Urbanites
Industry: Infrastructure
Means of 
communication: Internet

User: Individuals
Means of 
communication: 
Internet

By 2050 more than 68% of 
global population will live in 
cities up from 55% today. 
Greater 
concentration/centralisation, 
greater fragility & greater 
possibility of loss of life if 
faced by extreme weather 
conditions. Extreme weather 
conditions pose extreme 
danger to cities: floods 
(Manhatten predicted to be 
inundated by 2100), 
hurricanes, forest fires, 
droughts, heatwaves

Who?
Agricultural companies, local farmers, local governments, 
policy makers.
Why?
Access and understanding of satellite vision data is 
sometimes difficult for small communities or even local 
governments. There might be a need of a tool that can 
translate satellite vision data into information that is easy 
to understand by different local communities and make 
decisions upon it.
How? 
Vantage point. Access to wifi is a challenge here. The 
information could also be transmitted in a tangible way (I 
don't know exactly how), but it could be connecting satellite 
key data with local physical elements.

Human emissions & impact have 
triggered drastic changes in our 
biosphere, climate and 
environment. Human life is 
dependent on a livable 
environment. Businesses and 
goverments are oft slow to act in 
the face of rapid climate change. 
How might we empower 
individuals through educative 
data from the ISS to have a say 
and accelerate climate action 
implementation?

Our global foodweb is 
densely interlinked. Ensure 
global food chain stability 
globally. Protect farming 
jobs to mitigate poverty 
locally.

Our global foodweb is 
densely interlinked. Ensure 
global food chain stability 
globally. Protect farming jobs 
to mitigate poverty locally.

Huge if it works.

Agile satellites gathering data to counter 
scourges like global warming and malaria
https://undark.org/2018/07/13/five- questions- 
danielle- wood/

Symptomatic Symptomatic Prophylactic

Vantage Point/Data Knowledge Vantage Point/Data Knowledge Vantage Point/Data KnowledgeISS

Universal Experiences

Persona
Profile

Personality

Interests

Reasons to buy our product

Urbanites

Farmers working 
in extreme 

conditions or 
dealing with 

natural disasters

Family living in an 
area after a 

natural disaster 
(e.g. earthquake, 

flood)

Humanitarian 
organizations

First 
responders

news/media

Community 
member, wants to 

self- educate 
themselves to 
become more 

disaster resilient

hh

Saavy, uses 
smart 

phone 24/7

Trying to 
adopt digital 

tools and 
practices

Expert in 
farming 
practices

To inform 
behaviour to 

mitigate/protect 
against 

distasters

Workspace

plan to improve 
humanity

encourage external 
organisations to be 
active in research 

projects

Natural- dissasters
connectivity

water/ food/ agriculture 
sanitation

communities

proactive than reactive

Farmer

Providing 
food to 

community

Community 
Member

Students
Improves 

Life

Data 
product that 

increases  
crop yield

Inclusion

Produces 
a tangible 

result

Should require 
basic knowledge 
about their field, 
i.e. farmer and 

farming

Local
governments

Pharmaceutical
industry/Health
organizations

Life saving

Sustainable
Less pollutant

How might we leverage space 
research to provide water, 
food and disaster relief 
management to nurture 
human lives?

In addition to 
monitoring from 

vantage point, what 
opportunity might 

we have to minimize 
the damage before 
and after disaster

Imagery from Space 
is giving us an 

catalog of images 
over decades to 

help us understand 
early warning signs 

of hurricanes

Technology to recycle 
water from fouled 

surfaces is developed 
for space exploration 
precisely because of 

the lack of resources in 
space.

Current State Map of a Natural Disaster 

Leverage technology 
developed for space 
exploration where 

significant R&D dollars are 
used to develop technology 

for water recovery in 
disaster stricken areas.

Can space 
research 

anticipate this 
stress

Develop models for 
better prediction 

and decision making 
to areas anticipating 
large storm events

Data from radio is a distinct signature of 
the antropocene.  When looking for life in 
space, Earth interestingly enough exhibits 

radio frequency - it's a distinct human 
signature.  During natural disasters, this 

signature disappears and the ISS can 
detect it.  This could be a way to 

determine if an area has been affected 
and how much it's been affected.

The models could 
zoom in and zoom 
out to predict the 

scale of disaster and 
notify the right 

authorities when the 
anomaly starts

Lidar from 
space can 

detect fault 
movement

Natural 
Disasters

Community 
Members

Shelter

Food 
Security

Water 
security

More 
efficient use 
of water to 
grow food

Sustainable 
food 

production

Improve 
water quality 
by reducing 

pollution

Water 
management

Farmers
Post 

Disaster 
Recovery

Managing 
spread of 

communicable 
diseases

Optimal 
medical 

support and 
research

Intelligence 
for Future 
Disasters

How might 
one create 
emergency 

shelters

Many communities lack 
organisation after natural 
disasters. How might one 

quickly recreate order 
through top view logistics & 
reconnect with loved ones? 

Geolocation etc.

Information to 
inform where you 

move to, what 
building you move 

into, what you need 
to be aware of

Prediction 
tool, early 
warning 
systems To inform 

goverments on 
infrastructure 

spending

Community social 
network system to 

quickly connect 
people who can give 

help with others 
who need help.

How might we take the 
lessons of closed loop 
habitat creation on ISS 
and apply it to disaster 

shelter (and 
community / town) 

creation

Emergency alert 
system to citizens. 
Amber alert is an 
example of other 

citizen notification 
emergency systems

Ongoing air 
quality 

monitoring 
using smaller 

satellites

Farmer warning 
system, e.g. when is 

the next 
drought/flood 

happening?. How 
will it impact the 

global food chain?

To inform 
goverment on 

faster deployment 
of emergency civil 

service

How can we 
conserve both the 

natural 
environment and 

their social 
cohesion?

Many 
communities 

lack clean 
water after 
hurricanes

Can space 
research predict 
crop diseases in 
the state when 

they are still 
preventable?

Can space research 
predict forest fires 
weeks before they 
are supposed to 

happen based on 
global weather 

patterns?

Natural Disasters are often the 
root cause for social upheaval. 

An early warning system for 
countries to prepare for social 

upheaval caused by natural 
disasters before they occur, to 
better stem the tide, help the 
society logistically in time and 

not when it is too late. Could this 
be a step closer to prevent  war 

and conflict?

Desertification is an 
increasingly impactful, long 

winded natural disaster 
phenomena. How could 

space research make water 
desalination scalable, 
cheap and circular to 

combate desertification 
when it happens?

If space could predict 
natural disasters locally 

and globally, how could this 
be used to foster global 
cooperation? By sending 
emergency supplies early 

to the affected country

If a nature born pandemic 
is a natural disaster, how 

could space's vantage point 
and as a tunnel of data flow 
(ISS, satellites) + individual 

data predict the spread 
early enough to mitigate 

global economic 
breakdown?

Uniques features of ISS

Microgravity (lack of gravity)

Vacuum 

Ionizing radiations

When a natural disaster 
occurs, what is the process 
of procuring a space based 

 observation and 
monitoring? how could the 

interface to procurring 
these services be made 

easier?

Implications for 
Earth population ?

These unique conditions allow a different 
behavior of matter and therefore the 

development of "unique" materials and 
solutions with high impact on Earth: new 
drugs, new materials for energy storage, 

for electronics...

Cleaner energy
Optimized industry
Less pollution
Sustainable mass services 
like transportation...

New drugs
Better stability for old drugs
Organ's engineering  
New medical protocols 
(Cancer therapy ?)
Improvement of 
population's health.

Potential partners ?

Corporations
Pharmaceutical industry
Start- ups
Hospitals
Health organizations (WHO, 
Red Cross, Doctors without 
borders, World Cancer 
Research Fund International...)
Humanitarian organizations 
Philantropists

Governments
Environmental organizations (UNEP, 
IUAPPA, CCA...) 
Design & engineering organizations 
(World Federation of Engineering 
Organizations...)
Chemical and mechanical industries
Humanitarian organizations
Philantropists
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_philanthropists

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_environmental_orga
nizations

Beneficiaries:
Consumers
Citizens, mass 
services users 

Beneficiaries:
Patients
Families
Insurances ? 

This is open to suggestions and contribution - Nissem :)

[Miki] ISS sensors as 
well as other 

satellite data can be 
requested for 
disaster relief 

purposes via IDC 
and other groups

Let's expand 
on this - how 

might we 
achieve this?

Regenerative 
agriculture?

GMO? Maintaining 
healthy 
soil?

Recovery

Safety 
needs 

(shelter, 
security)

Chemical
& Mechanical
industries

Electronics
manufacturers



19.

Homework
1) Enter thoughts on Natural , who responds to them, who bene-
fits from research from the disasters.

OCTOBER 4
AGENDA AND RECORDINGS

MEETINGS Recordings
Sun, 04 Oct 2020, 16:59
Meeting Recording:
https://eu01web.zoom.us/rec/share/0uDwnQzW5Yybcg_8z8YC-O3t6fH-
6BF_NC4b_rVADAb4sJV_lR9gzkrszrmdkrFAb.xXG-0qWqvyv6LUzS

Agenda
1) Review Natural  network
2) Complete disruptive thinking

Homework
1) Examine ISS network in collaboration with disaster network
2) Miro – Completed exercise.

OCTOBER 5-7
AGENDA AND RECORDINGS

Agenda
1) Restructed thinking to examined SDGs again and see if anything  

missing
2) Examine other satellite competitors 
3) Examine food industry 
4) Global disaster resilience 
5) Disaster management

Homework
1) Establish design goals, end user, determine plan or product.
2) Look at storyboard.

Persona
Profile

Personality

Interests

Reasons to buy our product

Urbanites

Farmers working 
in extreme 

conditions or 
dealing with 

natural disasters

Family living in an 
area after a 

natural disaster 
(e.g. earthquake, 

flood)

Humanitarian 
organizations

First 
responders

news/media

Community 
member, wants to 

self- educate 
themselves to 
become more 

disaster resilient

hh

Saavy, uses 
smart 

phone 24/7

Trying to 
adopt digital 

tools and 
practices

Expert in 
farming 
practices

To inform 
behaviour to 

mitigate/protect 
against 

distasters

Workspace

plan to improve 
humanity

encourage external 
organisations to be 
active in research 

projects

Natural- dissasters
connectivity

water/ food/ agriculture 
sanitation

communities

proactive than reactive

Farmer

Providing 
food to 

community

Community 
Member

Students
Improves 

Life

Data 
product that 

increases  
crop yield

Inclusion

Produces 
a tangible 

result

Should require 
basic knowledge 
about their field, 
i.e. farmer and 

farming

Local
governments

Pharmaceutical
industry/Health
organizations

Life saving

Sustainable
Less pollutant

How might we leverage space 
research to provide water, 
food and disaster relief 
management to nurture 
human lives?

In addition to 
monitoring from 

vantage point, what 
opportunity might 

we have to minimize 
the damage before 
and after disaster

Imagery from Space 
is giving us an 

catalog of images 
over decades to 

help us understand 
early warning signs 

of hurricanes

Technology to recycle 
water from fouled 

surfaces is developed 
for space exploration 
precisely because of 

the lack of resources in 
space.

Current State Map of a Natural Disaster 

Leverage technology 
developed for space 
exploration where 

significant R&D dollars are 
used to develop technology 

for water recovery in 
disaster stricken areas.

Can space 
research 

anticipate this 
stress

Develop models for 
better prediction 

and decision making 
to areas anticipating 
large storm events

Data from radio is a distinct signature of 
the antropocene.  When looking for life in 
space, Earth interestingly enough exhibits 

radio frequency - it's a distinct human 
signature.  During natural disasters, this 

signature disappears and the ISS can 
detect it.  This could be a way to 

determine if an area has been affected 
and how much it's been affected.

The models could 
zoom in and zoom 
out to predict the 

scale of disaster and 
notify the right 

authorities when the 
anomaly starts

Lidar from 
space can 

detect fault 
movement

Natural 
Disasters

Community 
Members

Shelter

Food 
Security

Water 
security

More 
efficient use 
of water to 
grow food

Sustainable 
food 

production

Improve 
water quality 
by reducing 

pollution

Water 
management

Farmers
Post 

Disaster 
Recovery

Managing 
spread of 

communicable 
diseases

Optimal 
medical 

support and 
research

Intelligence 
for Future 
Disasters

How might 
one create 
emergency 

shelters

Many communities lack 
organisation after natural 
disasters. How might one 

quickly recreate order 
through top view logistics & 
reconnect with loved ones? 

Geolocation etc.

Information to 
inform where you 

move to, what 
building you move 

into, what you need 
to be aware of

Prediction 
tool, early 
warning 
systems To inform 

goverments on 
infrastructure 

spending

Community social 
network system to 

quickly connect 
people who can give 

help with others 
who need help.

How might we take the 
lessons of closed loop 
habitat creation on ISS 
and apply it to disaster 

shelter (and 
community / town) 

creation

Emergency alert 
system to citizens. 
Amber alert is an 
example of other 

citizen notification 
emergency systems

Ongoing air 
quality 

monitoring 
using smaller 

satellites

Farmer warning 
system, e.g. when is 

the next 
drought/flood 

happening?. How 
will it impact the 

global food chain?

To inform 
goverment on 

faster deployment 
of emergency civil 

service

How can we 
conserve both the 

natural 
environment and 

their social 
cohesion?

Many 
communities 

lack clean 
water after 
hurricanes

Can space 
research predict 
crop diseases in 
the state when 

they are still 
preventable?

Can space research 
predict forest fires 
weeks before they 
are supposed to 

happen based on 
global weather 

patterns?

Natural Disasters are often the 
root cause for social upheaval. 

An early warning system for 
countries to prepare for social 

upheaval caused by natural 
disasters before they occur, to 
better stem the tide, help the 
society logistically in time and 

not when it is too late. Could this 
be a step closer to prevent  war 

and conflict?

Desertification is an 
increasingly impactful, long 

winded natural disaster 
phenomena. How could 

space research make water 
desalination scalable, 
cheap and circular to 

combate desertification 
when it happens?

If space could predict 
natural disasters locally 

and globally, how could this 
be used to foster global 
cooperation? By sending 
emergency supplies early 

to the affected country

If a nature born pandemic 
is a natural disaster, how 

could space's vantage point 
and as a tunnel of data flow 
(ISS, satellites) + individual 

data predict the spread 
early enough to mitigate 

global economic 
breakdown?

Uniques features of ISS

Microgravity (lack of gravity)

Vacuum 

Ionizing radiations

When a natural disaster 
occurs, what is the process 
of procuring a space based 

 observation and 
monitoring? how could the 

interface to procurring 
these services be made 

easier?

Implications for 
Earth population ?

These unique conditions allow a different 
behavior of matter and therefore the 

development of "unique" materials and 
solutions with high impact on Earth: new 
drugs, new materials for energy storage, 

for electronics...

Cleaner energy
Optimized industry
Less pollution
Sustainable mass services 
like transportation...

New drugs
Better stability for old drugs
Organ's engineering  
New medical protocols 
(Cancer therapy ?)
Improvement of 
population's health.

Potential partners ?

Corporations
Pharmaceutical industry
Start- ups
Hospitals
Health organizations (WHO, 
Red Cross, Doctors without 
borders, World Cancer 
Research Fund International...)
Humanitarian organizations 
Philantropists

Governments
Environmental organizations (UNEP, 
IUAPPA, CCA...) 
Design & engineering organizations 
(World Federation of Engineering 
Organizations...)
Chemical and mechanical industries
Humanitarian organizations
Philantropists
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_philanthropists

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_environmental_orga
nizations

Beneficiaries:
Consumers
Citizens, mass 
services users 

Beneficiaries:
Patients
Families
Insurances ? 

This is open to suggestions and contribution - Nissem :)

[Miki] ISS sensors as 
well as other 

satellite data can be 
requested for 
disaster relief 

purposes via IDC 
and other groups

Let's expand 
on this - how 

might we 
achieve this?

Regenerative 
agriculture?

GMO? Maintaining 
healthy 
soil?

Recovery

Safety 
needs 

(shelter, 
security)

Chemical
& Mechanical
industries

Electronics
manufacturers

to 
you 
at 
ove 
need 
of

Drought

Flood

+ Water -

Modular Easy to 
build Habitat

Vertical
Agriculture

Clima

Remote Sensing

Remote Sensing

Remote Sensing

Space for post disaster recovery
Leaving in extreme conditions

Education
Research

Health Care 
Support

FoodFood

Life Support 
SystemInternational 

Data/Research
OpenSource

Monitoring 
Centre and 

Research Data 
Base

inclusive design

Space 
materials for 
high impact 

on earth

Materials with Self- 
healing capabilities  

protects polymers and 
composites from the 

effect of ionizing 
radiation, temperature, 

and micrometeorites

Nanomaterials for 
extreme temperatures, 
conversion of light into 
electricity, and optical 

and magnetic 
applications

Ras Labs- CASIS- 
ISS Synthetic 

Muscle 
experiment 

onboard the ISS 
National Lab

ISS

Sharing available 
knowledge + offering 
a platform for unique 
investigations

Potential 
partners ?

Targeted 
users / 
Beneficiaries 
on Earth ?

?

?

?

?
?

?

Health institutions, organizations, Hospitals ?

Humanitarian organizations ?

Philanthropy

NGOs ?

Industries / Corporations ?

Universities / Colleges ?

Students ?

Start- ups?

?

Health technology transfert: 
Microgravity unique conditions for 
development and innovation + 
Telemedicine, medical sensors...

?

?

Citizens / Individual professionals ?

?

?

?

Resource saving Food and water 
technology transfer ?

Everyone is invited to help filling this map with essentials from all what has been already 

discussed 

?

?

?

Technology of sustainable energy 
production and optimized consumption

People in remote areas of developing nations suffering from lack of optimal medical 
research and support

Renewable energy also helps conserve the nation's natural resources. Renewable 
energy provides reliable power supplies and fuel diversification, which 
enhance energy security and lower risk of fuel spills while reducing the need for imported 
fuels. Renewable energy also helps conserve the nation's natural resources.

Using Vantage Point

Food

Disaster Management

Help communities grow food suitable for that region

Precision Farming

Infrastructure

Better Crops/Better Yield

Tracking ocean currents/temperature

Effective Urban Planning

Sustainable fishing

Communication

Building smart and well designed cities

Access to people in remote places.

Faster emergency response

Healthcare

Faster access to information

Monitoring

Hurricanes

Tsunamis

Earthquake

Forest fires

Flash Floods

Rescue

WHO:
EO Satellite Service 

Providers: EO 
satellite providers: 

ICEYE, MAXAR, 
Planet, Spire, Pixxel

Benefactors:
Farming 

Communities, 
Local 

Governments.

Benefactors:
State/Local 
Municipal 

Governments.

Benefactors:
People living in 
remote areas, 

remote 
workers(Scientists

/Doctors)

Benefactors:
General 
Public

Scale of 
Impact:
Huge.

Scale of 
Impact:

Moderate 
to Huge.

Shreyas

Better understand where food shortages are occurring

Lightning 
Image 

Sensor (LIS)

Mini Extreme 
Universe 

Space 
Observatory 
(Mini- EUSO)

HEIST
(HICO 

Replacement)

UV Light 
Emission 

from Earth

Visible 
Imagery of 

Upper 
Atmosphere

Visible 
and Near 
Infrared

Orbiting 
Carbon 

Observatory 
- 3 (OCO-3)

Mid- IR, 
Upper 

Atmosphere

Sally Ride 
EarthKAM

Visible 
Imagery

Stratospheric 
Aerosol and 

Gas 
Experiment 

(SAGE III)Terminator 
Experiment

Mid- IR, 
Upper  to 

Lower 
Atmosphere

Ozone

CO2

Total Solar 
Irradiance (TSI) 
Spectral Solar 
Irradiance (SSI 

TSIS-1)

Irradiance (TSI) 
Spectral Solar 
Irradiance (SSI 

TSIS-1)Visible 
Emission

Uragan - 
GC 

(Hurricane - 
GC)

Workspace

Feedback:

- Which SDGs are you working on?
 Be more specific and concrete on 
that.

- How do you use the ISS data to 
contribute to that specific SDG? 
Create more direct links between 
the data and the SDG.

What are the constraints 
for ISS to keep in mind ? 

Competition with 
satellites services

for Earth 
monitoring (there 

are 700 active 
satellites for Earth 

observation, 
however owned by 

limited group of 
countries)

Legal issues related 
to the dissemination 

of data (National 
sovereignty, 
diplomacy...)

Is there less 
expensive 

technology on 
Earth with 
equivalent 
efficiency ?

Add here

What are we designing?
Programs or plans that enables 

researchers to leverage the ISS to make 
things useful to address UN SDGs

Potential 
funding 
partners

Other stakeholders

Suppliers

?

Other government agencies
FEMA

NIH

Health institutions, organizations, Hospitals ?

Humanitarian organizations ?

Philanthropy

Users (of the ISS)
aka researchers

?

on disabilities

inclusive health systems

?

Non- profits

Corporations

Potential end- 
users/ 
beneficiaries 

Plan to 
reach these 

people

Fire fighters, first responders, disaster management

Town planners

Farmers , fishermen

We are focusing on 
program because it has 
"amplifying" effect, and 
enable more people to 

participate in and 
benefit from the 

program

Humanitarian relief planner

Video game creators

Newschannels/Weather forecasters

Policy makers

aging populations

like foldit https://en.wikipedia.org/w

Academic researchers

"X- Prize" Sponsor for ISS related SDG focussed competition

University/Research Labs (Govt. and Private)

entreprenures

e.g.

students

Government Insitutions

DoD

Investors

NSF

edical Research and Innovation Institutes

Useful information: Top 10 of most influential 
industries in 2018:
1. Health
2. Financial services
3. Consumer products and services
4. Logistics and transportation
5. Business products and services
6. Construction
7. Government services
8. Real estate
9. Retail
10. Security
https://www.inc.com/emily- canal/2018- inc5000- 
biggest- industries- us- businesses.html

Industry associations

Challenge! Design 
for multi year 

program (outlast 
the ISS life!)

(Sustainability)

researchers

institutions

Research institutions

Rescue 
committee

Let's pick 
natural 

disaster as a 
starting point 

scenario

This will 
likely cover 

multiple 
SDGs

Environmental 
organizations
Greenpeace/

WWF...

Also we can come back and 
see if the program 

prototype we come up with 
can apply to other issues 
such as deforestration, 

porching, illegal fishing, etc.

Humanitarian 
organizations

Red cross/Doctors 
without 

borders/UNHCR

Challenge! Design 
for global impact 

and more 
partners every 

year
(scalability)

Food and 
Agriculture 

Organization

Future commercial space station operators

United States 
Department of 
Agriculture (US

DA)

Government and law makers

USAID

NetH

Remote sensing has 
been exploited heavily, 

so let's make sure to 
highlight uniqueness of 

the vantage point of 
the ISS

Shreyas Ruchi

A testimony from a research team (from USA) on the challenge of accessibility to 
ISS, found this interesting as we discussed it today.

What are some design 
features unique to 

sustainability- focused 
program?

In the beginning, 
the program can 

exploit the 
marketing value 
but what sticks is 
the real science

How can we design 
the program so that 
more sponsors and 
more participants 

will come back every 
year?

What story (about 
contribution of the ISS to 

SDGs) do you want to tell if 
you were to ask your 

neighbors to sign a petition 
to keep the orbiting lab?



20.

Workspace

Feedback:

- Which SDGs are you working on?
 Be more specific and concrete on 
that.

- How do you use the ISS data to 
contribute to that specific SDG? 
Create more direct links between 
the data and the SDG.

What are the constraints 
for ISS to keep in mind ? 

Competition with 
satellites services

for Earth 
monitoring (there 

are 700 active 
satellites for Earth 

observation, 
however owned by 

limited group of 
countries)

Legal issues related 
to the dissemination 

of data (National 
sovereignty, 
diplomacy...)

Is there less 
expensive 

technology on 
Earth with 
equivalent 
efficiency ?

Add here

What are we designing?
Programs or plans that enables 

researchers to leverage the ISS to make 
things useful to address UN SDGs

Potential 
funding 
partners

Other stakeholders

Suppliers

?

Other government agencies
FEMA

NIH

Health institutions, organizations, Hospitals ?

Humanitarian organizations ?

Philanthropy

Users (of the ISS)
aka researchers

?

on disabilities

inclusive health systems

?

Non- profits

Corporations

Potential end- 
users/ 
beneficiaries 

Plan to 
reach these 

people

Fire fighters, first responders, disaster management

Town planners

Farmers , fishermen

We are focusing on 
program because it has 
"amplifying" effect, and 
enable more people to 

participate in and 
benefit from the 

program

Humanitarian relief planner

Video game creators

Newschannels/Weather forecasters

Policy makers

aging populations

like foldit https://en.wikipedia.org/w

Academic researchers

"X- Prize" Sponsor for ISS related SDG focussed competition

University/Research Labs (Govt. and Private)

entreprenures

e.g.

students

Government Insitutions

DoD

Investors

NSF

edical Research and Innovation Institutes

Useful information: Top 10 of most influential 
industries in 2018:
1. Health
2. Financial services
3. Consumer products and services
4. Logistics and transportation
5. Business products and services
6. Construction
7. Government services
8. Real estate
9. Retail
10. Security
https://www.inc.com/emily- canal/2018- inc5000- 
biggest- industries- us- businesses.html

Industry associations

Challenge! Design 
for multi year 

program (outlast 
the ISS life!)

(Sustainability)

researchers

institutions

Research institutions

Rescue 
committee

Let's pick 
natural 

disaster as a 
starting point 

scenario

This will 
likely cover 

multiple 
SDGs

Environmental 
organizations
Greenpeace/

WWF...

SDGs
Also we can come back and 

see if the program 
prototype we come up with 

can apply to other issues 
such as deforestration, 

porching, illegal fishing, etc.

Humanitarian 
organizations

Red cross/Doctors 
without 

borders/UNHCR

Challenge! Design 
for global impact 

and more 
partners every 

year
(scalability)

Food and 
Agriculture 

Organization

Future commercial space station operators

United States 
Department of 
Agriculture (US

DA)

Government and law makers

USAID

NetH

Remote sensing has 
been exploited heavily, 

so let's make sure to 
highlight uniqueness of 

the vantage point of 
the ISS

Shreyas Ruchi

A testimony from a research team (from USA) on the challenge of accessibility to 
ISS, found this interesting as we discussed it today.

What are some design 
features unique to 

sustainability- focused 
program?

In the beginning, 
the program can 

exploit the 
marketing value 
but what sticks is 
the real science

How can we design 
the program so that 
more sponsors and 
more participants 

will come back every 
year?

What story (about 
contribution of the ISS to 

SDGs) do you want to tell if 
you were to ask your 

neighbors to sign a petition 
to keep the orbiting lab?

Workspace
Workspace

Silently and individually create 
a storyboard for your big idea 

Tell a human- centered story 
(Focus on the user's 
experience)

Make it like a comic book: Use 
6 panels 

Pair pictures with talk bubbles 
and captions

Make the story seamless, with 
a beginning, middle and end

Be ready to tell your story to 
someone else

Play back your individual stories. 
Notice differences and areas in 
which you are not aligned yet

Craft the master storyboard of 
your team by combining the 
best elements of all your 
stories.

Shoot for 6 panels. If you use a 
few more that's OK too. 
Consider that you should be 
able to tell your story in less 
than 3 minutes. 

Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3

spitals ?

pedia.org/wiki/Foldit

Plan 
forward

Who are the 
users and 

beneficiaries
What program 

can make it 
easier to 

exploit the ISS?

Incentives

Format: 
Challenge vs 

RFP vs 
consortium vs 

etc,

Who are the 

What are 
their pain 

points?

food 
production

World 
Farmers' 

Organisation

USAID

NetHope

Shaun Alice Ruchi

Isabel

researchers

Producers

Representative 
organisations

IFPRI : 
International 
Food Policy 
Research 
Institute

Food ecosystem

Institute for 
Food Safety 

and 
Health (IFSH)

Researchers

Producers

Representative Organisations

Farmers

Fishing

Cattle

Supply Chain

Agriculture

Future Foods

eyond Meat

Meat

Dairy

Type something

Plant based meat

Crop yield / efficiency

Policy 
Makers

Data 
Experts

"Adverse" environmental conditions

Agri 
Researchers

Logistics
Shipping

Type something

Food storage (refrigeration)

Compost/chemical

In the food context: things that could be tracked from space:
Status of crops
Water / Oceans / Soil contamination (chemical disaster...)
Soil hydration (drought disaster ?)
Land surface composition
Dust storms / Clouds and gases from vulcanos eruption
ADD HERE IF YOU KNOW SOMETHING ELSE :)

In which form we 
need to turn this 

information in order 
to make it useful for 

end- user ? (food 
sector)

Apps ? SMS alerts?

Websites ? 
Databases ?

Special electronic devices or 
softwares ? (like GPS)

What kind of partners would be 
interested in developing these 
tools or fund the development ?

Reports ? Calls to action ?

Governmental institutions ? (food security)
Agricultural organizations and cooperatives ?
Farmers and farming compagnies ?
FAO ? IAEA ? UNECA ? ECLAC ? ESCAP ? ESCWA ? 
UNEP ? UNESCO ? UNISDR ? UN- SPIDER ? WPF ?
Environmental/Humanitarian organizations
Insurance compagnies
World bank ?

ADD MORE HERE ?

https://www.unoosa.org/res/oosadoc/data/documents/2016/stspace/stspace69_0_html/st_space_69E.pdf

 nasaharvest.orgHarvestNASA Harvest is a new, multidisciplinaryConsortium commissioned by NASA andled by the University of Maryland toenhance the use of satellite data indecision making related to food securityand agriculture domestically andglobally.

Make sure to check out 
https://nasaharvest.org/

Design 
Goals

Farmers/Food 
Producers

Farmers across the world are 
coping with climate change, soil 

erosion and biodiversity loss. 
The goals is to assist these 

organizations with the climate 
specific data to participate and 

influence global dialogue on 
agriculture to nutrition and 

sustainability

Food Policy 
Research 
Institute

Provide these organizations 
with the right intelligence 

so they can create the 
conditions for the adoption 

of policies and programs 
that can improve the 

economic environment and 
livelihood of producers and 

rural communities

Partner with the farmers to experiment 
with latest crop technologies like genetic 
engineering in agriculture to

-  increase crop yields,
- reduce costs for food or drug 
production,
- reduce need for pesticides,
- enhance nutrient composition and food 
quality,
- resistance to pests and disease

Engage in ongoing 
interactions/co- design 

sessions with the farmer's 
organization to gain 
insights and identify 

further research or other 
partnership opportunities

Educate them about 
the ISS research 
with respect to 

farmer's wellbeing 
and to solve for 

their issues

Help the farmers get 
real- time access to all 
information related to 
status of crops or land 
composition, ideas for 

best crop yields, etc
User 

Profile/1

User 
Profile/2

How to get these partners 
involved ? How to bring them 

to the table ?

Trainings ? Capacity building?

Farmers 
(Agriculture/ 

Land)

Persona Profile for the retained goal (ISS Earth monitoring data for a better 
management of food sector during disastrous events):

"There are more than 570 million farms in the world. 
More than 90% of farms are run by an individual or a 
family and rely primarily on family labour. Family farms 
occupy a large share of the world's agricultural land and 
produce about 80% of the world's food." 
http://www.fao.org/3/a- i4036e.pdf

Approximately 3.4 billion people – or 45% of the world’s 
population – live in rural areas. Roughly 2 billion people 
(26.7% of the world population) derive their livelihoods 
from agriculture. In 2016, an estimated 57% of people in 
Africa were living in rural areas. 53% of the population 
was economically active in agriculture." 
https://www.globalagriculture.org/fileadmin/files/weltag
rarbericht/Weltagrarbericht/10BäuerlicheIndustrielleLW/
Pocketbook2018.pdf

"The vast majority of the world’s farms are small or very 
small. Worldwide, farms of less than 1 hectare account 
for 72% of all farms, but control only 8% of all 
agricultural land. Farms between 1 and 2 hectares 
account for 12% of all farms and control 4% of the land. 
In contrast, only 1% of all farms in the world are larger 
than 50 hectares, but they control 65% of the world’s 
agricultural land." http://www.fao.org/3/a- i4036e.pdf

Stats

Preserve/improve soil 
quality ?
Reduce costs ?
Avoid/prevent losses ? 
(natural disasters)
No blind investments 
(private infrastructure, 
equipment...)

In developed countries farmers have 
mostly access to internet/smartphones.
In developping countries farmers have 
mostly access to TV and radio as means of 
information.

Farming is a time demanding 
activity, low availability for 
internet research, or 
participation to workshops and 
meetings for information.
Farmers have low involvment in 
extra- activities => "disconnected"
On a gobal scale,% of farmers 
using data from technology is  
unequally distributed Dev/undev 
countries
Income is extremely dependent 
on seasonal yield. Margins are 
generally low.

Motivations to use 
suggested solutions ? 

Are required skills and technical means 
available ?

Daily problems they may 
have, related to our idea?

In Germany 50% of farmers use 
agriculture apps / In India only 
15% of farmers have access to a 
mobile phone

87% of farmers in 
Pakistan own a TV set

Commercial/Cooperation 
agreements with 
compagnies. Example: for 
Alert services that 
Farmers could subscribe 
for (phone operators, 
search engines, E- mail 
providers)

Certifications or 
Awards for 

organizations, 
governmental 

institutions and 
policy makers

Is there something else ?
ADD HERE :)

The distribution of small farmers and big 
agricultural corporations is heterogeneous 
across the globe, depending on each country 
(i.e. agricultural exploitations on average: UK 
90has UK, 25has Spain, Greece 7has).

Partnerships between small farmers and big 
corporations could be encouraged by 
research in space, so they do not compete but 
benefit from each other (crossed connections to 
avoid dependance). I.e. experimental crops by 
small farmers are less economically risky and 
more time effective. These can be a resource for 
bigger corporations and a way to put small 
farmers at the centre of innovation.

Partnerships with data visualization 
designers or studios can play an important 
role in transmitting the data from space more 
intuitively and make it easy for the farmers to 
interact with.

Examples:
Giorgia Lupi (Pentagram) http://giorgialupi.com/
Studio Folder http://www.studiofolder.it/
Karigaari project (data as a tactile element) 
https://www.designboom.com/design/rashmi- 
bidasaria- maps- artisans- movements- into- 
individual- signatures- 09- 01- 2020/

Using the nature of different ISS data to build a 
partnership plan and strategy:

- short term: instant knowledge that can be used by farmers 
directly (i.e. climate, soil hydration...)

- medium- term: data that need to be processed 
(analysed/compared/correlated...) for example by big 
corporations/research institutions/universities. (i.e. soil 
contamination? land surface composition?)

- long- term: how ready- to- use data and processed data 
relate and can help farmers to make better decisions. 
Propose actions (protocol) from data patterns. This could be 
through partnerships with big corporations/research 
institutions/universities?) - Extend ISS life?

Examples

https://www.dezeen.com/2013/11/30/geneticall
y- engineered- plants- that- produce- edible- 
textiles- by- carole- collet/

https://www.dezeen.com/2019/11/16/ecosyste
m- kickstarter- thom- bindels- design/

https://www.dezeen.com/2019/05/30/salk- 
institute- ideal- plant- climate- change/

https://designforneed.org.uk/monkey- mayhem- 
the- solution/ (some info about the process and 
stakeholders research in the page).

Partnerships with material research institutions for sustainability, to avoid:
- Greenhouse plastics. Huge surfaces of plastic for greenhouses end up in the sea.
https://www.ecowatch.com/europes- dirty- little- secret- moroccan- slaves- and- a- sea- of- 
plastic- 1882131257.html
- Chemicals for growing crops in intensive agriculture which end up polluting the 
soil>water streams>sea
https://www.thelocal.es/20191204/mar- menor- how- nutrients- have- poisoned- one- of- 
europes- largest- saltwater- lagoons

Partnerships with educational institutions for equal opportunities:
- Farming is closely related to precarious job positions.
https://www.dw.com/en/spains- sea- of- plastic- where- europe- gets- its- produce- migrants- 
get- exploited/a- 47824476
New technology for harvesting etc will make these jobs disappear (good for avoiding 
precarious jobs, detrimental for these people who end up with no job). People in these 
precarious jobs could be trained to understand farming technology and the  data from 
ISS.

Online platforms are not widely used by farmers:
many farms lack from generational replacement and from
young people with specialised education. (Sorry I couldn't 
find an English article about this, this one is in Spanish) 
https://www.pwc.es/es/publicaciones/assets/informe- 
sector- agricola- espanol.pdf

This could be solved with:
A. Partnership with education institutions and UX/UI 
design studios to facilitate access and understanding of 
the data in online platforms.
B. Parternships with product design studios to build a 
physical device or element that farmers can engage with 
and understand ISS data, and that doesn't rely on the 
place internet options (is this possible...?)
C....

World 
Farmer's 

Organization

User 
Profile/3

Enable and help further develop their the 
strategic research areas such as:
1.Fostering Climate- Resilient and 
Sustainable Food Supply
2. Promoting Healthy Diets and Nutrition 
for All
3. Building Inclusive and Efficient 
Markets, Trade Systems, and Food 
Industry
4. Transforming Agricultural and Rural 
Economies
5. Strengthening Institutions and 
Governance (data driven policies and 
governance)

Help with 
Public- Private 

Partnerships in 
Agri and enable 
tech know how

1. Assist with 
policy support 

and governance.
2. Help promote 

fair practices

Help in 
standardizing , 

developing 
guidelines and 
best practices

Helping repair 
Critical Systems 
and Services (agri 
resiliency, food 
policies, etc)

Enabling 
Reimagination 
of Civic 
Infrastructures

Supporting the policy 
design process from 

problem identification, 
to solutioning, rollout 
and ongoing impact 

measurements as well 
evaluation

Enable research- 
based policy 

solutions that 
sustainably reduce 

poverty and end 
hunger and 
malnutrition

Vantage 
Point

Extreme 
Condition

Maybe setup an 
experiment 

lab/command 
centre for ongoing 

monitoring

Design objective:
Program(s) to promote experiments in space such that the results advances the efforts to provide 

food to more people sustainably, especially in times of need (e.g. natural disaster)

PersonaS
USERS = people who're trying to do  experiments so that the results can help them achieve their 

goals in providing food sustainably, and in adverse events (e.g. natural disaster)
eg. tier 1: Food corporations big enough to have research arm and wanting to innovate/do social 
good; research institutions (FDA, NSF, etc.); entrepreneurs, academic researchers (UC Davis, etc.)

BENEFICIARIES = farmers, people who needs food, etc. maybe corporations themselves too

*Example research 
like Seeds can be 
drought resistant 

and drive 
efficiencies for 

farming practices

What is the one step 
further here? Who will 

ignite this research 
initiative? Are 

corporations going to 
fund it? Maybe 

Corporate supporters??

Scenarios for 
Farmer 

Organization 
(maybe 

researcher,

Scenarios for 
Farmer 

Organization 
(maybe 

researcher,

Farmer 
sorganizations

Farmers

Agri 
Researchers

Academic 
researchers

Researchers 
in Research 
institutions

Data 
Experts

FDA

People 
in need

Policy 
Makers

FEMA

Food 
Industry 

associations
Food Corporations (big 

enough to have research 
arm and wanting to 

innovate)

Corporations
MacDonalds

Corporations
Discollis

Corporations
MARS

Corporations
Nestle

Corporations
General Mills

Corporation 
John Deer

Corporation 
Coca Cola

Ecosystem

Corporation 
Kellogg's

Corporation 
Uniliver

sai

First 
responders

Customers

Small 
businesses
(B- corp?)

Entreprenures

Researchers 
in a big 

corporations

Studying genes 
responsible for 

stress response of 
plants are popular 

experiment on 
the ISS

Farmers 
(Agriculture/ 

Land)

Food Policy 
Research 
Institute

Improve sustainable fishing 
yields/precision fishing
Exact tracking of Maximum 
Sustainable Yield (MSY)
Network with other fisheries
Minimising illegal fishing through 
space tracking/monitoring
Tracking of fish stocks to ensure 
stock health

Fishing opportunities are  
influenced by a variety of 
ecological factors. The marine 
ecosystem comprises not only the 
various fish stocks, each 
characterized by their individual 
stock density and age structure, 
but also the biotic (living) and 
abiotic (non- living) 
environment. The biotic 
environment includes predators 
such as marine mammals, birds 
and predatory fish, as well as prey 
such as plankton and other 
species of fish. It also includes 
species of flora and fauna that 
interact with the fish stocks in 
other ways – corals are one 
example, as they form habitats for 
fish. Key parameters of the 
abiotic environment include 
temperature, salinity and 
oxygen concentration, as well 
as water quality. 
- Could space be used for biotic 
& abiotic data capturea?

In smaller seas internet access is common 
among fishermen
In large seas not all fishermen have access 
to internet, though there are initiatives to 
make this possible.
Satcomms
Radio

Fishing is highly dependent 
on catch yield
Currently, the Food and 
Agriculture Organization 
(FAO) of the United Nations 
estimates that 60% of 
world fisheries are fully- 
fished. Fisheries at low 
abundance are over- 
exploited (“overfished”). The 
latest data show that 33% 
of fisheries are overfished
Far more fish are caught 
then are economically 
sensible
How can fishing become 
more sustainable with 
space research & data?

Fish provided about 3.3 billion people with 
almost 20 percent of their average per capita 
intake of animal protein. In 2017, fish accounted 
for about 17 percent of total animal protein, 
and 7 percent of all proteins, consumed globally.
Overfishing is causing marine ecosystem 
imbalances in the food web, jeopardising other 
marine life including vulnerable species like sea 
turtles and corals. Our oceans health is crucial for 
our global ecosystems longterm health (e.g. the 
oceans produce 50% of oxygen, absorb 30% of 
emitted Co2, critical in global carbon cycle)

2018’s top capture producers
China
Indonesia
Peru
India
the Russian Federation
the United States of America
Viet Nam

These countries accounted for almost 50 percent of 
total global capture production.

World Employment for fishers:

Global fish stock trend 
(unsustainable/sustainable/underfished):

"There are more than 570 million farms in the world. 
More than 90% of farms are run by an individual or a 
family and rely primarily on family labour. Family farms 
occupy a large share of the world's agricultural land and 
produce about 80% of the world's food." 
http://www.fao.org/3/a- i4036e.pdf

Approximately 3.4 billion people – or 45% of the world’s 
population – live in rural areas. Roughly 2 billion people 
(26.7% of the world population) derive their livelihoods 
from agriculture. In 2016, an estimated 57% of people in 
Africa were living in rural areas. 53% of the population 
was economically active in agriculture." 
https://www.globalagriculture.org/fileadmin/files/weltag
rarbericht/Weltagrarbericht/10BäuerlicheIndustrielleLW/
Pocketbook2018.pdf

"The vast majority of the world’s farms are small or very 
small. Worldwide, farms of less than 1 hectare account 
for 72% of all farms, but control only 8% of all 
agricultural land. Farms between 1 and 2 hectares 
account for 12% of all farms and control 4% of the land. 
In contrast, only 1% of all farms in the world are larger 
than 50 hectares, but they control 65% of the world’s 
agricultural land." http://www.fao.org/3/a- i4036e.pdf

Stats

Improve policy's 
efficiency
Reach national 
strategic goals (food 
security, 
sustainability...)
Social&economic 
improvement

Preserve/improve soil 
quality ?
Reduce costs ?
Avoid/prevent losses ? 
(natural disasters)
No blind investments 
(private infrastructure, 
equipment...)

In developed countries farmers have 
mostly access to internet/smartphones.
In developping countries farmers have 
mostly access to TV and radio as means of 
information.

Basic requirements are potentially available.Slow processes ? 
Challenging regulations ? 
Conflicts of interest ?
Identification of priorities ?
Internal/external 
communication
Connection to reality?

Farming is a time demanding 
activity, low availability for 
internet research, or 
participation to workshops and 
meetings for information.
Farmers have low involvment in 
extra- activities => "disconnected"
On a gobal scale,% of farmers 
using data from technology is  
unequally distributed Dev/undev 
countries
Income is extremely dependent 
on seasonal yield. Margins are 
generally low.

Motivations to use 
suggested solutions ? 

Are required skills and technical means 
available ?

Daily problems they may 
have, related to our idea?

In Germany 50% of farmers use 
agriculture apps / In India only 
15% of farmers have access to a 
mobile phone

87% of farmers in 
Pakistan own a TV set

Using the 
partnersh

- short term
directly (i.e

- medium- t
(analysed/c
corporation
contaminat

- long- term
relate and c
Propose ac
through pa
institutions

Farmers 
(Fisheries/A
quaculture/

Sea)

 blogs.cisco.com

Cisco Launches
‘Internet of Fish’
Initiative, Spawning
New Opportunities to
Connect the
Unconnected - Cisco
Blogs
There’s no doubt that the Internet of
Everything will have profound
implications for all of the world’s
industries. However, the vast majority of
these

Partnerships with material research institutions for sustainability, to avoid:
- Greenhouse plastics. Huge surfaces of plastic for greenhouses end up in the sea.
https://www.ecowatch.com/europes- dirty- little- secret- moroccan- slaves- and- a- sea- of- 
plastic- 1882131257.html
- Chemicals for growing crops in intensive agriculture which end up polluting the 
soil>water streams>sea
https://www.thelocal.es/20191204/mar- menor- how- nutrients- have- poisoned- one- of- 
europes- largest- saltwater- lagoons

Partnerships with educational institutions for equal opportunities:
- Farming is closely related to precarious job positions.
https://www.dw.com/en/spains- sea- of- plastic- where- europe- gets- its- produce- migrants- 
get- exploited/a- 47824476
New technology for harvesting etc will make these jobs disappear (good for avoiding 
precarious jobs, detrimental for these people who end up with no job). People in these 
precarious jobs could be trained to understand farming technology and the  data from 
ISS.

Online platforms are not widely used by farmers:
many farms lack from generational replacement and from
young people with specialised education. (Sorry I couldn't 
find an English article about this, this one is in Spanish) 
https://www.pwc.es/es/publicaciones/assets/informe- 
sector- agricola- espanol.pdf

This could be solved with:
A. Partnership with education institutions and UX/UI 
design studios to facilitate access and understanding of 
the data in online platforms.
B. Parternships with product design studios to build a 
physical device or element that farmers can engage with 
and understand ISS data, and that doesn't rely on the 
place internet options (is this possible...?)
C....

Farming / Food 
Corporations 
(owning R&D 
departments)

New grid

Propose interesting data access formula
?
?
Propose shared patenting ?
Propose interesting space research formula ?

Financial plan? marketing plan?
Adaptation to new legislations? (There are 
many new laws for sustainability, and 
companies need quick adaptation of their 
product services to fit)

Huge investment + natural disaster = huge 
losses, ex: tornadoes, storms, floods, fires, on 
a large corn field, extreme temperatures.
A new plant/animal disease
Water scarcity/heat waves

ISS monitoring data: If they have time to react, 
they can accelerate the harvest, secure the 
livestocks... Or relocate investment.
Space breeding (selection of stronger species)
        //        (selection of stress tolerant species)

How to get them interested ?How can ISS unique assests benefit them ?What kind of challenges do they face related to 
natural disasters ?

https://ww
w.hispatec.
com/en/sol
utions/

Brainstorm - What 
should be 
incorporated  in the 
plan from the 
persona's viewpoint.
Remember the 3 
unique sell points of 
ISS.

Persona (user) = Corporate 
Food Industry, which would 
include their researchers

Brainstorm - How to 
reach the user?

A. Marketing - How can we 
generate awareness to the 
sponsor and users (Corporate 
Food Industry)?

B. Research - How can we 
promote ISS's 3 Unique 
Selling points to the persona 
(researchers)?

2019 TOP 10 INTERNATIONAL FARMING 
CORPORATIONS:
1- Cargill
2- DowDuPont
3- Archer Daniels Midland Company
4- Bayer AG
5- Deere & Company
6- CNH Industrial NV
7- Nutrien (Formerly Agrium Inc. and 8- 
PotashCorp)
8- Syngenta AG
9- YARA INTERNATIONAL
10- BASF

PRICING
Possible 
Corporate 

Sponsorship 
Pool

PRICING
Research 

Collaborations

PRICING
Research 

Collaborations

Research 
Challenge for 
like minded 
researchers

Put out a media 
release call to all 

Microgravity Food 
researchers to unite 
under on initiative 
for the good of the 

planet.

Sunday  4 October 2020 meeting 
the table below to be completed by Monday 5th October prior to our meeting at 17.30
We need A LOT of ideas - get WILD!

Farm corporation definition, benefits and 
inconvenients: 
http://www.omafra.gov.on.ca/english/busde
v/facts/16- 033.htm

2019 TOP 10 INTERNATIONAL FOOD 
CORPORATIONS:
1- NESTLE
2- PEPSICO
3- Anheuser- Busch InBev
4- JBS
5- Tyson Foods
6- Archer Daniels Midland Company
7- Mars
8- Cargill
9- The Coca- Cola Company
10- Kraft Heinz Company

Quick Question (Forgive me - I 
am behind so maybe this has 

already been considered) but do 
any of us have farming 

experience? Should I reach out 
the farming communities that we 

work with around the world at 
the Media Lab?

We could request 
data from MIT's 

supply chain 
management:

https://ctl.mit.edu/re
search

We just launched this initiative: 
https://ctl.mit.edu/research/curr

ent- projects/food- and- retail- 
operations- lab

https://ctl.mit.edu/research/curr
ent- projects/humanitarian- 

supply- chain- lab

Have we talked with 
Humanitarian Aid 
organizations and 

disaster relief 
organizations to ask 

them what they need?

AND 
partner up 
with name 

brand(s)

I think that's 
a bit too 

much in to 
the weeds

This can 
be 

useful

Researcher

1

A person 
in charge 

of CSR

A person looking 
for innovative 

ideas to help the 
company in some 

way

1

A person 
scouting 
for M&A 

opportunity

I see multiple personas in a corporation

Give  Past 
examples

Like a Pledge 
type thing that 

is publicly 
signed?

Microgravity / Extreme Environment / Vantage Point

1. Can be used by Big Oil and Gas to develop cleaner fuel by studying the way fuel 
burns in microgravity. Labs on ISS: Combustion Integrated Rack (CIR), Microgravity 

Science Glovebox and Expedite the Processing of Experiments to Space Station 
(EXPRESS) Racks

2. How the extreme conditions helped design new materials and sensors that are 
used day in day out by oil and gas companies.

3. How systems like Veggie and BRIC on ISS can help develop new strains of plants.

4. How microgravity environment can be used to make advances in additive 
manufacturing using  3D Printing. (Made in Space)

5. How SPHERES was used to study fluid behaviour in microgravity and used to 
develop new fluid transport mechanisms.

Incentivise
Build 

Awareness

Incentivise

Apart from awareness, to kick start, the corporations/researchers have to be 
incentivised to use ISS to carry out their work. 

1.
Use carrot and the stick approach by giving the personas the right to the processed 

data with the intent that it will be used towards developing better food. This will 
provide the corporations with a new possible source of revenue.

2
Provide the personas with a pipeline on helping them transforming experimental 

research to a marketable product.
3

Provide personas who use ISS research an avenue where their voices are heard in 
policy development.

4
Provide the personas with a framework and support on how their product can be 

disseminated to the masses.
5.

Recognition to personas on an international platform for utilizing the said 
resources.

6.
Product marketing and promotion with backing from  ISS NL

Step 1Step 2 Step 3

Immersive Installation 
around 'Future of human 
survival, food production 

and end of natural 
disasters' and 

demonstrating ISS research 
and data capabilities

'The End of Disaster' 
Summit to share 

discoveries and research 
around pre- during- post 
disaster management 

would be in the future, how 
food corporations rethink 
their supply chain to save 

and serve human lives

Show 
& Tell

Bringing together different food 
corporations into a consortium 

to build a rapid response 
program that includes proactive 

and reactive measures backed by 
data to solve the disaster 

management problem by setting 
aside their brands

http://ww
w.brokenn
ature.org/

Mobile Command 
Centre that gives real 

time information, 
situation assessment 

and relief services 
leveraging space 

research

https://www.y
outube.com/w

atch? 
v=yrI8S1906Ug

Disaster management related data like:
- Earth Observation (EO) satellites 
Information
- Geospatial Information (GI)
- Integrated location based data
along with socio- economic data
- Remote Sensing (RS) and imagery 
analysis...
- Detect growing concentrations of 
population, especially the more 
vulnerable (e.g. slums or poorer districts)
- Innovation around new materials and 
gene involved

Strategic 
Partnerships

(research- based)

Subscription / tier 
based scientific 

software (premium 
partners) that 

corporate researchers 
can access for ISS 
research access

These 3 ideas 
could work 

very well 
together

ers could use the ISS to test sustainable 
ctices (such as hydroponic farming aboard 
r both long duration space travel but also 

on- Earth practice

nt- based fuel development for both space 
nd more sustainable energy solutions

based air and water filtration systems

ISS as an additive manufacturing testing 
an idealized manufacturing environment

.nasa.gov/content/growing- plants- in- space
w.nasa.gov/feature/space- farming- yields- a- 

crop- of- benefits- for- earth

Side note (worth take a 
look):

https://spacefoodspher
e.jp/en/

Consortium of ~30 
organizations towards 

food & space

Summit or social media virtual event to 
build awareness of research capabilities 

of ISS. 

Developing a citizen science project with 
social media campaign for a research 

project aboard ISS

Reaching out to government 
organizations, non- profits to support 

their communications teams to leverage 
social media campaigns

3 final SDGs:
1.
2.
3.

Miki
Ruchi
2, 6, 3Shaun GoldaNissem

Alice

Isabel Shreyas Angie
SDG Refine Vote

David

Secondary 
SDGs:

PLAN/PROGRAM (Our product)

COMPONENTS 
OF OUR PLAN

INCENTIVES

PARTNERS

SPONSORSRESEARCH

REMOTE 
SENSING

PLANTS 
(GENES)

IMPLEMEN
TATION 

PARTNERS

COMMERCIALIZATION
/ IMPLEMENTATION

M&A

CSR/ Doing 
something 

good for the 
society

IP
Marketing

PLANT 
GENE 

BANKS

RS DATA

CORPORATIONS

CHALLENGE

CONSORTIUM

CONSORTIUM

 CHALLENGE DISASTER
! CHALLENGE

RESEARCH

DISASTER
!

THEME / MISSION 
STATEMENT

RESILIENCE

CHALLENGE

FORMAT

Components

Ideas

SOLICITATION

Research

Obstacles/Barriers

HMW foster greater global disaster resilience through 
a space ...

PLANTS 
(GENES) RS DATA

INCENTIVES

Marketing

How might we improve 
the ‘resiliency’ of the 

top five most important 
crops to help 

communities rebuild 
after natural disasters 

using SBR

Competition

Materials

MARKETING/ 
COMMUNICA

TION/ 
AWARENESS

ART, 
VISUAL

MOONSHOT 
CHALLENGE

Fluids
Manufactu

ring

REMOTE 
SENSINGMaterialsFluids

Philanthropic 
Organizations

How can entities leverage 
capabilities provided by the ISS 

or space technologies to improve 
disaster response management 

and to promote sustainable 
consumption/production of 

crops (both of which can be used 
to address food scarcity)? - Golda

HMW create a 
joint effort 

towards solving 
good growth post 
natural disaster 

using SBR

THEME / MISSION 
STATEMENT

HMW foster global disaster 
resilience through a longterm 

research-, midterm innovation- (e.g. 
challenges), and shortterm 

emergency consortium system with 
the help of ISS? - alice

How might we foster more resilient
and sustainable farming techniques
through ISS data? - Isabel

Improve farming 
corps disaster 

management for 
more sustainable 

results, through ISS 
based research 

(Nissem)

How might we build 
sustainable, robust, 
and resilient food 

supply system(s) by 
leveraging space- 
based research 

[Miki]

How might we 
leverage space 

research to rethink 
disaster 

management and 
drive resiliency for a 
better life on earth?

Making crops 
more resilient 
to stresses in 

the 
environment

How can we 
leverage the 
approach to 

designing in space 
where resources 

are limited?

Creating a 
more 

predictable 
supply 
chain

Reducing 
risk for 

investors

Agents

Manufacturing

Sponsorship

Corporate 
Researchers

Evidence 
based 

Research

Synthesis of 
materials that 
enable more 
efficient food 
production, 

Research in 
areas that 
make the 

food growing 
process more 

On- demand 
prediction for 
crop yield at 

free or 
reduced costs

Food 
Consortia

Policy 
Makers

HMW foster greater global disaster resilience through a multiterm and 
multistrategic consortium system with the unique help of the ISS?

ART, 
VISUAL

MOONSHOT 
CHALLENGE

MARKETING/ 
COMMUNICATION/ 

AWARENESS

NASA (and 
other 
space 

agencies)

Public 
perception

International 
challenge on 

"Innovation for 
sustainable food 

sector"

Prize or Label : 
"Futurist food 
company" for 

those valorizing 
space research

Trainings
+

Certifications

Shared 
Patents

Reducing risk 
for investors

Public 
perception Obstacles/Barriers

Reducing 
loss / 

increasing 
profit

SPONSORS
Philanthropic 
Organizations

Global event 
"Microgravity 
& Industry on 

Earth"

Institutional 
Awareness

Say in Policy 
Dev. for 
Users

Data 
Ownership 

with 
caveats

Help in 
product dev.

Brand dev.  
with ISS NL 

backing

UN Orgs.
FAO,
IFAD

UNIDO

Engage Partner Develop Deliver Monitor

USERS

ISS NL

UN ORGs

UN MEMBER 
STATES

LOCAL 
GOVTS.

END USERS

Logistics

Midterm
Radical Innovation | Consortium competing against each other for innovation

Longterm
Global Research Collaboration | Consortium collaborating together

Agents

PLANTS 
(GENES)

REMOTE 
SENSING

Shortterm
Emergency Response | Consortium acting together

Multiterm & Multistrategic

Single Disaster Event

Midterm Innovations 
inform how to better 
respond in shortterm

Shortterm response 
experiences inform innovating 
challenges that need to be 
solved

Shortterm response 
experiences inform longterm 
research strategy

Longterm research informs 
midterm innovation as to 
what is possible

Longterm research disoveries 
inform shortterm response 
strategy

Midterm innovation 
informs what is still needed 
for longterm research

Single Challenge Event

Ongoing Research

Research Areas What shape could this "platform" take?

Interdependency

Whatever is needed to improve handling of disasters

Or do we want to focus on one field? E.g. Plant Genes? Corporate Collaborative Network 
(Faster moving compared to 
goverments)
Data/research repository
Research/scientific software
Trainings & certifications
Public facing page/marketing 
communicating short, mid and 
longterm achievements

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Corporate 
Researchers

Food 
Consortia

Shared IP will be a problem, 
or an opportunity?

Why would these agents join?

Materials Fluids
PLANT 
GENE 

BANKS

RS DATA

CSR/ Doing 
something 

good for the 
society

IP Marketing

Creating a 
more 

predictable 
supply 
chain

Public perception by 
giving back to society

Access to 
innovative 

space 
research

HMW partner with food 
corporations towards 

greater global food 
resiliency in times of 

disaster to help 
impacted human lives ?

HMW foster greater global disaster resilience through 
a space ...

Brainstorm - Platform to showcase and make the user aware of the plan

X PRIZE for 
RESILIENT FOODS 

- organised by 
ISSNL, sponsored 

by 10 
corporations

ISS Certified badge 
for food products 

that have had some 
research done on 
the ISS (a la Fair 

Trade or Rainforest 
Alliance)

INTL. MOONSHOT 
CHALLENGE 

solving major 
disaster problem

Midterm
Radical Innovation | Consortium competing against each other for innovation

Longterm
Global Research Collaboration | Consortium collaborating together

Agents

PLANTS 
(GENES)

REMOTE 
SENSING

Shortterm
Emergency Response | Consortium acting together

Multiterm & Multistrategic

Single Disaster Event

Midterm Innovations 
inform how to better 
respond in shortterm

Shortterm response 
experiences inform innovating 
challenges that need to be 
solved

Shortterm response 
experiences inform longterm 
research strategy

Longterm research informs 
midterm innovation as to 
what is possible

Longterm research disoveries 
inform shortterm response 
strategy

Midterm innovation 
informs what is still needed 
for longterm research

Single Challenge Event

Ongoing Research

Research Areas

What shape could this "platform" take?

Interdependency

Whatever is needed to improve handling of disasters

Or do we want to focus on one field? E.g. Plant Genes?

Corporate 
Collaborative Social 
Network 
(Desktop/Mobile/Ye
arly Events)

Corporate 
Researchers

Food 
Consortia

Shared IP will be a problem, 
or an opportunity?

Why would these agents join?

Materials Fluids
PLANT 
GENE 

BANKS

RS DATA

IP Marketing

Creating a 
more 

predictable 
supply 
chain

Public perception by 
giving back to society

Access to 
innovative 

space 
research

Corporate collaboration 
"having more hands on 
deck" will accelerate the 

speed to solving 
complex global problems 

together

Thought 
leadership 

videos - short 
videos with an 

astronaut

Immersive Installation 
around 'Future of human 
survival, food production 

and end of natural 
disasters' and 

demonstrating ISS research 
and data capabilities

Showcase ISS 
Research through an 

immersive 
installation 

combined with a 
hands on workshop

CHALLENGE CONSORTIUM

SOLICITATION Competition

Thinktank

How do we market !
Attracting user to the Product

1. Micro Transactions for creating 
product awareness. Time in Orbit: 1/10 

Time, Cost: Freemium (Funded by 
Sponsorship and so on)

 Users: Independent researchers, 
students.

How: Grass root level competitions,

Space Kitchen

Thought 
leadership 

videos - short 
video with 

researchers

Logistics App

Mobile Command 
Centre that connects all 
researchers, share ISS 

researches, participates 
in solving complex 
problems to spark 

interest

International 
challenge on 

"Innovation for 
sustainable food 

sector"

Prize or Label : 
"Futurist food 
company" for 

those valorizing 
space research

Plan trainings
+

Certifications

Support global 
event 

"Microgravity & 
Industry on 

Earth"

Challenges like the 
WDO challenge but 

focused on 
objectives 

developed in this 
session

Shared 
Patents

School lunch/Snacks

or that contain a 
food product that 

has been developed 
to have higher 

resiliency through 
spaced based 

research

Live data 
visualization gallery 

showcasing ISS 
research where 
researchers are 
interact with the 
data and insights

Golda:

Building off of Alice's ideas of short, mid-, and long- term solutions.

Short: Consortium shares immediate resources to affected areas, connections to 
satellite resources to share remote sensing resources when in need

Mid- term: Consortium meets consistently and develops resources or training 
materials for agriculture communities, Hosts training workshops to disseminate 

information to new actors and organizations; host design competitions/hackathons 
to iterate on new solutions

Long: Partnering with aerospace companies doing research aboard ISS to 
repurpose ISS module for agricultural experimentation

10 mins with an 
ambassador to 
help direct or 

shepherd 
conversation

Partner with sector 
influencers/opinion 
leaders. Make them 
ambassadors of the 

program?

"Fast track" 
scheme for food 

resiliency 
research to get 

research slots on 
ISS

Data/research 
repository
Research/scien
tific software

Fast Deployment Aquaponic
or Food Grown ModulesContainers

Alliance of Food production 
companies (e.g. Kraft and 

Mondolez) to contribute to 
food resiliency research 

(that uses some element of 
space based research)

Annual 
Challenges

Ambassador 
could come 
from WDO 

group

Through them, 
get to sector 
organizations

Food 
Emergency. 
Logistics/ 
Feature in App

Ambassador 
helps to create 
spinoff project 

for ISS

Public facing 
page/marketing 
communicating 
short, mid and 
longterm 
achievements

Challenge within 
challenge! 
woohoo!

Space - Earth  - SDG Tracker
Dashboard - GIS

Public Facing

Constant Service

Benefit for 
Ambassador is 

to help 
support their 

efforts

Specific Service

Training
(live/Eat  like an astronaut)

Benefit for 
researcher is 

that it helps to 
develop their 

reserach

Check out 
Space Food 

Sphere

Benefit for 
society is that 

research is 
aligned with 

SDGs

"Supermarket 
experience" or 

ecommerce store to 
buy/sell products 

with food developed 
in space

Internal Facing (Consortium)

Co- design 
where ISS and 

food 
researchers 

are collaborate

Raise 
Awareness - 
Video Shorts

3 michelin starred 
restaurant with 

foods developed 
in space (e.g. with 

Heston 
Blumenthal)

 www.vollebak.com

Men's apparel
We make the future of adventure gear

Use an app to 
connect to 

ambassadors

2. Mega- transactions f
significant impact:

Time in Orbit: 9/10 Time (A
Requirement) Cost: User 

Users: 
Corporations/Univ.Resear
How: Moon shot, Show an

Installations

David

Ruchi

Shaun

David

Shreyas

A

A

A

David

Alice
Nis

Shreyas

Urban Agriculture
My Space Falt

Ruchi

Shreyas

corporations
Miki

Marco

Golda

Shreyas

Alice

Marco

Golda

Golda

Nis

Shaun

Miki

Marco

Nis

 www.xprize.org

Carbon XPRIZE

Example from X 
PRIZE - the prize 
is focussed on 

Carbon Capture

Alice

This company 
sells futuristic 
"space"- tech 

clothing

Miki

Shaun

Space Show
ISS Experiment 

Awareness

Challenges - Hackatoons
Schools and
Universities Poles

Ruchi

focus on the design goal / platform? plan? 

Long- term
CONSORTIUM

Approach 
Model

INTL. MOONSHOT 
CHALLENGE 

solving major 
disaster problem

Midterm
Radical Innovation | Consortium competing against each other for innovation

Longterm
Global Research Collaboration | Consortium collaborating together

Agents

PLANTS 
(GENES)

REMOTE 
SENSING

Shortterm
Emergency Response | Consortium acting together

Multiterm & Multistrategic

Single Disaster Event

Midterm Innovations 
inform how to better 
respond in shortterm

Shortterm response 
experiences inform innovating 
challenges that need to be 
solved

Shortterm response 
experiences inform longterm 
research strategy

Longterm research informs 
midterm innovation as to 
what is possible

Longterm research disoveries 
inform shortterm response 
strategy

Midterm innovation 
informs what is still needed 
for longterm research

Single Challenge Event

Ongoing Research

Research Areas

What shape could this "platform" take?

Interdependency

Whatever is needed to improve handling of disasters

Or do we want to focus on one field? E.g. Plant Genes?

Corporate 
Collaborative Social 
Network 
(Desktop/Mobile/Ye
arly Events)

Food 
Corporate 
Researchers

Food 
Consortia

Shared IP will be a problem, or an opportunity?

Why would these agents join?

Materials Fluids

PLANT 
GENE 

BANKS

RS DATA

IP Marketing

Creating a 
more 

predictable 
supply 
chain

Public perception by 
giving back to society

Access to 
innovative 

space 
research

Corporate collaboration 
"having more hands on 
deck" will accelerate the 

speed to solving 
complex global 

problems together

Logistics App

Data/research 
repository
Research/scien
tific software

Annual 
Challenges

* Training
*Experiences

Food 
Emergency. 
Logistics/ 
Feature in App

Public facing 
page/marketing 
communicating 
short, mid and 
longterm 
achievements

Public Facing

Constant Service Specific Service

Internal Facing (Consortium)

Academic 
Researchers

Space agencies 
& future 

commercial  
space station 

operators
International 
challenge on 

"Innovation for 
sustainable food 

sector"

Art 
Installations

Global event 
"Microgravity 
& Industry on 

Earth"

Student 
Hackathons/

Design 
Challenges

Shared 
Patents

REMOTE 
SENSING

MICROGRAVITY

Involvement 
of sector's 

opinion 
leaders

team.. don't forget to combine the 2 approaches 
based on the voting and our design thinking process

Phase I

1- Setting the platfrom for the social networking 
and community building

2- Public facing, Marketing, Communication

Some suggested sections for the social platform :
Personal profiles

Company/organization profiles
Latest related news

Partner search
List of related events
Job offers, trainings

Call to actions (disaster's related? Relief, Research...)

Round tables with sector's opinion leaders => publish 
reccomendations for research axis / roadmap (related to 

food/natural disasters and space research) ?
Contact related previous NASA scientific partners through 

available databases, inform about the program, the 
roadmap and the platform (e- mail campaign/webinars/ in 

person meetings ?)
Contact cooperation managers of sector's organizations, 

invite to webinars and meetings, provide Marketing content 
for dissemination

A database for research institutions active in food/disaster 
management /space should be created and used.

Web marketing campaign about the project and the 
platform : Advertise on websites for professionals like 

Researchgate, LinkedIn...
Advertise project, platform and roadmap during 

professional/scientific events (conferences/fairs/expo)

Phase II  

1- Consortium building stage

Communication campaign in the resulting 
community on Consortium building, 

engagements and benefits, through : series of 
webinars, workshops then meetings. Opinion 

leaders / ambassadors input here

Keep this professional community alive 
through events, competitions, prizes, debates... 

Opinion leaders / ambassadors input here

Consider media coverage of activities

TIME FRAME ????

Phase III  

???

???????????????????????????????????????

??????????????????????????

Merge ?

Merge ? 30/60/90 
Day plan 

??

Mid- term
Radical Innovation | Consortium competing against each other for innovation

Long- term
Global Research Collaboration | Consortium collaborating together

Short- term
Emergency Response | Consortium acting together

Single Disaster Event

Mid- term Innovations 
inform how to better 
respond in short- term

Short- term response 
experiences inform innovating 
challenges that need to be 
solved

Short- term response 
experiences inform long- term 
research strategy

Long- term research 
informs mid- term 
innovation as to what is 
possible

Long- term research 
discoveries inform short- term 
response strategy

Mid- term innovation 
informs what is still needed 
for long- term research

Single Challenge Event

Ongoing Research

Interdependency
Logistics App

Long- term CONSORTIUM

REMOTE SENSING MICROGRAVITY SHARED PATENTS

Committee selection, considerations for 
basis selection

Chair
Co- Chair
Industry Members
Academia Members
Patient Members

Observers
Executive Directors

OTHER
Secretariat (Executive 
Director, Management 
Team)
Working Groups (Leaders, 
Participants)
External Partners

Stakeholders
Founding org 1
Founding org 2
Community member 1
Key partner 1
Key partner 2
Steering Committee member 1
Steering Committee member 2

Research Areas
Whatever is needed to improve the handling of 
disaster

Materials
Fluids
Plant Genes (Banks)
Remote sensing | RS Data

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

1.
2.
3.
4.

PHASE 1

Marketing
Media Launch
Corporate 
Collaborative 
Social Network 
(Desktop/Mobile/
Yearly Events)
Website

Public facing 
page/marketing 
communicating 
short, mid and 
longterm 
achievements

1.
2.
3.

4.

PHASE 2
Promote

Approach Model
Personas | Users: Researchers - Food Corporations, Academic
ISS's Unique Selling Points:  Microgravity, Extreme Conditions and Vantage Point

PHASE 4
Multiterm & Multi- strategic Process

International 
challenge on 

"Innovation for 
sustainable food 

sector"

Global event 
"Microgravity & 

Industry on 
Earth"

INTL. MOONSHOT 
CHALLENGE 

solving major 
disaster problem

PHASE 5
Evaluation

Vo
te
rs

N
on

Agents
Food Corporate 
Researchers
Food Consortia
Space agencies & future 
commercial space 
station operators
Academic Researchers

Agent Incentive
Access to innovative 
space research
Creating a more 
predictable supply
Public perception by 
giving back to society
IP
Public back to society
Corporate collaboration 
"having more hands on 
deck" will accelerate the 
speed to solving complex 
global problems together

Internal Facing 
(Consortium)
Specific Service

Food Emergency
Logistics/ Feature in App

Possible Annual Obsticles
Training
Experiences

Software and Hardware
Data/research repository
Research/scientific software

1.

2.
3.

4.

1.

2.

3.

4.
5.
6.

PHASE 3
Content

PHASE 1
Building Consortium

# marco alice shaun Golda Shreyas Isabel Nissem David

FINAL Friday PRESENTATION -- Snap thinking / presentation 

give a 
name

Context

Problem

OUR STORY 

WHAT IS 
THE VISUAL 
PROROTYPE

TEAM 
MEMBERS

VISUAL 
IDENTITY 

INFOGRAPHICS

Phase I

1- Setting the platfrom for the social networking 
and community building

2- Public facing, Marketing, Communication

Some suggested sections for the social platform :
Personal profiles

Company/organization profiles
Latest related news

Partner search
List of related events
Job offers, trainings

Call to actions (disaster's related? Relief, Research...)

Round tables with sector's opinion leaders => publish 
reccomendations for research axis / roadmap (related to 

food/natural disasters and space research) ?
Contact related previous NASA scientific partners through 

available databases, inform about the program, the 
roadmap and the platform (e- mail campaign/webinars/ in 

person meetings ?)
Contact cooperation managers of sector's organizations, 

invite to webinars and meetings, provide Marketing content 
for dissemination

A database for research institutions active in food/disaster 
management /space should be created and used.

Web marketing campaign about the project and the 
platform : Advertise on websites for professionals like 

Researchgate, LinkedIn...
Advertise project, platform and roadmap during 

professional/scientific events (conferences/fairs/expo)

Phase II  

1- Consortium building stage

Communication campaign in the resulting 
community on Consortium building, 

engagements and benefits, through : series of 
webinars, workshops then meetings. Opinion 

leaders / ambassadors input here

Keep this professional community alive 
through events, competitions, prizes, debates... 

Opinion leaders / ambassadors input here

Consider media coverage of activities

TIME FRAME ????

Phase III  

???

???????????????????????????????????????

??????????????????????????

30/60/90 
Day plan 

??

More 
ideas/ 

whats next

Points 
to 

highlight

1 Common Space

ShreyasShreyas Ruchi 2 Space force

3 Space

SDGs

Opportunity

Platform image 
selling our 

idea/catching 
audience 
attention

Mission statement

Diagram of 
concept 
vision

Space
Earthsitters

SDG and Space 
Applications 

Technology Spin 
off and ISS RS

1 Management live and Land on 
Earth
Disaster Management 
(Flood/Drought)
2 Food (hunger, poor nutrition 
and health and well being)
3 Usage of ISS capabilities (Tech 
Spin Off, Education, Tracking and 
EO Space Tech and Sustainable 
development connection)

1 Webpage (UI) with all the Key 
Stakeholder Features in a mapped

2  Simulation of a successful case of our 
platform from the need to the use of ISS 

Technology applied
 3 A mock up of a grand challenge 

webpage (steal/borrow the X PRIZE 
website layout)

4 information flow, resource flow, etc.
connection between research community 

and beneficiaries
5 Alice's diagram

Team Skill - 
Experience 

and their link 
to the project 

needs

1 How the solution will 
work (Scenario - case 

study)
2 Stakeholders map
3 Challenges Poster 

(sample)
4  Solution promotion n 

Fliers (advertisment)

Where to Start 
(what would 
be the first 

step to make it 
happen)

Space  - 
SDG 

tracking

SDGs

Inclusions: connect 
everyone with Space and 

Space with everyone

Accelerate:  Space/Erath  
Technology 

Improve/ assure 
sustainable live on Earth

SURS - Space 
Union for a 

Resilient 
Society

Context & Problem: 
Disaster resilience stats 

how much it 
happens/costs/costs 

development/lives, affects 
cities/will increase in future 
due to climate change etc. 

WHY it is important to 
focus on it

Our process: 
Ideas we had. 

Diamond 
Model

TEAM 
MEMBERS

USP/WHY CARE: A global 
collaborative consortium of 

researchers, food 
corporations and X acting 
on a emergency response, 
innovation and collective 
research basis to achieve 
global disaster resilience 

doesnt exist yet.

Reflection 
as a team 

on 
experience.

SDGs

Disaster resilience and 
response is a global effort 
that demands collective 

response on a emergency, 
innovation and research 

basis that hasn't been 
fulfilled yet.

Space for 
Food 

Resilience

Highlight the specific goals within 
the 3 SDGs we are aiming to 
tackle and how those goals 

might be able to be tackled (in 
part) with the help of research 

and breakthroughs carried out in 
part using the unique conditions 

of LEO and outer space

Lack of technological adaptation and farming resilience 
management.

- Disaster Management (Flood/Drought) and protection
- Food (hunger, poor nutrition and health and well 
being)
- Lack of access or understanding of new technologies
- Investments necessary for improve farming
- Working conditions

Isn't this an opportunity?:
3 Usage of ISS capabilities (Tech Spin Off, Education, 
Tracking and EO Space Tech and Sustainable 
development connection)

A mock up of a 
grand challenge 

webpage 
(steal/borrow the 
X PRIZE website 

layout)

Photos, names 
of team 

members and 
advisors/facilit

ators

VISUAL 
IDENTITY 

INFOGRAPHICS

90 day/6 
month/36 

month /10y 
year plan

Continuous 
thread / 

reference 
to SDGs

SDGs

Consortium 
structure and 

the key 
activities it will 

lead

iCARE: 
International 
Consortium 

for Agricultural 
REsilience

Context: Statistics 
on food insecurity, 

food scarcity, map of 
locations most 

affected by climate 
impacts

Problem:  Barriers to or 
issues with communication 
and info dissemination to 
agriculture stakeholders, 

raising awareness of space 
technology capabilities

Detailed map/web 
of stakeholders, 

information flow, 
resource flow, etc.

TEAM 
MEMBERS

Consortium 
hierarchy - web or 
map connecting 

many 
stakeholders

Future 
work, initial 

plans for 
Phase 2+

Points 
to 

highlight

impacts

SDGs

Mission statement

Mission 
statement and 

Consortium 
objectives

Better life 
on earth 

thru space

1. Our original brief.
2. Why did we decide on the 3 
SDGs
3.Highlight the specific goals 
within the 3 SDGs we are aiming 
to tackle and how those goals 
might be able to be tackled (in 
part) with the help of research 
and breakthroughs carried out in 
part using the unique conditions 
of LEO and outer space

Problem

wHAT IS THE 
VISUAL 

PROROTYPE

TEAM 
MEMBERS

VISUAL 
IDENTITY 

INFOGRAPHICS

More 
ideas/ 

whats next

Points 
to 

highlight

SDGs

Opportunity

Context of the 
project or of the 

problem?
Project: Journey 

from natural 
disaster food 

ecosystem maping...

Lack of technological adaptation 
and farming resilience.

- lack of access or understanding 
of new technologies

- investments necessary for 
improve  farming

- working conditions
- protective measures for 

disasters...

Website/app? 
events/exhibi

tions?

TEAM 
MEMBERS

Consortium plan  
with time frame + 

stakeholders 
navigating 
through it.

Materialise or 
visualize the 

plan in a 
practical and 
intuitive way.

ISS research 
specific 

connection 
with SDGs 
selected.

SDGs

Consortium that 
facilitates  

building long- 
term resiliency in 

farming 
collectively.

iSERV 
(international 

Space for 
rEouRce 

preserVation)

Improvement/
optimization 

for a 
sustainable 

industry

 Unexploited 
rich technical 
advances Vs 

stagnant 
development

wHAT IS THE 
VISUAL 

PROROTYPE

TEAM 
MEMBERS

VISUAL 
IDENTITY 

INFOGRAPHICS

More 
ideas/ 

whats next

Points 
to 

highlight

sustainable 
industry

SDGs

Focused 
collaborative 

efforts for 
sustainable 

development

iSERV 
(International 
Space Station 
for Resource 
Preservation)

Zero Hunger, 
Responsible 

Consumption 
and Production, 

Life onLand

1. 821 Million (People suffered 
from hunger in 2018)
2. 8 Million metric tons of plastic 
end up in our oceans
3. 23 Hectares of Land a minute 
disappear every minute due to 
disertification

Visual prototype 
should focus on 

connection 
between research 
community and 

beneficiaries

Corporations, 
Consortia, 

and Research 
communities

1. Have a visual of how ambassadors 
reach out to the research community, 
and connect ideas to research in space.
2. Have visuals from space of the earth - 
the earth captures the attention and 
represents unity without borders
3. Have a visual of food systems, and 
agriculture expressing the need wrt 
hunger

Next:  Build a 
consortia of 

ambassadors that 
can connect via of 
an app or website

and Production, 
Life onLand

SDGs

1. Research plant growth and 
more efficient production of 
food
2. Develop materials for more 
sustainable packaging
3. Use data from remote sensing, 
and plant growth research to 
inform climate and to 
sustainably build our 
communities

Space
Syndicate

Why disaster management 
as the key scenario? 

<https://www.statista.com/
statistics/510959/number- 

of- natural- disasters- events- 
globally/

HMW foster greater 
global disaster 

resilience through a 
consortium system 

with the unique help 
of the ISS?

wHAT IS THE 
VISUAL 

PROROTYPE

TEAM 
MEMBERS

VISUAL 
IDENTITY 

INFOGRAPHICS

More 
ideas/ 

whats next

SDGs

A movement that 
brings together 

focused group of 
individuals and 
corporations to 

solve for 
sustainability goals

1. Life in space benefits earth
2. Vantage point from space 

promotes a community of unity
3. Microgravity enables unique 

physics for life science and 
materials development

4. Exposure to space provides 
enabling research for materials 

development

Points 
to 

highlight

Alice's 
diagram

Alice's 
diagram

Mission statement

Focus multidisciplinary 
/ cross organisation 

efforts on big humanity 
challenges, leveraging 
the specific benefits of 
using the space based 

research

Long- 
term 
vision

ISS NL to be 
the key driver 

for community 
to progress 

and empower

How it 
will be 

rolled out

Thank 
you :)

Our very next 
steps (/if we 

had more 
time, we 

would do X)

Long- term 
vision, 

suggestions

Benefit/power of 
space- based 

research is not 
exploited towards 
advancing SDGs

Benefit of 
Space- based 
research on 
our life on 

Earth

Miki

"KPIs and KRI" 
what we expect 
to achieve when 
the solution is 

running

Alice

David

Nis

Isabel

Nis

Alice

Space, 
resilience, 
resource

Space

iSSERV 
(International 

Space Service for 
Environmental 

Resilience)Alice

Nis
Nis

Nis Nis

Nis

Nis

Nis

Nis
Nis

Nis Nis

Nis

Nis

Nis

Nis Nis

maybe a simple icon for each person? (photo feels too much?)

VISUAL 
IDENTITY 

INFOGRAPHICS

1. Alice's Diagram
2. How the solution will 
work (Scenario - case 
study)
3. Stakeholders navigating 
through it.
(((4. Challenges Poster 
(sample)))))

Focused 
collaborative 

efforts for 
sustainable 

1. Develop research experiments in 
agricultural related life science 
(((consortia))) to promote more 
sustainable production of food
2. Work with manufacturers of materials 
(for  packaging products) to develop 
novel materials towards reducing waste 
3. Inform our communities (((with climate 
and agricultural growing conditions))) to 
live sustainably

Points 
to 

highlight

ISS research specific connection with 
SDGs selected. 

1. Vantage point from space promotes a 
community of unity

2. Microgravity allows novel opportunity 
to understand physical phenomenas and 

biology 
3. Exposure to extreme condition of 
space provides enabling research for 

materials development

Long- term 
vision, 

suggestions

Background of scientific 
research

Flesh out your ideas 
in a Storyboard
Now that you have the top clustered 
themes chosen, flesh out those ideas 
further by using a storyboard with a 
beginning, middle and end. The stickies 
should tell the story of how the idea would 
work. You can create that storyboard 
together as a team. 

Script Action Script Action Script Action

Script Action Script Action Script Action

Describe the beginning 
of the story Describe next step And the next

And the next And the next
And describe the end of 

the story - ideally a happy 
ending!

10

iCARE: 
International 
Consortium 

for Agricultural 
REsilience

1. Our original brief.
2. Why did we decide on the 3 SDGs
3. Highlight the specific goals within the 3 
SDGs we are aiming to tackle and how 
those goals might be able to be tackled 
(in part) with the help of research and 
breakthroughs carried out in part using 
the unique conditions of LEO and outer 
space. Statistics on food insecurity, food 
scarcity, map of locations most affected 
by climate impacts

Lack of  farming resilience management:

- Disaster Management (Flood/Drought) and protection
- F ood (hunger, poor nutrition and health and well 
being)
- Lack of access or understanding of new technologies, 
and therefore, adaptation to them.
- Investments necessary for improve farming
- Working conditions

Isn't this an opportunity?:
3 Usage of ISS capabilities (Tech Spin Off, Education, 
Tracking and EO Space Tech and Sustainable 
development connection)

1. Develop research agricultural 
related life science consortia to 
promote more sustainable 
production of food
2. Work with manufacturers of 
materials to develop less waste 
in packaging products
3. Inform our communities with 
climate and agricultural growing 
conditions to live sustainably

1 Webpage (UI) with all the Key 
Stakeholder Features in a mapped

2  Simulation of a successful case of our 
platform from the need to the use of ISS 

Technology applied
 3 A mock up of a grand challenge 

webpage (steal/borrow the X PRIZE 
website layout)

4 information flow, resource flow, etc.
connection between research community 

and beneficiaries
5 Alice's diagram

VISUAL 
IDENTITY 

INFOGRAPHICS

VISUAL 
IDENTITY 

INFOGRAPHICS

1. Alice's Diagram
2. How the solution will 
work (Scenario - case 
study)
3. Stakeholders navigating 
through it.
4. Challenges Poster 
(sample)

"Xprize" Challenge 
Poster/mockup

ISS research specific connection 
with SDGs selected. 

1. Life in space benefits earth
2. Vantage point from space 

promotes a community of unity
3. Microgravity enables unique 

physics for life science and 
materials development

4. Exposure to space provides 
enabling research for materials 

development

Consortium Collaborative 
Platform

Photos, names 
of team 

members and 
advisors/facilit

ators

maybe a simple icon for each person? (photo feels too much?)

Background of art 
installation

Public Facing App held in hand

give a 
name

Context

Problem

wHAT IS THE 
VISUAL 

PROROTYPE

TEAM 
MEMBERS

VISUAL 
IDENTITY 

INFOGRAPHICS

More 
ideas/ 

whats next

Points 
to 

highlight

SDGs

Opportunity

Long- term 
vision, 

suggestions

iCARE Logo

International Consortium for 
Agricultural REsilience

"Introducing the future of global agricultural 
resilience through Space research"

In the future we can 
 think about the 

next phases, 
activation then 

monitoring (KPIs) of 
the project

community building

A. USP/WHY CARE: A global collaborative 
consortium of researchers, food 
corporations and X acting on a 

emergency response, innovation and 
collective research basis to achieve global 

disaster resilience doesnt exist yet.
B. Build a consortia of ambassadors that 

can connect via of an app or website
C. 90 day/6 month/36 month /10y year 

plan

flesh ideas on a storyboard -
  how to communicate or 
demonstrate the journey of 
someone getting involcved 
with the concortium 
(ambassador)

visuals
each member should propose 
images related to each of 
these categories

HERO SHOT

sections

slides development and common identity

platform of communication  / consortium / web/ ux / hero s

alice  / marco

isabel work on slides (and in collaboration with Alice to visual identity) ruchi,

David opportunities

context slide

Ruchi Context / ideas

5  brainstorming

HERO SHOT

space background?

GREschool.design

 greschool.designGraduate Show 2020 ||School of Design ||University of GreenwichWelcome to the University of GreenwichGraduate Design Show 2020.

https://unicornplatform.com/

Earth's Biosphere - Green line is the biosphere

https://unicornplatform.com/

 unicornplatform.comUnicorn Platform Landing page builderfor startupsModern website builder for startups.Powered by unicorn magic.

building 
communities

artistic

young 
people

Solution
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SDG - Team 2
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Figure 6. - Spread Sheet (Supplied by WDO)

SDG - Team 2SDGs ORBITAL UNIVERSITY BUSINESS INCUBATOR
How can space-based research address UN Sustainable Development Goals? How can we build an orbital university? How can ISS become a business incubator?

SDG-TEAM-1 SDG-TEAM-2 ORB-UNI-TEAM-1 ORB-UNI-TEAM-2 BUSINESS-TEAM

First Name Last Name Email First Name Last Name Email First Name Last Name Email First Name Last Name Email First Name Last Name Email

FACILITATOR Anastasios Maragiannis a.maragiannis@gre.ac.uk Kaori Becerril kaori.unam.cidi@gmail.com Ted Tagami ted@magnitude.io Fabro Steibel ofabro@itsrio.org Lee Anderson anderl57@newschool.edu

ISS THOUGHT LEADER Miki Sode msode@issnationallab.org Miki Sode msode@issnationallab.org Dan Barstow dbarstow@issnationallab.org Dan Barstow dbarstow@issnationallab.org Ken Savin ksavin@issnationallab.org

WDO THOUGHT LEADER Angie Fahlman angie.fahlman@carleton.ca Angie Fahlman angie.fahlman@carleton.ca Thomas Garvey thomas.garvey@carleton.ca Thomas Garvey thomas.garvey@carleton.ca David Kusuma david@wdo.org

11 PARTICIPANT Alice Sueko Müller suekoalice@gmail.com Sejal Budholiya sejalbudholiya19@gmail.com Russell Kennedy russell.kennedy@deakin.edu.au Axel Thallemer thallemer@ust.hk Gjoko Muratovski gjoko.muratovski@uc.edu

2 PARTICIPANT Isabel Alonso Serrano isaalo.isabel@gmail.com Kimberley Miner kimberley.n.miner@jpl.nasa.gov Nicholas De Leon nick.leon@rca.ac.uk Charlie Ranscombe cranscombe@swin.edu.au Ali Nasseri ali.nasseri@gmail.com

3 PARTICIPANT Ruchi Batra ruchi.ahuja@gmail.com Shannon Case shannon.a.case@gmail.com Alison Waterman alison@dreamup.org Shilpy Lather Shilpylather@gmail.com Prerna Baranwal prernabaranwal2190@gmail.com

4 PARTICIPANT Shreyas Mirji shreyasmirji@gmail.com VIJAYAKOMAGAN M S ceokardle@gmail.com Trisha Navidzadeh trisha@marketinggroup.space Sarah Kusuma sctkusuma@gmail.com Hanoi Alexa Gonzalez Talavera hanoi.talavera@spacegeneration.org

5 PARTICIPANT David Zuniga david@axiomspace.com Stephan Reckie sreckie@genglobal.org Angela Sofía Mora morangela144@gmail.com Mahsa Esfandabadi mahsa.esfand@gmail.com Luca Kiewiet lucakiewiet@hotmail.com

6 PARTICIPANT Soufiane Romero marco.f.m.romero@gmail.com Davis George Moye moyeconsultantsreceipts@gmail.com Jeffrey Montes jeffatblue@outlook.com Phnam Bagley phnamb@nonfiction.design Marcus Huels marcus.huels@gmail.com

7 PARTICIPANT Shaun Miller shaunmiller10@gmail.com Mark Vanderbeeken mark.vanderbeeken@experientia.com Koraldo Kajanaku kkajanaku@gmail.com Domenic Giuntoli dsmg.connect@gmail.com Sertac ERSAYIN sertacersayin@gmail.com

8 PARTICIPANT Chille Bergstrom chille@mit.edu Carlos Balderas srbal@me.com Nisheet Singh nisheet99@gmail.com Gary Barnhard barnhard@barnhard.com Neel Mehta neel@studiocarbon.in

9 PARTICIPANT - - - Melodie Yashar melodie@spacexarch.com Isaac Gathu gmashizzo@gmail.com Brennan Lutkewitte btlutkewitte@gmail.com Daniel Tompkins growmars2@gmail.com

10 PARTICIPANT - - - Klara Anna Capova klara.anna.capova@esa.int Brian McMahon brian.mcmahon@segment-international.com Debashish Roy debashishroy732@gmail.com Goncalo Esteves goncalo.esteves@bpm-d.com

11 PARTICIPANT - - - - - - Olga Bannova obannova@central.uh.edu Deepak Gupta deepak03.gupta@sap.com - - -

12 PARTICIPANT - - - - - - - - - Olga Tihhonova olja.tihhonova@gmail.com - - -

Stephan Reckie13 STUDENT PARTICIPANT Golda Nguyen gnguyen@mit.edu Abdul Rahman. rahman.abdul1453@gmail.com Abigail Hoover anhoover@ualberta.ca Justin Low JustinLow@cmail.carleton.ca

14 STUDENT PARTICIPANT Sergiu Iliev sergiu@iliev.us Soufiane El Fassi soufiane.elfassi@gmail.com Margarita Belali belalimargarita@gmail.com - - - Amira Ashraf AmiraAshraf@cmail.carleton.ca

15 STUDENT PARTICIPANT Nissem Abdeljelil nissem.abdeljelil@gmail.com Vandana Suryawanshi vandana.suryawanshi@vidyavalley.com - - - - - - Nicole Villanueva nicole.villanueva@pucp.edu.pe

16 STUDENT PARTICIPANT - - - Snigdha Narra snigdha.narra@gmail.com - - - - - - - - -

SDGs ORBITAL UNIVERSITY BUSINESS INCUBATOR
How can space-based research address UN Sustainable Development Goals? How can we build an orbital university? How can ISS become a business incubator?

SDG-TEAM-1 SDG-TEAM-2 ORB-UNI-TEAM-1 ORB-UNI-TEAM-2 BUSINESS-TEAM

First Name Last Name Email First Name Last Name Email First Name Last Name Email First Name Last Name Email First Name Last Name Email

FACILITATOR Anastasios Maragiannis a.maragiannis@gre.ac.uk Kaori Becerril kaori.unam.cidi@gmail.com Ted Tagami ted@magnitude.io Fabro Steibel ofabro@itsrio.org Lee Anderson anderl57@newschool.edu

ISS THOUGHT LEADER Miki Sode msode@issnationallab.org Miki Sode msode@issnationallab.org Dan Barstow dbarstow@issnationallab.org Dan Barstow dbarstow@issnationallab.org Ken Savin ksavin@issnationallab.org

WDO THOUGHT LEADER Angie Fahlman angie.fahlman@carleton.ca Angie Fahlman angie.fahlman@carleton.ca Thomas Garvey thomas.garvey@carleton.ca Thomas Garvey thomas.garvey@carleton.ca David Kusuma david@wdo.org

11 PARTICIPANT Alice Sueko Müller suekoalice@gmail.com Sejal Budholiya sejalbudholiya19@gmail.com Russell Kennedy russell.kennedy@deakin.edu.au Axel Thallemer thallemer@ust.hk Gjoko Muratovski gjoko.muratovski@uc.edu

2 PARTICIPANT Isabel Alonso Serrano isaalo.isabel@gmail.com Kimberley Miner kimberley.n.miner@jpl.nasa.gov Nicholas De Leon nick.leon@rca.ac.uk Charlie Ranscombe cranscombe@swin.edu.au Ali Nasseri ali.nasseri@gmail.com

3 PARTICIPANT Ruchi Batra ruchi.ahuja@gmail.com Shannon Case shannon.a.case@gmail.com Alison Waterman alison@dreamup.org Shilpy Lather Shilpylather@gmail.com Prerna Baranwal prernabaranwal2190@gmail.com

4 PARTICIPANT Shreyas Mirji shreyasmirji@gmail.com VIJAYAKOMAGAN M S ceokardle@gmail.com Trisha Navidzadeh trisha@marketinggroup.space Sarah Kusuma sctkusuma@gmail.com Hanoi Alexa Gonzalez Talavera hanoi.talavera@spacegeneration.org

5 PARTICIPANT David Zuniga david@axiomspace.com Stephan Reckie sreckie@genglobal.org Angela Sofía Mora morangela144@gmail.com Mahsa Esfandabadi mahsa.esfand@gmail.com Luca Kiewiet lucakiewiet@hotmail.com

6 PARTICIPANT Soufiane Romero marco.f.m.romero@gmail.com Davis George Moye moyeconsultantsreceipts@gmail.com Jeffrey Montes jeffatblue@outlook.com Phnam Bagley phnamb@nonfiction.design Marcus Huels marcus.huels@gmail.com

7 PARTICIPANT Shaun Miller shaunmiller10@gmail.com Mark Vanderbeeken mark.vanderbeeken@experientia.com Koraldo Kajanaku kkajanaku@gmail.com Domenic Giuntoli dsmg.connect@gmail.com Sertac ERSAYIN sertacersayin@gmail.com

8 PARTICIPANT Chille Bergstrom chille@mit.edu Carlos Balderas srbal@me.com Nisheet Singh nisheet99@gmail.com Gary Barnhard barnhard@barnhard.com Neel Mehta neel@studiocarbon.in

9 PARTICIPANT - - - Melodie Yashar melodie@spacexarch.com Isaac Gathu gmashizzo@gmail.com Brennan Lutkewitte btlutkewitte@gmail.com Daniel Tompkins growmars2@gmail.com

10 PARTICIPANT - - - Klara Anna Capova klara.anna.capova@esa.int Brian McMahon brian.mcmahon@segment-international.com Debashish Roy debashishroy732@gmail.com Goncalo Esteves goncalo.esteves@bpm-d.com

11 PARTICIPANT - - - - - - Olga Bannova obannova@central.uh.edu Deepak Gupta deepak03.gupta@sap.com - - -

12 PARTICIPANT - - - - - - - - - Olga Tihhonova olja.tihhonova@gmail.com - - -

Stephan Reckie13 STUDENT PARTICIPANT Golda Nguyen gnguyen@mit.edu Abdul Rahman. rahman.abdul1453@gmail.com Abigail Hoover anhoover@ualberta.ca Justin Low JustinLow@cmail.carleton.ca

14 STUDENT PARTICIPANT Sergiu Iliev sergiu@iliev.us Soufiane El Fassi soufiane.elfassi@gmail.com Margarita Belali belalimargarita@gmail.com - - - Amira Ashraf AmiraAshraf@cmail.carleton.ca

15 STUDENT PARTICIPANT Nissem Abdeljelil nissem.abdeljelil@gmail.com Vandana Suryawanshi vandana.suryawanshi@vidyavalley.com - - - - - - Nicole Villanueva nicole.villanueva@pucp.edu.pe

16 STUDENT PARTICIPANT - - - Snigdha Narra snigdha.narra@gmail.com - - - - - - - - -
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Appendix VI
TEAM 2 DAILY ACTIVITIES

Agenda
Homework 

Meeting Notes
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Agenda and homework in most cases, were created by both facilitators 
and posted on Slack.

Meeting notes were taken by a volunteer participant and posted on 
Slack.

Meeting video recordings were not saved because the facilitator did not 
have access to a paid account.

SEPTEMBER 29
AGENDA AND TASKS TO COMPLETE

Agenda
1)  Introductions of the team:

Attendance: 8 team members, 2 thought leaders and 1 team facilitator
During this first meeting introductions were made: Name, experiences  
and background.

2)  SDGs review:
An overview of the SDGs was presented in order to so that we are all  
in context for the discussion for the direction of the project.
You can find the presentation on the Session 1 folder: https://drive. 
google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1fF9WJ96feNH9fP_BPGTpPeivq_ 
m6RCvu

3) SDGs exchange of ideas:
As a follow-up to the review, the team members discussed their  
concerns and ideas for the direction for the project. It was explained  
that the interest of the group can focus on any of the 17SDGs.
For the inquiries of ISS experiments Miki Sode, thought leader, solved,  
explained the context and gave an overview of what is happening on  
the ISS.

For the Design Sprint and creative process Angie Fahlman, thought lead-
er, indicated the recommendations and suggestions to follow throughout 
the process. 

As the meeting progressed a poll was made on miro board on the first 
work space “understanding the challenge” so the team members vote on 
the SDGs they were most interested in solving, along with their ideas.

You can find some topics of the discussion on the “Meeting notes” : 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1c0zhjIiW9wQPocQbnpc1zhrlG-
PmLNuNr4cckFoTz5SE/edit that were extracted from the chat.

Homework
1)  Fill your data on the Ice-breaker
2)  Vote for the SDGs you are interested in solving on miro board.
3)  If you have an idea, as crazy as it might seem, write it on the miro  

board first workspace, so that we can come back later.
Next steps:
1)  On Wednesday 30/09/2020 the direction of the project (SDGs we are  

focusing on the team) will be selected.
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2)  Most of the participants on the call agree to have meetings at 08:00 am  
EST.

3)  Miki proposed to have casual chats for questions and ideas  
discussions every day at 18:00 EST, for those who are available and   
interested.
Challenge’, any violation of these rules is not with consequences,  
including but not limited to the removal from the project. We thank you  
for respecting the privacy of all participants.

https://drive.google.com/drive/u/3/folders/1lCR7sxiN1eyWqGKzeuR 
VOsk71i-YN1-A

SEPTEMBER 30
AGENDA AND TASKS TO COMPLETE

Agenda
1) Review of the work done:

Attendance: 11 team members, 2 thought leaders and 1 team facilitator
During the meeting we made a quick review of the first session and   
what was talked about at the office hour.

2) Narrowing down the SDGs
By counting the votes of the team interests, 3 main SDGs were 
selected as the main focus of the team:

a) SDG 3
b) SDG 11
c) SDG 13

Take into consideration that the project proposal can address other SDGs 
but in a secondary  plane.

3)  Creating and discussing ideas.
 A section was created to add ideas concerning the 3 main SDGs.
 There was an exchange of ideas and concerns to take into account,   
 the notes of the chat commentary can be found on “Notes on session  
 2¨ https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vdZt0dHYm9ZrG1NLLMmX  
 d4GZThFP0mTVfac9gumSQJE/edit 

4) Defining a structure to propose ideas 
 It was build an structure to follow to better propose inform ideas, under  
 standing the context of the ISS and to see what’s already been done:

The team will divide into 3 research groups, to learn what has been 
done on the ISS? According to the 3 points of why space-based exper-
iments are done:

  a) Microgravity
  b) Extreme conditions
  c) Vantage points

The subjects of research are in a section of the miroboard so you 
could put a sticker with your name and reach to your partners to work 

Workspace - understanding the challenge 
statement

Sejal- Equal 
representation
/Global space 
agency goal

Exploration

Benefit 
to life 

on Earth

in- space 
use Good to have 

dual purpose!

Space is not the answer for every problem. It 
may only reveal a small piece of a puzzle. 

Which UN SDGs and their targets most likely 
benefit from space- based research and 

how?

shannon - can 
be a theme 
across any 

problem we 
address

Kimberley- 
global and 

space 
agency goal

Kimberley

Kimberley 
focus on earth 

and space 
overlap, case 

study

Kimberley- 
Int. 

partnerships 
are critical

shannon - how 
can we simplify 
tech from ISS 

for use by 
people on Earth

SDG 7: DGM's 3 ideas
1) The UN wants energy efficiency improvements in heating. 

Cooling also important because it preserves food, BUT cooling is 
difficult in space b/c requires radiation.  Developing energy 

efficient means of radiative cooling is critical to the ISS, and has 
implications on earth.

2) More energy efficient electric heating.  BUT many are already 
looking at this matter.

 3) More efficient solar cells BUT many are already looking at this 
matter.

DGM

Kimberley- 
perfect 

case study

Case study 
for contained 
environment

DGM Vijay

Sejal- 
Looking into 
innovations 

in the ISS

DGM

DGM

Touchese 
my 

background

DGM

DGM

Vijay

Would like to 
work on this 
because it is 
humankind's 

most important 
challenge (Mark)

Shannon - 
this is effects 
everyone & 
everything

1) The UN wants energy efficiency improvements in heating. 
Cooling also important because it preserves food, BUT cooling is 

difficult in space b/c requires radiation.  Developing energy 
efficient means of radiative cooling is critical to the ISS, and has 

2) More energy efficient electric heating.  BUT many are already 

 3) More efficient solar cells BUT many are already looking at this 

Challenge question from 
Miki! How might cooling in 
microgravity environment 

different from that on 
Earth? And how might that 
knowledge adds value to 

the current efforts here on 
Earth?

Sejal

Sejal

Sejal

Soufiane - Make use of the microgravity 
environment to improve health and well- 
being on earth (e.g., high quality protein  

crystals grown in a microgravity  
environment can support new drug  

designs for cancers, infectious diseases 
and lifestyle- related diseases)

Soufiane -  Can any of the 
materials developed in the 

extreme conditions be used to 
implement novel designs for 
clean water and sanitation?

Vandana

Vandana

Vandana

Carlos
Responsibility
is something 
we forget

Carlos

microgravity 
research

Extreme 
condition

Vantage 
point

Does it have to 
be done in 

space? If so, 
which one(s) can 

you leverage?

How much 
impact it 

may have?

Melodie
Yashar

Vijay

Melodie
Yashar

Melodie
Yashar

Melodie
Yashar

Soufiane - Possibly use data 
from the ISS as a 'vantage 

point' to increase resilience of 
cities and communities to 

disasters?

After doing ISS project research Add your ideas for these main SDGs

ADD OR ANSWER 
GUIDANCE 
QUESTIONS

How can we 
make the 

benefits from 
space accessible 

to people?

Is it possible 
to do the 
project on 

Earth?

I believe the best way is to 
develop technology that is 

needed in space (and 
expensive), but also has 
applications on earth.  

Starting in Space a market 
begins, enabling the 

product's use on earth.

Something to 
do with plants/ 
hydroponics? - 

shannon

Idea: My thought about 
improving radiative.  THis makes 
air conditioners better, making 

cities consume less energy. Less 
energy affects climate change 
(SDG 13). Better/cheaper air 

conditioning helps cool hospitals 
and food (SDG 3) and fits in with 

UN's detailed needs in SDG 7.

 3) More efficient solar cells BUT many are already looking at this  3) More efficient solar cells BUT many are already looking at this 

Earth? And how might that 
knowledge adds value to 

the current efforts here on 
Microgravity only matters b/c 
there is not much convection. 

However, conduction can move 
things around spacecraft.  BUT 
that just moves the heat from 
Point A to Point B. To get rid of 
that energy in a vacuum (like 

space), we need radiation.

Sejal- Recyling 
on board 

materials for 
3D printing

Sejal- For future 
missions, using 
lunar sand for 

printing 
structures

better air conditioning 
enables better medical 

facilities in warm 
climates....radiative 

cooling improvements 
badly needed for space

plants make 
people happy 
& healthier - 

shannon

Fitness/health from 
ISS astronaut 

routines to people 
on Earth 

(preventative 
healthcare?) - 

shannon

Air quality? 
something to 

help with 
covid? - 

shannon

Climate action 
problems can be 

solved using 
smart 

lighting/alternativ
e energy

IoT for 
sustainability?

Sejal- Creating Earth 
like simulations, 
plants that can 

adapt in space for 
deep space missions

Soufiane - Translate research on 
ageing (conducted in the 

microgravity environment) into 
practical tools/guidelines for 

improving quality of life on earth

"facts" and 
helping combat 

fake news around 
climate change 

using ISS? - 
shannon

Sejal- 
Psychology 

and focussing 
on astronauts

The astronauts 
have  common 

goals across 
cultures. How can 
we foster this at 
home in cities?

using robotics 
tech on ISS to 

help create more 
sustainable cities? 

- shannon

Soufiane - Use data 
from the ISS as a 
'vantage point' to 
predict disasters 
occurrence, or 

support in any way 
decision- making?

Can we use the 
circularity of the 
ISS ecosystem 

into a model for 
earth circularity?

Making the ISS a 
model for a 
sustainable 

environment in 
a small space

I like 
this one

Idea: My thought about 

Sejal- Smart 
Materials and 

their use in 
space/microgravit
y/sustainability in 

space

A device that ensures the air quality 
and microbial index at particular 

surrounding using AI&ML, which can 
also be modified to sit up on 

situation to handle palnt growth, 
CO2 handling - Vijay

this is close to 
the 

hydroponics 
idea in SDG 11

What can we 
do ONLY 

from space?

Sejal- Look at 
sustainable buildngs 

or solutions in ISS, 
which could be 
useful on earth, 

alternative materials

study 
manufacturing in 

space for materials 
that could be used 
to make cities more 

sustaibable on 
earth? - shannon

Materials that 
radiate better 

are badly 
needed.  I will 
vote on this!

this could 
go in 

either :)

these 
are 

related

These 
are also 
related

Materials

Plants
Health

Closed Environment

Vantage Point

Database From Miki 
 -https://www.nasa.g
ov/mission_pages/st
ation/research/expe

riments_category

Microgravity
Vantage 
point

carlos

Good starting point:
Searchable database on all research experiments done on the ISS (including NASA, ISS NL, ESA, JAXA, CSA, Roscosmos) - 
Including all experiments and all facilities: https://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/station/research/experiments/explorer/
List of facilities on the ISS: https://www.nasa.gov/sites/default/files/atoms/files/np- 2017- 04- 014- a- 
jsc_iss_utilization_brochure_2017_web_6- 5- 17.pdf
"ISS Benefits for Humanity: https://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/station/research/news/b4h- 3rd- ed- book

Extreme 
conditions

Shannon (US EST, I also 
have a day job but am 
morning person so can 

do whatever)

Davis George Moye;
I like to work late at night US 
EST because I have frequent 
meetings for my day job all 

day.

RESEARCH TEAMS: Pick the area you want to take a deep dive into! (ISS projects)

Put you name 
next to these 3 

areas!

including exposure to extreme heat and cold cycling, 
ultra- vacuum, atomic oxygen, and high- energy 
radiation. Testing and qualification of materials, 
sensors, and component sub- systems exposed 
simultaneously to these extreme conditions have 
provided data to enable the manufacturing of long- life 
reliable components used on Earth as well as in the 
world’s most sophisticated satellites and spacecraft.

based on the location of the ISS within low Earth orbit. 
The ISS orbits at an altitude of approximately 250 miles 
(400 km), and its path covers more than 90% of Earth’s 
population. Observations from this orbiting platform 
can provide unique spatial resolution and variable 
lighting conditions compared with the sun- synchronous 
orbits of typical Earth remote- sensing satellites, 
allowing insight into diverse fields ranging from 
atmospheric modeling to agriculture.
List of Earth Science and Remote Sensing Missions: 
https://eol.jsc.nasa.gov/ESRS/ISS_Remote_Sensing_Syst
ems/

EVALUATION MATRIX

IDEAS THEMES

or weightlessness, which alters many observable 
phenomena within the physical and life sciences. 
Systems and processes affected by microgravity include 
surface wetting and interfacial tension, multiphase flow 
and heat transfer, multiphase system dynamics, 
solidification, and fire and combustion. Moreover, 
microgravity induces a vast array of changes in 
organisms ranging from viruses and bacteria to 
humans, including global alterations in gene expression 
and three- dimensional aggregation of cells into tissue- 
like architectures.

Is it possible to do it on 
Earth?

How many main SDGs 
addressed?

Spin- off vs Tech transfer 
vs space based- research

? ? ?

HICO
*No longer 

there

Evaluation of the ideas or group of ideas (as themes) according to the guidances questions proposed

ECOSTRESS

The guidance questions are to evaluate the direction of the project, 
aspects that would be expected to be considered.

Example:

How many  
main SDGs 
is the idea 
adressing?

Sejal (India,IST) I can 
work late into the night, 
university lectures in the 

afternoon

MISSE
by Alpha 

Space
Life Sciences

Physical 
Sciences

Plants

FYI: more 
info on 
ECLSS 
[Miki]

Orbital 
Sidekick & 

DESIS
Excellent!  I want to 

hear your ideas!
- DGM

05:00 US PST =
08:00 US EST = 

17:30 IST

Kimberley

What can the 
microgravity 

environment teach 
us about social 
robotics & HRI 
(thinking about 

astrobee)? - shannon

All,
Is there a time everyone can meet 

and discuss?  I recommend BEFORE 
tomorrow morning's SDG Team 2 
meeting. 6:00-7:00 AM EST / 15:30 

IST is my preference.

Universities 
who are doing 

any 
underwater 

research

Oil or other 
companies 
looking to 

mine in water

Oil/ other 
companies 
looking to 

mine in water

Agencies who 
monitor endanger 

species tracking 
or animal 

migration due to 
climate change

Sustainable Land 
Develop tracking 
for most optimal 

crop, living 
conditions

WHAT PROJECTS, 
INDUSTRIES, 
COMPANIES 

REQUIRE THIS 
SPECIALTY

WHAT PROJECTS, 
INDUSTRIES, 
COMPANIES 

REQUIRE THIS 
SPECIALTY

WHAT PROJECTS, 
INDUSTRIES, 
COMPANIES 

REQUIRE THIS 
SPECIALTY

A conglomerative  device to handle 
Extreme environmemnts, which can 
be tested at ISS to the analyse the 
working conditions at microgravity 
and open extreme condition - Vijay

Vijay

Microgravity 
Research

yes- primary 
and secondary 

experimentation

5VIJAY

Can you pick 
from clustered 
ideas under 3 
SDGs above, 

please?

Can you be 
more 

specific 
please?

Vulcan (wild 
elephants); 

National 
Geographics

Pharmas: 
Amgen, Merck, 

Novartis, Eli Lily, 
AstroZeneca, 

etc.

P&G, 
Goodyear Tire, 

Milliken, Adidas, 
Delta Faucet, 
Lamborghini

Target 
Corporation, 
Anheuiser-  

Busch

University 
of Florida

SejalVandana

Vandana

Disposal 
of waste

Vandana

Nutrients, 
Growth 
factor

Can we articulate 
this in terms of 

living under extreme 
conditions? What 

does this mean for 
people in the ISS 

and on earth?

Soufiane

Soufiane -

Enablers (Ref.: International Space Station Benefits for Humanity):
* Protein Crystal Growth: The unique microgravity environment of the ISS allows 
for the growth of larger, higher quality protein crystals than those that can be 
grown on the ground. Benefits include reducing overall research costs for 
pharmaceutical companies, thereby allowing them to more accurately predict how 
candidate drugs will perform and more precisely model the structure of key 
proteins involved in disease.
* Nanofluidics research conducted on board the ISS.

Idea: If it is possible to combine both aforementioned enablers, maybe propose a 
novel design of an improved/cost- effective drug delivery mechanism?

SDG 17 Partnerships for the Goal:
     - ISS has had serious 
cooling/thermal management 
problems in past

underwater
artists/ 

creatives

Vandana
We have the 

technologies - how 
can we design a 

better 
implementation / 

terrestrial 
application?

Things I was reading about:
1. Robots in space
 - Astrobee robot https://www.nasa.gov/astrobee
2. Health & wellness/fitness impacts for astronauts
 - twin study https://www.nasa.gov/twins- study
 - journaling https://www.nasa.gov/content/journaling- astronauts- 
chronicle- missions
 - genetics https://www.nasa.gov/feature/peek- into- your- genes- 
nasa- one- year- mission- investigators- identify- links- between- genes

Miki mentioned this at the 
office hours (so cool!) - 
Adidas x ISS for the boost 
shoes  https://www.adidas.co
m/us/blog/400437

hi 
seas Maun
a Loa - Mars 

analog

For later

SDG
ISS Experiments related 

to the SDG

Why this project was 
only to be made on the 

ISS?

How does it address or 
impact on the SDG?

What is the vision or 
possible outcomes from 

the experiment?

Who are the 
benefeciaries?

Observations or 
indentifies trends from 

your perspective

RESEARCH ANALYSIS

Other SDGs

Looking at the veggie 
experiment (plants in 
space) https://www.nasa.gov/
content/growing- plants- in- 
space

Potential Partners

Prototyping, testing and validation 
in earth, after which the 

Microgravity experimentation will 
result us the large application of the 

device for space and space based 
communities to settle in near future

A bio engineering 
device to perform, test 
and grow artificial meat 

for astronauts and 
future space explorer's 

and space settlers

A definitive Space based 
research for the future of 

earth and mankind

Capillary Flow Experiment-2

- Soufiane

Ref.: International Space Station 
Benefits for Humanity

Deeper understanding of capillary 
flow was needed to enable such 

innovation. Such improved 
understanding was only possible 

thanks to the unique ISS facilities (?) 
(TBC)

Advancing Infectious Disease 
Diagnoses

A low- energy medical device that can diagnose 
infectious diseases on- site may soon be operating in 
remote areas of the world that have limited access to 
power sources. With a reduced need for energy and 

on- site diagnosis, less time would be needed between 
identifying a disease and beginning the treatment for 

it.

Patients in remote 
areas

 3- D 
bioprinting

Flame Extinguishing Experiments (FLEX 
and FLEX 2)

- Soufiane

Ref.: International Space Station Benefits 
for Humanity

Result achieved due to conducting 
research in microgravity

This could eliminate the need to 
burn diesel- fuel sprays, which are 

notorious for pollutant production, 
according to the researchers.

Enable more fuel efficient and less 
polluting engines

Everyone is concerned by air 
pollution!

Engine manufacturers

N
p

NG
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together. At the top of the section Miki included some links as a start-
ing point to research. To share your findings with the team, you can 
posted on the miro board or please post them on this google doc: 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/15qtv42yYghsIlF5LuwFRU-
jlpk1bSzOLqoMu0w0_E9yo/edit

5)  Once done your research and understanding of the context of what has  
been done,  you can add your ideas into the SDGs ideas section and if  
you already post some ideas before your research, allow yourself to  
evaluate them after your new take.

6)  Group the ideas into common themes.

7) On another hand, after your research is done, propose guidance  
questions, those questions are to evaluate the direction of the project,  
aspects that would be expected to be considered and to create an 
evaluation matrix.

8) Once the ideas are grouped and the evaluation matrix is ready with  
the guidance questions we will proceed to select the best theme  
to solve

Homework
1) Select your research team and contact them to organized a quick   

search
2) Post your findings
3) Propose new informed ideas and guidance questions
4) Group the similar ideas into themes
5) As a group we will later evaluate the ideas with our matrix to select the   

theme to work on.

SEPTEMBER 30 PM
AGENDA AND TASKS TO COMPLETE

Agenda
1)  How’s everyone doing or feeling?

It was proposed to take into consideration when ideation happens the 
overview effect while thinking to make an impact on the beneficiaries 
detected and the overall people.
The team members expressed a concern about understanding the 
problem, some of them feel that we were on a rush to get ideas without 
understanding this next points:

a) Understanding the context of the problem
b) Understanding who are the users and the beneficiaries
c) Understanding the need of the stakeholders

So about this insight it was proposed to take a pause on ideation to 
review and take the time to understand the overall context so that we 
can better point out the objectives for the project.
Other questions that were made:

2)  Who benefits from the SDGs?
3)  How can we combine a balanced approach from humanistic under

standing and engineering and science understanding?

Workspace - understanding the challenge 
statement

Sejal- Equal 
representation
/Global space 
agency goal

Exploration

Benefit 
to life 

on Earth

in- space 
use Good to have 

dual purpose!

Space is not the answer for every problem. It 
may only reveal a small piece of a puzzle. 

Which UN SDGs and their targets most likely 
benefit from space- based research and 

how?

shannon - can 
be a theme 
across any 

problem we 
address

Kimberley- 
global and 

space 
agency goal

Kimberley

Kimberley 
focus on earth 

and space 
overlap, case 

study

Kimberley- 
Int. 

partnerships 
are critical

shannon - how 
can we simplify 
tech from ISS 

for use by 
people on Earth

SDG 7: DGM's 3 ideas
1) The UN wants energy efficiency improvements in heating. 

Cooling also important because it preserves food, BUT cooling is 
difficult in space b/c requires radiation.  Developing energy 

efficient means of radiative cooling is critical to the ISS, and has 
implications on earth.

2) More energy efficient electric heating.  BUT many are already 
looking at this matter.

 3) More efficient solar cells BUT many are already looking at this 
matter.

DGM

Kimberley- 
perfect 

case study

Case study 
for contained 
environment

DGM Vijay

Sejal- 
Looking into 
innovations 

in the ISS

DGM

DGM

Touchese 
my 

background

DGM

DGM

Vijay

Would like to 
work on this 
because it is 
humankind's 

most important 
challenge (Mark)

Shannon - 
this is effects 
everyone & 
everything

Challenge question from 
Miki! How might cooling in 
microgravity environment 

different from that on 
Earth? And how might that 
knowledge adds value to 

the current efforts here on 
Earth?

Sejal

Sejal

Sejal

Soufiane - Make use of the microgravity 
environment to improve health and well- 
being on earth (e.g., high quality protein  

crystals grown in a microgravity  
environment can support new drug  

designs for cancers, infectious diseases 
and lifestyle- related diseases)

Soufiane -  Can any of the 
materials developed in the 

extreme conditions be used to 
implement novel designs for 
clean water and sanitation?

Vandana

Vandana

Vandana

Carlos
Responsibility
is something 
we forget

Carlos

microgravity 
research

Extreme 
condition

Vantage 
point

Does it have to 
be done in 

space? If so, 
which one(s) can 

you leverage?

How much 
impact it 

may have?

Melodie
Yashar

Vijay

Melodie
Yashar

Melodie
Yashar

Melodie
Yashar

Soufiane - Possibly use data 
from the ISS as a 'vantage 

point' to increase resilience of 
cities and communities to 

disasters?

After doing ISS project research Add your ideas for these main SDGs

ADD OR ANSWER 
GUIDANCE 
QUESTIONS

How can we 
make the 

benefits from 
space accessible 

to people?

Is it possible 
to do the 
project on 

Earth?

I believe the best way is to 
develop technology that is 

needed in space (and 
expensive), but also has 
applications on earth.  

Starting in Space a market 
begins, enabling the 

product's use on earth.

Something to 
do with plants/ 
hydroponics? - 

shannon

Idea: My thought about 
improving radiative.  THis makes 
air conditioners better, making 

cities consume less energy. Less 
energy affects climate change 
(SDG 13). Better/cheaper air 

conditioning helps cool hospitals 
and food (SDG 3) and fits in with 

UN's detailed needs in SDG 7.

Microgravity only matters b/c 
there is not much convection. 

However, conduction can move 
things around spacecraft.  BUT 
that just moves the heat from 
Point A to Point B. To get rid of 
that energy in a vacuum (like 

space), we need radiation.

Sejal- Recyling 
on board 

materials for 
3D printing

Sejal- For future 
missions, using 
lunar sand for 

printing 
structures

better air conditioning 
enables better medical 

facilities in warm 
climates....radiative 

cooling improvements 
badly needed for space

plants make 
people happy 
& healthier - 

shannon

Fitness/health from 
ISS astronaut 

routines to people 
on Earth 

(preventative 
healthcare?) - 

shannon

Air quality? 
something to 

help with 
covid? - 

shannon

Climate action 
problems can be 

solved using 
smart 

lighting/alternativ
e energy

IoT for 
sustainability?

Sejal- Creating Earth 
like simulations, 
plants that can 

adapt in space for 
deep space missions

Soufiane - Translate research on 
ageing (conducted in the 

microgravity environment) into 
practical tools/guidelines for 

improving quality of life on earth

"facts" and 
helping combat 

fake news around 
climate change 

using ISS? - 
shannon

Sejal- 
Psychology 

and focussing 
on astronauts

The astronauts 
have  common 

goals across 
cultures. How can 
we foster this at 
home in cities?

using robotics 
tech on ISS to 

help create more 
sustainable cities? 

- shannon

Soufiane - Use data 
from the ISS as a 
'vantage point' to 
predict disasters 
occurrence, or 

support in any way 
decision- making?

Can we use the 
circularity of the 
ISS ecosystem 

into a model for 
earth circularity?

Making the ISS a 
model for a 
sustainable 

environment in 
a small space

I like 
this one

Sejal- Smart 
Materials and 

their use in 
space/microgravit
y/sustainability in 

space

A device that ensures the air quality 
and microbial index at particular 

surrounding using AI&ML, which can 
also be modified to sit up on 

situation to handle palnt growth, 
CO2 handling - Vijay

this is close to 
the 

hydroponics 
idea in SDG 11

What can we 
do ONLY 

from space?

Sejal- Look at 
sustainable buildngs 

or solutions in ISS, 
which could be 
useful on earth, 

alternative materials

study 
manufacturing in 

space for materials 
that could be used 
to make cities more 

sustaibable on 
earth? - shannon

Materials that 
radiate better 

are badly 
needed.  I will 
vote on this!

this could 
go in 

either :)

these 
are 

related

These 
are also 
related

Materials

Plants
Health

Closed Environment

Vantage Point

Database From Miki 
 -https://www.nasa.g
ov/mission_pages/st
ation/research/expe

riments_category

Microgravity
Vantage 
point

carlos

Good starting point:
Searchable database on all research experiments done on the ISS (including NASA, ISS NL, ESA, JAXA, CSA, Roscosmos) - 
Including all experiments and all facilities: https://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/station/research/experiments/explorer/
List of facilities on the ISS: https://www.nasa.gov/sites/default/files/atoms/files/np- 2017- 04- 014- a- 
jsc_iss_utilization_brochure_2017_web_6- 5- 17.pdf
"ISS Benefits for Humanity: https://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/station/research/news/b4h- 3rd- ed- book

Extreme 
conditions

Shannon (US EST, I also 
have a day job but am 
morning person so can 

do whatever)

Davis George Moye;
I like to work late at night US 
EST because I have frequent 
meetings for my day job all 

day.

RESEARCH TEAMS: Pick the area you want to take a deep dive into! (ISS projects)
Good starting point:

Searchable database on all research experiments done on the ISS (including NASA, ISS NL, ESA, JAXA, CSA, Roscosmos) - 
Including all experiments and all facilities: https://www.nashttps://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/station/research/experiments/explorer/a.gov/mission_pages/station/research/experiments/explorer/
List of facilities on the ISS: https://www.nasa.gov/sites/default/files/atoms/files/np- 2017- 04- 014- a- https://www.nasa.gov/sites/default/files/atoms/files/np- 2017- 04- 014- a- 
jsc_iss_utilization_brochure_2017_web_6- 5- 17.pdfjsc_iss_utilization_brochure_2017_web_6- 5- 17.pdf
"ISS Benefits for Humanity: https://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/station/research/news/b4h- 3rd- ed- bookhttps://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/station/research/news/b4h- 3rd- ed- book

RESEARCH TEAMS: Pick the area you want to take a deep dive into! (ISS projects)RESEARCH TEAMS: Pick the area you want to take a deep dive into! (ISS projects)

Put you name 
next to these 3 

areas!

including exposure to extreme heat and cold cycling, 
ultra- vacuum, atomic oxygen, and high- energy 
radiation. Testing and qualification of materials, 
sensors, and component sub- systems exposed 
simultaneously to these extreme conditions have 
provided data to enable the manufacturing of long- life 
reliable components used on Earth as well as in the 
world’s most sophisticated satellites and spacecraft.

based on the location of the ISS within low Earth orbit. 
The ISS orbits at an altitude of approximately 250 miles 
(400 km), and its path covers more than 90% of Earth’s 
population. Observations from this orbiting platform 
can provide unique spatial resolution and variable 
lighting conditions compared with the sun- synchronous 
orbits of typical Earth remote- sensing satellites, 
allowing insight into diverse fields ranging from 
atmospheric modeling to agriculture.
List of Earth Science and Remote Sensing Missions: 
https://eol.jsc.nasa.gov/ESRS/ISS_Remote_Sensing_Syst
ems/

EVALUATION MATRIX

IDEAS THEMES

or weightlessness, which alters many observable 
phenomena within the physical and life sciences. 
Systems and processes affected by microgravity include 
surface wetting and interfacial tension, multiphase flow 
and heat transfer, multiphase system dynamics, 
solidification, and fire and combustion. Moreover, 
microgravity induces a vast array of changes in 
organisms ranging from viruses and bacteria to 
humans, including global alterations in gene expression 
and three- dimensional aggregation of cells into tissue- 
like architectures.

Is it possible to do it on 
Earth?

How many main SDGs 
addressed?

Spin- off vs Tech transfer 
vs space based- research

? ? ?

HICO
*No longer 

there

Evaluation of the ideas or group of ideas (as themes) according to the guidances questions proposed

ECOSTRESS

The guidance questions are to evaluate the direction of the project, 
aspects that would be expected to be considered.

Example:

How many  
main SDGs 
is the idea 
adressing?

Sejal (India,IST) I can 
work late into the night, 
university lectures in the 

afternoon

MISSE
by Alpha 

Space
Life Sciences

Physical 
Sciences

Plants

FYI: more 
info on 
ECLSS 
[Miki]

Orbital 
Sidekick & 

DESIS
Excellent!  I want to 

hear your ideas!
- DGM

05:00 US PST =
08:00 US EST = 

17:30 IST

Kimberley

What can the 
microgravity 

environment teach 
us about social 
robotics & HRI 
(thinking about 

astrobee)? - shannon

All,
Is there a time everyone can meet 

and discuss?  I recommend BEFORE 
tomorrow morning's SDG Team 2 
meeting. 6:00-7:00 AM EST / 15:30 

IST is my preference.

Universities 
who are doing 

any 
underwater 

research

Oil or other 
companies 
looking to 

mine in water

Oil/ other 
companies 
looking to 

mine in water

Agencies who 
monitor endanger 

species tracking 
or animal 

migration due to 
climate change

Sustainable Land 
Develop tracking 
for most optimal 

crop, living 
conditions

WHAT PROJECTS, 
INDUSTRIES, 
COMPANIES 

REQUIRE THIS 
SPECIALTY

WHAT PROJECTS, 
INDUSTRIES, 
COMPANIES 

REQUIRE THIS 
SPECIALTY

WHAT PROJECTS, 
INDUSTRIES, 
COMPANIES 

REQUIRE THIS 
SPECIALTY

A conglomerative  device to handle 
Extreme environmemnts, which can 
be tested at ISS to the analyse the 
working conditions at microgravity 
and open extreme condition - Vijay

Vijay

Microgravity 
Research

yes- primary 
and secondary 

experimentation

5VIJAY

Can you pick 
from clustered 
ideas under 3 
SDGs above, 

please?

Can you be 
more 

specific 
please?

Vulcan (wild 
elephants); 

National 
Geographics

Pharmas: 
Amgen, Merck, 

Novartis, Eli Lily, 
AstroZeneca, 

etc.

P&G, 
Goodyear Tire, 

Milliken, Adidas, 
Delta Faucet, 
Lamborghini

Target 
Corporation, 
Anheuiser-  

Busch

University 
of Florida

Vandana

Vandana

Disposal 
of waste

Vandana

Nutrients, 
Growth 
factor

Can we articulate 
this in terms of 

living under extreme 
conditions? What 

does this mean for 
people in the ISS 

and on earth?

Soufiane

Soufiane -

Enablers (Ref.: International Space Station Benefits for Humanity):
* Protein Crystal Growth: The unique microgravity environment of the ISS allows 
for the growth of larger, higher quality protein crystals than those that can be 
grown on the ground. Benefits include reducing overall research costs for 
pharmaceutical companies, thereby allowing them to more accurately predict how 
candidate drugs will perform and more precisely model the structure of key 
proteins involved in disease.
* Nanofluidics research conducted on board the ISS.

Idea: If it is possible to combine both aforementioned enablers, maybe propose a 
novel design of an improved/cost- effective drug delivery mechanism?

SDG 17 Partnerships for the Goal:
     - ISS has had serious 
cooling/thermal management 
problems in past

underwater
artists/ 

creatives

We have the 
technologies - how 

can we design a 
better 

implementation / 
terrestrial 

application?

Things I was reading about:
1. Robots in space
 - Astrobee robot https://www.nasa.gov/astrobee
2. Health & wellness/fitness impacts for astronauts
 - twin study https://www.nasa.gov/twins- study
 - journaling https://www.nasa.gov/content/journaling- astronauts- 
chronicle- missions
 - genetics https://www.nasa.gov/feature/peek- into- your- genes- 
nasa- one- year- mission- investigators- identify- links- between- genes

Miki mentioned this at the 
office hours (so cool!) - 
Adidas x ISS for the boost 
shoes  https://www.adidas.co
m/us/blog/400437

hi 
seas Maun
a Loa - Mars 

analog

For later

SDG
ISS Experiments related 

to the SDG

Why this project was 
only to be made on the 

ISS?

How does it address or 
impact on the SDG?

What is the vision or 
possible outcomes from 

the experiment?

Who are the 
benefeciaries?

Observations or 
indentifies trends from 

your perspective

RESEARCH ANALYSIS

Other SDGs

Looking at the veggie 
experiment (plants in 
space) https://www.nasa.gov/
content/growing- plants- in- 
space

Potential Partners

Prototyping, testing and validation 
in earth, after which the 

Microgravity experimentation will 
result us the large application of the 

device for space and space based 
communities to settle in near future

A bio engineering 
device to perform, test 
and grow artificial meat 

for astronauts and 
future space explorer's 

and space settlers

A definitive Space based 
research for the future of 

earth and mankind

Capillary Flow Experiment-2

- Soufiane

Ref.: International Space Station 
Benefits for Humanity

Deeper understanding of capillary 
flow was needed to enable such 

innovation. Such improved 
understanding was only possible 

thanks to the unique ISS facilities (?) 
(TBC)

Advancing Infectious Disease 
Diagnoses

A low- energy medical device that can diagnose 
infectious diseases on- site may soon be operating in 
remote areas of the world that have limited access to 
power sources. With a reduced need for energy and 

on- site diagnosis, less time would be needed between 
identifying a disease and beginning the treatment for 

it.

Patients in remote 
areas

 3- D 
bioprinting

Flame Extinguishing Experiments (FLEX 
and FLEX 2)

- Soufiane

Ref.: International Space Station Benefits 
for Humanity

Result achieved due to conducting 
research in microgravity

This could eliminate the need to 
burn diesel- fuel sprays, which are 

notorious for pollutant production, 
according to the researchers.

Enable more fuel efficient and less 
polluting engines

Everyone is concerned by air 
pollution!

Engine manufacturers

N
p

NG

Workspace - understanding the challenge 
statement

Sejal- Equal 
representation
/Global space 
agency goal

Exploration

Benefit 
to life 

on Earth

in- space 
use Good to have 

dual purpose!

Space is not the answer for every problem. It 
may only reveal a small piece of a puzzle. 

Which UN SDGs and their targets most likely 
benefit from space- based research and 

how?

shannon - can 
be a theme 
across any 

problem we 
address

Kimberley- 
global and 

space 
agency goal

Kimberley

Kimberley 
focus on earth 

and space 
overlap, case 

study

Kimberley- 
Int. 

partnerships 
are critical

shannon - how 
can we simplify 
tech from ISS 

for use by 
people on Earth

SDG 7: DGM's 3 ideas
1) The UN wants energy efficiency improvements in heating. 

Cooling also important because it preserves food, BUT cooling is 
difficult in space b/c requires radiation.  Developing energy 

efficient means of radiative cooling is critical to the ISS, and has 
implications on earth.

2) More energy efficient electric heating.  BUT many are already 
looking at this matter.

 3) More efficient solar cells BUT many are already looking at this 
matter.

DGM

Kimberley- 
perfect 

case study

Case study 
for contained 
environment

DGM Vijay

Sejal- 
Looking into 
innovations 

in the ISS

DGM

DGM

Touchese 
my 

background

DGM

DGM

Vijay

Would like to 
work on this 
because it is 
humankind's 

most important 
challenge (Mark)

Shannon - 
this is effects 
everyone & 
everything

Challenge question from 
Miki! How might cooling in 
microgravity environment 

different from that on 
Earth? And how might that 
knowledge adds value to 

the current efforts here on 
Earth?

Sejal

Sejal

Sejal

Soufiane - Make use of the microgravity 
environment to improve health and well- 
being on earth (e.g., high quality protein  

crystals grown in a microgravity  
environment can support new drug  

designs for cancers, infectious diseases 
and lifestyle- related diseases)

Soufiane -  Can any of the 
materials developed in the 

extreme conditions be used to 
implement novel designs for 
clean water and sanitation?

Vandana

Vandana

Vandana

Carlos
Responsibility
is something 
we forget

Carlos

microgravity 
research

Extreme 
condition

Vantage 
point

Does it have to 
be done in 

space? If so, 
which one(s) can 

you leverage?

How much 
impact it 

may have?

Melodie
Yashar

Vijay

Melodie
Yashar

Melodie
Yashar

Melodie
Yashar

Soufiane - Possibly use data 
from the ISS as a 'vantage 

point' to increase resilience of 
cities and communities to 

disasters?

After doing ISS project research Add your ideas for these main SDGs

ADD OR ANSWER 
GUIDANCE 
QUESTIONS

How can we 
make the 

benefits from 
space accessible 

to people?

Is it possible 
to do the 
project on 

Earth?

I believe the best way is to 
develop technology that is 

needed in space (and 
expensive), but also has 
applications on earth.  

Starting in Space a market 
begins, enabling the 

product's use on earth.

Something to 
do with plants/ 
hydroponics? - 

shannon

Idea: My thought about 
improving radiative.  THis makes 
air conditioners better, making 

cities consume less energy. Less 
energy affects climate change 
(SDG 13). Better/cheaper air 

conditioning helps cool hospitals 
and food (SDG 3) and fits in with 

UN's detailed needs in SDG 7.

Microgravity only matters b/c 
there is not much convection. 

However, conduction can move 
things around spacecraft.  BUT 
that just moves the heat from 
Point A to Point B. To get rid of 
that energy in a vacuum (like 

space), we need radiation.

Sejal- Recyling 
on board 

materials for 
3D printing

Sejal- For future 
missions, using 
lunar sand for 

printing 
structures

better air conditioning 
enables better medical 

facilities in warm 
climates....radiative 

cooling improvements 
badly needed for space

plants make 
people happy 
& healthier - 

shannon

Fitness/health from 
ISS astronaut 

routines to people 
on Earth 

(preventative 
healthcare?) - 

shannon

Air quality? 
something to 

help with 
covid? - 

shannon

Climate action 
problems can be 

solved using 
smart 

lighting/alternativ
e energy

IoT for 
sustainability?

Sejal- Creating Earth 
like simulations, 
plants that can 

adapt in space for 
deep space missions

Soufiane - Translate research on 
ageing (conducted in the 

microgravity environment) into 
practical tools/guidelines for 

improving quality of life on earth

"facts" and 
helping combat 

fake news around 
climate change 

using ISS? - 
shannon

Sejal- 
Psychology 

and focussing 
on astronauts

The astronauts 
have  common 

goals across 
cultures. How can 
we foster this at 
home in cities?

using robotics 
tech on ISS to 

help create more 
sustainable cities? 

- shannon

Soufiane - Use data 
from the ISS as a 
'vantage point' to 
predict disasters 
occurrence, or 

support in any way 
decision- making?

Can we use the 
circularity of the 
ISS ecosystem 

into a model for 
earth circularity?

Making the ISS a 
model for a 
sustainable 

environment in 
a small space

I like 
this one

Sejal- Smart 
Materials and 

their use in 
space/microgravit
y/sustainability in 

space

A device that ensures the air quality 
and microbial index at particular 

surrounding using AI&ML, which can 
also be modified to sit up on 

situation to handle palnt growth, 
CO2 handling - Vijay

this is close to 
the 

hydroponics 
idea in SDG 11

What can we 
do ONLY 

from space?

Sejal- Look at 
sustainable buildngs 

or solutions in ISS, 
which could be 
useful on earth, 

alternative materials

study 
manufacturing in 

space for materials 
that could be used 
to make cities more 

sustaibable on 
earth? - shannon

Materials that 
radiate better 

are badly 
needed.  I will 
vote on this!

this could 
go in 

either :)

these 
are 

related

These 
are also 
related

Materials

Plants
Health

Closed Environment

Vantage Point

Database From Miki 
 -https://www.nasa.g
ov/mission_pages/st
ation/research/expe

riments_category

Microgravity
Vantage 
point

carlos

Good starting point:
Searchable database on all research experiments done on the ISS (including NASA, ISS NL, ESA, JAXA, CSA, Roscosmos) - 
Including all experiments and all facilities: https://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/station/research/experiments/explorer/
List of facilities on the ISS: https://www.nasa.gov/sites/default/files/atoms/files/np- 2017- 04- 014- a- 
jsc_iss_utilization_brochure_2017_web_6- 5- 17.pdf
"ISS Benefits for Humanity: https://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/station/research/news/b4h- 3rd- ed- book

Extreme 
conditions

Shannon (US EST, I also 
have a day job but am 
morning person so can 

do whatever)

Davis George Moye;
I like to work late at night US 
EST because I have frequent 
meetings for my day job all 

day.

RESEARCH TEAMS: Pick the area you want to take a deep dive into! (ISS projects)

Put you name 
next to these 3 

areas!

including exposure to extreme heat and cold cycling, 
ultra- vacuum, atomic oxygen, and high- energy 
radiation. Testing and qualification of materials, 
sensors, and component sub- systems exposed 
simultaneously to these extreme conditions have 
provided data to enable the manufacturing of long- life 
reliable components used on Earth as well as in the 
world’s most sophisticated satellites and spacecraft.

based on the location of the ISS within low Earth orbit. 
The ISS orbits at an altitude of approximately 250 miles 
(400 km), and its path covers more than 90% of Earth’s 
population. Observations from this orbiting platform 
can provide unique spatial resolution and variable 
lighting conditions compared with the sun- synchronous 
orbits of typical Earth remote- sensing satellites, 
allowing insight into diverse fields ranging from 
atmospheric modeling to agriculture.
List of Earth Science and Remote Sensing Missions: 
https://eol.jsc.nasa.gov/ESRS/ISS_Remote_Sensing_Syst
ems/

EVALUATION MATRIX

IDEAS THEMES

or weightlessness, which alters many observable 
phenomena within the physical and life sciences. 
Systems and processes affected by microgravity include 
surface wetting and interfacial tension, multiphase flow 
and heat transfer, multiphase system dynamics, 
solidification, and fire and combustion. Moreover, 
microgravity induces a vast array of changes in 
organisms ranging from viruses and bacteria to 
humans, including global alterations in gene expression 
and three- dimensional aggregation of cells into tissue- 
like architectures.

Is it possible to do it on 
Earth?

How many main SDGs 
addressed?

Spin- off vs Tech transfer 
vs space based- research

? ? ?

HICO
*No longer 

there

Evaluation of the ideas or group of ideas (as themes) according to the guidances questions proposed

ECOSTRESS

The guidance questions are to evaluate the direction of the project, 
aspects that would be expected to be considered.

Example:

How many  
main SDGs 
is the idea 
adressing?

Sejal (India,IST) I can 
work late into the night, 
university lectures in the 

afternoon

MISSE
by Alpha 

Space
Life Sciences

Physical 
Sciences

Plants

FYI: more 
info on 
ECLSS 
[Miki]

Orbital 
Sidekick & 

DESIS
Excellent!  I want to 

hear your ideas!
- DGM

05:00 US PST =
08:00 US EST = 

17:30 IST

Kimberley

What can the 
microgravity 

environment teach 
us about social 
robotics & HRI 
(thinking about 

astrobee)? - shannon

All,
Is there a time everyone can meet 

and discuss?  I recommend BEFORE 
tomorrow morning's SDG Team 2 
meeting. 6:00-7:00 AM EST / 15:30 

IST is my preference.

Universities 
who are doing 

any 
underwater 

research

Oil or other 
companies 
looking to 

mine in water

Oil/ other 
companies 
looking to 

mine in water

Agencies who 
monitor endanger 

species tracking 
or animal 

migration due to 
climate change

Sustainable Land 
Develop tracking 
for most optimal 

crop, living 
conditions

WHAT PROJECTS, 
INDUSTRIES, 
COMPANIES 

REQUIRE THIS 
SPECIALTY

WHAT PROJECTS, 
INDUSTRIES, 
COMPANIES 

REQUIRE THIS 
SPECIALTY

WHAT PROJECTS, 
INDUSTRIES, 
COMPANIES 

REQUIRE THIS 
SPECIALTY

A conglomerative  device to handle 
Extreme environmemnts, which can 
be tested at ISS to the analyse the 
working conditions at microgravity 
and open extreme condition - Vijay

Vijay

Microgravity 
Research

yes- primary 
and secondary 

experimentation

5VIJAY

Can you pick 
from clustered 
ideas under 3 
SDGs above, 

please?

Can you be 
more 

specific 
please?

Vulcan (wild 
elephants); 

National 
Geographics

Pharmas: 
Amgen, Merck, 

Novartis, Eli Lily, 
AstroZeneca, 

etc.

P&G, 
Goodyear Tire, 

Milliken, Adidas, 
Delta Faucet, 
Lamborghini

Target 
Corporation, 
Anheuiser-  

Busch

University 
of Florida

Vandana

Vandana

Disposal 
of waste

Vandana

Nutrients, 
Growth 
factor

Can we articulate 
this in terms of 

living under extreme 
conditions? What 

does this mean for 
people in the ISS 

and on earth?

Soufiane

Soufiane -

Enablers (Ref.: International Space Station Benefits for Humanity):
* Protein Crystal Growth: The unique microgravity environment of the ISS allows 
for the growth of larger, higher quality protein crystals than those that can be 
grown on the ground. Benefits include reducing overall research costs for 
pharmaceutical companies, thereby allowing them to more accurately predict how 
candidate drugs will perform and more precisely model the structure of key 
proteins involved in disease.
* Nanofluidics research conducted on board the ISS.

Idea: If it is possible to combine both aforementioned enablers, maybe propose a 
novel design of an improved/cost- effective drug delivery mechanism?

SDG 17 Partnerships for the Goal:
     - ISS has had serious 
cooling/thermal management 
problems in past

underwater
artists/ 

creatives

We have the 
technologies - how 

can we design a 
better 

implementation / 
terrestrial 

application?

Things I was reading about:
1. Robots in space
 - Astrobee robot https://www.nasa.gov/astrobee
2. Health & wellness/fitness impacts for astronauts
 - twin study https://www.nasa.gov/twins- study
 - journaling https://www.nasa.gov/content/journaling- astronauts- 
chronicle- missions
 - genetics https://www.nasa.gov/feature/peek- into- your- genes- 
nasa- one- year- mission- investigators- identify- links- between- genes

Miki mentioned this at the 
office hours (so cool!) - 
Adidas x ISS for the boost 
shoes  https://www.adidas.co
m/us/blog/400437

hi 
seas Maun
a Loa - Mars 

analog

For later

SDG
ISS Experiments related 

to the SDG

Why this project was 
only to be made on the 

ISS?

How does it address or 
impact on the SDG?

What is the vision or 
possible outcomes from 

the experiment?

Who are the 
benefeciaries?

Observations or 
indentifies trends from 

your perspective

RESEARCH ANALYSIS

Other SDGs

Looking at the veggie 
experiment (plants in 
space) https://www.nasa.gov/
content/growing- plants- in- 
space

Potential Partners

Prototyping, testing and validation 
in earth, after which the 

Microgravity experimentation will 
result us the large application of the 

device for space and space based 
communities to settle in near future

A bio engineering 
device to perform, test 
and grow artificial meat 

for astronauts and 
future space explorer's 

and space settlers

A definitive Space based 
research for the future of 

earth and mankind

Capillary Flow Experiment-2

- Soufiane

Ref.: International Space Station 
Benefits for Humanity

Deeper understanding of capillary 
flow was needed to enable such 

innovation. Such improved 
understanding was only possible 

thanks to the unique ISS facilities (?) 
(TBC)

Advancing Infectious Disease 
Diagnoses

A low- energy medical device that can diagnose 
infectious diseases on- site may soon be operating in 
remote areas of the world that have limited access to 
power sources. With a reduced need for energy and 

on- site diagnosis, less time would be needed between 
identifying a disease and beginning the treatment for 

it.

Patients in remote 
areas

 3- D 
bioprinting

Flame Extinguishing Experiments (FLEX 
and FLEX 2)

- Soufiane

Ref.: International Space Station Benefits 
for Humanity

Result achieved due to conducting 
research in microgravity

This could eliminate the need to 
burn diesel- fuel sprays, which are 

notorious for pollutant production, 
according to the researchers.

Enable more fuel efficient and less 
polluting engines

Everyone is concerned by air 
pollution!

Engine manufacturers

N
p

NG
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4)  What are the environmental impacts that relate to the SDG and who   
comes out as a beneficiary of that?
After sharing the concerns it was decided to take a pause from ideation 
and proceed to share the insights about the research assignment.

5)  Review of the work done:
Insights of the research and new ideas were shared.
For the new ideas of a concrete project, as we agree to take a pause, it 
was advice to pin those thoughts for a moment so that we could come 
back to that later.

As for the research done, the team members shared their  findings, 
which you can check on the miro board. 

You can find notes on the conversation on the chat during the meeting at 
the link: https://docs.google.com/document/d/14dpf74LknUNkCa994Y-
8BX4O0K5n43k14xG7UnXgPIuE/edit

While discussing experiments on the ISS of drugs, during the conver-
sation it was suggested to review the impact of the projects of the phar-
maceutical industry, from that it was suggested to also consider different 
possible industries that may address a problem related to the SDGs 
selected.
After sharing findings, the discussion took a turn to understand basic 
concepts to understand and consider while doing this specific challenge.

6) Concepts for the design process to consider:

7) Stakeholders:
We can find two main stakeholders for this challenge:
USERS: Since the experiments are done on the ISS National Lab, those 
are done by the astronauts, considering them as direct users.
BENEFICIARIES: As the challenge says, we are focusing on results 
done in space that help the Earth, so inevitably the beneficiaries are the 
people on Earth.

8) What are the applications for things done on the ISS?:
While discussing some ideas it was necessary to point out the differenc-
es of the objectives of the projects done aboard on the ISS:
SPINOFFS: Systems, products, etc., that were created to use in space 
that might have an application later on Earth. Like Teflon or Spandex
TECHTRANSFER: It might be similar to the Spinoffs, but this one can go 
both ways. A technology developed on Earth for Earth could be used for 
an application in space or vice versa.
SPACE BASED: What concerns us, is this direction. Something only 
could be done in space that we can bring its benefits to Earth.

Homework
After continuing the discussion about how can we connect the points of 
what can be done on the ISS lab, how can impact the SDGs to Earth bene-
ficiaries, and raising more questions like:
• How can we communicate the impact of the ISS development to Earth  

beneficiaries?
• What’s the common ground for the SDGs?

Workspace - understanding the challenge 
statement

Sejal- Equal 
representation
/Global space 
agency goal

Exploration

Benefit 
to life 

on Earth

in- space 
use Good to have 

dual purpose!

Space is not the answer for every problem. It 
may only reveal a small piece of a puzzle. 

Which UN SDGs and their targets most likely 
benefit from space- based research and 

how?

shannon - can 
be a theme 
across any 

problem we 
address

Kimberley- 
global and 

space 
agency goal

Kimberley

Kimberley 
focus on earth 

and space 
overlap, case 

study

Kimberley- 
Int. 

partnerships 
are critical

shannon - how 
can we simplify 
tech from ISS 

for use by 
people on Earth

SDG 7: DGM's 3 ideas
1) The UN wants energy efficiency improvements in heating. 

Cooling also important because it preserves food, BUT cooling is 
difficult in space b/c requires radiation.  Developing energy 

efficient means of radiative cooling is critical to the ISS, and has 
implications on earth.

2) More energy efficient electric heating.  BUT many are already 
looking at this matter.

 3) More efficient solar cells BUT many are already looking at this 
matter.

DGM

Kimberley- 
perfect 

case study

Case study 
for contained 
environment

DGM Vijay

Sejal- 
Looking into 
innovations 

in the ISS

DGM

DGM

Touchese 
my 

background

DGM

DGM

Vijay

Would like to 
work on this 
because it is 
humankind's 

most important 
challenge (Mark)

Shannon - 
this is effects 
everyone & 
everything

Challenge question from 
Miki! How might cooling in 
microgravity environment 

different from that on 
Earth? And how might that 
knowledge adds value to 

the current efforts here on 
Earth?

Sejal

Sejal

Sejal

Soufiane - Make use of the microgravity 
environment to improve health and well- 
being on earth (e.g., high quality protein  

crystals grown in a microgravity  
environment can support new drug  

designs for cancers, infectious diseases 
and lifestyle- related diseases)

Soufiane -  Can any of the 
materials developed in the 

extreme conditions be used to 
implement novel designs for 
clean water and sanitation?

Vandana

Vandana

Vandana

Carlos
Responsibility
is something 
we forget

Carlos

microgravity 
research

Extreme 
condition

Vantage 
point

Does it have to 
be done in 

space? If so, 
which one(s) can 

you leverage?

How much 
impact it 

may have?

Melodie
Yashar

Vijay

Melodie
Yashar

Melodie
Yashar

Melodie
Yashar

Soufiane - Possibly use data 
from the ISS as a 'vantage 

point' to increase resilience of 
cities and communities to 

disasters?

After doing ISS project research Add your ideas for these main SDGs

ADD OR ANSWER 
GUIDANCE 
QUESTIONS

How can we 
make the 

benefits from 
space accessible 

to people?

Is it possible 
to do the 
project on 

Earth?

I believe the best way is to 
develop technology that is 

needed in space (and 
expensive), but also has 
applications on earth.  

Starting in Space a market 
begins, enabling the 

product's use on earth.

Something to 
do with plants/ 
hydroponics? - 

shannon

Idea: My thought about 
improving radiative.  THis makes 
air conditioners better, making 

cities consume less energy. Less 
energy affects climate change 
(SDG 13). Better/cheaper air 

conditioning helps cool hospitals 
and food (SDG 3) and fits in with 

UN's detailed needs in SDG 7.

Microgravity only matters b/c 
there is not much convection. 

However, conduction can move 
things around spacecraft.  BUT 
that just moves the heat from 
Point A to Point B. To get rid of 
that energy in a vacuum (like 

space), we need radiation.

Sejal- Recyling 
on board 

materials for 
3D printing

Sejal- For future 
missions, using 
lunar sand for 

printing 
structures

better air conditioning 
enables better medical 

facilities in warm 
climates....radiative 

cooling improvements 
badly needed for space

plants make 
people happy 
& healthier - 

shannon

Fitness/health from 
ISS astronaut 

routines to people 
on Earth 

(preventative 
healthcare?) - 

shannon

Air quality? 
something to 

help with 
covid? - 

shannon

Climate action 
problems can be 

solved using 
smart 

lighting/alternativ
e energy

IoT for 
sustainability?

Sejal- Creating Earth 
like simulations, 
plants that can 

adapt in space for 
deep space missions

Soufiane - Translate research on 
ageing (conducted in the 

microgravity environment) into 
practical tools/guidelines for 

improving quality of life on earth

"facts" and 
helping combat 

fake news around 
climate change 

using ISS? - 
shannon

Sejal- 
Psychology 

and focussing 
on astronauts

The astronauts 
have  common 

goals across 
cultures. How can 
we foster this at 
home in cities?

using robotics 
tech on ISS to 

help create more 
sustainable cities? 

- shannon

Soufiane - Use data 
from the ISS as a 
'vantage point' to 
predict disasters 
occurrence, or 

support in any way 
decision- making?

Can we use the 
circularity of the 
ISS ecosystem 

into a model for 
earth circularity?

Making the ISS a 
model for a 
sustainable 

environment in 
a small space

I like 
this one

Sejal- Smart 
Materials and 

their use in 
space/microgravit
y/sustainability in 

space

A device that ensures the air quality 
and microbial index at particular 

surrounding using AI&ML, which can 
also be modified to sit up on 

situation to handle palnt growth, 
CO2 handling - Vijay

this is close to 
the 

hydroponics 
idea in SDG 11

What can we 
do ONLY 

from space?

Sejal- Look at 
sustainable buildngs 

or solutions in ISS, 
which could be 
useful on earth, 

alternative materials

study 
manufacturing in 

space for materials 
that could be used 
to make cities more 

sustaibable on 
earth? - shannon

Materials that 
radiate better 

are badly 
needed.  I will 
vote on this!

this could 
go in 

either :)

these 
are 

related

These 
are also 
related

Materials

Plants
Health

Closed Environment

Vantage Point

Database From Miki 
 -https://www.nasa.g
ov/mission_pages/st
ation/research/expe

riments_category

Microgravity
Vantage 
point

carlos

Good starting point:
Searchable database on all research experiments done on the ISS (including NASA, ISS NL, ESA, JAXA, CSA, Roscosmos) - 
Including all experiments and all facilities: https://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/station/research/experiments/explorer/
List of facilities on the ISS: https://www.nasa.gov/sites/default/files/atoms/files/np- 2017- 04- 014- a- 
jsc_iss_utilization_brochure_2017_web_6- 5- 17.pdf
"ISS Benefits for Humanity: https://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/station/research/news/b4h- 3rd- ed- book

Extreme 
conditions

Shannon (US EST, I also 
have a day job but am 
morning person so can 

do whatever)

Davis George Moye;
I like to work late at night US 
EST because I have frequent 
meetings for my day job all 

day.

RESEARCH TEAMS: Pick the area you want to take a deep dive into! (ISS projects)

Put you name 
next to these 3 

areas!

including exposure to extreme heat and cold cycling, 
ultra- vacuum, atomic oxygen, and high- energy 
radiation. Testing and qualification of materials, 
sensors, and component sub- systems exposed 
simultaneously to these extreme conditions have 
provided data to enable the manufacturing of long- life 
reliable components used on Earth as well as in the 
world’s most sophisticated satellites and spacecraft.

based on the location of the ISS within low Earth orbit. 
The ISS orbits at an altitude of approximately 250 miles 
(400 km), and its path covers more than 90% of Earth’s 
population. Observations from this orbiting platform 
can provide unique spatial resolution and variable 
lighting conditions compared with the sun- synchronous 
orbits of typical Earth remote- sensing satellites, 
allowing insight into diverse fields ranging from 
atmospheric modeling to agriculture.
List of Earth Science and Remote Sensing Missions: 
https://eol.jsc.nasa.gov/ESRS/ISS_Remote_Sensing_Syst
ems/

EVALUATION MATRIX

IDEAS THEMES

or weightlessness, which alters many observable 
phenomena within the physical and life sciences. 
Systems and processes affected by microgravity include 
surface wetting and interfacial tension, multiphase flow 
and heat transfer, multiphase system dynamics, 
solidification, and fire and combustion. Moreover, 
microgravity induces a vast array of changes in 
organisms ranging from viruses and bacteria to 
humans, including global alterations in gene expression 
and three- dimensional aggregation of cells into tissue- 
like architectures.

Is it possible to do it on 
Earth?

How many main SDGs 
addressed?

Spin- off vs Tech transfer 
vs space based- research

? ? ?

HICO
*No longer 

there

Evaluation of the ideas or group of ideas (as themes) according to the guidances questions proposed

ECOSTRESS

The guidance questions are to evaluate the direction of the project, 
aspects that would be expected to be considered.

Example:

How many  
main SDGs 
is the idea 
adressing?

Sejal (India,IST) I can 
work late into the night, 
university lectures in the 

afternoon

MISSE
by Alpha 

Space
Life Sciences

Physical 
Sciences

Plants

FYI: more 
info on 
ECLSS 
[Miki]

Orbital 
Sidekick & 

DESIS
Excellent!  I want to 

hear your ideas!
- DGM

05:00 US PST =
08:00 US EST = 

17:30 IST

Kimberley

What can the 
microgravity 

environment teach 
us about social 
robotics & HRI 
(thinking about 

astrobee)? - shannon

All,
Is there a time everyone can meet 

and discuss?  I recommend BEFORE 
tomorrow morning's SDG Team 2 
meeting. 6:00-7:00 AM EST / 15:30 

IST is my preference.

Universities 
who are doing 

any 
underwater 

research

Oil or other 
companies 
looking to 

mine in water

Oil/ other 
companies 
looking to 

mine in water

Agencies who 
monitor endanger 

species tracking 
or animal 

migration due to 
climate change

Sustainable Land 
Develop tracking 
for most optimal 

crop, living 
conditions

WHAT PROJECTS, 
INDUSTRIES, 
COMPANIES 

REQUIRE THIS 
SPECIALTY

WHAT PROJECTS, 
INDUSTRIES, 
COMPANIES 

REQUIRE THIS 
SPECIALTY

WHAT PROJECTS, 
INDUSTRIES, 
COMPANIES 

REQUIRE THIS 
SPECIALTY

A conglomerative  device to handle 
Extreme environmemnts, which can 
be tested at ISS to the analyse the 
working conditions at microgravity 
and open extreme condition - Vijay

Vijay

Microgravity 
Research

yes- primary 
and secondary 

experimentation

5VIJAY

Can you pick 
from clustered 
ideas under 3 
SDGs above, 

please?

Can you be 
more 

specific 
please?

Vulcan (wild 
elephants); 

National 
Geographics

Pharmas: 
Amgen, Merck, 

Novartis, Eli Lily, 
AstroZeneca, 

etc.

P&G, 
Goodyear Tire, 

Milliken, Adidas, 
Delta Faucet, 
Lamborghini

Target 
Corporation, 
Anheuiser-  

Busch

University 
of Florida

Vandana

Vandana

Disposal 
of waste

Vandana

Nutrients, 
Growth 
factor

Can we articulate 
this in terms of 

living under extreme 
conditions? What 

does this mean for 
people in the ISS 

and on earth?

Soufiane

Soufiane -

Enablers (Ref.: International Space Station Benefits for Humanity):
* Protein Crystal Growth: The unique microgravity environment of the ISS allows 
for the growth of larger, higher quality protein crystals than those that can be 
grown on the ground. Benefits include reducing overall research costs for 
pharmaceutical companies, thereby allowing them to more accurately predict how 
candidate drugs will perform and more precisely model the structure of key 
proteins involved in disease.
* Nanofluidics research conducted on board the ISS.

Idea: If it is possible to combine both aforementioned enablers, maybe propose a 
novel design of an improved/cost- effective drug delivery mechanism?

SDG 17 Partnerships for the Goal:
     - ISS has had serious 
cooling/thermal management 
problems in past

underwater
artists/ 

creatives

We have the 
technologies - how 

can we design a 
better 

implementation / 
terrestrial 

application?

Things I was reading about:
1. Robots in space
 - Astrobee robot https://www.nasa.gov/astrobee
2. Health & wellness/fitness impacts for astronauts
 - twin study https://www.nasa.gov/twins- study
 - journaling https://www.nasa.gov/content/journaling- astronauts- 
chronicle- missions
 - genetics https://www.nasa.gov/feature/peek- into- your- genes- 
nasa- one- year- mission- investigators- identify- links- between- genes

Miki mentioned this at the 
office hours (so cool!) - 
Adidas x ISS for the boost 
shoes  https://www.adidas.co
m/us/blog/400437

hi 
seas Maun
a Loa - Mars 

analog

For later

SDG
ISS Experiments related 

to the SDG

Why this project was 
only to be made on the 

ISS?

How does it address or 
impact on the SDG?

What is the vision or 
possible outcomes from 

the experiment?

Who are the 
benefeciaries?

Observations or 
indentifies trends from 

your perspective

RESEARCH ANALYSIS

Other SDGs

Looking at the veggie 
experiment (plants in 
space) https://www.nasa.gov/
content/growing- plants- in- 
space

Potential Partners

please?
Prototyping, testing and validation 

in earth, after which the 
Microgravity experimentation will 

result us the large application of the 
device for space and space based 

communities to settle in near future

A bio engineering 
device to perform, test 
and grow artificial meat 

for astronauts and 
future space explorer's 

and space settlers

A definitive Space based 
research for the future of 

earth and mankind

Capillary Flow Experiment-2

- Soufiane

Ref.: International Space Station 
Benefits for Humanity

Deeper understanding of capillary 
flow was needed to enable such 

innovation. Such improved 
understanding was only possible 

thanks to the unique ISS facilities (?) 
(TBC)

Advancing Infectious Disease 
Diagnoses

A low- energy medical device that can diagnose 
infectious diseases on- site may soon be operating in 
remote areas of the world that have limited access to 
power sources. With a reduced need for energy and 

on- site diagnosis, less time would be needed between 
identifying a disease and beginning the treatment for 

it.

Patients in remote 
areas

 3- D 
bioprinting

Flame Extinguishing Experiments (FLEX 
and FLEX 2)

- Soufiane

Ref.: International Space Station Benefits 
for Humanity

Result achieved due to conducting 
research in microgravity

This could eliminate the need to 
burn diesel- fuel sprays, which are 

notorious for pollutant production, 
according to the researchers.

Enable more fuel efficient and less 
polluting engines

Everyone is concerned by air 
pollution!

Engine manufacturers

N
p

NG

Workspace - understanding the challenge 
statement

Sejal- Equal 
representation
/Global space 
agency goal

Exploration

Benefit 
to life 

on Earth

in- space 
use Good to have 

dual purpose!

Space is not the answer for every problem. It 
may only reveal a small piece of a puzzle. 

Which UN SDGs and their targets most likely 
benefit from space- based research and 

how?

shannon - can 
be a theme 
across any 

problem we 
address

Kimberley- 
global and 

space 
agency goal

Kimberley

Kimberley 
focus on earth 

and space 
overlap, case 

study

Kimberley- 
Int. 

partnerships 
are critical

shannon - how 
can we simplify 
tech from ISS 

for use by 
people on Earth

SDG 7: DGM's 3 ideas
1) The UN wants energy efficiency improvements in heating. 

Cooling also important because it preserves food, BUT cooling is 
difficult in space b/c requires radiation.  Developing energy 

efficient means of radiative cooling is critical to the ISS, and has 
implications on earth.

2) More energy efficient electric heating.  BUT many are already 
looking at this matter.

 3) More efficient solar cells BUT many are already looking at this 
matter.

DGM

Kimberley- 
perfect 

case study

Case study 
for contained 
environment

DGM Vijay

Sejal- 
Looking into 
innovations 

in the ISS

DGM

DGM

Touchese 
my 

background

DGM

DGM

Vijay

Would like to 
work on this 
because it is 
humankind's 

most important 
challenge (Mark)

Shannon - 
this is effects 
everyone & 
everything

Challenge question from 
Miki! How might cooling in 
microgravity environment 

different from that on 
Earth? And how might that 
knowledge adds value to 

the current efforts here on 
Earth?

Sejal

Sejal

Sejal

Soufiane - Make use of the microgravity 
environment to improve health and well- 
being on earth (e.g., high quality protein  

crystals grown in a microgravity  
environment can support new drug  

designs for cancers, infectious diseases 
and lifestyle- related diseases)

Soufiane -  Can any of the 
materials developed in the 

extreme conditions be used to 
implement novel designs for 
clean water and sanitation?

Vandana

Vandana

Vandana

Carlos
Responsibility
is something 
we forget

Carlos

microgravity 
research

Extreme 
condition

Vantage 
point

Does it have to 
be done in 

space? If so, 
which one(s) can 

you leverage?

How much 
impact it 

may have?

Melodie
Yashar

Vijay

Melodie
Yashar

Melodie
Yashar

Melodie
Yashar

Soufiane - Possibly use data 
from the ISS as a 'vantage 

point' to increase resilience of 
cities and communities to 

disasters?

After doing ISS project research Add your ideas for these main SDGs

ADD OR ANSWER 
GUIDANCE 
QUESTIONS

How can we 
make the 

benefits from 
space accessible 

to people?

Is it possible 
to do the 
project on 

Earth?

I believe the best way is to 
develop technology that is 

needed in space (and 
expensive), but also has 
applications on earth.  

Starting in Space a market 
begins, enabling the 

product's use on earth.

Something to 
do with plants/ 
hydroponics? - 

shannon

Idea: My thought about 
improving radiative.  THis makes 
air conditioners better, making 

cities consume less energy. Less 
energy affects climate change 
(SDG 13). Better/cheaper air 

conditioning helps cool hospitals 
and food (SDG 3) and fits in with 

UN's detailed needs in SDG 7.

Microgravity only matters b/c 
there is not much convection. 

However, conduction can move 
things around spacecraft.  BUT 
that just moves the heat from 
Point A to Point B. To get rid of 
that energy in a vacuum (like 

space), we need radiation.

Sejal- Recyling 
on board 

materials for 
3D printing

Sejal- For future 
missions, using 
lunar sand for 

printing 
structures

better air conditioning 
enables better medical 

facilities in warm 
climates....radiative 

cooling improvements 
badly needed for space

plants make 
people happy 
& healthier - 

shannon

Fitness/health from 
ISS astronaut 

routines to people 
on Earth 

(preventative 
healthcare?) - 

shannon

Air quality? 
something to 

help with 
covid? - 

shannon

Climate action 
problems can be 

solved using 
smart 

lighting/alternativ
e energy

IoT for 
sustainability?

Sejal- Creating Earth 
like simulations, 
plants that can 

adapt in space for 
deep space missions

Soufiane - Translate research on 
ageing (conducted in the 

microgravity environment) into 
practical tools/guidelines for 

improving quality of life on earth

"facts" and 
helping combat 

fake news around 
climate change 

using ISS? - 
shannon

Sejal- 
Psychology 

and focussing 
on astronauts

The astronauts 
have  common 

goals across 
cultures. How can 
we foster this at 
home in cities?

using robotics 
tech on ISS to 

help create more 
sustainable cities? 

- shannon

Soufiane - Use data 
from the ISS as a 
'vantage point' to 
predict disasters 
occurrence, or 

support in any way 
decision- making?

Can we use the 
circularity of the 
ISS ecosystem 

into a model for 
earth circularity?

Making the ISS a 
model for a 
sustainable 

environment in 
a small space

I like 
this one

Sejal- Smart 
Materials and 

their use in 
space/microgravit
y/sustainability in 

space

A device that ensures the air quality 
and microbial index at particular 

surrounding using AI&ML, which can 
also be modified to sit up on 

situation to handle palnt growth, 
CO2 handling - Vijay

this is close to 
the 

hydroponics 
idea in SDG 11

What can we 
do ONLY 

from space?

Sejal- Look at 
sustainable buildngs 

or solutions in ISS, 
which could be 
useful on earth, 

alternative materials

study 
manufacturing in 

space for materials 
that could be used 
to make cities more 

sustaibable on 
earth? - shannon

Materials that 
radiate better 

are badly 
needed.  I will 
vote on this!

this could 
go in 

either :)

these 
are 

related

These 
are also 
related

Materials

Plants
Health

Closed Environment

Vantage Point

Database From Miki 
 -https://www.nasa.g
ov/mission_pages/st
ation/research/expe

riments_category

Microgravity
Vantage 
point

carlos

Good starting point:
Searchable database on all research experiments done on the ISS (including NASA, ISS NL, ESA, JAXA, CSA, Roscosmos) - 
Including all experiments and all facilities: https://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/station/research/experiments/explorer/
List of facilities on the ISS: https://www.nasa.gov/sites/default/files/atoms/files/np- 2017- 04- 014- a- 
jsc_iss_utilization_brochure_2017_web_6- 5- 17.pdf
"ISS Benefits for Humanity: https://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/station/research/news/b4h- 3rd- ed- book

Extreme 
conditions

Shannon (US EST, I also 
have a day job but am 
morning person so can 

do whatever)

Davis George Moye;
I like to work late at night US 
EST because I have frequent 
meetings for my day job all 

day.

RESEARCH TEAMS: Pick the area you want to take a deep dive into! (ISS projects)

Put you name 
next to these 3 

areas!

including exposure to extreme heat and cold cycling, 
ultra- vacuum, atomic oxygen, and high- energy 
radiation. Testing and qualification of materials, 
sensors, and component sub- systems exposed 
simultaneously to these extreme conditions have 
provided data to enable the manufacturing of long- life 
reliable components used on Earth as well as in the 
world’s most sophisticated satellites and spacecraft.

based on the location of the ISS within low Earth orbit. 
The ISS orbits at an altitude of approximately 250 miles 
(400 km), and its path covers more than 90% of Earth’s 
population. Observations from this orbiting platform 
can provide unique spatial resolution and variable 
lighting conditions compared with the sun- synchronous 
orbits of typical Earth remote- sensing satellites, 
allowing insight into diverse fields ranging from 
atmospheric modeling to agriculture.
List of Earth Science and Remote Sensing Missions: 
https://eol.jsc.nasa.gov/ESRS/ISS_Remote_Sensing_Syst
ems/

EVALUATION MATRIX

IDEAS THEMES

or weightlessness, which alters many observable 
phenomena within the physical and life sciences. 
Systems and processes affected by microgravity include 
surface wetting and interfacial tension, multiphase flow 
and heat transfer, multiphase system dynamics, 
solidification, and fire and combustion. Moreover, 
microgravity induces a vast array of changes in 
organisms ranging from viruses and bacteria to 
humans, including global alterations in gene expression 
and three- dimensional aggregation of cells into tissue- 
like architectures.

Is it possible to do it on 
Earth?

How many main SDGs 
addressed?

Spin- off vs Tech transfer 
vs space based- research

? ? ?

HICO
*No longer 

there

Evaluation of the ideas or group of ideas (as themes) according to the guidances questions proposed

ECOSTRESS

The guidance questions are to evaluate the direction of the project, 
aspects that would be expected to be considered.

Example:

How many  
main SDGs 
is the idea 
adressing?

Sejal (India,IST) I can 
work late into the night, 
university lectures in the 

afternoon

MISSE
by Alpha 

Space
Life Sciences

Physical 
Sciences

Plants

FYI: more 
info on 
ECLSS 
[Miki]

Orbital 
Sidekick & 

DESIS
Excellent!  I want to 

hear your ideas!
- DGM

05:00 US PST =
08:00 US EST = 

17:30 IST

Kimberley

What can the 
microgravity 

environment teach 
us about social 
robotics & HRI 
(thinking about 

astrobee)? - shannon

All,
Is there a time everyone can meet 

and discuss?  I recommend BEFORE 
tomorrow morning's SDG Team 2 
meeting. 6:00-7:00 AM EST / 15:30 

IST is my preference.

Universities 
who are doing 

any 
underwater 

research

Oil or other 
companies 
looking to 

mine in water

Oil/ other 
companies 
looking to 

mine in water

Agencies who 
monitor endanger 

species tracking 
or animal 

migration due to 
climate change

Sustainable Land 
Develop tracking 
for most optimal 

crop, living 
conditions

WHAT PROJECTS, 
INDUSTRIES, 
COMPANIES 

REQUIRE THIS 
SPECIALTY

WHAT PROJECTS, 
INDUSTRIES, 
COMPANIES 

REQUIRE THIS 
SPECIALTY

WHAT PROJECTS, 
INDUSTRIES, 
COMPANIES 

REQUIRE THIS 
SPECIALTY

A conglomerative  device to handle 
Extreme environmemnts, which can 
be tested at ISS to the analyse the 
working conditions at microgravity 
and open extreme condition - Vijay

Vijay

Microgravity 
Research

yes- primary 
and secondary 

experimentation

5VIJAY

Can you pick 
from clustered 
ideas under 3 
SDGs above, 

please?

Can you be 
more 

specific 
please?

Vulcan (wild 
elephants); 

National 
Geographics

Pharmas: 
Amgen, Merck, 

Novartis, Eli Lily, 
AstroZeneca, 

etc.

P&G, 
Goodyear Tire, 

Milliken, Adidas, 
Delta Faucet, 
Lamborghini

Target 
Corporation, 
Anheuiser-  

Busch

University 
of Florida

Vandana

Vandana

Disposal 
of waste

Vandana

Nutrients, 
Growth 
factor

Can we articulate 
this in terms of 

living under extreme 
conditions? What 

does this mean for 
people in the ISS 

and on earth?

Soufiane

Soufiane -

Enablers (Ref.: International Space Station Benefits for Humanity):
* Protein Crystal Growth: The unique microgravity environment of the ISS allows 
for the growth of larger, higher quality protein crystals than those that can be 
grown on the ground. Benefits include reducing overall research costs for 
pharmaceutical companies, thereby allowing them to more accurately predict how 
candidate drugs will perform and more precisely model the structure of key 
proteins involved in disease.
* Nanofluidics research conducted on board the ISS.

Idea: If it is possible to combine both aforementioned enablers, maybe propose a 
novel design of an improved/cost- effective drug delivery mechanism?

SDG 17 Partnerships for the Goal:
     - ISS has had serious 
cooling/thermal management 
problems in past

underwater
artists/ 

creatives

We have the 
technologies - how 

can we design a 
better 

implementation / 
terrestrial 

application?

Things I was reading about:
1. Robots in space
 - Astrobee robot https://www.nasa.gov/astrobee
2. Health & wellness/fitness impacts for astronauts
 - twin study https://www.nasa.gov/twins- study
 - journaling https://www.nasa.gov/content/journaling- astronauts- 
chronicle- missions
 - genetics https://www.nasa.gov/feature/peek- into- your- genes- 
nasa- one- year- mission- investigators- identify- links- between- genes

Miki mentioned this at the 
office hours (so cool!) - 
Adidas x ISS for the boost 
shoes  https://www.adidas.co
m/us/blog/400437

hi 
seas Maun
a Loa - Mars 

analog

For later

SDG
ISS Experiments related 

to the SDG

Why this project was 
only to be made on the 

ISS?

How does it address or 
impact on the SDG?

What is the vision or 
possible outcomes from 

the experiment?

Who are the 
benefeciaries?

Observations or 
indentifies trends from 

your perspective

RESEARCH ANALYSIS

Other SDGs

Looking at the veggie 
experiment (plants in 
space) https://www.nasa.gov/
content/growing- plants- in- 
space

Potential Partners

Prototyping, testing and validation 
in earth, after which the 

Microgravity experimentation will 
result us the large application of the 

device for space and space based 
communities to settle in near future

A bio engineering 
device to perform, test 
and grow artificial meat 

for astronauts and 
future space explorer's 

and space settlers

A definitive Space based 
research for the future of 

earth and mankind

Capillary Flow Experiment-2

- Soufiane

Ref.: International Space Station 
Benefits for Humanity

Deeper understanding of capillary 
flow was needed to enable such 

innovation. Such improved 
understanding was only possible 

thanks to the unique ISS facilities (?) 
(TBC)

Advancing Infectious Disease 
Diagnoses

A low- energy medical device that can diagnose 
infectious diseases on- site may soon be operating in 
remote areas of the world that have limited access to 
power sources. With a reduced need for energy and 

on- site diagnosis, less time would be needed between 
identifying a disease and beginning the treatment for 

it.

Patients in remote 
areas

 3- D 
bioprinting

Flame Extinguishing Experiments (FLEX 
and FLEX 2)

- Soufiane

Ref.: International Space Station Benefits 
for Humanity

Result achieved due to conducting 
research in microgravity

This could eliminate the need to 
burn diesel- fuel sprays, which are 

notorious for pollutant production, 
according to the researchers.

Enable more fuel efficient and less 
polluting engines

Everyone is concerned by air 
pollution!

Engine manufacturers

N
p

NGWorkspace - understanding the challenge 
statement

Sejal- Equal 
representation
/Global space 
agency goal

Exploration

Benefit 
to life 

on Earth

in- space 
use Good to have 

dual purpose!

Space is not the answer for every problem. It 
may only reveal a small piece of a puzzle. 

Which UN SDGs and their targets most likely 
benefit from space- based research and 

how?

shannon - can 
be a theme 
across any 

problem we 
address

Kimberley- 
global and 

space 
agency goal

Kimberley

Kimberley 
focus on earth 

and space 
overlap, case 

study

Kimberley- 
Int. 

partnerships 
are critical

shannon - how 
can we simplify 
tech from ISS 

for use by 
people on Earth

SDG 7: DGM's 3 ideas
1) The UN wants energy efficiency improvements in heating. 

Cooling also important because it preserves food, BUT cooling is 
difficult in space b/c requires radiation.  Developing energy 

efficient means of radiative cooling is critical to the ISS, and has 
implications on earth.

2) More energy efficient electric heating.  BUT many are already 
looking at this matter.

 3) More efficient solar cells BUT many are already looking at this 
matter.

DGM

Kimberley- 
perfect 

case study

Case study 
for contained 
environment

DGM Vijay

Sejal- 
Looking into 
innovations 

in the ISS

DGM

DGM

Touchese 
my 

background

DGM

DGM

Vijay

Would like to 
work on this 
because it is 
humankind's 

most important 
challenge (Mark)

Shannon - 
this is effects 
everyone & 
everything

Challenge question from 
Miki! How might cooling in 
microgravity environment 

different from that on 
Earth? And how might that 
knowledge adds value to 

the current efforts here on 
Earth?

Sejal

Sejal

Sejal

Soufiane - Make use of the microgravity 
environment to improve health and well- 
being on earth (e.g., high quality protein  

crystals grown in a microgravity  
environment can support new drug  

designs for cancers, infectious diseases 
and lifestyle- related diseases)

Soufiane -  Can any of the 
materials developed in the 

extreme conditions be used to 
implement novel designs for 
clean water and sanitation?

Vandana

Vandana

Vandana

Carlos
Responsibility
is something 
we forget

Carlos

microgravity 
research

Extreme 
condition

Vantage 
point

Does it have to 
be done in 

space? If so, 
which one(s) can 

you leverage?

How much 
impact it 

may have?

Melodie
Yashar

Vijay

Melodie
Yashar

Melodie
Yashar

Melodie
Yashar

Soufiane - Possibly use data 
from the ISS as a 'vantage 

point' to increase resilience of 
cities and communities to 

disasters?

After doing ISS project research Add your ideas for these main SDGs

ADD OR ANSWER 
GUIDANCE 
QUESTIONS

How can we 
make the 

benefits from 
space accessible 

to people?

Is it possible 
to do the 
project on 

Earth?

I believe the best way is to 
develop technology that is 

needed in space (and 
expensive), but also has 
applications on earth.  

Starting in Space a market 
begins, enabling the 

product's use on earth.

Something to 
do with plants/ 
hydroponics? - 

shannon

Idea: My thought about 
improving radiative.  THis makes 
air conditioners better, making 

cities consume less energy. Less 
energy affects climate change 
(SDG 13). Better/cheaper air 

conditioning helps cool hospitals 
and food (SDG 3) and fits in with 

UN's detailed needs in SDG 7.

Microgravity only matters b/c 
there is not much convection. 

However, conduction can move 
things around spacecraft.  BUT 
that just moves the heat from 
Point A to Point B. To get rid of 
that energy in a vacuum (like 

space), we need radiation.

Sejal- Recyling 
on board 

materials for 
3D printing

Sejal- For future 
missions, using 
lunar sand for 

printing 
structures

better air conditioning 
enables better medical 

facilities in warm 
climates....radiative 

cooling improvements 
badly needed for space

plants make 
people happy 
& healthier - 

shannon

Fitness/health from 
ISS astronaut 

routines to people 
on Earth 

(preventative 
healthcare?) - 

shannon

Air quality? 
something to 

help with 
covid? - 

shannon

Climate action 
problems can be 

solved using 
smart 

lighting/alternativ
e energy

IoT for 
sustainability?

Sejal- Creating Earth 
like simulations, 
plants that can 

adapt in space for 
deep space missions

Soufiane - Translate research on 
ageing (conducted in the 

microgravity environment) into 
practical tools/guidelines for 

improving quality of life on earth

"facts" and 
helping combat 

fake news around 
climate change 

using ISS? - 
shannon

Sejal- 
Psychology 

and focussing 
on astronauts

The astronauts 
have  common 

goals across 
cultures. How can 
we foster this at 
home in cities?

using robotics 
tech on ISS to 

help create more 
sustainable cities? 

- shannon

Soufiane - Use data 
from the ISS as a 
'vantage point' to 
predict disasters 
occurrence, or 

support in any way 
decision- making?

Can we use the 
circularity of the 
ISS ecosystem 

into a model for 
earth circularity?

Making the ISS a 
model for a 
sustainable 

environment in 
a small space

I like 
this one

Sejal- Smart 
Materials and 

their use in 
space/microgravit
y/sustainability in 

space

A device that ensures the air quality 
and microbial index at particular 

surrounding using AI&ML, which can 
also be modified to sit up on 

situation to handle palnt growth, 
CO2 handling - Vijay

this is close to 
the 

hydroponics 
idea in SDG 11

What can we 
do ONLY 

from space?

Sejal- Look at 
sustainable buildngs 

or solutions in ISS, 
which could be 
useful on earth, 

alternative materials

study 
manufacturing in 

space for materials 
that could be used 
to make cities more 

sustaibable on 
earth? - shannon

Materials that 
radiate better 

are badly 
needed.  I will 
vote on this!

this could 
go in 

either :)

these 
are 

related

These 
are also 
related

Materials

Plants
Health

Closed Environment

Vantage Point

Database From Miki 
 -https://www.nasa.g
ov/mission_pages/st
ation/research/expe

riments_category

Microgravity
Vantage 
point

carlos

Good starting point:
Searchable database on all research experiments done on the ISS (including NASA, ISS NL, ESA, JAXA, CSA, Roscosmos) - 
Including all experiments and all facilities: https://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/station/research/experiments/explorer/
List of facilities on the ISS: https://www.nasa.gov/sites/default/files/atoms/files/np- 2017- 04- 014- a- 
jsc_iss_utilization_brochure_2017_web_6- 5- 17.pdf
"ISS Benefits for Humanity: https://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/station/research/news/b4h- 3rd- ed- book

Extreme 
conditions

Shannon (US EST, I also 
have a day job but am 
morning person so can 

do whatever)

Davis George Moye;
I like to work late at night US 
EST because I have frequent 
meetings for my day job all 

day.

Vantage 
point

RESEARCH TEAMS: Pick the area you want to take a deep dive into! (ISS projects)

Put you name 
next to these 3 

areas!

including exposure to extreme heat and cold cycling, 
ultra- vacuum, atomic oxygen, and high- energy 
radiation. Testing and qualification of materials, 
sensors, and component sub- systems exposed 
simultaneously to these extreme conditions have 
provided data to enable the manufacturing of long- life 
reliable components used on Earth as well as in the 
world’s most sophisticated satellites and spacecraft.

based on the location of the ISS within low Earth orbit. 
The ISS orbits at an altitude of approximately 250 miles 
(400 km), and its path covers more than 90% of Earth’s 
population. Observations from this orbiting platform 
can provide unique spatial resolution and variable 
lighting conditions compared with the sun- synchronous 
orbits of typical Earth remote- sensing satellites, 
allowing insight into diverse fields ranging from 
atmospheric modeling to agriculture.
List of Earth Science and Remote Sensing Missions: 
https://eol.jsc.nasa.gov/ESRS/ISS_Remote_Sensing_Syst
ems/

EVALUATION MATRIX

IDEAS THEMES

or weightlessness, which alters many observable 
phenomena within the physical and life sciences. 
Systems and processes affected by microgravity include 
surface wetting and interfacial tension, multiphase flow 
and heat transfer, multiphase system dynamics, 
solidification, and fire and combustion. Moreover, 
microgravity induces a vast array of changes in 
organisms ranging from viruses and bacteria to 
humans, including global alterations in gene expression 
and three- dimensional aggregation of cells into tissue- 
like architectures.

Is it possible to do it on 
Earth?

How many main SDGs 
addressed?

Spin- off vs Tech transfer 
vs space based- research

? ? ?

HICO
*No longer 

there

Evaluation of the ideas or group of ideas (as themes) according to the guidances questions proposed

ECOSTRESS

The guidance questions are to evaluate the direction of the project, 
aspects that would be expected to be considered.

Example:

How many  
main SDGs 
is the idea 
adressing?

Sejal (India,IST) I can 
work late into the night, 
university lectures in the 

afternoon

MISSE
by Alpha 

Space
Life Sciences

Physical 
Sciences

Plants

FYI: more 
info on 
ECLSS 
[Miki]

Orbital 
Sidekick & 

DESIS
Excellent!  I want to 

hear your ideas!
- DGM

05:00 US PST =
08:00 US EST = 

17:30 IST

Kimberley

What can the 
microgravity 

environment teach 
us about social 
robotics & HRI 
(thinking about 

astrobee)? - shannon

All,
Is there a time everyone can meet 

and discuss?  I recommend BEFORE 
tomorrow morning's SDG Team 2 
meeting. 6:00-7:00 AM EST / 15:30 

IST is my preference.

Universities 
who are doing 

any 
underwater 

research

Oil or other 
companies 
looking to 

mine in water

Oil/ other 
companies 
looking to 

mine in water

Agencies who 
monitor endanger 

species tracking 
or animal 

migration due to 
climate change

Sustainable Land 
Develop tracking 
for most optimal 

crop, living 
conditions

WHAT PROJECTS, 
INDUSTRIES, 
COMPANIES 

REQUIRE THIS 
SPECIALTY

WHAT PROJECTS, 
INDUSTRIES, 
COMPANIES 

REQUIRE THIS 
SPECIALTY

WHAT PROJECTS, 
INDUSTRIES, 
COMPANIES 

REQUIRE THIS 
SPECIALTY

A conglomerative  device to handle 
Extreme environmemnts, which can 
be tested at ISS to the analyse the 
working conditions at microgravity 
and open extreme condition - Vijay

Vijay

Microgravity 
Research

yes- primary 
and secondary 

experimentation

5VIJAY

Can you pick 
from clustered 
ideas under 3 
SDGs above, 

please?

Can you be 
more 

specific 
please?

Vulcan (wild 
elephants); 

National 
Geographics

Pharmas: 
Amgen, Merck, 

Novartis, Eli Lily, 
AstroZeneca, 

etc.

P&G, 
Goodyear Tire, 

Milliken, Adidas, 
Delta Faucet, 
Lamborghini

Target 
Corporation, 
Anheuiser-  

Busch

University 
of Florida

Vandana

Vandana

Disposal 
of waste

Vandana

Nutrients, 
Growth 
factor

Can we articulate 
this in terms of 

living under extreme 
conditions? What 

does this mean for 
people in the ISS 

and on earth?

Soufiane

Soufiane -

Enablers (Ref.: International Space Station Benefits for Humanity):
* Protein Crystal Growth: The unique microgravity environment of the ISS allows 
for the growth of larger, higher quality protein crystals than those that can be 
grown on the ground. Benefits include reducing overall research costs for 
pharmaceutical companies, thereby allowing them to more accurately predict how 
candidate drugs will perform and more precisely model the structure of key 
proteins involved in disease.
* Nanofluidics research conducted on board the ISS.

Idea: If it is possible to combine both aforementioned enablers, maybe propose a 
novel design of an improved/cost- effective drug delivery mechanism?

SDG 17 Partnerships for the Goal:
     - ISS has had serious 
cooling/thermal management 
problems in past

underwater
artists/ 

creatives

We have the 
technologies - how 

can we design a 
better 

implementation / 
terrestrial 

application?

Things I was reading about:
1. Robots in space
 - Astrobee robot https://www.nasa.gov/astrobee
2. Health & wellness/fitness impacts for astronauts
 - twin study https://www.nasa.gov/twins- study
 - journaling https://www.nasa.gov/content/journaling- astronauts- 
chronicle- missions
 - genetics https://www.nasa.gov/feature/peek- into- your- genes- 
nasa- one- year- mission- investigators- identify- links- between- genes

Miki mentioned this at the 
office hours (so cool!) - 
Adidas x ISS for the boost 
shoes  https://www.adidas.co
m/us/blog/400437

hi 
seas Maun
a Loa - Mars 

analog

For later

SDG
ISS Experiments related 

to the SDG

Why this project was 
only to be made on the 

ISS?

How does it address or 
impact on the SDG?

What is the vision or 
possible outcomes from 

the experiment?

Who are the 
benefeciaries?

Observations or 
indentifies trends from 

your perspective

RESEARCH ANALYSIS

Other SDGs

Looking at the veggie 
experiment (plants in 
space) https://www.nasa.gov/
content/growing- plants- in- 
space

Potential Partners

Prototyping, testing and validation 
in earth, after which the 

Microgravity experimentation will 
result us the large application of the 

device for space and space based 
communities to settle in near future

A bio engineering 
device to perform, test 
and grow artificial meat 

for astronauts and 
future space explorer's 

and space settlers

A definitive Space based 
research for the future of 

earth and mankind

Capillary Flow Experiment-2

- Soufiane

Ref.: International Space Station 
Benefits for Humanity

Deeper understanding of capillary 
flow was needed to enable such 

innovation. Such improved 
understanding was only possible 

thanks to the unique ISS facilities (?) 
(TBC)

Advancing Infectious Disease 
Diagnoses

A low- energy medical device that can diagnose 
infectious diseases on- site may soon be operating in 
remote areas of the world that have limited access to 
power sources. With a reduced need for energy and 

on- site diagnosis, less time would be needed between 
identifying a disease and beginning the treatment for 

it.

Patients in remote 
areas

 3- D 
bioprinting

Flame Extinguishing Experiments (FLEX 
and FLEX 2)

- Soufiane

Ref.: International Space Station Benefits 
for Humanity

Result achieved due to conducting 
research in microgravity

This could eliminate the need to 
burn diesel- fuel sprays, which are 

notorious for pollutant production, 
according to the researchers.

Enable more fuel efficient and less 
polluting engines

Everyone is concerned by air 
pollution!

Engine manufacturers

N
p

NG



36.

• What else can be done on the ISS?

We came to the conclusion to create an analysis map for the research 
done and organized the insights of the conversation and other possible 
findings. In the framework of responding to the initial concern of the group 
for understanding the overall context, this map can help us to proceed to 
the next steps. Each of the column respond to a theme question made on 
this session:
SDG: In this you can find the selected SDGs and if you found projects 
related to other SDGs you can share the findings on the last line.

ISS EXPERIMENTS RELATED: In this column you categorize the ISS 
projects in relation to the SDGs

WHY THE PROJECT WAS MADE IN SPACE?: Addressing the direction 
of the project about Space Based Research. Why was it only possible to 
do it on the ISS?

HOW DOES IT ADDRESS THE SDG? Even Though you already catego-
rized the project according to the SDGs, here you explain exactly how it is 
involved or related to the specific SDG.

WHAT ARE THE POSSIBLE OUTCOMES ON EARTH FOR THE PRO-
JECT? Addressing the possible future or impact that could have on Earth 
as a result, it doesn’t have to be an immediate result.

WHO ARE THE BENEFICIARIES OF THE PROJECT? Not the users, but 
who is beneficiary on Earth from that?

SHARE YOUR OBSERVATIONS In here you are encouraged to review a 
finding after reading the analysis, please review the other projects post in 
it, not only yours.

OCTOBER 2
AGENDA AND TASKS TO COMPLETE

Agenda
After the playback session, which you can find here: https://drive.google.
com/drive/u/0/folders/1X3NcTMSjzo5GQzrDFG_Gt-vW8uKURITv
A meeting between the thought leaders and facilitators of the SDG Teams 
happen, where there was realization of the general direction of the project, 
since both teams had troubles reaching an end user:
The teams are not expected to develop a project for a research propo-
sition for the ISS, instead we are asked to understand How does space 
based research on the ISS could address the SDGs? Deliver that informa-
tion to those who are interested into knowing, so the questions started to 
happen:
1) Who can do something with the knowledge that the ISS can help   
 address the SDGs?
2)  Who is addressing the SDGs?
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We are not expected to solve a particular or several SDG, but to help 
those who can. Our challenge is not about generating research for the 
ISS National Lab, it’s about who would be doing the research that needs 
the ISSs´ 3 benefits? And how can we make them know about the ISS  
and how can we make it accessible to them?

Choosing a theme

As having a conversation about the interests of the team it was suggested 
a common ground about focusing on ENERGY EFFICIENCY.

Researchers brainstorm.

So the team started working towards finding every kind of researcher who 
would be interested to work on a research with the ISS in the area about 

ENERGY EFFICIENCY. 
The potential researchers were grouped and two big categories were rec-
ognized Companies and Academia.
From that, the group selected those categories to develop a persona:
1)  Companies: Entrepreneur
2)  Academia: Graduate Student
3)  Companies: Companies looking to do something cool 
 (out of the box (ie. Adidas) with a large budget

Homework
1)  Persona development
Fictional persona’s were described based on the teammates experience 
so we could develop empathy and better understanding of their needs.

OCTOBER 3
AGENDA AND TASKS TO COMPLETE

Agenda
1) Review

A review was made to explain the progress and new direction for the 
team.

2) Persona Scenario
After finishing the persona profiles.
The team proceeded to build the persona scenarios. Thinking about 
the journey map of the persona from the moment they get to know 
the ISS possibilities, up until has access to participate along the ISS. 
Going through the stages, the needs during the stages, the emotions 
of the person, and the opportunity areas.

WorkspaceWorkspace
Who are the 
beneficiaries 

on Earth?

WHERE are 
the 

beneficiaries 
on Earth?

Potential 
researchers 

addressing the 
SDGs

Companies

Energy 
efficiency

How can we 
attract the 

people who is 
already 

working on it?

How can we attract the right people to use the ISS to solve problems around these SDG's?

Undergraduate 
researchers

Startups(?)

Companies 
looking to do 

something 
cool/out of the 
box (ie. Adidas)

Non 
profits

Governments

Who might 
want to do 
research on 

ISS about 
these SDGs?

Independent 
Person 
funding 

research (the 
Bill Gates type)

Entrepeneurs

Academia

Faculty 
researchers

Graduate/PhD 
researchers

High school 
students (this 

persona may  be 
the teacher of 

these students)

NGOs

Audience= Humans
Beneficiaries=Earth and all 
living being

Another way to create 
awareness and not be 
totally human centric 

Carlos

Persona
Profile
Use this template to develop empathy as a 
team before proceeding.

Who is the person you are designing for?

Personality Interests Skills

Persona

Reasons to use ISS Obstacles

Tech savviness

USER/Persona Name

Summarize User Research
in a Scenario Map

You can collectively create a Scenario Map that 
captures what you learned during your user 
research mapping (i.e. the challenges) and what 
currently happens over time regarding your 
project's focus.

Your team can then vote on the Scenario Map 
with six votes each and determine which parts of 
what currently happens are most problematic and 
needing significant improvement.

Capture what your users do today. Don't try to 
resolve the problems yet!

User activities

User tasks

User stories
Release 1

User persona

Release 2

Release 3

Carlos

Vijay

Shannon

Sejal Budholiya

Miki

Vandana

Workspace

5

6

Research Interests

Personality Interests Skills

Reasons to use ISS Obstacles

Tech savviness

Prestige in saying, 
"As proven on the 
ISS" - particularly 
want to propose 

new technologies to 
actually be used as 

ISS hardware

Very high 
in research 

area

Typically 
highly 

interested in 
his/her are

other times a 
dreamer, who does 
not understand the 

complexities, but 
certain understand 

his/her research 
problem

1) The 
research 

area

Energy 
storage 
design

Energy 
storage  

integration

Bio- 
engineering

Device

Space 
Sampling

Energy 
efficiency

meat 
production 

at ISS

Air quality and 
microbial index 
measuring at 

space and earth

Sometimes so 
focused on what is 

in space that 
struggles ot interact 
 with normal people 

on earth

* Space Research
*Industrial Designing

*Bio process

2) The 
explorer/pioneer 

spirit

*Astrobiology
*Space production

*Antimicrobial 
Reistance

BUT you still need a Research 
Integration Specialist to hold 

your hand; those guys are 
few and expensive

*specific knowledge on the 
subject

*Passion to work out things
*focus more on the 
sustainable design

HIghly 
understand 

his/her 
research area

Understand 
business needs 

and/or academic or 
government 

organizations, 
depending; I have 

done all 3

Background: Was active 
duty Navy, left for 

academia as graduate 
student, then was in 

industry at startup, then 
had own startup, now 

working in less exciting 
work.

*Space- Industrial Research
*Sustainable Product 

designing
*Biophysics/Space biology

Extreme 
conditions b/c of 
no atmosphere 

and large 
temperature 

variations

Microgravity 
b/c effects 

how chemicals 
move inside

Microgravity environment 
to simulate the space 

environment (anti- gravity) 
on the neighbor planets

Funding
Hard 

proposal 
review 

process

Assistance in 
understanding how to 

integrate designs into ISS's 
hardware and how to 

submit a 
proposal/application that 

complies with ISS's 
research expectations

*Funding
*Collaboration with right 

partners
*Identification of right channel 

for appropriate collaborator

Moye Consultants, independent energy storage developer
KARDLE Industries- A Bio engineering device for Space production

Research Interests

Personality Interests Skills

Reasons to use ISS Obstacles

Tech savviness

resources, 
labs etc

Highhard 
working

Becoming 
an 

academia 
researcher

PhD 
programs?

sustainability 
& energy 
efficiency

Students 
having access 

to space based 
reaserch

Helping to 
develop new 
technologies

young and 
excited to 

learn & 
make things

Meet 
contacts

getting a job 
in industry 

post 
graduation

depends on 
area of study, 

but developing 
over time

civil 
engineering, 

sciences, 
energy

Access to 
unique 

experimental 
conditions

its 
inspiring 

& cool

Funding
Time/prioriti
zation over 

other school 
work

Team 
work 

problems

Accesibility to 
the Education 

(school, 
information, 

internet)

Nassim, Sustainability & Energy Student

Research Interests

Prefer designing batteries for 
satellites, but most of my work 

now is for a major electric 
utility.  NOt as exciting, but 

definitely affects Earth!

Personality Interests Skills

Reasons to use ISS Obstacles

Tech savviness

ENTREPRENEUR/Stefano 
Mangini

Research Interests

Extreme academia researcher persona
University Student 

Resources not avaible as easy

Cooking in 
Microgravity

Protein and 
Plant harvest
in extremem 
conditions

Testing the 
cooking 
machine in 
microgravity

Not finished 
prototype

Doesn't know
the right 
people to introduce
him to ISS lab

Open- minded
Charismatic 
Enthusiast
Positive

Motorcycles

He traveled 
around the world
 in his Bike

Space

He studied a
second master
related on space

Team leader Focus Research in 
fashion industry

Funding

Ask Carlos

Generating ideas, 
looking into what 
research they may 
want to focus on

Persona: Goals:

Stages

Needs

Emotions

Opportunities

Hears about 
ISS National 
Labs + wants 

more 
information

Reaches 
out to ISS 

via (??) 
email

Decides to 
go forward 

with 
research

Drafts 
research 
proposal

Submits to 
get a grant 

from 
university

Research 
approved

Inspiration, 
access to prior 

research, 
understanding 

of options

Easy way to 
get in touch 

with ISS 
National Lab

Someone at 
ISS solely to 
review such 

ideations /help 
students

Support + 
understanding of 
what resources 

they have 
available to them

Funding, 
help with 

application, 
guidance

University outreach 
program? Way to 
spread the word 

about opportunities 
working with the ISS

How can we make 
contacting and 
getting started 

with national labs 
easy?

Resources for students 
to understand what 
types of projects are 

suitable, how the ISS is 
uniquely situated for 
their research goals

Guidance on how to 
apply for funding, 
connections with 
others who might 

want to run similar 
research

Nassim, undergraduate researcher at MIT 
studying Energy and Sustainability

I want to do research that helps the 
world and get a good GPA (?)

Research 
launches 

to ISS

High level 
explanation of this 

process for students 
to understand and 

share with their 
faculty mentors

Gets an A, 
publishes 
a paper (?)

Sharing the success 
stories, connection 
with media etc! This 
can tie back to stage 

1 to inspire more 
projects.

Proposal
Review and 

project 
selection

Sending 
the payload 

to the ISS

Project 
worked 

on the ISS

Persona: Goals:

Stages

Needs

Emotions

Opportunities

Stefano Mangini, entrepreneur developing 
a cooking machine for space.

Cooking in Space

Happy

Ideation 
through 

Design camp 
by ISS- WDO

Persona: Goals:

Stages

Needs

Emotions

Opportunities

Identification of 
Right Collaborator 

- ISS 
Recommended 

Partner

Selection 
of Idea

Sustainable deisgn 
to be arrived with 

mentoring from ISS 
and recommended 

partner

Funding modelling

Goals:
prototyping

Right 
Collaborator 

or Partner
Funding

Teaming up 
with 

Industry 
Leaders

Social 
Acceptance to 

make them 
understand 
the impact

Government's 
acceptance

ISS- WDO 
Challenge 
paves the 

path

Accelerator 
programs.

ex:masschallenge

Partenring 
with ISS 

reccomended 
agencies

Reachout to 
NASA, ESA and 

all potential 
Space 

Agencies

Collaboration 
with SpaceTech 
Companies like 

SpaceX, 
Blueorigin

Industry- institute 
Partnership. EX: 

MIT, Boston 
university and on

Name What are they trying to do?

Testing 
and 

Validation

Launch 
to ISS

Unhappy

Funding

AcceleratorEntrepreneurs

Academia

General steps 
with 

approaching 
ISS

Personality Interests Skills

Reasons to use ISS Obstacles

Tech savviness

R&D

high tech 
savviness

Large 
company, 

well funded
sponsorships

R&D 
department

Marketing 
motivations 
- bling and 

looking cool

social 
responsibility 
team would 
like to get 
involved

selling 
products

generate 
revenue

share 
price

has access 
to lots of 
money

It looks 
cool in their 
marketing 
materials

Investors 
think it is a 

differentiator

Navigating 
corporate 
structure

Researcher at 3M, Large Company looking to 
focus on Sustainability

Research Interests

Hears about 
this through 

industry 
outreach 
program

Working in lab, 
wants to try 
something 

new

Persona: Goals:

Stages

Needs

Emotions

Opportunities

Hears 
about 

program 
with ISS

Ideating what 
technologies that 

are being developed 
can benefit from 

space based 
research

Pitch to 
executive 

leadership

Marketing 
teams brought 

in to create 
hype around 

project

Project 
funded, 

green lit to 
work with ISS

research 
launched

Materials for large 
companies to share 

success stories & 
more info about 

how working with 
ISS can help achieve 

their goals

Allie, R&D director of 3M sustainable 
solutions team

I want to create a new type of 
reusable medical device that is safe 
and cost efficient

Results in new 
discovery of how 
the technology 
can be used on 

Earth

Lots of press 
and media for 
the company, 

share price 
goes up

Apply the 
results 

on Earth

Space is Cool!
Wondering 
about

Where I can 
know more?

Research:
Tons of Info

filter info
tools to find 
specific info.

Understand 
new contexts:
Example
Microgravity

Knowing 
people related 
to space: 
researchers, 
companies

Research
Validation

Contribution 
to Space 
research and 
space 
exploration

Happy

Unhappy

Define, 
Develop a 
concrete idea 
proposal

A growing 
industry open 
to new visions

Present the 
idea to 
possible 
partners

Modeling and 
tests

Funding for 
develop the 
prototype and 
place to work 
on that

Prototype and 
tests

Present the 
idea and the 
prototype 

Test in 
Microgravity

Funding and 
find partners

Launches to 
ISS Lab

Modifications 
and build the 
final product. 

Validation and 
proof of 
concept

Relationships 
with other 
entrepreneurs

SpaceX  Investment

Happy

Unhappy

For future Deep Space 
Exploration such as 

Getaway

Avoid supply from Earth. 
Independent producer of 

food.

of options

Wind mill 
tree

Fundin
g

Begin to 
implement 

solution based 
on research

Continuation 
after 

graduation?

Connecting 
students with 

industry to help 
implement their 

results to do good 
for the world
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OCTOBER 4
AGENDA AND TASKS TO COMPLETE

Agenda
1) Review

A review persona
2) ISS journey map
Miki shared the journey map for the ISS common usual procedure to en-
gage into new research.

Homework
1)  The next steps/homework

Once the scenario maps are filled out, we will identify the stages or steps 
of their journey and the problems in those stages during the potential 
researcher experience.

2) Put a sticker on the stages that you find are more problematic for each 
3)  If you have an idea about how to solve a problem on the stages, put a

sticky note on the corresponding brainstorm area.

OCTOBER 5
AGENDA AND TASKS TO COMPLETE

Agenda
1) Reviewing the opportunity areas

While evaluating the scenario maps the team was given 6 minutes to put 
3 stickers for each map to identify the stages that it was considered to 
have a relevant opportunity area for the team to solve.
Each person had a color to add a sticker.

Finding and defining the common areas
After this exercise several common stages for the companies and academia 
with opportunity areas where found, so then it was categorized the prob-
lems to address in the team proposal.

Eliminating categories that were not feasible for the ISS to address.
As going through the common stages problems, our thought leader Miki 
addresses the categories that the ISS can’t get involved in or helped, since 
it is the researcher’s responsibilities.

After a team discussion, the categories were narrowed down to 5 big areas, 
along with 2 small related problems to take into account.

It was also addressed and emphasized to consider the big picture of it all for 
stages before using the ISS for space based research and after it.

DISCOVERY: A basic opportunity area for this challenge is to find ways for 
potential researchers to know the existent possibility to use the ISS National 
Lab in order to address the problem they want to solve regarding the SDGs, 
and in this case Energy Efficiency.

Accesibility

ISS National Lab Journey

Idea

Talk to implementation 
partners (IPs) and get 

their proposals

Preliminary experiment 
design & preflight testing 
& hardware development

Experiment gets done

Put it on a rocket

Data return & payload recovery

Deliver payload

Payload verification 
testing & flight 

readiness certification Postflight data analysis

Full Proposal 
(10 pgs)

Concept 
Summary (2 pgs)

Final 
Determin

ation

Review Sign 
agreement

Select 
an IP

> Why should it be done on the ISS?
> Rough concept of Operation
  - Do you need sample returned?
  - What hardware do you need?
  - How long should it take on the ISS?
> Which of 3 advantages (micro- g, x- env, 
vantage pt) is being exploited?
> Value/Impact
  - Sci discovery vs tech maturation
  - What are the benefits to the society 
(esp. our life on Earth)?
  - Economic impact (addressable market 
size)
> Budget

Total mission cost

Launch cost
Up- mass, astronaut 

time, down- mass
(~ $7M; in- kind)

IP cost (~100k to $2-3M; 
usually PI pays)

Preflight testing
Hardware customization
Flight certification

Ground development Cost 
(100% PI)

Preliminary 
experiment design
Supplies & Materials
Personnel

Discovery Funding
Information 

available: HOW CAN 
THE ISS CAN HELP 
THEM TO ADDRESS 

SDGs? (Success 
storires)

Common opportunity areas

GUIDANCE
Implementa
tion partner

 Before 
Implementa
tion partner

How to take 
the results to 
the end user 

(beneficiaries)

How to 
incentivize 
people to 
mentor

After ISS
Before ISS

“It shouldn’t be about space, it 
should be about doing good 

for the world” - Miki, 2020

Brainstorm - What 
should be 
incorporated  in the 
plan from both 
personas viewpoints

Entrepreneur - Persona1.

. Academic - Persona

Brainstorming - How 
to reach the users?
A. Marketing - How to can we 
generate awareness to the 
sponsor and users?

B. Research - How can 
promote ISS - 3 Unique 
Selling points to both our 
persona researchers?

microgravity 
validation 
for your 

ideas

Is there any 
platform to  
join 
researchers 
and sponsors?

Challenge! Design 
for multi year 

program (outlast 
the ISS life!)

(Sustainability) - 
vijay

In the beginning, 
the program can 

exploit the 
marketing value 
but what sticks is 
the real science

Challenge! Design 
for global impact 

and more partners 
every year

(scalability)- vijay

Keep 
researchers 
comming in 
the future

What 
makes this 
program to 

stay?

What are some 
design features 

unique to 
sustainability- 

focused program?

Think 
about 

long time

What story (about 
contribution of the ISS to 

SDGs) do you want to tell if 
you were to ask your 

neighbors to sign a petition 
to keep the orbiting lab?

Easy access to ISS can be 
obtained by putting out 

challenges/ getting in touch 
with space organizations 

which target students, 
SEDS/SGAC etc- Sejal

Most students work on 
innovative projects during 

the final year, but don't get a 
chance to take it further

Encourage private space 
companies to take up 
projects, at START- UP 

conventions/with angel 
investors could be a 

potential starting point- Sejal

Encourage non- profit 
organizations, with focus on 

sustainable energy/ 
emphasize - Sejal

Highlight that the reserach 
can be conducted in 

microgravity- Sejal

Make it a 
competition!

Partnership 
with 

startup 
weekends?

Define very broad topics, so 
that research doesn't 
become very specific

Online course 
that teaches 
more about 
space based 

research

Media kit for the 
projects & 

partnerships with 
ways to share the 

successful 
projects

When a project 
launches, HYPE 

IT UP & get 
those people to 

go viral

Social media 
trend about 
ISS National 
Labs (TikTok 

viral hashtag)

Make it accessible, ANYONE 
who has an idea could get 

connected with a team who 
can help them achieve their 

idea (facilitate non 
technical people who have 

interest)

Get artists to 
make artwork 
that is going 
to go to ISS

Mentorship 
program with 
students and 
entrepeneurs

Internship 
program?

Help students 
understand what 
should be under 
NDA and what 

should be shared?

Brooke Owens 
Scholarship- 

Host company 
proposal

ISS 
“Alumni” 
Program

I like this idea! 
Maybe get in 

touch with 
1MWIS, WIA

Make it an 
all field 
thing

program with 
students and 
entrepeneurs

Creating 
awareness of 

the 
opportunities.

First concern business leadership and/or investors think is "That will cost a fortune! 
I need a return on investment and there is no way this will have a return!" So there 
are several ways to get around this:
1) ISS research will enable a LUCRATIVE space market
a) for example: "Everyone in the space business needs this problem solved, will pay 
for it, and this research will enable that!" In this case benefits it the SDG becomes a 
side effect, even though it may still be there
2) SHow that the ONLY way this technology will be developed is to use one of the 
unique conditions in space, and that after it has been developed there is amble 
room for this to be upscaled on earth in order to make it lucrative
a) Need investors/partnerships who are LARGE and have large logistics 
infrastructure in order to deliver high volume
b) Looking at unique laboratory conditions
1) Unique vantage point is good for satellite constellations that can reach the 
masses, but usu. ISS is not most efficient means of testing these (see thread w/ 
Miki's comments)
2) Extreme conditions may be good, but what about radiation, vacuum and oxygen 
radicals in space is needed on earth but cannot be tested on an earth- bound 
laboratory?
3) Microgravity good b/c some materials form better in microgravity (e.g. these 
guys are doing telecom materials) 
- DGM

that teaches 
more about 
space based 

research I recommend student teams be the non- profit.  Here is why:
People usually categorize charities, and financially support them in the following 
order:
1) Meeting physical needs for people
2) Environmental
3) Exploration
Anything using the ISS quickly gets put in the lowest box in people's minds, even if 
it is supporting the others, our energy efficiency focus seems to do.

BUT

If would- be donors believe they are helping to educate students (as opposed to 
paying established engineers like me!), that is a charity that meets people's needs 
(their education) and gets listened to more than simply, "Outer space is cool!". 
Once the audience is listening, if the students can show how their work will go to 
another charity or church mission group that can use this work to make people's 
lives better, then they may see more benefits to the high price tag of this non- 
profit.

- DGM

Students can get 
funding for research 
that others cannot!

See link
- DGM

OR actually work together. I have done this in 2 ways:
1) Internships and part time employment for students; 
unfortunately, sometimes labor and employment laws 
make this unfeasible
2) Professors get funding for a student project, wherein 
the student do much of the work, but outsource parts 
beyond their capabilities to business; this always 
happens to some extent as they often need to buy 
special materials or components
3) I have been on both ends of mentorshiip, which has 
its value, not not nearly as much at # (1)
- DGM

Earlier I mentioned 
that student- run 
groups/charity 
partnerships may 
have a compelling 
case

https://www.faceb
ook.com/ISS/

https://www.yout
ube.com/user/aw
esomelightning

see 
above
- DGM

ISS is VERY expensive; key to keeping it online is 
projects that pay for its operation; diverting funds from 
ISS operation to challenges may be good longterm, but 
is not a sustainable solution

SO

We need to give people a reason to want to donate to 
the ISS.  I believe thay typically comes 2 ways:
1) Convince a business that it is worthwhile, so they pay 
for it
2) Charity/non- profit

see comments linked

PAY THEM = most easy way

Payload Specialists make it their 
job to help people do/set up 
experiments on the ISS; this 

takes lots of expertise, and every 
first- time ISS user needs one.

THese guys are busy and need to 
pay the bills

Ability to design and conduct 
experiments with gravity as a 

variable (instead of being 
constant as always assumed 

on earth) - Soufiane

Think about 
where that 

money might 
come from

Examples, 
specific for 

sustainability 
related 

research?

connect students 
who are trying to do 

sustainability 
research with ISS 

with companies so 
they can implement 

this

Funding for 
students to 

launch companies 
after graduation 

based on research 
results

Get a 
documentary 
made about 

it

Challenge! Design 
for multi year 

program (outlast 
the ISS life!)

(Sustainability) - 
vijay

In the beginning, 
the program can 

exploit the 
marketing value 
but what sticks is 
the real science

Challenge! Design 
for global impact 

and more partners 
every year

(scalability)- vijay
every year

(scalability)- vijayHow can we design 
the program so that 
more sponsors and 
more participants 

will come back every 
year?

How to engage 
people 

comming 
back?
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INFORMATION AVAILABLE (HOW CAN THE ISS HELP THEM TO 
ADDRESS SDGs?: Another big area to work on, and the basis for this 
challenge is to let the researchers know in what way the ISS can help 
their objectives. It was suggested to share and let them know how the ISS 
has already helped projects solving SDGs challenges. (Success stories). 
How are we going to deliver this information?

Along with the theme about information available it was talked during the 
discussion How to help or guide researchers applying for the use of ISS? 
How and who could mentor potential researchers through the ISS jour-
ney? Whether before or after an implementation partner is involved.

FUNDING: Big stone on the way is how can the researchers find the eco-
nomical resources for implementing their experiment aboard the ISS?

After the use of the ISS National Lab facilities. What happened?

HOW TO TAKE THE RESULTS TO THE END USER (BENEFICIARIES) 
OF THEIR RESEARCH?: Find a way to help researchers achieve their 
goal in order to help others, the earth population that could benefit from 
their (in this case) energy efficiency projects.

HOW TO INCENTIVE PEOPLE TO MENTOR?: Thinking about the earlier 
problem for guidance, it was suggested a way for the people who already 
successfully applied and used the ISS to help new applicants. How do we 
convince them to help and keep them coming back. 

Homework
1) While thinking about these problems, post on the brainstorming 
area on miro board, ideas that you come up with to solve them.
2) Build up upon the other team mates ideas already posted.
For the next session IT IS IMPORTANT THAT THE MAJORITY OF 
THE TEAM JOIN, TO WORK ON THE IDEATION SESSION.

OCTOBER 6-7

Accesibility

ISS National Lab Journey

Idea

Talk to implementation 
partners (IPs) and get 

their proposals

Preliminary experiment 
design & preflight testing 
& hardware development

Experiment gets done

Put it on a rocket

Data return & payload recovery

Deliver payload

Payload verification 
testing & flight 

readiness certification Postflight data analysis

Full Proposal 
(10 pgs)

Concept 
Summary (2 pgs)

Final 
Determin

ation

Review Sign 
agreement

Select 
an IP

> Why should it be done on the ISS?
> Rough concept of Operation
  - Do you need sample returned?
  - What hardware do you need?
  - How long should it take on the ISS?
> Which of 3 advantages (micro- g, x- env, 
vantage pt) is being exploited?
> Value/Impact
  - Sci discovery vs tech maturation
  - What are the benefits to the society 
(esp. our life on Earth)?
  - Economic impact (addressable market 
size)
> Budget

Total mission cost

Launch cost
Up- mass, astronaut 

time, down- mass
(~ $7M; in- kind)

IP cost (~100k to $2-3M; 
usually PI pays)

Preflight testing
Hardware customization
Flight certification

Ground development Cost 
(100% PI)

Preliminary 
experiment design
Supplies & Materials
Personnel

Discovery Funding
Information 

available: HOW CAN 
THE ISS CAN HELP 
THEM TO ADDRESS 

SDGs? (Success 
storires)

Common opportunity areas

GUIDANCE
Implementa
tion partner

 Before 
Implementa
tion partner

How to take 
the results to 
the end user 

(beneficiaries)

How to 
incentivize 
people to 
mentor

After ISS
Before ISS

“It shouldn’t be about space, it 
should be about doing good 

for the world” - Miki, 2020

Tributary 
system

nurturing

Fast 
growing

"shaping"

Flowchart to 
represent 

process (cf. ISS 
NL Journey)

Thick 
stem

Full of 
life/biod
iversity

nurturing

ecosystem

deep 
rooted

Bubbling

AND 
equally big 

canopy

With 
interactive 

functionalities

Clear/ 
transparent

canopy

photosynthesis

Influencer 
marketing campaign 

:) have them show 
the benefits working 

with ISS has for 
researchers

marketing campaign 
:) have them show 

the benefits working 
with ISS has for 

researchers

Have large 
companies 

fund the 
research

Facilitate 
direct access 
to relevant 

experts

Have mentors that 
help students once 

research is complete 
to get them to 

actually use it to 
help the world

Tributaries/ Clear 
Idea/ Full of life/ 

continsouly 
building and 

growing

Directory of 
relevant 
funding 
bodies

Have outreach program 
from "alumni" to 

universities 
energy/sustainability 
departments to give 

lectures & share their 
research and how its 

helping the world with the 
current students

Hydroponic

growing

Branched out, not 
limited to one 
direction,deep 

rooted,flexible of 
sorts

Short with 
many 

tributaries

air 
quality

space 
production

ISS as 
test 

houseGet people from 
various disciplines 

to join hands, 
understand the 

human 
perspective

Solar panel 
reflectors in 

specific areas to 
lessen the the 
melting of the 

glaciers

Rockets working 
on batteries 

instead of fuels 
while the launch

Host competition 
where the prize is 

funding the research 
to ISS (submission 

has to be an energy 
or sustainability 

goal)

Highlight use of control 
of gravity/ open 

innovations/open 
source info about 

current experiments 
and diveristy in the 

same

Host a 
conference or 
give talks at an 

energy/sustaina
bility conference

I think its kind of a cycle -- 
once research is being 

implemented that came 
from ISS more people will 

see that it came from there 
(if we can get attention on 
that) and then that will get 
more people interested in 

doing it

The resources 
that will be 

available can be 
highlighted/ Shark 
Tank of Space of 

sorts?
Most private 

space companies, 
getting Elon Musk, 
Bezos, or Branson 

to popularize 
these?

Get in touch 
with 

SGAC/SEDS 
Student bodies

Get researchers 
interested ISS

Simplified 
portfolio of 

research 
projects

Get in touch with 
SGAC/SEDS Student 

bodies/inform students 
that it is available to 

them/format could be 
a symposium or 

conference or talk

Get organisations 
like SGAC involved 

to inform about 
benefits of 

conducting research 
on the ISS

Many people think ISS is 
impossible for them SO

Publish online clear instructions 
about how they can use ISS 

andhow they can make a good 
proposal that will be listened to 
and taken seriously; you do not 
want to miss out on good ideas 

for user error

Get people from 
various disciplines 

to join hands, 
understand the 

human 
perspective

Define very broad topics, so 
that research doesn't 
become very specific

crossovers

Help researchers 
get funding

Workshops 
for writing 

grant 
proposals

Large 
framework 

programmes for 
research (e.g. 
Horizon 2020)

Provide clear 
instruction to 

researchers on 
how to 

minimize costs

Program to combine 
research proposals 

so that multiple 
sustainability 
solutions can 

benefit from the 
same researchHelp them 

write good 
proposals

Help them with 
understanding 

funding channel 
requirements

Open invite 
through 

Incubation 
Centers

Accelerators 
and 

programs 
like ours

Incubation 
cells

Klara: research and 
business 

development 
projects

e.g. incubators, 
startup centres

Incubators/accelerators

Writing grant proposals

Help researchers 
get to the next 

step

Mentorship 
from alumni to 

validate and 
give feedback

Popular 
science 
media

Social Media 
open source 
information

Videos/ 
teasers related 

to the 
innovation to 

be pub

Mentorship 

Alumni mentor 
program serves 
as a networking 
opportunity as 

well

Encourage 
publications and 

social media 
presence for 

research 
promotion

Social Media 

Make them join a 
facebook group to 
talk to each other 
after the program 

and share what 
they are doing

Social Media 
open source 
Social Media Support groups 

on 
instagram/FB/Slac

k or Whatsapp 
where they get 
regular updates

Encourage 

Get media 
attention & news 

about them - hype 
them up and get 
visibility so magic 

can happen

publish

)1 Pay Payload specialists. Get 
applicants in touch with payload 

specialists early. THe problem 
with payload specialists is that 
they do this for a living and do 

not like to do work without 
getting paid.  However, they are 

essential to any mission.

Mentor new 
applicants and get 

mentors

Make a form where 
both mentors and 

mentees can 
apply/FAQ section 

for the same where 
mentors can give 

insights

Talk about these at 
startup conventions 

that provide 
intersnhips and if 
they have open 

source material they 
can share

Have the 
perspective of 

different 
stakeholders 

involved

2) Provide online access to 
documents explaining How 

to Apply, what is sought, 
what payload specialists do 
and the concerns they go 

though.

Experts in the 
field of specific 

projects and 
have knowledge 

about ISS

essential to any mission.

PAY THEM = most easy way

Payload Specialists make it their 
job to help people do/set up 
experiments on the ISS; this 

takes lots of expertise, and every 
first- time ISS user needs one.

THese guys are busy and need to 
pay the bills

OR actually work together. I have done this in 2 ways:
1) Internships and part time employment for students; 
unfortunately, sometimes labor and employment laws 
make this unfeasible
2) Professors get funding for a student project, wherein 
the student do much of the work, but outsource parts 
beyond their capabilities to business; this always 
happens to some extent as they often need to buy 
special materials or components
3) I have been on both ends of mentorshiip, which has 
its value, not not nearly as much at # (1)
- DGM

Have mentors that 
help students once 

research is complete 
to get them to 

actually use it to 
help the world

Have outreach program 
from "alumni" to 

universities 
energy/sustainability 
departments to give 

lectures & share their 
research and how its 

helping the world with the 
current students

Get 
researchers 

interested ISS

Help researchers 
get funding

Help 
researchers 
get to the 
next step

...simply put:
Mentor new applicants and 

get them to be mentors 
when they finish.

Assist would- be sustainability 
researchers at 

understanding the ISS's 
capabilities and navigating 

the ISS proposal and 
sponsorship process, then 

help with implementing 
findings on earth.

Help researchers understand how they can implement what they learned on ISS to the real world

Help people 
who want to 

make the wold 
better know to 

use ISS Network of 
mentors 

and 
connections

Clear instruction 
on how process 

works for 
interested 

people

How do we help a new 
researcher navigate 
getting in touch with 

and successfully 
implement a reseach 

project on ISS

How do we make 
energy efficiency 

researchers change 
their mindset to see 
advantages that can 
only be realized in 

space?

ISS time is expensive. 
Running a successful 

business on earth 
requires money to 

maintain cashflow. How 
do we help developers 

to do both?

This is the link to apply 
to send research, with 
a form to submit to get 

more 
info  https://www.issnat
ionallab.org/research- 
on- the- iss/proposals/

Maybe we do a call 
for submissions with 

a 5th bullet 
pertaining to solving 
one of the 3 chosen 

SDGs

Get 
researchers 

interested ISS

Apply to ISS, work 
with IP, get funding, 
launch, get results 

(see Miki's chart 
below)

Come back from ISS 
and get mentorship 

to help with 
implementing 

solution to make a 
change on Earth

Share "success 
stories" of those who 

are making an 
impact on Earth that 

worked with ISS

Join network of 
people who are 

working on 
sustainability goals & 
share info about how 

they can use ISS

Share success 
stories, types of 
research being 
done using the 

unique conditions 
of the ISS Redesign the website 

to include something 
more focused on our 
personas, give them 

information they need 
to make a decision to 

contact ISS

Set up a competition 
for sustainability 

researchers to apply 
for, winner gets a 

grant to go to ISS ?

revisit our personas, 
but maybe we need to 

make partnerships with 
VCs or if its for non 

profit work with 
foundations or with 

NIH/NASA etc.

Connect people who are 
interested in research and 

who are doing research 
and those interested in 
funding in some sort of 
networking space where 
these connections can 

happen

Make a platform where 
we can connect 

investors to 
researchers so they can 
directly gain access to 
it/ Investors can select 

their interests

Assist would- be sustainability 

These needs 
revision and 
agreement 

by the group

What mentor do 
env. or soc. 

researcher/entrepr
enure need 

throughout the 
journey?

Academic 
advisors

SMEs

Legal
Fellow 

students/entr
eprenures (a 
bit advanced)bit advanced)

Raising 
funds

ISS 
research

on a 
different 

but related 
topics

On 
customer 
discovery

throughout the 
journey?

on 
marketing

on grant 
writing

On 
publishing 
your work

“It shouldn’t be 
about space, it 

should be about 
doing good for the 
world” - Miki, 2020

Social Media 
open source 
information

Challenge: Many believe ISS is 
impossible for them

....so educational and/or 
outreach programs made easily 

accessible online that explain the 
process of using ISSS and where 
they can go for more information 

to make sure they write a 
realistic proposal

Get researchers 
interested ISS

Open 
innovation 
challenge

Being an 
astronaut

Simplified 
portfolio of 

research 
projects

Any potential 
individual of the 

globe to apply his 
knowledge and 

expertise for the 
betterment of 

people and nature

Make a reality TV 
show about the 

process and follow 
researchers around 
and show how it is 

impacting the world

researchers around 

impacting the world

The resources 
that will be 

available can be 
highlighted/ Shark 
Tank of Space of 

sorts?

 Befriendin
g an 

astronaut

Get in touch with 
SGAC/SEDS Student 

bodies/inform students 
that it is available to 

them/format could be 
a symposium or 

conference or talk

Facilitate 
collaboration 

between 
interested 

researchers

$$$

Highlight use of control 
of gravity/ open 

innovations/open 
source info about 

current experiments 
and diveristy in the 

same

Virtual / 
VR 

presence

Get someone really 
famous to do an 

experiment with ISS on 
sustainability (can we 
get Bill Gates to do it? 
with his sustainable 

toilet maybe??)

Merchandise Get someone really 

Celebrities

Get organisations 
like SGAC involved 

to inform about 
benefits of 

conducting research 
on the ISS

Send information 
to existing large 

sustainability/ene
rgy companies 
(Tesla?) to get 

them interested

Most private 
space companies, 
getting Elon Musk, 
Bezos, or Branson 

to popularize 
these?

Many people think ISS is 
impossible for them SO

Publish online clear instructions 
about how they can use ISS 

andhow they can make a good 
proposal that will be listened to 
and taken seriously; you do not 
want to miss out on good ideas 

for user error

Publish online clear instructions 
about how they can use ISS 

andhow they can make a good 
proposal that will be listened to 
and taken seriously; you do not 

Get people from 
various disciplines 

to join hands, 
understand the 

human 
perspective

Bring in Space 
communicators 
throughout the 

world, talk about it 
in a podcast, sucess 

stories of 
researchers/1MWIS

Angel 
Investors/Shark 
Tank for Space / 
Start up funds 

available by the gov 
at every college

Observation from 
yesterday:

student led projects at 
sustainable development 

goals can get private 
funding for ISS- based work 

easier than other 
nonpprofits

Help researchers 
get funding

Workshops 
for writing 

grant 
proposals

Tap into CSR of 
space 

companies/ this 
comes under 
sustainability

Competitions

Large 
framework 

programmes for 
research (e.g. 
Horizon 2020)

Funding 
from local 
to Global

Observation from yesterday:

First concern business leadership and/or investors think is "That will cost a fortune! 
I need a return on investment and there is no way this will have a return!" So there 

are several ways to get around this:
1) ISS research will enable a LUCRATIVE space market

a) for example: "Everyone in the space business needs this problem solved, will pay 
for it, and this research will enable that!" In this case benefits it the SDG becomes a 

side effect, even though it may still be there
2) SHow that the ONLY way this technology will be developed is to use one of the 
unique conditions in space, and that after it has been developed there is amble 

room for this to be upscaled on earth in order to make it lucrative
a) Need investors/partnerships who are LARGE and have large logistics 

infrastructure in order to deliver high volume
b) Looking at unique laboratory conditions

1) Unique vantage point is good for satellite constellations that can reach the 
masses, but usu. ISS is not most efficient means of testing these (see thread w/ 

Miki's comments)
2) Extreme conditions may be good, but what about radiation, vacuum and oxygen 

radicals in space is needed on earth but cannot be tested on an earth- bound 
laboratory?

3) Microgravity good b/c some materials form better in microgravity (e.g. these 
guys are doing telecom materials)

- DGM

Get huge names 
with an inclination 
towards the same 
fund the projects/ 
give their diverse 

problem statements
crowd 
funding

Advertisement

Competitionsprize

Provide clear 
instruction to 

researchers on 
how to 

minimize costs

Grants

investors

Program to combine 
research proposals 

so that multiple 
sustainability 
solutions can 

benefit from the 
same research

Government

Various organisation , 
corporates locally who 

will benefit from the 
research or their name 

will benefit to global 
corporates. - Vandana

Ask the US 
Government 
to pay for it 

lol

Create a non 
profit org that 

individual 
people can 
donate to

Have 
corporations 

pay taxes

Raise money 
from rich 

people and 
make a 

foundation

Help them 
write good 
proposals

Help them with 
understanding 

funding channel 
requirements

Pick projects well from the beginning. 

 Pick projects that are best- focused to answer their 
critical question(s) on ISS.  These will be the 

companies/organizations most likely to succeed, 
because they already understand their problem well 

and are well- organized and well- motivated.

Afterward you can do follow up PR stuff with the 
successful, but talk is cheap.  THe key is getting them 
what they need to develop their scalable, beneficial 

technology.

Help researchers 
get to the next 

step

Mentorship 
from alumni to 

validate and 
give feedback

Create 
startups

Applied 
research 
grants

Popular 
science 
media

Social Media 
open source 
information

Extend funding 
beyond when the 
send payload to 

cover 
implementation in 

the real world

support 
groupMake a platform where 

we can connect 
investors to 

researchers so they can 
directly gain access to 
it/ Investors can select 

their interests

"pipeline"
Organise talks 

to share 
research results 
with a general 

audience

Information the 
highlights of the 
discovery to be 
published in the 

leading newspapers 
so it reaches the 

masses.

Corporate 
bucking

Videos/ 
teasers related 

to the 
innovation to 

be pub

Mentorship 

Alumni mentor 
program serves 
as a networking 
opportunity as 

well

Encourage 
publications and 

social media 
presence for 

research 
promotion

creating 
partnerships

Social Media 

Make them join a 
facebook group to 
talk to each other 
after the program 

and share what 
they are doing

building 
networks

Social Media Social Media Support groups 
on 

instagram/FB/Slac
k or Whatsapp 
where they get 
regular updates

Organise talks 

research results 

Encourage 

Get media 
attention & news 

about them - hype 
them up and get 
visibility so magic 

can happen

testing 
validation
certification

contracts 
with 

industries

Provide 
support with 
intellectual 

property 
protection

implementation 
strategies

user 
testing

Provide guidance on 
options for how to proceed 
(especially for students) re: 

creating a startup or 
bringing their research to a 

foundation or joining a 
larger company working on 

something similar

Guidance with IP 
and direct 

connection with 
industries to test 

impact of the 
research

publish

Directly 
connecting 

with 
experts

Alumni of 
SGAC/SEDS 

Masters 
students to 

mentor juniors

)1 Pay Payload specialists. Get 
applicants in touch with payload 

specialists early. THe problem 
with payload specialists is that 
they do this for a living and do 

not like to do work without 
getting paid.  However, they are 

essential to any mission.

Anyone who has 
worked on the 

projects at ISS to 
give insight/ this will 

increase their 
paper/patent 

citationsMentor new 
applicants and get 

mentors

Make a form where 
both mentors and 

mentees can 
apply/FAQ section 

for the same where 
mentors can give 

insights

Talk about these at 
startup conventions 

that provide 
intersnhips and if 
they have open 

source material they 
can share

Have the 
perspective of 

different 
stakeholders 

involved

2) Provide online access to 
documents explaining How 

to Apply, what is sought, 
what payload specialists do 
and the concerns they go 

though.

Open invite 
through 

Incubation 
Centers

Accelerators 
and 

programs 
like ours

Coaching

Incubation 
cells

Alumni 
conferences

Not 
restricting 

to 
citizenshipOffice 

hours

Klara: research and 
business 

development 
projects

e.g. incubators, 
startup centres

workshops

Experts in the 
field of specific 

projects and 
have knowledge 

about ISS

Define very broad topics, so 
that research doesn't 
become very specific

profit org that 

Raise money 

Encourage non- profit 
organizations, with focus on 

sustainable energy/ 
emphasize - Sejal

Tap into CSR of 

companies/ this 
Encourage private space 

companies to take up 
projects - SejalISS is VERY expensive; key to keeping it online is 

projects that pay for its operation; diverting funds from 
ISS operation to challenges may be good longterm, but 
is not a sustainable solution

SO

We need to give people a reason to want to donate to 
the ISS.  I believe thay typically comes 2 ways:
1) Convince a business that it is worthwhile, so they pay 
for it
2) Charity/non- profit

see comments linked

First concern business leadership and/or investors think is "That will cost a fortune! 
I need a return on investment and there is no way this will have a return!" So there 
are several ways to get around this:
1) ISS research will enable a LUCRATIVE space market
a) for example: "Everyone in the space business needs this problem solved, will pay 
for it, and this research will enable that!" In this case benefits it the SDG becomes a 
side effect, even though it may still be there
2) SHow that the ONLY way this technology will be developed is to use one of the 
unique conditions in space, and that after it has been developed there is amble 
room for this to be upscaled on earth in order to make it lucrative
a) Need investors/partnerships who are LARGE and have large logistics 
infrastructure in order to deliver high volume
b) Looking at unique laboratory conditions
1) Unique vantage point is good for satellite constellations that can reach the 
masses, but usu. ISS is not most efficient means of testing these (see thread w/ 
Miki's comments)
2) Extreme conditions may be good, but what about radiation, vacuum and oxygen 
radicals in space is needed on earth but cannot be tested on an earth- bound 
laboratory?
3) Microgravity good b/c some materials form better in microgravity (e.g. these 
guys are doing telecom materials) 
- DGM

I recommend student teams be the non- profit.  Here is why:
People usually categorize charities, and financially support them in the following 
order:
1) Meeting physical needs for people
2) Environmental
3) Exploration
Anything using the ISS quickly gets put in the lowest box in people's minds, even if 
it is supporting the others, our energy efficiency focus seems to do.

BUT

If would- be donors believe they are helping to educate students (as opposed to 
paying established engineers like me!), that is a charity that meets people's needs 
(their education) and gets listened to more than simply, "Outer space is cool!". 
Once the audience is listening, if the students can show how their work will go to 
another charity or church mission group that can use this work to make people's 
lives better, then they may see more benefits to the high price tag of this non- 
profit.

essential to any mission.

PAY THEM = most easy way

Payload Specialists make it their 
job to help people do/set up 
experiments on the ISS; this 

takes lots of expertise, and every 
first- time ISS user needs one.

THese guys are busy and need to 
pay the bills

Students can get 
funding for research 
that others cannot!

See link
- DGM

OR actually work together. I have done this in 2 ways:
1) Internships and part time employment for students; 
unfortunately, sometimes labor and employment laws 
make this unfeasible
2) Professors get funding for a student project, wherein 
the student do much of the work, but outsource parts 
beyond their capabilities to business; this always 
happens to some extent as they often need to buy 
special materials or components
3) I have been on both ends of mentorshiip, which has 
its value, not not nearly as much at # (1)
- DGM

Legend:
       Cost- effective idea (feasible)
       Effective idea (impact)

to create clusters is a good 
think to do, the ideas 
overlap and can be 

classified in four categories 
- pop science & media, 

research grants, mentoring 
and startups/businesses

Celebrities / Media

Students???

at START- UP 
conventions/with angel 

investors could be a 
potential starting point- 

Sejal

crossovers

Corporations

Incubators/accelerators

Writing grant proposals

Government

Non- Profit/ 
Donations

Investors (for 
profit?)

Challenges/Competitions/Prizes

Miscellaneous

Mr. Beast 
sponsors a 

research 
project

Uncategorized

Influencer 
marketing campaign 

:) have them show 
the benefits working 

with ISS has for 
researchers

Sej
Have large 
companies 

fund the 
research

Have mentors that 
help students once 

research is complete 
to get them to 

actually use it to 
help the world

Have outreach program 
from "alumni" to 

universities 
energy/sustainability 
departments to give 

lectures & share their 
research and how its 

helping the world with the 
current students

Host competition 
where the prize is 

funding the research 
to ISS (submission 

has to be an energy 
or sustainability 

goal)

Host a 
conference or 
give talks at an 

energy/sustaina
bility conference

I think its kind of a cycle -- 
once research is being 

implemented that came 
from ISS more people will 

see that it came from there 
(if we can get attention on 
that) and then that will get 
more people interested in 

doing it

Challenges

Workshops

MISSION STATEMENT: How are we going to accomplish the vission?

VISION: Why is this challenge? What world we want to create? 
What do we want to accomplish?

We empower those, who want to directly address the United Nations' Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), with space- based research to create 
a better world by providing a platform that enables them to create connections and to work together.

We empower and connect those who work to create a sustainable world.

SDGs (or 
sustainability)

Enable or 
empower

Platform
Solve real time 

social issue. 
Ex. 

Electrification, 
Air Quality....

Provide a platform for 
researchers interested in 
solving SDG's to connect 

and solve problems using 
the ISS's unique capabilities 

and developing solutions 
for use on Earth.

UNIQUE FEATURES TO HIGHLIGHT

Feedback

Celebrate 
and learn 

from 
failures

 Advance 
UN SDGs

Using ISS is 
a given, so 

don't 
highlight it

Connecting 
people 

together

 REACTOR (Organization of Researchers, 
Entrepreneurs, Academics, Companies, 

Technologists) for Sustainability

Program 
(challenge) 
itself being 
sustainable 
(long term)

Community 
building

Focus on 
different 
SDG's for 
each one

Partnership 
finder

Open 
innovation 

challenge is an 
example we 

picked

Let's make 
sure to say 

why we picked 
"Open 

Innovation"

A chance to 
interact with 

mentors from 
around the 

world

Failure 
stories 
contest!

Create a 
change that 

will save 
the planet.

Vision:
Gather in one place all the 
minds concerned in the 
planet who need to use ISS 
for advance in their 
research to significantly 
contribute to UN's SDGs

VALUES:

(global 
impact)

Enable

Glocalisation
(Global+Localisat

ion)

Directly 
address 

UN SDGs Holistic 
approach

Time for 
action is 

now?

Values:
Inclusivity
Supportive
Space- Based 
Research

Space 
based 

research?

ONE of a SERIES of SDG 
Challenges

Parking lot Scarcity of 
resources to 
replace by 

energy 
efficiency

To solve the United 
Nations' Sustainable 

Development Goals (SDGs) 
using energy efficient 

technologies developed 
with the assistance of the 

International Space 
Station's unique laboratory 

conditions.

We empower and 
connect those 
who work to 
create a 
sustainable world.

Community 
building

 Mentoring
Collaboration 

and 
connections

To create

How is this?
"To initiate a challeng
will build a platform j

researchers to emp
space- based resear

solve real- world prob
which endanger t

planet."

MISSION STATEMENT: How are we going to accomplish the vission?

VISION: Why is this challenge? What world we want to create? 
What do we want to accomplish?

We empower those, who want to directly address the United Nations' Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), with space- based research to create 
a better world by providing a platform that enables them to create connections and to work together.

We empower and connect those who work to create a sustainable world.

SDGs (or 
sustainability)

Enable or 
empower

Platform
Solve real time 

social issue. 
Ex. 

Electrification, 
Air Quality....

Provide a platform for 
researchers interested in 
solving SDG's to connect 

and solve problems using 
the ISS's unique capabilities 

and developing solutions 
for use on Earth.

UNIQUE FEATURES TO HIGHLIGHT

Feedback

Celebrate 
and learn 

from 
failures

 Advance 
UN SDGs

Using ISS is 
a given, so 

don't 
highlight it

Connecting 
people 

together

 REACTOR (Organization of Researchers, 
Entrepreneurs, Academics, Companies, 

Technologists) for Sustainability

Program 
(challenge) 
itself being 
sustainable 
(long term)

Community 
building

Focus on 
different 
SDG's for 
each one

Partnership 
finder

Open 
innovation 

challenge is an 
example we 

picked

Let's make 
sure to say 

why we picked 
"Open 

Innovation"

A chance to 
interact with 

mentors from 
around the 

world

Failure 
stories 
contest!

Failure 

Create a 
change that 

will save 
the planet.

Vision:
Gather in one place all the 
minds concerned in the 
planet who need to use ISS 
for advance in their 
research to significantly 
contribute to UN's SDGs

VALUES:

(global 
impact)

Enable

Glocalisation
(Global+Localisat

ion)

Directly 
address 

UN SDGs Holistic 
approach

Time for 
action is 

now?

Values:
Inclusivity
Supportive
Space- Based 
Research

Space 
based 

research?

ONE of a SERIES of SDG 
Challenges

Parking lot Scarcity of 
resources to 
replace by 

energy 
efficiency

To solve the United 
Nations' Sustainable 

Development Goals (SDGs) 
using energy efficient 

technologies developed 
with the assistance of the 

International Space 
Station's unique laboratory 

conditions.

We empower and 
connect those 
who work to 
create a 
sustainable world.

Community 
building

 Mentoring
Collaboration 

and 
connections

To create

How is this?
"To initiate a challeng
will build a platform j

researchers to emp
space- based resear

solve real- world prob
which endanger t

planet."

Who should be involved?

Step 1

Step 2

Tools

Prep

Development Sponsorship Exposure Event 
Planning

Recruitment of 
Professionals

Applying Application Evaluation & 
Responses

Communications 
Channels

Thoughts, comments, actions

Create Teams & 
pair with mentors

Panels & SME 
presentations

Networking Team Presentation & 
submissions of materials

Winner 
Selection

Implementation
forward to ISS

Follow Events Exposure Mentorship Alumni Program Media & Press

STAGE 5 
Follow- up

Develop Team of 
Subject Matter Experts 
(judges) - Plan for what 
their incentive will be to 
join the challenge.

Reserved acceptance 
slots for proposals that 
will meet UN SDGs.
Main criteria is as follows:

Likelihood of solving 
the SDG
Number of SDGs will 
solve

Develop custom judging 
criteria specific to the 
theme of the year.

1.

2.

Sponsorship Members
Governments
Educational 
Institutions
Corporate
Philanthropist & 
Institution
Foundations
NIH/NASA
Non for Profit
Media Partners
Logistics & event 
planning (in kind)

Sponsorship
Funding
Product or Services
Partnership Deals
Volunteers

Possible Incentives for 
Sponsors

Acknowledgement
Collaboration
Data Sharing
Possible rights to 
access intellectual 
properties
Possible return on 
investments

Develop Sponsorship 
List and Levels (level 
status dependent on 
contributions)

1.
2.

3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

1.
2.
3.
4.

AWARENESS
Put out a call to 
participate in the 
challenge.

TOOLS
Website
All applicable social 
media Channels
Media 
launch/Publicity & 
CTA

Call to Participants 
Researchers:

Corporate
Large 
companies
Entrepreneurs

Academia
Students

Incentives to Join
Prizes
Acknowledgements
Awards
Bursaries

(Different for participants 
and stakeholders)

1.
2.

3.

1.
a.

b.
2.
3.

Entry Criteria
Application and 
Concept Summary
Video Submission
SDG directed

Instructions | Demos | 
Resources | 

Presentation 
outlining entire 
process
Written instructions
Contact for advice
Examples of 
successful 
applications in past

Categories
Student
Academia
Corporative

Types of Projects 
Accepted

Energy efficient 
technologies, which 
must be tested in 
space but can 
achieve SDGs on 
earth
Novel hardware to 
meet needs for the 
space industry, which 
may be scaled to 
achieve SDGs on 
earth

1.

2.
3.

1.

2.
3.
4.

1.
2.
3.

1.

2.

Participant Evaluation
Against submission 
requirements & entry 
criteria.

Acceptance letters
tell them why they were 
accepted.

Rejection letters
tell them why they did not 
meet the criteria and 
where they can improve.

Logistics - Participants 
and stakeholder are 
informed on process:

What to expect
Timeline for 
Challenge
Provide Agenda
Created timeline for 
check- ins

Judging Panel
Experienced space 
industry 
professionals.
Experienced power, 
energy, and 
sustainability 
professionals.
Space and impact 
investors.
Ideally, judges will 
have experience in a 
combination of the 
criteria above.

Judging Criteria
All successful 
applicants must 
solve at least one UN 
SDG by improved 
energy efficiency and 
must include a study 
that cannot be 
performed without 
at least one of ISS's 
unique conditions 
(vantage point, 
microgravity, 
extreme conditions)
Applications will be 
evaluated both in 
terms of likely 
technological success 
and economic 
success toward 
solving SDG(s)
Additional 
consideration will be 
given to applications 
that are likely to 
solve multiple SDGs

1.
2.

3.
4.

1.

2.

3.

4.

1.

2.

3.

STAGE 4
End of the Challenge

STAGE 3
Content of the Challenge

STAGE 2
Applying to the Challenge

STAGE 1 
Challenge Build- up 

REACTOR Sustainability Challenge

Logistics
With the help of PR 
partners or sponsors.
Setting date, hours of 
commitment, (in the 
future location - TBD).

Scheduling
Setting times for panels 
& talks, participant read 
outs, and judge reviews 
of submissions.

TOOLS
Zoom or video 
conferencing 
platform
Collaboration tools 
licensed

Food & Vendors
TBD, if this is in person.

Costs
Travel costs may 
be covered for 
most highly sought 
SMEs

1.

2.

1.

Keynote speaker 
Select and propose 
notable and celebrity 
guest speak.

Subject Matter Expert 
(SME)

SME subsidies 
depend upon value 
of SMEs as 
speakers/mentors
SMEs must receive 
free admission to all 
REACTOR events
In some cases SMEs 
may be paid for 
attendance. 
However, this should 
only be reserved for 
those SMEs deemed 
to contribute 
significantly to 
REACTOR's success
Positions as panel 
SMEs and/or 
speakers may be 
available for 
additional 
sponsorship, 
provided speaker and 
subject matter are 
qualified and within 
scope

1.

2.

3.

4.

Followup 
challenges/networking 
events
Showcase success stories 
and encourage 
mentorships/synergies 
from sustainable 
development 
entrepreneurs and 
impact investors.

Failure Stories Contest
Contest to have failed 
projects explain why they 
failed, what parts of their 
projects had merit, what 
they would do differently, 
and relevant advice for 
subsequent applicants; 
Failed project competition 
winners should receive 
some payment in kind or 
funding, in order to 
incentivize sharing 
lessons learned and 
continued effort.

Presenter Makeup
Presenters should 
include:

UN Staff concerned 
with SDGs and the 
role of energy 
efficiency in 
achieving it
ISS Staff familiar with 
the experimental 
process from the 
application to the 
launch and 
conclusion phase(s)
Impact investors in 
the energy efficiency 
field
Alumni from 
previous REACTORs, 
or at least successful 
researchers/entrepre
neurs, who have 
achieved success 
both in space- based 
research and 
sustainable 
development, ideally 
with the same 
technology

Q&A with experts
Guest Lectures and 
Industrial Visits.

Interaction with Local 
Entrepreneurs and global 
entrepreneurs on the 
field.

1.

2.

3.

4.

Alumni Program
All successful competition 
winners are automatically 
members. Non- winning 
participants may be 
participants. Key missions 
of alumni program will be 
promoting REACTOR and 
mentoring promising 
applicants and interested 
researchers.

Teaming up
Individuals applicants 
grouped by interest to the 
challenge theme.

Activities for the teams 
Team buiding activities
Workshop.

Mentorship Program 
Implemented
Mentors are accessible to 
applicants for advice at 
any stage of the challenge 
process. Regular Mentor 
check- in.

Idea Generating
Exchange of ideas 
within researchers/ 
their sources (might 
inculcate a sense of 
working towards a 
common goal?)

Explore multiple 
intelligences.

Program Improvement
Lessons learned from 
REACTOR , especially 
successes and failure 
stories, must be used to 
improve future REACTORs 
and other work with ISS 
National Laboratory, as a 
whole.  Of primary 
importance is ensuring 
the best applications are 
are received in the future.

Applicant Mentorship
In concert with Alumni 
Program and ISS's 
resources, pair promising 
applicants with 
mentorship resources to 
help them develop their 
applications and 
longterm business needs.

Press about challenge 
All successful competition 
winners have opportunity 
to be interviewed in 
national media. 

Follow up media
Develop a network of 
journalists who will follow 
up with alumni and share 
the awesome things they 
are working on since 
completing the challenge.

Communication Tools
Inital Email
Slack Challenge Channel
Youtube
Zoom or video calls

1.
2.
3.
4.

Deliverables
The teams submit their finished 
proposals to generate their 
research on board the ISS National 
Laboratory.

The full proposal evaluated by 
the ISS National Lab.
How is the research findings 
going to impact their proposal 
for Energy Efficency?

Develop hardware and 
verification testing
This will be handled 
separately from the rest 
of the challenge.

Selection
Winning applications will 
be evaluated in 
accordance with judging 
criteria.

Next step
Successful applications 
will begin work on 
agreement for ISS 
research.  Refer to "Sign 
Agreement," section of 
ISS Journey Map.

Non- selection
Rejected applications will 
be provided feedback for 
use in future applications.

STAGE 0 
Where we are

Design/ 
Development

Develop core team 
Organizers
Key partners (multi- 
year commitment)
Anchor sponsors

Set vision, mission 
statement, value 
propositions, and any 
other "secret sauce".

Develop features 
applicable to (possible 
annual) challenge

Structure/Timeline 
(this document)
Components 
(stakeholders)
Logistics

Identify customizable 
features that changes 
depending on:

Target theme (SDG) 
of the year
Sponsors

1.

2.

Event

Event Platform
To be examined 
in phase two.

Possible option 
examples:

Online or 
stationed 
Conference
Online event
Traveling 
Showcase to 
institutions

1.

2.
3.

Where we are Applying to the ChalChallenge Build- up 
STAGE 5 

Follow- upEnd of the ChallengeContent of the Challenge

OUR VALUES

Personas | Users: Sustainability Researchers 
(Corporate | Entrepreneurs, Academia, Students) 
who's research may benefit from the ISS's Unique Selling Points
(Microgravity, Extreme Conditions and Vantage Point)

Outline Model - ONE in a SERIES of SDG Challenges

Thorough 
understanding 
of the SDG and 

its stakeholders

Mentorship Failure Story 
Contest

Thorough 
Feedback

Matchmaking Collaboration
Alumni 
ProgramPartnership
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